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PREFACE.

The great changes that have taken place in Turkey within the

last few years have rendered necessary a new Edition of the

Handbook.

Owing to the labour of revision it has been found impossible

to complete the portion of the Handbook for Turkey in Asia

relating to Anatolia and Mesopotamia so soon as was anticipated,

and therefore the descriptions of Constantinople, Brusa, and

Troy are now published in a separate volume for the convenience

of a largely increasing number of travellers. The text has been

rearranged and to a large extent rewritten. The map of modern

Constantinople has been revised ; new maps of Ancient Constan

tinople, the Bosporus, the Dardanelles, and the Plain of Troy

have been prepared, and plans of some of the more interesting

churches and mosques at Constantinople have been added.

Special attention has been paid to the antiquities of Constan

tinople ; Brusa and Nicasa are described fully for the first time ;

and a description is given of the Anatolian Bailway as far as it

has been opened for traffic. In the Introduction will be found

a short sketch of the Osmanli Empire, which it is hoped will

enable the traveller to understand some of the peculiarities

connected with its organisation and administrative system. A

new feature in the Handbook is the Index and Directory,

which contains lists of hotels and tradespeople, sailings of

^steamers, tariffs of prices, and other necessary details.
 



PKKFACE.

Although the Editor has gone over the greater part of the

ground in person, ho has taken great care to secure accuracy

and practical utility by obtaining the assistance of friends who

are either resident in the country, or have visited it during

recent years. He is deeply indebted to his comrades, col

leagues, and friends for the valuable aid they have afforded

him, and he feels that without their assistance the work would

have been impossible.

The map of Ancient Constantinople has been prepared by

Professor A. van Millingen, of Robert College, who has also

contributed the description of the anticpaities of the city, and

revised all that relates to it and to the Bosporus. Troy has

been revised by Mr. Frank Calvert, United States Consul at

the Dardanelles, and Brusa by Mr. A. Scholer, British Vice-

Consul at that place.

C. W. Wilson.

December 2nd, 1892.

The Handbook has been revised, and that portion relating to

the Imperial Museum rewritten ; and the Editor has to express

his thanks to the friends who have so readily afforded him

assistance. To Professor van Millingen he is specially indebted

for a revision of the Map of Ancient Constantinople, and of all

that relates to the antiquities of the city.

c. w. w.

April 1900.
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THROUGH SERVICES

BKTWEEX

LONDON AND CONSTANTINOPLE.

THE ORIENT EXPRESS.

There is a daily Train de Luxe between London and Budapesth, both via

Paris and vid Ostend. From Budapesth the service is continued on three

days of the week, viz., Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday, vid Belgrade ; and

twice a week, viz., Wednesday and Saturday, vid Bucharest.

TIME TABLES.

1. LONDON TO CONSTANTINOPLE.

LONDON (Cbarlng X.) via Dover . . dep. 9 0 a.m.
Do. Do. via Folkestone . | 10 0

PARIS (Est) „ | 1 8 p.m.

Deutsch-Avricourt arr- 1 45 a-m.

Do. do dep.1 I 53
(G. Customs) (ten. E.T.)

Strasburg ,, 3 19 „
Munich I 10 28 „
Salzburg „ ; 12 49 p.m.
VIENNA (Westbahn) air. 5 50 ,,

Do. do dep. 6 10 ,,

( r

(

1 £

Connection from London, via the
Ostend-Vienna Express, see page xi.

Vid BBI.GItADB.

£ VIENNA (Staats.) dep.; 6 46 p.m.
< Pozsony . I 7 55 „
{ Budapesth (West.) arr. 11 0 „

«>S-H

Do. dep. 11 20 „

8 C «
p 3 -C

/ Szabadka .
' Zimony .
Belgrade

Do.
T2aribrod(E.

Do.
Sofia . .
Do. . .
Sarambey .
Philippopoli

. arr.

. dep.
T.) arr.

. dep.'

. arr.

. dep.

2 51 a.m.
5 42 „
5 50 „

6 0 „
2 12 p.m.
2 18 „
4 24 „
4 34 „

8 19 „
9 37 „

f Mustapha Facha . arr. 1 30 t

Da. _ do. . dep.! 1 40
I Andriandple . . arr. 2 33
1 Do. . . dep. 2 38
CONSTANTINO
PLE .... arr.< in 30

-m.

Via Bucharest.

VIENNA (Staatsb.) dep. 6 46
P0Z0NY . . .

p.m.
7 55

BUDAPESTH . . arr. 11 0

BUDAPESTH . . dep. 11 30 ,,

2 49
Temesvar ....

a.m.
4 43

Herculesfurdo . . 8 28
Orsova (i 8 59
Verciorova (Cus
toms) .... arr. 10 7

Verciorova (E. E. T.) dep. 10 17
Turn-Severin . . arr. 10 37
Craiova .... dep. 1 12
Slatina arr.

ii.m.

Do. .... dep. 2 30
4 16

BUCHAREST . . arr. 6 5
Do. . . dep. 6 15

CONSTANTZA . . 11
t ,

arr. 0
Do. . . dep.

n
11 30

CONSTANTINOPLE arr. 11 30 a.m.



.,. CONSTANTINOPLE TO LONDON,

LEAVING CONSTANTINOPLE
MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND

FRIDAYS.

.- , CONSTANTINOPLE dep. 1 4H p.m. 05 «
CP (Eastern Enru^ean Time) % ./.
z £ , Andrianople . . . arr. 9 55 H .%

Do. . . . dep. lu 0 oo Mustanha Facha 10 59 „
jjjE

yPhilippopoli . . arr. 2 32 a.m. m
Do. . . . dep. 2 39 ,, c5

g
Sarambey . . all'. 3 52 H

Do. . . . . dep 4 2 '„ ^3

si .
Sofia .... . ;ut. : 51 „
Do . dep. 8 6 ,,

Zaribrod . . arr. 8 52 „ 5

pi i
Do. (C E. T.) . dep. 8 57 „

3Nisch .... . air. 10 53 „

><
Do . dep. 10 58 „ a

1

BELGRADE . . . arr. 4 8 p.m.
Do. . . . . dep. 4 n „

Zimcny (Semlin i
ia)!.,

4 2i> „
Szabadka (from Bosi . 7 32 „
Budapesth (West.) . air. 10 55 „

; Do. do. . .

Pozsony ....
I VIENNA (Staatsb.)

dep. 1 0 a.m.
5 39 „

air. | 7 In

LEAVING CONSTANTINOPLE
ON TUESDAYS AND SATURDAYS.

( CONSTANTINOPLE dep.

I CONSTANTZA . . arr.

/ Do. (E. K. T.) dr|,.
/ BUCHAREST . . arr.
I Do. . . dep.
Pitesci
Slatina ,.

Craiova t'
Tum-Severin
Veiciorova

Do. ...
Orsova (Customs)

(C. E.T.) . . .
Orsova
Herculesfurdo

\ Temesvar ....
Szegedin ....

|| /BUDAPESTH (Ouest) arr.

Do. do. dep.
POZONY (Pressburg) arr.

Iio. do. dep.
VIENNA (Staatsb.) air.

 

Connection to London also via the Oatend-Vienna Express, depart 10.45 a.m. See jage si.

VIENNA (\Vestb.)(C.E.T.)dcp.

Linz , '
Attnang „
Salzburg .
Munich
Strasburg ,,
Igney-Avricourt

(l,\ Customs) (F. T.)
Chalons-sur-Marne*. . . ,,

Epernay dep.
PARIS (Est) .... arr.

8 30
11 40
12 45
2 9
4 55
12 11 i

1 15
4 57

5 34 ;
7 33

p.m.
* The train leaves

Chalons - snr - Man:
for London, via Bou
logne at 5.37 a.i
arrive at London at
3.45 p.m.

EXAMINATION OF LUGGAGE BY THE ORIENT EXPRESS.

JOURNEY FROM PARIS TO CONSTANTINOPLE—German Frcntier-Deutsche-
Avricourt.—The examination of large luggage takes place during the stopjage of the train ; in
tb.p Guard.s Van, if it i- not too full, otherwise in the Custom House. The smaller panels and
bags are examine.! in the compartments. Austrian Frontier-Simbach.—The examination oi
nil luggage takes place on the journey between Simbuch and Wels. Servian Frontier-
Belgrade.—The examination of all luggage takes place on the journey betw.en Belgrade an
Nisch. The luggage for Salonika is always visited lefore the arrival at Nisch, as it I
necessary to change for Salonika. Bulgarian Frcntier-Tzaribrcd.—'1 he luggage is examine
on the journey between Txaribrod and Herinanly. Turkish Frontier-Mustapha-Pacha. -
The small luggage for intermediate stations is examined during the stoppage of the train at th
station. The large luggage registered through is not examined before ari ival at Constantiunpl

JOURNEY FROM CONSTANTINOPLE TO PARIS.—Turkish Frontier-Mustaph
Pacha.—The smaller luggage is esamined during the t-toppage of the train. The lar
lnKf?age i* examined at Constantinople before the departure of the train, and arrives
Must ipha- Pacha under seal. Bulgarian Frontier-Hermanly.—The luggage is exanrned o
the journey lwtween Hermanly and Tziribrod. Servian Frontier-Pirot.—The liiggage is
examined on the journey l>tween Pirot and Belgrade . Austro- Hungarian Frontier-Semlin,—
The luggage is examined on th» journey between Semlin ai.d Szabadka. II there is a great deal
of large luggage for Budapesth and Vienna, it is sealed up and not examined until the arrival
at those cities. German Frontier-Simbach.—The luggage is examined on the journey
between Simbach and Munich. French Frontier-Igney-Avricourt.—The small hand baggage

-Is examined in the compaittnents during the stoppage of the train, and the large luggage dinct
for Paris is sealed up and examined on the arrival at Paris. The large luggage for intermediate

stations is examined at the Frontier.

JOURNEY FROM VIENNA AND BUCHAREST TO CONSTANTINOPLE.—
Roumanian Frontier-Verciorova.—The examination of the luggage takes place in the cars,

during the stoppage of the train in the station. m - ,

JOURNEY FROM CONSTANTINOPLE TO BUCHAREST AND VIEN^MAAN
Roumanian Frontier-Constanza. — The luggage is examined in the station, .onoiiafa stati
Hungarian Frontier-Orsova.—The luggage is examined on the journey at the der t-
Orsova Ifthereisa cieat deal of large luggage for Budapesth and Vienna, g^!i0Uin£!}^JW

D
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THE OSTEND AND VIENNA EXPRESS.

LONDON dep. 10 0 a.m.

OSTEND (Quay) D.iily . arr. 3 0 p.m.

Do. do. dep. 4 46 „

Brussels (Nord) „ an-. 6 26 „
Do. do. dep. 6 37 „

Cologne . ,,
Do

arr. 11 52 „
dep. 12 0 a.m.

Frankfort arr. 3 28 „
Do dep. 3 34 „

Wurzburg . ,, 5 57 „
Nuremburg . „ arr. 7 54 „

Do dep. 8 6 „
Katisbon . „ 10 17 „

Fassau . „ 12 25 p.m.

Linz ... ,, 2 15 „

VIENNA (West.) „ arr. 5 25 ,,

BUDAPESTH 11 0 ,,
jy (Sun., Tues.

1 and Hun's.
dep. 11 20 ,,

CONSTANTI
NOPLE

Tues., ;
Thnrs., Sat. J

arr. 10 39 a.m.

CONSTANTI-(M.ins.rWed.

NOPLE 1 & Fridays .
BUDA- (Tues., Tliurs.l
PESTH { & Sat. I

BUDAPESTH (West) daily
VIENNA (Westbahn) „
Passau t

Do. r
Ratisbon . . . . ..

Do.
Nuremburg

Do. ...»
Wurzburg
Frankfort

Do. . .....
Cologne

Do
Brussels (Nord) . . ,.

Do. do
OSTEND (ftuay) .

dep

dep.

arr.
dep.
arr.
dep.
arr.
dep.

arr.
dep.
arr.
dep.
air.
dep.
arr.

1 43 p.m.

10 55 „

LONDON (Charing X.),,

1 0 a.m.
10 45 „
3 53 p.m.
4 2,,
5 57 „
6 2 ,,
7 56 „
8 15 „

10 15 „

12 34 a.m.
12 42 „
4 10 „
4 16 „
7 53 „
8 7 „
9 52 „

4 55 p.m.

Every Tuesday and Friday tbe O.-V.C. EXPRESS will continue direct from BUDAPEST
to BUCHAREST and CONSTANZA (the Roumanian Port), where it will correspond with
tlte Dep.tr.ture ol the Roumanian State Steamers for CONSTANTINOPLE. The Time Table
f. r this Sc vice is as follows:—.

fro<i
JOSTEND . . . .

{Vienna, Westbahn
Do. do.

Vienna (Staatsbahn)
Budapest (Westbahn)

•Verciorova (C.E.T.)*

Do. (E.E.T.)*
Craiova ....

Do. ....
Pitesci ....

Do. ....
Bucharest . .

Do. . .
Constanza (Port)
\ Do. do.

dep. 4 46 p.m.

arr.! 5 25 ,,
dep.; 6 5 „
.. 6 46 ..

u I 11 30 „
arr. 10 7
d' p. I 10 17

j CONSTANTINOPLE dep.| 10 0 a.i

P 43 ( Constanza (E. E. T.) arr.| II

arr.
dep.
arr.
dep.

1 2
1 12
4 7
4 16
6 5

dep. I 6 15
arr. 11 0
dep. 11 30

a.m.

p.m.

CONSTANTINOPLE arr.: 11 30 a.m.

D'. . . dep
Bucharest .... arr.

Do dep.
Pitesci ai r.

Do dep.
Craiova .... arr
Do. .... dep

Verciorova (E.E.T )* arr

Do. (C.E.T.)* dep.

Budapest (Westbahn) „
Vienna (Staatsbahn) arr.
Vienna (Westbahn) . ,,

Do. do. . dep.

OSTEND .... arr.

10 0

2 20
7 20
7 30
9 30
9 34

12 32
12 40
3 35
2 45

1 0
7 10

8 5
10 45

p.m.

CONNECTIONS:—At BRUSSELS, to and from CALAIS and LONDON; at LIEGE to
and from PARIS (Nord); at CASTEL to and from WIESBADEN, at FRANKFORT, to and
from BALE iGothard) and CAR1.SRUHE; at NUREMBURG- to and from BAYREDTH,
EGER CARLSBAD, &c. ; at VIENNA, with the Orient Express to and from CONSTANTI
NOPLE. BUCHAREST, Sc. ; at WELS to and from ISCHL; at CONSTANTINOPLE with
the Khedivieh Mail Steamers direct to ALEXANDRIA every Wednesday.

TABLE D'HOTE TARIFF (Wine not included)—Luncheon, 4 franes, Dinner, 6 francs,
Tea is served on leaving Ostend, and Dinner after Brussels.

The route between Budapeslh and Bucharest may be slightly altered on account of damage
caused by the floods.

The arrival and departure is not from the same station at either Pans or Vienna ; luggage
therefore should not be left at the stilion. This line passes through very lonely country
between Belgrade and Nisih. There is no good hotel where travellers can break the journey
between Vienna and Constantinople. The H. Bulgaria at Sofia is the best, fairly clean, and
over-looking the public garden.

Sleeping-iar tickets can be obtained from the Sleeping-Car Company, 20, Cockapur Street,
Charing Cross, S.W., and Pera Palace Hotel, Constantinople.

* Central European Time (C.E.T.) is one hour earlier than Greenwich Time, and Eastern
European Time (E.E.T.) one hour earlier than that of Central Europe.

It should be generally understood that the above Time Table is liable to change. For further . acncr
information readers are re erred to " The Continental Traveller." wWo!> lajcopplied gratuitously.; -JJ
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INTRODUCTION.

a. Introductory Remarks. — b. Routes from England to Turkey. —

c. Sailways.—d. Passport, Firmans, Tezkerehs, &c.—e. Postal and

Telegraph Services.—f. Muhammadan Year and Time.—a. Money,

Weights, Measures.—h. The Turkish Empire.—i. Turkish Language.

a. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

Those parts of Turkey now most commonly visited by English and

American travellers are Constantinople, the Bosporus and Brusa, the

Dardanelles and the Troad, Smyrna and Ephesus, Rhodes and Cyprus.

They are all on or near the routes regularly followed by the great lines of

French, Austrian, Russian, Italian, and English steamers, in their courses

to and from Syria and Egypt.

Every object of interest in and around Constantinople may be reached

in carriages, tramways, or kaiks. Small and well-appointed passenger

steamers run many times daily from Constantinople up the Bosporus,

calling at the pictuiesque villages on both the European and Asiatic

shores.

The principal coast towns of Asia Minor are in direct communication

with the capital by steamer, and most of them are connected with the

more important towns in the interior either by railways, or by roads which

are passable for the two-horsed arabahs of the country.

Smyrna has a goad supply of carriages, and most of the streets may

be traversed in them, though some of the bazars can only be examined on

foot. The Smyrna Railways take the traveller to Sardis, Thyatira and

Philadelphia in the Valley of the Hermus; to Oshak, Afium Kara-

hissar, and Iconium ; and to stations within easy reach of the numerous

sites of biblical and classic interest in the Valleys of the Lycus and

Maeander. Ephesus can be reached by rail from Smyrna in about two

hours, so that a single day's excursion, if well planned, will enable the

traveller to see the site and ruins. It is now also possible to travel from

Smyrna to Constantinople (Haidar Pasha) by lail, via Afium Kara-

hissar, and Eski-shehr; and to visit many interesting sites, and some

fine scenery from the stations on the lines.

The more remote districts, and all parts of the interior of Asia Minor,

can be traversed on horseback. The roads are indifferent, hotels almost

"unknown, and accommodation for travellers, where it exists at all,

Turkey. o
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wretched. Those who propose to explore the country thoroughly must

be prepared to rough it, and to encounter at the same time some dis

comfort and occasionally a little risk. Great care must be taken to

choose the proper season for travelling, as many districts are subject to

malaria during the summer and autumn.

Yet still for those who are vigorous and accustomed to the saddle, an

exploring tour through Asia Minor during summer or autumn will be

found safe and pleasant, if the needful precautions be taken to provide

suitable equip ige, servants, guides, ami guards. The fresh air, the

constant exercise, the ever-changing scenes, the interest attached to

historic ruins, and the excitement springing from intercourse with strange,

and often wild and primitive races, all tend to keep mind and body in

full vigour.

Ladies can visit Constantinop'e and the Bosporus, Smyrna and the

sites connected with it by railway, the Danube, Brusa, the Dardanelles,

and Salonika ; and if accustomed to the saddle they may prolong their

excursions into Asia Minor, Syria, and Mesopotamia.

The precautions necessary to avoid danger from brigands and amateur

robbers, and from the much more formidable malaria of such regions as

the plains of Ephesus, Tarsus, and the Troad, will be given in connection

with each place. The modes of travel and requisites for the road will also

be stated below.

b. "ROUTES FROM ENGLAND TO TURKEY.

The extension of railways has made Turkey much more accessible

than it used to be, and there is now an extensive choice of routes from

England to Constantinople and Asiatic Turkey.

The point which embraces most objects of interest is Constantinople ;

but the centre best adapted for the traveller in Asia Minor is Smyrna.

Trebizond is the best starting-point for a tour in Armenia ; Samsun for

Fontns and N. Cappadocia; Smyrna for the Seven Churches, Phrygia.

and Central Asia Minor ; Adalia for Pamphylia ; Mersina for Cilicia and

S. Cappadocia ; and Alexandretta lor N. Syria and Mesopotamia.

Constant alteration of routes ai d time-tables make it impossible to

give minute information as to railways and steamers. This must be

sought in the usual quarters ; we shall confine ourselves here to general

information.

Information as to hotels, &c, at the principal places on the several

routes is given in the Index, for the convenience of travellers who may

wish to break the journey.

I, By Berlik.

From London to Berlin, by any route preferred. From Berlin

to Constanza (Kustenje), by Breslau, Cracow, Lemberg, Czernowitz,

Pascani, and Buzza. From Constanza to Constantinople, by the

Roumanian State steamers.

Every Tuesday and Friday morning there is a through service from

London, via Flushing, which arrives at Constantinople every Friday and

Monday morning. The return through service leaves Constantinople
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every TuesJay and Saturday. Time, 75 hours. Fares, 1st class,

£11 12s. Id. ; 2nd class, £8 2s. Travellers must rebooh at Bsrlin.

This is the least expansive route to Constantinople, and a pleasant

one. The Roumanian steamers from Constanza are comfortable, and well

managed.

II. By Vienna and the Danctbian Princtpalities.

(1.) Prom Londonto Vienna, by any route preferred. Prom Vienna to

Constantinoole,by Budapest, Belgrli, Soda, Philippopoli, and Adrianople.

Orient Express.—There is a daily Train de Luxe between London

and Vienna, both via Paris and via Ostend. Prom Vienna the service is

continued every Monday and Thursd»y to Constantinople. Return

service leaves Constantmople every Monday and Thursday, 1st class only.

Sleeping (w.igon-lit) an 1 restaurant cars. Tims, 75 hours. Fares, via

Paris, £22 lis.; via Ostend, £17 lis. 6d.

An ordinary express train, with through carriage, dining-saloon, and

1st and 2nd class sleeping-car (from Budapest), leaves Vienna every

morning for Constantinople. Return tickets issued. Prom London :

Time, 83 hours ; fares, 1st class, £11 14s. 32. ; 2nd class, £10 10s. M.

(2.) London to Vienna as in (1). Vienna to Constanza, by Buda-

pa*t, Temesvar, H-jrculesbal, Orsova, Verciorova, and Buclnrest. From

Constanza to Constantinople by steamer.

Prom Vienna the Orient (Paris) Express is continued every Saturday,

and the Ostend Express every Wednesday to Constanza, where the two

expresses correspond with the Roumanian steamers for Constantinople

(arrive Monday and Friday). Return service leaves Constantinople every

Tuesday and Saturday. Time and fares as in (1). An ordinary express

(1st and 2nd class) leaves Vienna diily for Constanza.

(3.) Prom Vienna to Constanza, by Budapest, Groszwardein, Klausen-

Irirg, Kronstadt, Predeal, Sinaia, and Bucharest. From Constanza to

Constantinople by steamer. This is an interesting route, and passes

through some fine scenery. It is recommended to travellers who wish to

visit Sinaia, or break the journey at Bucharest. An express train

(1st and 2nd class) leaves Vienna daily for Constanza.

(4.) From London to Vienna as in (1). From Vienna by rail to

Budapest, Orsova, Bucharest, Giurgevo, and Smarda ; steam ferry across

the Danube from Smarda to Rustchuk ; from Rustchuk by rail to Shumla

and Varna ; and thence by steamer to Constantinople.

This route may be varied by taking the train from Temesvar to

Bazi&s, and the steamer thence, through the Iron Gates, to Orsova or

Turn Severin.

This route was formerly one of the principal lines of communication

between Western Europe and Constantinople, but it has lost its importance

since the opening of the Constanza route (2). The Rustchuk-Varna line

is now chiefly used for local traffic. At Varna the train runs on to a

railway pier, whence,the boats of the Railway Company embark passengers.

In bad weather embarkation or disembarkation is very unpleasant. During

the winter months, December to February, this route is often closed, as the

ice in the Danube stops traffic.

(5.) From London to Vienna as in (1), . From Vienna, by Danube

c 2
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xteamer, to Giurgevo, and thence by Bucharest to Constanza (2) ; or to

Bustchuk, and thence to Varna and Constantinople as in (4) ; or, by

Danube steamer to Braila and Galatz, and thence by steamer through

the Black Sea to Constantinople.

A very pleasant carriage route from Bustchuk runs through the

Shipka Pass to Tirnova-Semenli, on the Sofia-Constantinople Bailway,

but there is little accommodation on the way, and the travelling is rough.

The journey takes five days. Carriages 30-10 francs a day.

The Danube is chiefly a summer route, as the river navigation is often

closed by fog or ice from December to March. It is most pleasant in

June. Mosquitoes are at times very troublesome, and intermittent fevers

are prevalent in August and September. This route allows the traveller

to see much in a shoit time; it takes him to Vienna, Hungary, Budapest,

Transylvania, Servia, and Bulgaria ; the main course of the Danube, the

Dobruja, and the Black Sea are seen ; and the approach to Constantinople

is by the Bosporus. The Danube is quicker as an outward route, down

stream, than as a homeward route, up stream.

(6.) From London to Vienna and Belgra^l as in (1). From Belgr&d

by rail to Nisch, Vranja, Uskub, and Salonika. From Salonika by

railway to Seres, Drama, and Dedeagatch, to Kuleli Burgas and Constan

tinople. Through trains (1st, 2nd, and 3rd class), in 25 hours, twice

a week. In fine weather the sea route is preferable. The steamers pass

near Mount Athos and call at Kavala, Dedeagatch, and the Dardanelles.

III. By Trieste.

From London to Vienna and Trieste by rail ; 1st or 2nd class. From

Trieste by the steamers of the Austro-Hungarian Lloyd Co npany to

Constantinople once a week, by Corfu and the Pira:us, and once a fort

night by the Thessalian Coast; and to Smyrna once a week. The

Navigazione Qenerale Italiana to Constantinople once a week, by Venice,

Brindisi, Corfu, and Piraeus. The Mahsuse Company to Constantinople

once a fortnight. See Trieste (Index).

The Trieste route may be varied by returning via Venice, Milan, Turin,

and across the Alps.

Return tickets, available for fouv montln, are issued by the A.-H.

Lloyd Company, and a reduction is made for a family ticket of three or

more. The voyage may be broken at any port. The steamers are good,

and each carries a doctor and stewardess.

IV. By Brindisi.

From London to Brindisi by rail. From Brindisi by the steamers oi

the Austro-Hungarian Lloyd Co., once a week to Corfu, Piraeus, and

Constantinople. Navigazione Gen. It., once a week to Corfu, Pirseus, and

Constantinople ; and by transhipment at Pirseus to Smyrna. See

Brindisi (Index).

V. By Marseilles.

From London to Marseilles by through or stopping trains. From

Marseilles by the steamers of the Messageries Maritimes, once a week to
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Constantinople, alternately by Smyrna and Syra ; once a fortnight to

Pirants, Salonika, Smyrna, Mersina, Alexandretta, and Syrian coast.

Fraissinet et Oie., once a week to Salonika and Constantinople, and once

a week to Smyrna, Mylilene, and Constantinople. Navigazione Qen. It.,

onco a fortnight to Chio, Smyrna, and Constantinople. See Marseilles

(Index).

The steamers of the Messagerie Maritime are good and comfortable,

and carry stewardesses. A reduction of 10 per cent, on return tickets

from Marseilles available for four months ; and onfamily tickets for three

and over. Luggage can be shipped from London.

VI. Through Voyage ry Steamer and Return Ticket.

There are several first-class Liverpool steamers belonging to Messrs.

Leyland ; Moss ; and Papyanni, which grant a first-class ticket out and

home for £30 to £35. A gentleman and his wife can obtain a reduction.

This affords a most agreeable trip, particularly for an invalid, and

occupies about six weeks or two months. The route generally is Gibraltar,

Malta, Syra, Constantinople (a week or ten days), Smyrna (a week),

perhaps Alexandria, Malta, and sometimes Lisbon, and so home. Some

of these are splendid vessels, and in the autumn there is often pleasant

society.

There is also the Prince Line from Manchester and London.

VII. Cross Communications.

Constantinople and Smyrna are great steam centres, each of them

having lines to London, Liverpool, Marseilles, Italy, Messina, Corfu,

Trieste, Alexandria, the Syrian coast, Cyprus, Crete, Rhodes, Mytilene,

Chio, Syra, Lemnos, Piraus, Salonika, Dardanelles, and Gallipoli.

Constantinople has besides steamers to the Danube, and every part of

the Black Sea.

Between Constantinople and Smyrna there is communication several

limes a week. Steamers leave in the afternoon, and land their passengers

at their destination the next morning but one. Most of them touch at

Gallipoli, the Dardanelles, and Mytilene.

There are also steamers running between the Piraus, Constantinople,

and Smyrna.

As Constantinople and Smyrna communicate with the same places, it is

easy to visit both, and accomplish all the other purposes of tho journey.

The chief lines in the Levant are—

Austrian.—A line from Trieste to Constantinople, Smyrna, and the

whole coast to Alexandria.

The Danuhian line, running down the Danube, and serving Kustenjeh,

Varna, and the Black Sea ports of Anatolia.

Egyptian.—The Khedivial Mail Steamship and Graving Dock

Company, which is under British management, running steamers from

.Alexandria to Constantinople, the Pirasus, Smyrna, and up the Syrian

Coast.

English.—The London Company ; four Liverpool Companies.

French.—A mail line from Marseilles to Constantinople and Smyrna,
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connecting with lhe Black Sea and (he coast of Syria. Two trading lines

(Fraissinet and Co., and Paquet and Co.).

Grkek.—A line from Trieste to the Tirajus, Constantinople, and the

Black Sea ports.

Italian.—A line from Trieste, Venice, and Brindisi to Smjrua,

Constantinople, and Black Sea ports, and a line from Marseilles to Italian

ports and Constantinople.

Russian.—A line runs from Odessa to Constantinople and the Black

Sea ports ; and a line from Odessa to Constantinople, the Syrian coast,

and Egypt.

Turkish.—The Mahsusc, running steamers from Constantinople to

Smyrna, Makaroneia, Salonika, Varna, and Trtbizond. Courtji and Co.

run steamers to Crete, Volo, the Danube, and Trebizond.

In the Levant, all these steamers carry deck passengers, the Turkish

women being commonly on the left-hand side of the quartcr-dick. The

worst accommodation is on board the Greek and Turkish steamers.

The Austrian and French carry stewardesses.

The coasting steamers are generally of a smaller class than the through

mail steamers.

Heavy baggage can be sent through, by the Mcssageries Maritimcs, to

Constantinople and Smyrna, from their agency, 51, Pall Mall, but the

expense is high, and the packages must be strong.

c. RAILWAYS.

The Railways of Turkey are :—

I. The Railway from Constsntiaoplo to Adrianople, Philippopoli,

Bellova, Sofia, Czaribrod, and the Servian frontier, where it connects with

the Pirot-Nisch-Belgrad line. The portion of the line between Bellova

and Czaribrod belongs to Bulgaria ; that from Constantinople to Bellova to

the Cie. d'Exploitation des Chemins de fer Crientaux, of which Baron

Hirsch was President.

II. Adrianople to Kuleli Burgas, Dcdeagatch on the iEgean, and

Salonika.

III. Adrianople to Timova Semtnli, Yeni Zaghra, and Jamboli.

This line has been extended by the Bulgarian Government to Burgas

on the Black Sea.

IV. From Varna to Rustchuk, 140 m. long, commenced in 1863, and

opened in 18(i6.

V. From Salonika to Uskub and Mitrovitza ; with a branch from

Uskub to the Servian frontier, where it connects with the Vranja, Nisch,

Belgrad line. There is a branch line from Salonika to Monastir.

VI. From Haidar Pasha to Ismid, Adabazar, Bilejik, Eski-shehr, and

Angora. From Eski-shehr to Afium Kara-hissar, with a branch to

Kutaya; and from A. Kara-hissar to Konia. These lines have been

constructed and are worked by a German company (Geselhchaft der

Anatolischen Eisenbuhri), Chemin de fer Ottoman d'Anatolie.

VII. From Smyrna to Manisa, and up the valley of the Ilermus to

Kassaba, and Ala-shehr, the ancient Philadelphia ; with a branch to Ak-

hissar (Thyatira) and Soma. From Ala-shehr the line is continued by
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Ushak to Afium Kara-hissar, where it joins VI. There is a branch line

from Smyrna to the suburban town of Burnabat.

VIII. From Smyrna to Ayasoluk (Ephesus), Aidin (Tralles), and

Dineir (Apamea).

IX. From Mersina to Tarsus and Adana.

X. From Beirut to Damascus and Mezeirib in the Hauran.

XI. From Jaffa to Jerusalem.

d. PASSPORT, FIRMANS, TEZKEREHS, &c.

British subjects entering Turkey should bs provided with a Foreign

Office passport, vise by a Turkish Consul. Neglect to comply with this

regulation entails trouble with the police and liability to a fine of P. 40

(tis. 8d.). When a journey in the interior is contemplated, a passport is

indispensable, for it constitutes the title which gives the traveller a right

to a Yol Tezkereh, or travelling passport, which is now obligatory. This

document is an acknowledgment on the part of the Ottoman authorities

of the claim to aid and protection which the passport establishes, and it is

given because the police agents in the interior cannot read a foreign

passport, and are incompetent to pronounce on its validity. It is obtained

by payment of a small fee on application through the Consulate (Index),

and a visa is required for every fresh journey, and in each Vilayet.

Firmans are now never issued to ordinary travellers. A buyuruldu, or

order to the police to provide horses is now rarely given, except by a

provincial Governor.

The right of search of travellers' baggage at the Custom House exists,

but, as a rule, is not offensively exercised; under ordinary circumstances

a franc bestowed on the Kolji, or inspector, will pass the personal

Ik longings of a traveller without inconvenient overhauling. But it must

be remembered that this inspector cannot pass books or sealed parcels,

and that these must be submitted to superior authority. Books found

in travellers' luggage are examined by the censor, who has orders to

retain any work containing a reference to the Mussulman religion, or to

internal politics in Turkey. A receipt should be taken for books seized;

and if they are not returned the next day, application should be made

for them through the Consulate. Foreign cigarettes and tobacco, am

munition, rifles, and revolvers are prohibited. Fowling-pieces are admitted

without difficulty, except in the Vilayets of Baghdad, Basra, and Aleppo,

where they are prohibited by an Imperial Order, to which, however, the

Foreign Embassies object.

e. POSTAL AND TELEGRAPH SERVICES.

Post.—The postal service of Turkey consists of an International and

of an Inland service. The former is conducted by Turkey and by five

European Powers that maintain P. Offices at Constantinople, Smyrna,

and other coast towns ; the latter is conducted solely by the Imperial

Ottoman Post. Letters may be sent by international post from all towns

in the interior at which there is an international telegraph station ; and
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by internal post from any post town. The mail lines to the interior are

numerous, and the mail is carried with regularity and despatch, but the

charges are high. The principal lines are to Baghdad by Sivas, Diar-

bekir, and Mosul ; and to Aleppo by Afium Kara-hissar, and Konia.

There are few cases of letters being lost in transit, and the 1'. 0. officials

in the interior are always ready to make arrangements for forwarding

letters to places where there is no P. O. All char0es must bo paid at

P. 19 to the Mejidieh.

Telegraphs.—Tho internal telegraph service of Turkey is conducted by

the Direction Generate des Postes et Telegraphes, and the external lither

by that Company or by the Eastern Tel/graph Company, which owns

all the submarine cables running into Constantinople. Telegrams in

Turkish may be sent from any telegraph station in the Empire ; and in

Latin characters from the following stations in A. Minor and the

Islands :—

Adalia.

Adana.

Aintab.

Aivali.

Aleppo.

Alexandretta.

Amara.

Angora.

Antioch.

Ayithodori (Cyp.)

Baghdad.

Bapho

Bashkaieh.

Bassora.

Bilejik.

Brusa.

Candia. Kerassund. Rethymo.

Canea. Konia. Hhodes.

Cheshmeh. Kyienia (Cyp.) Sab.mja.

Chio. Larnaca. Samoa.

Dardanelles. Lattakia. Samsun.

Dinrbekr. Lefkeh. Scala Nova.

Dikeli. Lemnos. Sivas.

Erzerum. Limasol. Skutari.

Eski-shehr. Mersina. Smyrna.

Tarsus.Famagusta. Mitylene.

Fao. Mosul. Trebizond.

Gallipoli. Nasriyeh. Tripoli.

Geiveh. Nicosia. Troodos (Cyp.).

Giimush-kMneh. Ordu. Van.

Ismid. Pandemia. Vurla.

Kastambul. Pergamos. Yuzgat.

One of the clerks at these stations generally speaks French. Tho rates

per word are :—(1) From station to station in a Vilayet, P. J. (2) From a

station in one Vilayet to a station in another, or to Cyprus, P. 1. (3)

From any station to Crete, Chios, Tenedos, and Lemnos, P. 1J. A

supplementary tax, equal to the charge of five words, is levied on each

telegram. The rates per word, in francs, to the following States are :—

Austria, O- 34 ; Egypt, 1'25; England, 0-76 ; France, u-56; Germany,

0-55; Greece, 0'28; India, 3-48; Malta, 0-69; New York, 1'25;

Western States of America, 1'90. For rates to other States, see Levant

Herald Almanac or Annuaire Oriental. Local rates at Constantinople,

see Index.

N.B.—The Mejidieh is only counted as worth P. 19 in paying for

telegrams.
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f. MUHAMMADAN YEAR AND TIME.

The Muhammadan year consists of 12 lunar months, named, Muharrem,

Sefer, Eebi nl-evvel, Rebi ul-akhir, Jemazi ul-cvvel, Jemazi ul-akhir,

Rejeb, Shaban, Ramazan, Shevval, Zilkadeh, and Zilhijeh. These months

have alternately 30 and 29 days, and the year having thus only

354 days, it results that the 1st Muharrem is each year 11 days

earlier than the preceding, and makes the round of the seasons

every 33 years. As the lunar year actually contains 354 days,

8 hrs., 48' 34-4 ", and it was desirable that a year should contain an

integral number of days, it was arranged that there should be 19 years

of 354 days, and 11 years of 355 days in a cycle of 30 years, thus making

each year an integral number.

Mussulmans reckon from the day of Muhammad's flight (hejref) from

Mecca to Medina, which fell on Friday, the 16th July, a.d. 622 ; and

their era is called the Hejra. As the 538th year of the Hejra com

menced Friday, July 16th, a.d. 1143, it follows that 521 of our yeais are

equal to 537 Moslem years. To convert a Moslem date, roughly, to a

Christian one, add 622 years, 197 days, to the Moslem date, and from

the total deduct so many times 11 days, or for leap years 12 days, as the

Moslem date has years. The 1st Muharrem A.H. 1318 falls on the 1st

May, 19C0.

The Moslem day is reckoned from sunset to sunset, aud is divided,

like our day, into 24 hours, which are counted as twice 12. Sunset is

always twelve o'clock, and as the length of the day varies throughout the

year, Turkish watches have to be altered at least every 5 days. Time

at Constantinople is set by the clock of the Yeni Valideh Jami', in

Stambul.

The following table gives the time of sunrise and sunset for the lati

tude of Constantinople for every 5 days of the month throughout the year.

In Asia Minor, south of Constantinople, the sun rises a few minutes later

and sets a few minutes earlier in summer, and rises earlier and sets later

in winter than the times given in the table. The greatest difference at

midsummer and at midwinter, in the latitude of Cape Anamur is about

15 min.

CO

<

January. Fenruary. March. April. May. June.
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CD 1 -tj o3 CD ci
CO

Ed

CO QJ unris unse unris CS
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unris o CO unse
to
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& 7 27 4 41 7 135 15 6 37 5 49 5 47 6 22 5 1 6 54 4 32 7 23

10 7 27,4 45 7 9 5 20 6 30 5 54 5 40 6 26 4 56 6 58 4 30 7 26

15 7 264 50 7 45 26 6 23 5 59 5 32 6 32 4 517 2 4 29 7 30

20 7 254 55 6 59 5 32 6 14 6 5 5 246 38 4 467 7 4 28|7 33

25 7 235 0 6 505 39 6 7 6 9 5 16 6 42 4 427 12 4 29 7 35

30

7 20j5 6

6 43 5 45 5 58 6 15 5 9 6 47

1

4 377 16 4 30 7 36
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July.

3 3
CO i 03

M. | H.M.

32 7 35

35 7 33

38 7 32

42 7 29

46 7 25

52 7 22

I

August.

a
s
m

H. M. [ H. M.

i 577 14

27 10

77 3

11 6 57

16 6 49

20 6 42

Septemner.

5 28 6 31

5 31 j 6 26
5 36 6 17

5 41 6 9

5 46 6 0
5 51 1 5 51

Octoner.

a
B
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a
3
VI

H. M.
I

H.M.

5 575 42

6 15 35

6 6 5 28

2 12 5 19

6 18 5 11

6 24 5 4

Novemner.

s
v.

3
an

H. 31.H.M.

6 32 [4 55

6 374 49

6 44 4 44

6 494 40

6 55 4 36

7 0|4 33

I

Decemner.

9 9

SQ =0

7|4 32

114 31

15 4 30

32

33

5,4 36

Thus on the 20th June, 12 o'clock, Turkish is 7.?,o p.m., and our

midnight is 4.27 Turkish ; on the 20th December, 12 o'clock, Turkish is

4.32 p.m., and our midnight 7.28 Turkish.

g. MONEY, WEIGHTS, MEASURES.

The circular notes of the London bankers, the best and most con

venient mode of taking money abroad, can easily be negotiated at Smyrna,

Constantinople, and other large cities. The Imperial Ottoman Bank at

Constantinople gives letters of credit payable in the principal towns ; and

issues bank notes for T£5, which have gold values. Letters of credit

can also be obtained from the Constantinople agents of merchants residing

in the interior. Cheques or bills of exchange upon London bankers can be

enshed at the agencies or sub-agencies of the Imperial Ottoman Bank,

viz. :—Adalia, Adana, Adrianople, Aidin, Aleppo, Angora, Baghdad,

Beirut, Brusa, Damascus, A. Kara-hissar, Kastamuni, Konia, Mersina,

Mitylene, Salonika, Samsun, Sivas, Smyrna, Trebizond, and Ushak ;

and, if the drawer be known, by native merchants. Bills on London

and Constantinople are sometimes at a premium. Money can be re

mitted by the I. O. Post in gold coin. Small change is very scarce in

the interior; in many places it is impossible to change a lira, and

difficult to change a mejidieh. Travellers in A. Minor are recommended

to obtain a letter of credit from the I. O. Bank ; to carry gold for large

payments, such as hire of transport, &c. ; and to purchase silver and

small change at every large town for minor expenses on the road. All

silver coin, especially mejidieh, should be carefully tested before accepted,

as muchfalse coin is in circulation.

The coinage consists of gold, silver, and metallic pieces. The money

unit is the gold guriish, called by Europeans piastre, and of these 100

go to the Osmanli lira, or Turkish pound, which constitutes the

monetary standard. The piastre is divided into 40 paras. The gold

'piastre is a nominal coin, and must be distinguished from the silver

piastre, which is of less value, as gold is at a premium of about 8 per cent.

Thus in changing a lira P. 108 is received less P. i, which the money

changer keeps as his charge. The silver P. is used in all the transactions
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of daily life, and small retail accounts are kept in it. The gold coins are

the 5, 2i, 1, £, and i lira pieces ; the silver coins, called mejidleh, from

Sultan Abdul Mejid who first coined them, are the mejidieh (P. 20), and

the 10, 5, 2, and 1 piastre pieces. The metallic coins are of three kinds :—

tlie altilik, which pass at about five-sixths of their nominal value, and

bear on one face the Sultan's cypher, and four small sprays surrounded

by an ornamental border ; the beshlik, which pass at half their nominal

value, and bear the cypher and one spray within a plain border ; and the

metallik, which bear the cypher within a crescent surrounded by a

border of rosettes, and also pass at half their nominal value. The altilik

and beshlik coins are being gradually withdrawn from circulation, but

there are still some of them in the countiy. Copper coins are not

current at Constantinople, but they circulate at Smyrna arid other

large towns in A. Minor. The ka'ime, or paper money, issued during the

Turco-Jtussian War, has disappeared. The most useful foreign gold coins

are the 20-franc piece, and the sovereign, Ingliz lira. The money unit

and the value of the coins have been frequently changed during the present

century, and the result is a currency chaos bewildering to strangers.

TURKISH CURRENCY.

Nominal Approximate Approximate

Gold Silver value in

Piastres. Piastres. Sterling.

Goli3 Coinage.

£ s. A.

Piece of 5 liras 500 540 4.10.10

Piece of 2J liras 250 270 2.5.5

Lira 100 108 18 . 2

Half lira 50 54 9 . 1

Quarter lira . • 25 27 4 . 6}

Silver Coinage.

20 3 . 4

Half mejidieh . ■ 10 1 . 8

Quarter mejidieh (cheyreli or besldil;) . 5 10

Piece of 2 piastres 2 4

Metallic Coinage.

Nominal value,

1 2

Silver Piastres.

Altilik . 6 5 10

Beshlik. 5 5

Yuzlik (100 paras) 1 u 2J

Yirmilik (20 paras) metallik 2i 1

Onlik (10 paras) | ) i4
1
IPiece of 5 paras

1
• 5
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l. The mejidieh is only counted as worth 19 silver piastres in

paying bridge lolls, tram, boat and railway fares, and nil Government

dues, &c.

2. There are i and i altiliks and heshliks in circulation at, respectively,

five-sixths and half their nominal value. A purse is P. 500.

The pound sterling equals about 110 gold, or 118 silver | iastres.

The 20-franc piece equals about 88 gold, or 95 silver piastres.

The Austrian ducat equals about 52 gold, or 50 silvtr piastres.

The ra'es of exchange, which are constantly fluctuating, are given in

the daily papers.

In many localities the difficulties of the Turkish coinage arc further

complicated by the mejidieh possessing a conventional value for ordinary

transactions. Thus in Smyrna it is worth P. 32 ; and if a traveller bo

told that an article costs 1'. 20 and he tenders a mejidieh, be will receive

I'. 12 change, whereas in Constantinople nothing would be returned.

The value also varies according to the commodity purchased; in buying

coffee, for instance, it is P. 25, in buying opium, P. 20, &c.

The Cyprus currency consists of pounds sterling, shillings, and copper

piastres, nine of which go to a shilling.

The figures which are useful for understanding coins, numbers in

tezkerehs, accounts, numbers of houses (as houses are now numbered in

many of the large cities), and dates on coins and Mussulman monuments,

are :—

1 1 4 8 A

2 Y 5 O or O 9
9

3 h 6 H 0 •

7 V

Small change is at a premium, owing to the insufficient amount of it

in circulation, and this has led to the profitable business of money-

changing which is carried on by Sarrafs, who are principally Jews.

The Government, instead of increasing the quantity of small change,

allows the insufficient supply to be made a source of profit. The public

offices, local steamers, tramways, &c, give no change, and make money

by selling the metallic coins they collect to the Sarr&fs who, in turn,

derive an advantage from putting the coins again in circulation. No one

can therefore live in Turkey without having recourse to the money

changers.

The word hakhshish is one that will soon become familiar to the

traveller in the East : it means a gratuitous gift of money, which an

Oriental will often expect in return for any service however trifling ; but

nevertheless care must be taken not to mistake an act of hospitality or

kindness for a priced service. Should the traveller, on arriving at a

town or khan, find the gates closed, this magic word will cause them to

fly open ; in short, there are few difficulties it will not remove ; it has the

same power all the world over, though called by different names.

As a general principle among Moslems, payment for service is con

sidered to depend on the rank of the individual served. The rich man is

expected to give according to his rank.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Since 1881 the use of the French decimal system has, according to law,

been obligatory in all parts of the Empire ; but, except in the Government

offices, the law has never been enforced and the old weights and measures

are still in general use. They are

Weiohts—

1 kerat = 3-093 grains.

16 kerats make 1 dram.

1J drams „ 1 miskal = 74-245 grains (used for drugs,

altar of roses, pearls, &c).

400 drams „ 1 oke = 2-828 lbs.

44 okes „ 1 kantar.

4 kantars „ 1 cheki.

18 kantars „ 1 tonnellata = 1 ton.

Silk is sold in tefehs of 210 drams each ; liquids are sold by weight.

Measures—

Grain is sold by the kileh (1018 bushels) of 8 kutis, at Constantinople.

In the provinces the capacity of the kileh varies largely.

Cotton stuffs, carpets, etc., are sold by the endazeh = 25-91 inches ;

2 jeras = 1 rup, 8 rups = 1 endazeh.

Silks and woollen stuffs are sold by the arshin (pik) = 26-772 inches,

which is also divided into 8 rups and 16 jeras.

land is measured by the donum = 1099-37 square yards ; 24 parmaks

= 1 zira or arshin (29'84 inches) ; 1,600 square ziras = 1 donum. An

English acre = 4-4 donums.

In 1889 the metric system of weights was made obligatory for

cereals ; and in 1892 it became universally obligatory. The old names are

used under the new system, causing much confusion ; thus the oke = 1

kilogramme, the batman = 10 kilos, the kantar -- 100 kilos, and the

etieki = 1000 kilos; the kileh = hectolitre, the arshin = metre, the farsang

= 10 kilometres.

h. THE TURKISH EMPIRE.

(1.) History.—Early in the 13th century a small tribe of Oghuz Turks,

flying before the Mongols from its original home in Central Asia, passed

through Persia and entered Armenia under the leadership of its hereditary

chief Suleiman Shah. His son and successor Et-Toghrul (Ertoghrul),

whilst on his way to seek a home under the Seljuk Sultan at Iconium,

came suddenly upon two contending armies. He at once rode to the

assistance of the wtaker party, and by a vigorous charge decided the

fortunes of the day. The army he had saved was commanded by the

Seljuk Sultan Ala-ed-din, who, in gratitude, bestowed upon Et-Toghrnl

lands on the Byzantine frontier which included the towns of Dorylaeum,

now Eski-shehr, and Sugut, ' willow,' on the military road from Dorylaeum

to Nica;a, Isnik. At Sugut, in a.d. 1258, was born Osman (Othman), son

of Et-Toghrul, the prince from whom the race derives its name of

Osmanli, corrupted by the Greeks into Ottoman. Osman distinguished

himself whilst still young, and received from the Seljuk Sultan the

emblems of princely rank. He rapidly extended his principality, and on

the 27th July, 1299, first invaded the Byzantine territory. His advance
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was along the road from Sugut to Prusa, Brusa. The castle of Keupri-

hissar was stormed, Yeni-shehr was occupied, and in 1301 the Byzantine

army was completely defeated at Koyun-hissar. About this time the

Seljuk Empire having fallen to pieces, ten separate Turkish dynasties

arose from its ruins. Osman established himself in Phrygia Epictetus;

caused the Khutbe, or public prayer, to be said in his nime; took the

title of Emir, and coined monsy. The assumption of these marks of

sovereignty may be regarded as the birth of the Osmmli (Ottoman)

Empire. In 1320 Brusa was taken by Osman's son, Orkhan, and the

same year Osman died.

Orkhan made Brusa ths capital of his Empire and continued the war

against the Byzantines, taking Nicomedia, Ismid, in 1326, and Nicaea,

Isnik, in 1330. In 1336 Pergamos, Bergamo, the capital of the neigh

bouring Turkish state of Karasi, was conquered and annexed ; and by

1346 Orkhan had become so powerful thit John Cantacuzene, hoping to

secure his alliance, gave him his daughter in marriage. Ten years later,

however, Suleiman Pasha, Orkhan's eldest son, crossed the Hellespont

(1356) and seized the castle of Tzympe on the opposite coast. Gallipoli

wa? occupied shortly afterwards, and the Crescent firmly planted on the

continent of Europe. During Orkhan's reign the most important civil

and military institutions of the nation were founded. His brother, Ala-

ed-din, who acted as Vizier, created a standing army of cavalry and

infantry, organised the famous corps of Janissaries, regulated the finances,

consolidated the new conquests, and introduced laws respecting the

dress of the various subjects of the Empire that lasted for centuries.

Murad I. (Amurath) extended the European conquests of his father ;

made Adrianople the capital of the Ottoman Empire (1361); defeated

the Hungarians and Servians on the banks of the Maritza (1363) ;

captured Nissa, now Nisch (1376), and, on the 27th August, 1389, fell in

the moment of victory, by the hand of an assassin, on the memorable

field of Kossova. At his death the Ottoman dominions in Europe com

prised nearly the whole of ancient Thrace, Rumelia, and Bulgaria. His

son, Bayezid I. (Bajazet), surnamed Yilderim, 'thunderbolt,' added

Servia, Wallachia, and Greece, in Europe ; and Pontus, Paphlagonia, and

Karamania, in Asia, to the Empire. In 1396, Bayezid defeated Sigismund,

King of Hungary, and he was preparing to lay siege to Constantinople,

when the advance of the Mongols under Timur-lenk (Tamerlane) com

pelled him to cross to Asia. The decisive battle took place on the plain

of Chibukabad, near Angora, and ended in the defeat and capture of

Bayezid, who, after having been carried about for eight months in the

train of his conqueror, died of a broken heart. Bayezid was the first of

the Osmanlis to adopt the title of Sultan, and the first to infringe the

law of the Prophet that forbids the use of wine. After eleven years'

interregnum and civil war the Empire was reunited, 1413, under

Muhammad I. Peldevan, 'champion,' whose successful reign is noted as

the period when a taste for literature, and a fondness for poetry, first

prevailed amongst the Osmanlis. Murad II. (Amurath) had to contend

during the greater part of his reign against the Hungarians, Servians,

Bosnians, and Wallachs, under the renowned general Hunyades, and

against the Albanians under the equally celebrated Scanderbeg. The war

was carried on with varying success, but the advantages finally rested
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with the Sultan, who thoroughly reconquered Servia and Bosnia, and

inflicted two crushing defeats on the Hungarians, at Varna (November,

1444) and Kossova (October, 1448). Murad II. is the only sovereign who

has twice abdicated, and his life in his Epicurean retreat at Magnesia,

Manisa, is one of the most romantic incidents in Turkish history.

Muhammad II., 'the Conqueror,' took Constantinople by storm on the

29th May, 1453, conquered the Peloponnesus (1454), Trebizond (1455),

the Crimea (1475), and Otranto (1480), and, though he met with severe

reverses at Belgrad (1456) and Rhodes (1480), he largely extended the

Ottoman Empire. As a soldier, a legislator, and far-sighted statesman,

he ranks amongst the highest of the Osmanli Sultans, and many of his

political institutions have lasted to the present day. In the reign of his

successor, Bayezid II., the Sufi, ' mystic,' the Ottoman navy first distin

guished itself. Belim I. captured Tabriz (1514) ; conquered Syria (1516),

and Egypt (1517); and nearly doubled the extent of the Ottoman

Empire. The reign of Suleiman I., ' the Magnificent,' is one of the most

important in Ottoman history. It is the period during which the power

of the Osmanlis was at iis height, and it has not inaptly been called the

1 Augustan age' of Turkey. Suleiman took Belnrad (1521), and Rhodes

(152ii), and he conquered Hungary (1526); hot the checks that he

received before the walls of Vienna (1529) and at Malta (1565) mark the

limits of Turkish conquest. The only important additions to the Empire

of a later date were Cyprus (1571), and. Crete (1669). The Ottoman

navy was greatly developed, and under Khaireddin Pasha, known to

Franks as Barbarossa, Torghut, (Dragut), and Piale, held complete

command of the Mediterranean. Suleiman, ' Kanuni,' was not only a

great conqueror but an enlightened ruler. Every branch of the adminis

tration was improved ; the earliest of the capitulations was granted to

France (1535) ; the law was codified by the celebrated Ibrahim of

Aleppo ; and the right of the Sayah to property in the land he tilled,

subject to the payment of certain rents and dues, and to the performance

of certain services for Ins feudal superior, was acknowledged. So much

better, indeed, was, at this time, the condition of the Turkish Rayah than

that of the Christian serf, that peasants flocked across the border from the

neighbouring states to live under the milder sway of the Osmanli Sultan.

New buildings rose rapidly in the principal towns ; Constantinople was

adorned with the splendid edifices that still attest the genius of the

architect, Sinan ; and the capital was thronged with poets, historians, and

legal and scientific writers, who were honoured with the protection and

patronage of the Sultan.

; During the reign of Selim II., 'theSot,'Cyi rus was conquered (1570-71);

but the battle of Lepanto, illuminated though it was by the splendid valour

of Kilij Ali, who afterwards rebuilt the fleet, proved that the Turks were

not invincible at sea. Murad III. (Amurath) conquered Georgia and

Azerbijan, but his reign is marked by the prevalence of venality and cor

ruption ; and by the outbreak of insubordination amongst the Janissaries,

who attacked the Serai, and more than once forced the Sultan to comply

with their demands. It was during this reign that the first English

Ambassador was accredited to the Porte. Under Muhammad HI., and his

successors, the Empire showed increasing signs of weakness ; the Osmanli

princes were no longer trusted with liberty and employed in the service of

the State, hut were brought up in a part of the seraglio called the Kafess,
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or ' case ' ; the Cossacks ravaged the south coast of the Black Sea : the

.Persian conquests were surrendered ; and the feud between the Throne and

the Janissaries was the cause of frequent anarchy and much misery at

Constantinople.

Kurad IV., the last Sultan to take the field at the head of his army, re

conquered Baghdad ; and, during the reign of Muhammad IV., the genius

of Muhammad Kiuprili, the Grand Vizier, raised Turkey for a few brief

years to comparative power. But the splendid victory of Montecuculi at

S. Oothard (1st August, 1664) showed that the superiority in arms had

passed from the Turks to the Christians, and formed a turning-point in

the military history of Turkey. Nineteen years later, on the memorable

11th September, 1683, the Turks were defeated by Sobieski before the

walls of Vienna ; and disaster followed disaster until Mustafa n. was com

pelled to sign the Treaty of Carlowitz (26th January, 1699), and surrender

some of the fairest provinces of his Empire. From that date the military

power of Turkey ceased to overshadow Europe ; and her history has since

been that of one long, unending struggle to maintain her position in the

face of the open, or scarcely concealed, hostility of RussiR. The struggle

has been on the whole unfavourable to Turkey ; but it has been marked

by partial gleams of success such as the campaign on the Truth, in 1711,

when Peter the Great was surrounded, and only saved from destruction by

the wit of Catherine ; as well as by the undying heroism of her soldiers.

Some of the principal land-marks are : the Treaty ofTassarowitz (21st July,

1718), which gave Belgrtid and Hungary to Austria ; the Tnaty of

Belgrad (1st September, 1739), which restored Belgr&d, Bosnia, and Servia

to Turkey ; the defeat and destruction of the Turkish fleet by the Russian

fleet under Elphinstone at Cheshmeh (7th, 8th July, 1770) ; the fatal

Treaty of Kainarji, signed by Abdul Hamid I. on the anniversary (21st

July, 1774) of the Treaty of the Pruth, which completely altered the

relative positions of the two Empires and contained the clause on which

Prince Menschikoff, in 1853, founded the claim of Russia to the general

protection of the Christian subjects of Turkey; the annexation of the

Crimea by Russia (1783); the capture of Ismail by Suwarrow (1790);

and the Treaty of Jassy (9th January, 1792), which extended the

Russian dominions to the Dniester.

A new era seemed to open with the commencement of the reforms ot

Selim m., who projected changes in nearly all the departments of the

State; but the attempt of the Sultan to form a standing army drilled on

the model of the armies of Western Europe, and the outbreak of war with

England and Russia, led to a revolt of the Janissaries, who deposed Selim

and placed Mustafa IV. on the throne. An attempt to restore Selim, in 1808,

resulted in the murder of the dethroned Sultan, the deposition of Mustafa,

and the elevation of Mahmud II., ' the Reformer,' to the throne. Mahmud

grappled with the evils around him in the true heroic spirit ; and amidst

the disappointments and disasters of his chequered reign he never ceased

to reorganise the troops, the fleets, and the finances of his empire; to

encourage education ; to promote commerce ; to give security for person

and property ; and to remove by degrees the most galling of the burdens

that pressed upon his Christian subjects. The principal events are :—the

Treaty ofBucharest (1812), which made the Pruth the Russian boundary ;

"he outbreak of the Greek War of Independence, and the massacres of Turks

Jassy, and of Greeks at Constantinople (1821) ; the destruction of the
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Janissaries (1826); the humiliating Treaty of Akkerman imposed by

Russia upon Turkey (7th October, 1826); the battle of Navarino (1827);

the war of 1827-29, closed by the Treaty of Adrian ople, which advanced

the frontier of Russia to the Lower Danube, gave her Georgia, Mingrelia,

&c, and made Greece an independent kingdom ; the occupation of Algiers

\,y France (1830) ; the seizure of Syria by Muhammad Ali (1832) ; the

Treaty of Hunkiar Iskelesi (8th July, 1833), by which Turkey was bound

to an offensive and defensive alliance with Russia, and engaged, when

required by Russia, to close the Dardanelles against the armed vessels of

other Powers ; the renewal of the war with Egypt; the defection of the

Turkish fleet, and the disastrous battle of h.ezib (25th June, 1839).

Abdul Mejid, a few months after his accession, issued the Hatti Sherif

of Giil-khdneh, which guaranteed to all Ottoman subjects, irrespective of

religion, security for their lives, their honour, and their property. In

1840 the operations of the British fleet on the coast of Syria compelled

Muhammad Ali to come to terms wiih the Sultan ; and in 1841 the Con

vention of London recognised the Bosporus and Dardanelles as Turkish

waters, and not highways for the fleets of all nations. The remaining

. events of importance are :—the Crimean War (1853-55), and the Treaty

of Paris (30th March, 1856); the promulgation of the Hatti Uumayun,

which maintained and extended the provisions of the Hatti Sheilf of Giil-

lshaneh in favour of the Christians; the disturbances in the Lebanon

(1860) ; the repudiation by Russia of the article in the Treaty of Paris

neutralising the Black Sea (1870) ; the deposition and death of Abdul

Aziz, the deposition of Murad V., and the accession of Abdul Haloid n.

(1876); the grant of a Constitution (1876); the opening of the first

Turkish Parliament (12th March, 1877); the war with Russia, ending in

the advance of the Russians to San Stefano, within a few miles of

Constantinople, and signature of the Treaty of San Stefano (3rd March,

1878); the Cyprus Convention (1878); the Treaty of Berlin (13th July,

1878), under which Turkey ceded Thessaly to Greece, and the strip of

Eastern Anatolia containing Batum and Kars to Russia, gave complete

independence to Rumania, Servia, and Montenegro, granted autonomy

to Bulgaria and Eastern Rumelia, and handed over the administration of

Bosnia and Herzegovina to Austria ; the occupation of Tunis by Prance

(1881) ; the occupation of Egypt by England (1882) ; the successful war

with Greece (1897); and the Cretan disturbances, ending in the grant of

autonomy to Crete, and the appointment of Prince George of Greece as

High Commissioner (Dec. 21st, 1898).

(2.) House of Osman.—The following is a list of the sovereigns who have

ruled Turkey since the foundation of the Empire, with the dates of

accession.

A.D.

Osman (son of Et-Toghrul) . 1299

Orkhan (his son) .... 1326

Murad I. (his son) . . . 1360

Bayezid I. 'Thunderbolt' (his

son) 1389

Interregnum 1402

Muhammadl.'TheChampion'

(his son) 1413

A.D.

Murad II. (his son) . . . 1421

Muhammad II. ' The Con

queror ' (his son) . . . 1451

Bayezid II. 'The Mystic'

(his son) 1481

Selim I. ' The Great ' (his son) 1512

Suleiman I. 'The Magnifi

cent' (his son). . \ . 1520

Turkey. d
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A.li.

Selim II. ' The Sot ' (his son) 1566

Murad III. (his son). . . 1574

Muhammad I If. (his son) . 1595

Ahmed I. (his son) . . . 1603

Mustafa I. (brother 0*li6i7_

Ahmed I.) \ 1618

Osman II. (son of Ahmed I.) J

Murad I V. (son of Ahmed I.) 1623

Ibrahim (son of Ahmed I.) . 1640

Muhammad IV. (son of Ib

rahim) 1049

Suleiman II. (son of Ibrahim) 1687

Ahmed II. (son of Ibrahim). 1691

Mustafa II. (son of Muham

mad IV.) 1695

Ahmed III. (si<n of Muham

mad IV.) 1703

Mahmud I. (son of Mustafa

II.) 1730

A.D.

Osman II [. (son of Mustafa

II.) 1754

Mustafa III. (son of Ahmed

III. ) 1757

Abdul Hamid I. (son of

Ahmed III.) .... 1774

Selim III. (son of Mustafa

III.) 1788

Mustafa IV. (son of Abdul

Hamid I.) 1807

Mahmud II. 'The Reformer'

(son of Abdul Hamid I.) . 1808

Abdul Mejid (bis son) . . 1839

Abdul Aziz (son of Mahmud

II.) 1861

Murad V. (son of Abdul

Mejid) 1876

Abdul Hamid II. (son of

Abdul M-jH) i - i „ w^fljG

Many of the above names have been corrupted by foreign pronuncia^

tion ; thus Osman lias become Othman ; Murad, Amurath ; Bayezid,

Bajazet ; Ahmed, Achmet ; and Suleiman, Solyman.

(3.) Area; Population; Territorial Divisions ; and Geography.—The Otto

man Empire, Osmanli Vilayeti, lies partly in Europe, partly in Asia, and

partly in Africa. Including the tributary provinces, its area is estimated

(Statesman's Year Book, 1899) to be about 1,576,677 square miles, and

its population 38,790,736.

Area.

Square miles. Population.

Europe.

Immediate provinces .... 62,744

Bulgaria and Rumelia .... 37,860

Bosnia and Herzegovina . . . 23,570

Crete 3,326

Asia.

Immediate provinces

Samos ....

127,500

650,097 .

180 .

650,277

Africa.

Tripoli 398,900

Egypt (1897) 400,000

798,900

. 5,711,000

. 3,309,816

. 1,568,092

294,190

10,883,098

. 16,823,500

49,733

16,873,233

. 1,300,000

. 9,734,405

11,034,405

Total 1,576,677 38,790,736
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The territories under the direct control of tl.e Sultan are divided for

administrative purposes into Vilayets, or- provinces, and independent

Sanjaks, or districts. The territorial divisions are : in Europe, 1, Con

stantinople ; 2, Chatalja ; 3, Adrianople ; 4, Salonika ; 5, Kossova ; 6,

Janina; 7, Monastir ; 8, Skutari of Albania: in the Islands and Asia,

9, Archipelago ; 10, Samos ; 11, Crete ; 12, Ismid ; 13, KtmdavendgMar

(Brusa); 14, Karasi; 15, Aidin (Smyrna) ; 16, Kastambul (KastamKni) ;

17, Angola ; 18, Konia ; 19, Trebizond ; 20, Sivas ; 21, Adana ; 22,

Memuret ul-Aziz (Kharput) ; 23, Dersim ; 24, Erzerum ; 25, Van ;

"26, Bitlis; 27, Hekkiari ; 28, Diarbekr; 29, Mosul; 30, Baghdad;

31, Basrah; 32, Zor; 33, Aleppo; 34, Syria; 35, Lebanon; 36, Jeru

salem ; 37, Yemen ; 38, Hejaz : in Africa, 39, Tripoli ; 40, Benghazi.

Of these Nos. 10 and 35 have special governments ; No. 11 is an

autonomous province ; Nos. 2, 12, 32, and 36 are Sanjaks ; and the

remainder are Vilayets.

European Turkey, which includes parts of ancient Thrace, Macedonia,

and Bpirus, is in great part mountainous. In the eastern half are the

Balkan and Khodope mountains, enclosing the rich plain of Eastern

Eumelia, and culminating in the Eilo-Dagh, over 8000 feet high ; in the

western are the lofty ranges of Albania, including the Shar-Llagh, Mods

Scardus, which rises to a height of 9000 ft. The rivers are the Maritza,

Hebrus, Kara-su, JS'estus, Struma, Strymon, Vardar, Axius, Drift, Drilo,

and the Usumi, Apsus. In the northern districts there is a hot summer

and a cold winter; in the southern, which are sheltered by the Bhodope

mountains, a Mediterranean climate. It is a fruitful country with an

intelligent and industrious population of Turks, Greeks, Bulgars,

Albanians, Serbs, and Wallachs.

Asiatic Turkey is divided by the Turks into Anatolia, Mesopotamia,

Syria, and Arabia ; and the first may conveniently be subdivided into

Western and Eastern Anatolia. Western Anatolia is a fertile plateau,

from 3000 to 4500 feet above the sea, which extends from the Aegean

to the Anti-Taurus mountains, and is buttressed north and south by the

Pontic and Taurus range, from 7000 to 10,000 feet high. Mount Argasus,

the centre of a volcanic district near the eastern end of the plateau, is

over 12,000 feet. The climate is extremely diversified, ranging from the

intense summer heat of the southern coast districts to the severe winter

cold of the plateau. The products are equally varied ; from the northern

mountains come walnut and boxwood, and from the south and west figs and

grapes. It supports a hardy population of Turks, Greeks, Armenians, Cir

cassians, Turkomans, and Yuruks. Eastern Anatolia, which is separated

from the lower ground on the west by the Anti-Taurus, is a rugged

plateau, above which rise many peaks culminating in Mount Ararat,

17,000 feet high. In the north the summers are short and very hot, and

the winters long and extremely cold. In the southern districts the

climate is far more temperate. Much of the country is of an inaccessible

nature, and here roads are few and the people lawless. In the heart of

the highlands are Lake Van and the headwaters of the Euphrates and

Tigris. The inhabitants are Turks, Armenians, Kurds, Greeks, End

Nestorians. Mesopotamia is the great plain, broken only by the Sinjar

Hills, through which the Euphrates and Tigris find their way from the

mountains of Kurdistan to the Persian Gulf. It was formerly, under a

d 2
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well-devised system of irrigation, one of the most fertile regions of the

earth, and might become so again if the irrigation works, now gone

to decay, were restored. At present it is largely peopled by nomad

Arabs, and irrigated only in a few isolated districts. Syria, the long

strip of mountain and hill country which borders the Mediterranean from

Mount Taurus to the Sinaiiic Peninsula, is se|arated from Mesopotamia

by the Syrian desert. The Syrian mountains culminate in Lebanon and

Anti-Lebanon, from 10,000 to 11,000 feet, and sink as they run south

wards through the hills of Galilee and Judaea to the desert of the Tih.

The rivers are the Orontcs, Leontes, and the Jordan, which discharges its

waters into the Dead Sea. The people are Ansarieh, Mavonites, Druses,

Arabs, Syrians, and Jews. The Arabian territory consists of the pro

vinces of Yemen and Hejaz on the Red Sea ; the latter including the

sacred towns of Mecca and Medina.

African Turkey comprises the tributary province of Egypt ; and Tripoli,

which includes the territories of Barca and Fezzan.

(4.) Reigning Family; Constitution; and Government.—The present

Sultan is Abdul Kamid Khan II., who succeeded to the throne in 1876.

He was born in 1842, and is the 34th sovereign of the House of Osman,

and' the 28th since the conquest of Constantinople. According to law,

the succession is vested in the eldest male of the royal family. Formerly,

as a matter of policy, all males of the House of Osman, other than

the sons of the reigning Sultan, were put to death. This cruel practice

has been abolished since the accession of Mahmud II. ; but the males of

the royal house are not allowed to take part in the government of the

country or to hold active commands in the army and navy.

The princes are called simply Effendi, a title formerly lordly, but now of

little more significance than ' Esquire' at home. The princesses are ralh d

by Europeans Sultana, but by Turks Sultan, the word sultan being put

alter the name of the woman. Thus the Turks say ' Adileh Sultan,' and

not ' the Sultana Adileh.' The princesses have the right of speaking to

any man to whom they may give permission to enter their presence. On

the other hand, every woman is obliged to unveil her face in the presence

of the Sultan; and he can enter the harem of a private house without

infringement of etiquette on the part of the ladies. The princesses are

generally given in marriage, by the Sultan, to favourite pashas ; and they

often possess great political influence. The chief female personage of the

Empire, however, creater than any wife, is the mother of the Sultau, the

Valideh Sultan. The Valideh Sultan of the day has frequently exercised

a direct and important influence on home and foreign politics, and assiduous

court was paid to her by ministers of state and political intriguers.

The Sultans have long ceased to contract regular marriages, and the

Harem has become a state institution. All children born in the Harem,

whether of free women or slaves, are legitimate, and of equal lineage.

The inmates come by purchase, by gift, and by free will ; and a large

proportion of them are Circassians. A certain number, designated by the

Sultan, have the title Kadin, or ' Ladies of the Harem ;' the rest, called

Odalik, remaining under them as servants. The superintendent of the

Harem, who bears the title Kfiasnaddr Kadin, and is usually an

elderly lady, keeps up communication with the outer world through the

eunuchs, whose head is the Kizlar-aghasi, or ' chief eunuch '—an im
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portant personage holding rank next to the Grand Vizier, and the

Sheikh-ul-Isl&m.

Constitution.—Turkey is ' a theocratic absolute monarchy, in principle

subject to the direct personal control of the Sultan, who is at once a

temporal autocrat and recognised khalif, or successor of the Prophet, and

consequently spiritual head of the Moslem world. This theocratical

absolutism is tempered not only by traditional usage, local privilege, the

juridical and spiritual precepts of the Kur&n and its Ulema interpreters,

and the Privy Council, but also by the growing force of public opinion,

and by the direct and indirect pressure of European Powers.'

Turkish, like all Moslem law, has its source in the Kui&n ; but the

short Suras of the Kurto not being sufficient to satisfy the requirements

of a powerful Empire, the existing law grew up by gradual accretions.

Xext to the Kuran, the sources of Moslem law are :—the ' six revered

books '—traditions derived from the first four khalifs and chief disciples of

Isl4m ; decisions made by celebrated Im&ms in the first centuries ; the

fetvas, or formal decisions on questions proposed to the Sheikh-ul-lsltai,'

and adet, or custom, which is equal in authority to positive law. After

the conquest of Constantinople this mass of law was codified by Khosrev

Mollah in a work called ' The Pearl,' which is much esteemed. Under

Suleiman the Magnificent, the law was again codified by Ibrahim Halevi

in his great work Multeka-ul-ubhur, the ' Confluence of the Seas,' which

became the law of the Empire. The most recent codification is the

Mejelleh, made within the last twenty years. These codes embody the

Sheriat, divine or canon law. A new peiiod opened in 1839-with the

promulgation of the Haiti Sherif of Oul-khdneh, which was followed in

1856 by the Haiti Humayun. These Hatts promised to all the inha

bitants of the Empire, without distinction of faith, equal civil, political,

and religious rights. Their publication was followed by the issue of a

Penal Code, a Commercial Code, a Vil&yet law, and several firm&ns and

Vizierial orders, which are collected together in the Dustur, and known as

the Nizam or Common Law. The Nizam, construed when obscure by the

Sheriat, is the law generally administered, but many questions are still

reserved lor trial in the Sheri Courts, in accordance with the Sheriat.

Turkish law recognises, amongst Ottoman subjects, the broad distinction

of Moslem and non-Moslem ; and as every man has to belong to some

organization, all non-Moslems must be members of one of the Millets, or

religious communities recognised by the Government. All subjects, how

ever humble their origin, are eligible to, and may fill the highest offices in

the State.

Government.—The Sultan, as Padishah, concentrates all powers within

his person ; and the legislative and executive authority is exercised under

his supreme direction by the Grand Vizier, who is at the head of the

administration, and the Sheikh-ul-Islam, who superintends public worship

and the administration of justice according to the Sheriat. The Grand

Vizier, Sadr Azam, who is appointed by the Sultan, is assisted by ten

Ministers; and they, with the Sheikh-ul-Isl&m, form the Privy Council,

Mejlis-i-Khass, which corresponds to our Cabinet. The Ministers are :—

the President of the Council of State ; Minister of War and Grand Master

of Artillery; Minister of Marine; Minister of Interior; Minister for Foreign

Affairs ; Ministcr'of Justice ; Minister of Finance, Mines, and Forests, and

Civil List ; Minister of Evkaf (charitable bequests) ; Minister of Public
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Works, Commerce, and Agriculture; Minister of Public Instruction. The

work of the Ministries is carried on by councils, as the councils of state,

finance, war, &c, and these constitute the Divan. Each of the 'Millets '

has two representatives, elected by the Grand Vizier, on the Council of

State.

The Sheikh-ul-Islam, or 'Grand Mufti,' is appointed by the Sultan

with the nominal concurrence of the Ulema ; and he is at once head of

that body and Vicar of the Sultan in religious affairs. Next in rank to

the Sheikh-ul-Islam are the Kazasskers (Chie(Justices) of Rumili (Europe)

and Anadoli (Asia), and the Kadi of Stambul. The Ulema is a body

comprising all the great judges, theologians, jurists, and teachers of

Moslem law; and it is recruited from the Softa3 or students at the

Medressehs. They are divided into three classes. 1. The Imams, who

are charged with the conduct of public worship ; they include the sheikhs,

preachers ; the khatibs, who recite the Khutbe, or official Friday prayer ; the

imams proper, who celebrate marriages and conduct burials ; the muezzins,

who call to prayer; and the kaims, who have the charge of the mosques.

2. The Kadis, judges of all kinds, who are divided into mollahs, kadis,

and ndibs. 3. The Muftis of the Provinces, doctors of law and exponents

of law, who give decisions on all legal questions submitted to them.

(5.) Beligious Communities (Millets). Foreigners.—The Sultans, since

the conquest of Constantinople, have always recognised the division of

their non-Moslem subjects into Millets or religious communities ; and to

these communities they have granted important privileges and immu

nities. They are permitted the free exercise of their religion ; the

management of their own monasteries, schools, hospitals, and charitable

bequests; and in certain cases to exercise judicial power. Until 1839

there were four such Millets : the Eoman Catholic, Greek, Armenian, and

Jewish communities ; but since that date the Eoman Catholic Armenians,

the Protestants, the Bulgarians, the Maronites, and the Nestorians have

been recognised as separate ' millets.'

Muhammad, ' the Conqueror,' and his successors made the Patriarchs

of the Christian communities high officers of the Empire, with great civil

and religious power over the laity. A note with the Patriarch's seal

would send any one to exile or prison without inquiry. The Patriarchs

had access to members of the Divan at any time, and. their views were

received as authoritative with respect to their own people. The Hatti

Sherif of Gul-khaneh (1839) had an unexpected effect on this Patriarchal

system of government. It introduced the novel idea that men were

equal before the law ; gave the rayahs courage to contend for their rights ;

and diminished the civil power of the clergy. The Armenian laity were

the first to come forward and demand a share in the administration of the

affairs of their ' millet.' After a very long struggle with the Patriarch

and clergy, who had acquired complete spiritual and temporal control

over them, they obtained (1847) a Vizierial Order establishing two

councils, under the presidency of the Patriarch, one of priests for

ecclesiastical affairs, and one of laymen for civil affairs. This was

followed by the elaboration of rules, for the better government of the

Armenians by Patriarchal authority, which having been approved by the

Turkish Government were issued in 1860 and may be called the Armenian

Charter. Under this charter Armenian affairs are managed by spiritual

and temporal councils, which are elected by the Armenian General
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Assembly and presided over by the Patriarch, who is himself elected by

the Assembly. The Patriarch thus remains the official representative of

the Armenian millet, and the medium through whom the orders of the

Turkish Government are carried out, but all real power has passed into

the hands of the councils. The success of the Armenian laity deeply

affected the other communities, and their affairs are now managed in a

similar way by Councils elected by the members. In each of the vilayets

there are Provincial Councils for the management of local affairs, under

the presidency of the official representatives of their respective millets.

Foreigners, residing in Turkey, are, in virtue of the capitulations or old

treaties with the Sublime Porte, under the laws of their respective

countries ; and are amenable to tribunals presided over by their Consuls.

Cases between two foreign subjects are tried in the Consular Court of the

defendant. Foreigners are amenable to the Ottoman tribunals in all

cases, civil and criminal, in which an Ottoman subject is concerned. In

civil cases, involving more than P. 1001, the tribunal is the Commercial

Court, which is a ' mixed ' tribunal,—i.e. two of the assessors are

foreigners. Jn all cases a dragoman of the Consulate is present to see that

the trial is conducted according to law. Foreigners owning real property

are, in all questions relating to this property, assimilated to Ottoman

subjects, and amenable directly to the Ottoman Courts without the

intervention of their own Consular authorities. Writs issued by an

Ottoman tribunal against a foreign subject must be served through the

Consulate of the party to whom they are addressed. Domiciliary visits

on the part of the Ottoman authorities are not legal unless a consular

officer is present.

(6.) Provincial Administration. Justice.—For purposes of Administration

the Turkish Empire is divided into Vilayets, Sanjaks, Kazas, Nahiehs, and

Kariehs or Mahallehs. At the head of the Vilayet ' Province ' is the Vdli, or

Governor-General, who is appointed by the Sultan, and is responsible for

public safety and the general government of his province. In important

vilayets the vali has an assistant (muaviri). The chief administrative

officers are : the Defterdar (Director of Finance), the Mektubji (General

Secretary), the Directors of Public Works, Mines and Forests, Public

Instruction, Cadastre, &c, and the Chief of Police (A/ai Bey). In some

vilayets there is also a Foreign Secretary. The Vali is assisted by an

Administrative Council (Iddreh Mejlis), which consists of the Kadi,

Defterdar, Mektubji, the spiritual chiefs of the non-Moslem communities

(Millets), and four elected members, two Moslem and two non-Moslem.

Each vilayet has also a General Council, which should be convoked once

a year, but is rarely called together.

The Sanjak (District), of which there are two or three in a vilayet, is

soverned under the vali, by a Jlfitiessar{/'(Lieut.-Governor) appointed by

Imperial order. There are a finance officer (Muhassabaji), a secretary

(Tahrirat Mudiri), representatives of the various Ministries, and an

Iddreh Mejlis, as in a vilayet. The Kazas (sub-districts), of which there are

three to six in a sanjak, are governed under the Mutessarifs, by Kaimahams

(Governors) appointed by the Government. Each has a secretary (mal-

mudir), and is assisted by an Idareh Mejlis, similar to that of the sanjak.

The Nahiehs (Communal Circles), of which there are three or four in a

kaza, are governed by Mudirs (Administrators), each of whom has his

staff and administrative council. The Karieh (Commune), corresponding
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to the quarter (mahalleh) in a town, is a group of forty to fifty houses.

Each commune has two Mukhtars (Head-men or Mayors), elected by the

villagers, and in mixed villages each community elects two mukhtars.

The mukhtars are assisted by a Council of Elders (lkhtiar Mejlis), and

have charge of the bekjis (field-guards) and the korujis (foresters).

The administration of justice is an independent service. In each karieh

the Council of Elders acts as a Court of compromise; in each nahieh

there is a similar but larger Court; in each kazaaCourt of First Instance

(Bedayet Mahkameh), consisting of a President and two Assessors, one

Moslem, one non-Moslem ; in each sanjak a Bedayet Mahkameh, divided

into two sections, Civil (Hvkuk) and Criminal (Jeza), and a Commercial

Court (Tejaret Mahkameh) ; and in each vilayet there is a Court of

Appeal (Istinaf Mahkameh) in two sections, Civil and Criminal, and a

Commercial Court. There is a right of appeal from each Court to the one

above it, and from the Vilayet Court af Appeal to the High Court of

Justice at Constantinople. In each vilayet there is a Public Prosecutor

(Mudaiumum), and in each sanjafe an assistant Public Prosecutor, who

represent the Ministry of Justice, and are appointed to see that the laws

are properly carried out. In each vilayet there is also an Inspector

(Mufettish), who reports to the Ministry of Justice on the state of the

courts and prisons, the conduct of the Judges, and the general adminis

tration of justice.

In addition to the above Courts, which administer justice according to

the Nizam, or Common Law, there is in each administrative division a

Sheri Court that takes cognizance of disputes between Moslems coming

under the sheriat, or Canon Law. In the Sheri Courts the Kadi is sole

judge and interpreter of the law.

(7.) Army. Navy. Mercantile Marine.—The Turkish army consists of

the Nizam (Regular Army), Redifs (Reserves), llaveh (Territorial

Troops), and Mustahfiz (Landsturm). Military service is compulsory on

all Moslems excepting the inhabitants of Constantinople. Non-Moslems

pay an exemption tax (Bedel Askerieh) of six shillings per head on all

males. Every soldier serves six years in the Nizam, eight in the Eedif,

and six in the Mustahfiz. The Empire is divided into seven military

districts, the head-quarters of which are at Constantinople, Adrianople,

Monastir, Erzinjan, Damascus, Baghdad, and Sanaa (Yemen). There

are local troops in Tripoli, and the Hejaz, recruited, however, in Asiatic

Turkey. The peace strength of the army is about 12,000 officers and

190,000 men; but, in time of war, by calling out the Eedifs, llaveh, and

Mustahfiz, it would be possible to place 1,250,000 men under arms. The

artillery is armed with Krupp guns of late pattern ; the Nizam is at

present armed partly with the Mauser and partly with the Martini-Peabody

rifle.

The Turkish Navy possesses six so-called sea-going ironclads, and nine

smaller ones for coast defence ; besides a large number of gunboats, and

other steamers, including two torpedo-boat destroyers, thirty-six torpedo-

boats, and two Nordenfeldt submarine boats. The armament of the

ironclads is out of date, the boilers are old, and tlie ships themselves are

rarely taken out of the Golden Horn. The torpedo boats are well looked

after, and the crews constantly exercised. The crews are raised by

conscription ; the length of service is eight years in the active service ,

(including three on leave), and four years in the Redifs. The peace
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strength is about 2,500 officers and 15,000 men, a number that is doubled

in time of war.

Turkey has no Mercantile Marine. The Mahsuse line of steamers is

owned by the Admiralty. The Shirket-i-Hairieh is a privileged company,

with a monopoly of the Bosporus passenger trade. L'Egee (Courtji & Co.)

carries the Ottoman flag, but the capital is Greek. There are numerous

small craft owned and manned by Ottoman subjects, Moslem and non-

Moslem, but they are not built or equipped for long sea voyages, and do

not ply beyond the waters of the Black Sea and the Levant.

(8.) Bank. Decorations.—Great importance is, and always has been,

attached to rank in Turkey. The strict rules of etiquette demand that

every man should be paid the honour due to his rutbe, or grade in the

official hierarchy. A 'l urk, when paying a visit, knows the exact spot at

which his host should meet him, the words with which he should be greeted,

and the particular part of the divan upon which he should be invited to

seat himself. The host often releases the rules of etiquette, to show

honour to a guest ; the guest never attempts to break them. A breach of

etiquette on the part of host or guest, when intentional, is regarded as an

insult.

All civil rank is classed according to relative military rank, and at a

very early date the military and civil services were divided into Viziers,

Mirimirans, cr Pashas of the second class, Mirlivas, or Brigadiers, Mim-

khirs, or Masters of the Horse, and Kapuji-bashis, or Chamberlains. This

lasted until the suppression of the Janissaries, when Mahmftd II. esta

blished the four clas-es of Via, Sanieh, Salisseh, and Eabea, for the civil

service. The order of precedence was finally settled in 1861. According

to this after the Grand Vizier, the Sheikh-ul-Islam, and the Kizlar-aghasi,

come the Mushirs, Field Marshals and Ministers ; and then follow persons

having the rank of Vizier, Kazasker, Bala, and Kadi of Stambul. After

these high dignitaries come officials holding the rank of Ula-senf-evel

equivalent to Ferik (Lieutenant-General) ; Vla-senf-snni, equivalent to

Mirliva (Brigadier-General) ; Sanieh-senf-evel, equivalent to Mir-alai

(Colonel); £'a«!>A-sew/'-sa?u, equivalent to Kaimak&m (Lieutenant-Colonel);

Salisseh, equivalent to Binbashi (Major); and Rabea, in degrees cor

responding to Yuzbashi (Captain), Mulazim (Lieutenant).

The Turkish Orders are tlieMcjidieh, in seven classes, founded by Abdul

Mejid in 1851 ; the Osmanieh, in lour classes, founded by Abdul Aziz, in

1860; and the Nishan-i-skefket, founded in 1878 by the present Sultan,

for ladies who had rendered services during the war with Russia.

Mushirs and Viziers are addressed as devletli, or 'excellency';

Kazaskers and Balas, as atvfttli. The title hazretleri is used as a mark

of respect when addressing a number of the official hierarchy.

(9.) Trade. Commerce. Manufactures Agriculture.—The last Custom

House returns published give the total value of the exports of the

Empire for 1894 as £12,503,452, and of the imports as £21,890,439. A

stricter custom-house supervision would largely increase these figures.

The principal commercial ports are Constantinople, Dedeagatch, and

Salonika in Europe, and Trebizond, Samsun, Smyrna, Mersina, Alex-

andretla, and Beirut in At-ia. The largest exports are to Great Britain,

France, Austria, andj Italy, and the largest imports from Great Britain

Austria, France, Germany, and Russia. The chief exports are raishu
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wheat, raw silk, olive oil, mohair, coffee, opium, wool, cocoons, &c. ; and

the imports sugar, cotton thread, cotton prints, sheeting, calico, petroleum,

coal, &c.

In the interior there is little commercial activity, owing to the want of

good roads, and agents of British houses are rarely seen at any distance

from the coast towns. The extension of the railways to Angora and

Konia has led to a large increase of trade, and a line from Samsun to

Amasia and Sivas would open up one of the best grain-producing districts

in Asiatic Turkey.

Silk, carp-ts, soap, attar of roses, and tobaco are manufactured, and

there are a few steam flour-mills, and steam cotton and silk spinning-

machines ; and glass, porcelain, fez, and paper manufactories. Some of

the Turkish jewelry, leather work, and embroidery is very good ; and in

some places good strong cloth is made.

Agriculture is everywhere in a very backward state, excepting in some

of the coast districts, where great improvements have been made in recent

years in the culture of the vine.

(10.) Finance. Taxation. Land Tenure.—Until 1881 the fmancial affairs

of the Ottoman Empire were in a state of complete disorganisation; but

since that year, they have steadily improved, owing to the reduction and

consolidation of the Foreign Debt, consequent u[xin the decree of the 20t!i

Decemher, 1881, and to the regulation of the Internal Debt. At the

31st December, 1899, the following was the situation of the external debt

of Turkey :—

Bonds iu
Circulation.

Annual
Charg'.

1855 Loan Guaranteed by France and)

F.ngland, 4 per cent. . . . . j

1881 Consolidated Debt (Scries B, C, and D.i

and L.o.t.s. Turcs.) I

1886 Customs Loan, 5 per cent., and 1 perl

cent Sinking Fund . . . . . J

1888 Loan Eaulla, 5 per cent., and 2 per cent, i

Sinking Fund . . . . . . J

1890 Priority, 4 per cent., and 1 per cent, i

Sinking Fund /

1890 Osmanieh, 4 per cent., and 1 per cent.^

Sinking Fund J

1891 Loan, secured, by Egyptian Tribute, \

4 per cent, (repayable in 60 years) . . /

1893 Priority Tomboo, 4 per cent., and 1 per \

cent. Sinking Fund J

1894 Loan, secured by Egyptian Tribute, 3J|

per cent, (repayable in 60 years) . . |

1891 Loan of 40 millions of francs, 4 per cent.l

(repayable in 64 years) . . . . /

1896 Loan, 5 per cent., and J per cent. Sinkingl

Fund J

3,815,200

88,428,333

4,752,051

1,067,080

6,990,240

4,027,000

6,054,920

842,600

7,996,900

1,562,460

2,929,200

f

152,608

1,545,984

354,545

105,000

391,363

227,273

280,623

45,454

329,249

70,509

16 i, 636

£128,465,984 £3,666,244
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The Turkish Government has also engaged to pay to the Russian

Government an annual sum of £317,272 in consideration of the Turco-

Itussian War Indemnity. There is further a floating debt, which is

calculated to amount to from three to four million pounds. No accounts

of the actual revenue and expenditure of the Treasury are published.

The Commission, or Conseil coadministration de la dctte publique Otto-

mane, sits at Constantinople and administers the ' ceded revenues,' which

are the stamp, salt, silk, spirit, fish, and part of the tobacco duties, besides

the contributions from Cyprus and Eastern Rumelia, and the Bulgarian

Tribute. The decree of the 20th December, 1881, provides for the appli

cation of the ' ceded revenues ' to the payment of interest and amortisation

of the debt, subject to the preferential deduction for 22 years of £T.590,000

for the interest and redemption of the debt to the Galata Bankers (Priority

Bonds). In 1883, the Tobacco Regie (monopoly) was instituted and

granted for thirty years to a financial group consisting of the Vienna

Kreditanstalf, Here Bleichrbder, and the Imperial Ottoman Bank. The

agents of ' the debt,' and of the Tobacco Regie, are found in all the largo

towns throughout the country.

The revenue is between sixteen and seventeen million pounds, and the

expenditure between nineteen and twenty. The annual deficit is met by

various expedients, which need not be mentioned here.

The taxes are not oppressively heavy, but the mode of collection gives

rise to great abuses. The towns and villages are exploited to such an

extent by the tax collectors that the people have in every case to pay, in

money or kind, half as much again as the tax itself. The principal taxes

are : the Ushr, ' tenth,' or Tithe, which is levied on all agricultural produce,

cereals, vegetables, cotton, opium, fruit, oil, honey, wood, charcoal, &c, is

collected sometimes in kind, and sometimes in money. The arrangements

for the collection of the tithe arc made by the Administrative Councils of

the Vilayets. The crops are valued in spring, and, after the valuation has

been reported to the Treasury, the Councils decide whether the tithe is to

be sold or collected by the Government. The actual quantity of produce

taken from the peasant or cultivator is about loj per cent. The emldk

verghisi, or Property Tax, of 4 per 1000 on tlie value of all property occu

pied by the owner, and 4 per cent, on all houses and land leased toothers;

and the temettu verghi, or Income Tax, of 3 per cent, on profits and income

of all kinds. Serious abuses exist in the assessment and collection of the

verghi taxes. Crown lands pay no taxes. The bedel askerieh, or Military

Exemption Tax, levied on all non-Moslems, through the heads of their

' millets,' at the rate of P.5000 for every 180 adult males. The sheep and

goat tax, which varies from P.l} to P.4 per head. The 'l'apu, or Land Tax,

including succession and mortgage duties, and 5 per cent, on every sale of

land. The stamp, salt, silk, spirits, and tobacco duties, the judicial receipts,

&c. The custom duties are 8 per cent, on all imports, and 1 per cent, on

all exports. There are also Municipal taxes, which vary in the different

towns.

Land is divided into five categories : Mulh, or freehold, which can be

disposed of by the owner at his pleasure, but reverts to the State if he dies

without heiis. Mirieh, or Government lands, which were originally granted

to soldiers as military fiefs, but are now bought and sold through the agents

of the Beit-vl-Mal, a branch of the Finance Department. Jf a holder of
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Mirioh land loaves it fallow for three years, or dies without heirs, his pro

perty reverts to the State. The Vakuf, or endowed lands, are either lands

granted by the Sultan, or freehold land dedicated by the owner, to some

religious or charitable foundation. Most of the Vakuf lands are in the

hands of officials and notables, who hold at very low rentals, and resist

investigation. The administration of these lands by the Evkaf Depart

ment is said to be very corrupt. Metruk, or public hmds, are given over by

the Government to communes for specified purposes. Salieh, or waste

lands, are unoccupied lands, i hr. from a house ; they are sometimes sold

by auction, and under certain conditions become the property of the person

who cultivates them.

(11.) The Press.—Few changes are more remarkable than those which

have followed the publication of the first newspaper in Turkey, during the

Crimean War. The Press, notwithstanding the strict censorship to which

it is subjected, exercises a wide-spread influence. In the large towns in

the interior the newspaper reader has almost entirely supplanted the

story-teller ; and the events and politics of the day are discussed, through

out the country, in a manner that was quite unknown twenty years ago.

Each Vilayet has its official journal, and the principal Constantinople

papers have a large circulation in the provinces. The newspapers are

political, religious, scientific, literary, and commercial ; and the languages

in which they are published offer an interesting study. There are papers

in Arabic, Armenian, Bulgarian, English, French, Greek, Hebrew, Italian,

Persian, Spanish, Turkish, Turkish written in Armenian character, and

Turkish written in Greek character.

The first press law, undtr which newspapers were free within certain

prescribed limits, was promulgated in 1861. In case of transgression,

the responsible editor of the offending paper was summoned before a

tribunal ad hoc, and if convicted was punishable by fine, imprisonment,

or suspension of his newspaper. In I860 this law was suspended, and in

lieu of it the Press was placed under the IUgime Administratif of the

Foreign Office. By this the Porte assumed arbitrary authority over the

Press, and when an article appeared that caused displeasure at the Pone,

the paper publishing it was forthwith suspended or suppressed. After

the death of Sultan Abdul Aziz the authority of the Porte was exercised

in an increasingly arbitrary manner until 1886, when a preventive censure

was introduced. One member, or two, of the staff of the Press Bureau is

told off to each newspaper office, ai;d revises all the matter before it goes

to press. These censors arc incapable of forming an opinion as to the

merits or demerits of a political or economic article ; but they have a

quick eye for prohibited subjects and words. The only effect of the

system is to paralyse the Press and to deprive it of all authority, as well

on matters of fact as of opinion. All papers are watched by the Press

section of the Cabinet Particulier of H.I.M. the Sultan.

i. TURKISH LANGUAGE.

It has been thought useful to supply the traveller with a brief sketch

of the mechanism of the Turkish language, such as may assist him in un

derstanding what he hears, and in applying any words which he may pick

up ; although in the limited space at our disposal it is impossible to do
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more than supply some elementary notions to such as do not care lo study

the subject thoroughly.

The Turkish is, like the English, a mixed language. With a Turkish

construction it works up Arahic and Persian words. Common Turkish

is almost pure Turkish, but owing to its jioverty the literary language

introduces Persian and Arahic copiously. It is expressive, soft, and musical,

not difficult to speak, but very difficult to write. The Turkish characters

arc, with some slight difference, the same as the Arabic and Persian.

They are written from the right to the left. The chief books of the Turks

are those on poetry, law, and theology. Printing was introduced at Con

stantinople in the sixteenth century ; but the copies of the Koran are

still multiplied in manuscript.

There is, practically speaking, no definite article in Turkish, though o

or ol is sometimes used as such, and inflection will often supply its place.

The indefinite a or an is expressed, as in some other languages, by

hir (one).

The various relations of nouns expressed in most modern languages by

prepositions are, in Turkish, represented by affixes.

The following is the declension of the word ev, house :—ev, the

house ; evin, of the house ; eve, to the house ; evi (ace.), the house ;

evden, from the house ; evler, the houses; evlerin, of the houses; evlere,

to the houses; evleri (ace.), the houses; evlerden, from the houses.

If the last vowel of the word declined is e (as in the above example),

or if it is i or u, the declension is similar to that of ev. These vowels

sounds are said to be 'soft.' If, on the other hand, the last vowel in

the word is a 'hard' vowel, such as a, o or u, those in the terminations

or affixes must also be hard. Thus dost, fiiend, makes doslun, dosta,

doshi, dustdan ; plural, dostlar, dosilarun, dostlari, dosilardan.

For similar euphonic reasons a k when it occurs between two vowels is

often changed into gh or y ; and a y or an n is often introduced to prevent

the juxtaposition of two vowel sounds. The ear is the ultimate guide

in these cases, and it will not be found that they present great difficulty

in ordinary conversation.

Adjectives are indeclinable, and precede the noun ; Beuyuk adam-

lardan, from great men.

The numerals leave the noun in the singular ; Bin at, not bin attar,

a thousand horses.

'J he possessive case requires the addition of an i to the name of the

thing possessed. Thus Pasha is a Pasha, ev, a house; the Pasha's

house is not Pashanin ev, but Pashanin evi, lit. of the Pasha his house.

The possessive affixes for nouns which end in a vowel are :—m, my ;

n, thy; si, his or her; miz, our; niz, your ; lari, their. Thus torba, a

bag, becomes torbam, my bag; torban, thy bag ; lorbasi, his or her bag;

torbamiz, our bag ; torbaniz, your bag ; torbalari, their bag.

For nouns which end in a consonant, it is necessaiy to insert a vowel

between the noun and the affixes of the 1st and 2nd person, while the affix

for the 3rd person singular is changed from si to i. Thus at a horse

makes atim, atin, ati, atiraiz, atiniz, atlari, my horse, thy horse, &c.

It is to be noted that nouns with the possessive affix are declinable.

Thus atim, my horse ; atimin, of my horse ; atima, to my horse ; atimi

(acc.) my horse; atimdan, from my horse; atlarim, my horses ; atlari
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min, of my horses ; atlarima, to my horses ; atlarimi (ace), my horses ;

atlarimdan, from my horses. It will he seen that the sign of the plural

lar comes between the noun and the possessive affix.

In all the above cases the vowel sounds are varied according to the

euphonic rules alluded to before ; which rules, in fact, are of universal

application throughout the language.

Verbs are conjugated by means of affixes only, and without pronouns.

The principle tenses of gitmek, to go, are the following :—

Oidyurim, I am going.

Giderim, I go.

Gitdim, I went.

Gidejeyim, I am about to go.

Gitmaliyim, I ought to go.

Gidyoridim, I was going.

Gideridim, I used to go.

Gitdidim, 1 had gone.

Gidejekdim, I was about to go.

Gitsem, If I go.

The conjugation of gidyorim, I am going, is given below. The other

tenses are conjugated in the same or in a somewhat similar manner.

Gidyorim, I am going

Gidyorsin, thou art „

Gidyor, he (she) is „

Gidydriz, wc are

Gidyorsiniz, you „

Gidyorler, they „

The imperative is formed by cutting off the termination mek of the

infinitive; thus git, go.

If the vowels in the infinitive are hard (e.g. bakmak, to look ; and

vurmak, to strike) the usual substitution of hard vowels for soft takes

place throughout the conjugation.

Various derivatives, each of which is conjugated as above, can be made

by introducing syllables between the root and the affixes : thus—

Gieurmek, to see.

Gieuriishmek, to see one another.

Gieuriinmek, to cause oneself to

be seen.

Gieurulmek, to be seen.

Gieurdiirmek, to cause to see.

The negative is formed by introducing m and a vowel just before the

affix, thus—

Gieurmemek not to see. Gieurtishmemek, not to see one another, &c.

There is also a derivative which indicates inability to perform the

action referred to, thus—

Gidememek, not to be able to go.

Bakamamak, not to be able to look.

The interrogation is made by introducing m with the proper vowels

Gider-mi-sinl Art thou going V Vurajak mil Will he strike? Sen

mi geldin ? Was it you who came ?

Turkish being a non-Aryan language, its grammar and syntax differ

greatly from those of English, Latin, and other Aryan languages. In

translating from Turkish into English, one has usually to begin at the end

of the sentence ; sometimes it is necessary to go forward a whole page, and

work one's way backward to the beginning. This is one of the great diffi

culties of literary Turkish.
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The traveller who wishes lo obtain any further insight into the lan

guage on the spot is especially recommended to learn what he can col

loquially, rather than by taking lessons from a professional master, who

will prove completely wedded to a defective routine system of teaching.

Let him avoid encumbering and embarrassing his brain by any attempt at

formally studyiug the literary Turkish, which will only create confusion,

and, even if learnt, would be useless for conversational purposes, a great

proportion of the words used in the written language being unknown to

the middle and lower classes.

The best book for the tourist who only wishes to obtain a slight

knowledge of the language is :—

Rcdhouse's Turkish Vade Mecum, Triibner & Co., 6s. It is a small

book, easily carried in the pocket, and contains a very good vocabulary and an

epitome of the grammar. All the words are printed in English characters.

For those who wish to study the language further, the following

dictionaries and grammars are recommended :—

lledhouse's Eng.-Turk. Lexicon. Quaritch. One vol. 18s.—Samy

Bey Fraschery's Dictionnaire Ture-Francais. Constantinople. Odo vol.

30s.—Wells' Practical Grammar of tlie Turkish Language. Quaritch.

One vol. 15s.—Eedhouse's Grammaire Raisonnee de la Langue Ottomane.

Paris. Gide et Cie. One vol. 16s.—Wahrmund's Praktische Grammatik

der osmanisch-tiirkischen Sprache. Giessen. J. Ricker. One vol. 16s.—

A useful key or appendix to the last-named work (price 2s.) has also

been published.

Vocarulary.

In this vocabulary, in Turkish words, the letters should be pro

nounced somewhat as follows :—

a, as in ' father,' but shorter ; or like the u in ' under.'

A, as in ' father.'

e, as iu ' met.'

i, as in ' sit.'

i, like ee in ' meet.'

o, as in go, pronounced short.

o, as in go, pronounced long.

«, like oo in ' foot.'

u, like oo in ' boot.'

as, as the French u in ' tu.'

ai, like i in ' fight.'

eg, as ey in ' they.'

en, as the French eu in ' meute..

ch, as in 'church.' (N.B. c has not been used except in the

combination ch.)

g is always pronounced hard as in 'go,' even when it precedes an

e or an i.

gh indicates a very soft guttural g.

h, as the English aspirate h, except at the end of words terminating

in ah or eh, when it is usually dropped, and only the vowel

pronounced.

kh, as the English aspirate h, but in a more guttural manner.
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8 is always pronounced soft as in ' send ' or ' invest '; never as in

' music'

s/i, as in 1 bush.'

y is always used as a consonant.

The other consonants are pronounced the same or nearly the same

as in English.

The apostrophe ' indicates a slight hiatus such as exists in English

in the pronunciation of two such words as ' the act.'

The ordinary rules for the accent are as follows :—.

(1.) If there is a long vowel, it carries the accent. Thus the first

syllable is accentuated in Pasha, and the second in mushir.

(2.) if two consecutive consonants occur, the syllable preceding them

is accentuated ; as for instance the first syllable in mevlevi and in sakka.

(3.) In other cases the syllables are equally accentuated.

The transliteration has been so arranged as to show as far as possible

the colloquial pronunciation of the words. it is very important to

observe the various rules given above, and not merely to pronounce the

letters in the way one naturally would if the words were English.

Seldm, peace or welfare.—Seldm aleykum, peace be unto you, or

prosperity and welfare attend you. The reply is Aleykum seldm.—

The Turks only give this salutation between Mussulmans, and it should

not be addressed to them, although the Persians and Indian Mussul

mans give it to Englishmen. It is safe to say, Sabdh sherifiniz hair ola,

good morning, or Ahsham sherifiniz hair ola, good evening. Then follow—

TTosh geldin—Sefa geldin, Welcome. (Said by the master of the

house.) The reply is Hosh bulduk.

Kyi mi sint'z effendim f Keyfiniz eyi mif Are you well, Sir ?

Mashallah ! What God wills ! Used as an expression of surprise,

praise, or pleasure.

Inshallah! Please God! This is used as an affirmative expression,

and also in reference to all future proceedings.

Let us see, By and by, Bakalum.

Look, Bale.

Stop, Dur.

Come in, welcome, Buyurun. A

word of invitation—At your ser

vice.

Come, Gel.

How many ? Koch f

Give me , Bana ver.

Bring me . Bana getir.

Kvet, Yes. — Yok, No. — Hair, a

polite no.

Tea, Chai.

Lemonade, llimondta.

Sherbet, Sherbet.

Wine, Shardb.

Sugar, Sheker.

Water, Biver, Brook, Su.

Hot water, Sijdk su

Cold water, So'uk su.

Fresh water, Taze su.

Bread, L'kmek. Meat, Kt.

Cheese, Peynir.

Salt, 1'uz.

Milk, Siit. Kggs, Yimurta.

Flow, Taiouk.

Fish, Baluk.

Wood, Odun.

Fire, Atesh.

Tobacco, Tiitun. Pipe, Chibuk.

Great coat, Yaghmurluk.

Umbrella, Shemsieh.

Where is ? nerede f

Stable, Ahir.

Horse, At, llaivan, Beyir.

Mule, Katir.

Ass, Eshek. Camel, Beve.

My horse, AUm. Your horse, A tin.
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Where is my horse ? Atim nerede?

Saddle, Eyer. Girth, Kolan.

Rein, Dizgin.

Whip, Kamchi.

Stick, switch, Ohibuk.

Quick, Ohapuk. Slow, Yavdsh.

How far is it ? ne kadar

uzak t

How many hours is it to .?

kach sa'at ?

What's o'clock ? Sa'at kach ?

Is there a khan here? Burada

khan varme t

Horse-shoe, Nal.

Shoeing-smith, Nalband.

What is the nearest road to ?

en yakin yol hangise.

Ford, Gechid.

Fountain, Cheshmeh.

Spring, Bunar.

What ruin3 (inscriptions, &c.) are

there near here ? Buralarda ne

khardb var dir f

Have you any coins or curiosities ?

Eski paralar yakhod tuhaf var

mi f or, Eski sikkeler ya assare

uttika var mi?

Mosque, JdmC.

Cemetery, Mezdr, Mezdrlik.

What do you want? Ne istersin ?

What is the name of this ? Bunun

adi ne dir f

What is your name ? Adin ne t

Let us go, get on, Gidelim.

' Make way ! ' a call when on horse

back in the streets of Stambul,

Destiir I or Vardah !

Is, Dir. Good, Eyi. Bad, Fena.

1 want, Istiyurim.

I want a newspaper, Bir gazetta

istiy&rim.

There is no water, Su yuk.

Is not, Deyil.

The town is not far, Kasaha uzak

deyil.

Very, Pek.

The house is very near, Ev pek

yakin dir.

A thing, Shey.

Thank you, Teshekkiir ederim.

I do not want anything, Ilich bir

shey istemeyorim.

Good-bye, Allaha ismarladik.

After eating or drinking, the bystanders salute you with—

Afiet-olsun, May it do you good !

Allah-rdzi-olsun, May God favour you !

The constant recognition of the Deity among Orientals is exemplified

by the frequently-recurring expressions of

Shu/dir Allah, May God reward you: Allah rdzi ola—Praise be to

God ; Allaha emdnet ola—Allah bereket versin—May God receive you,

&c. ; terms by which they express their gratitude for favours conferred

on them.

Haide, Chabuk—the usual expression used to hasten anyone, your

suruji (postilion), for instance, signifying ' quick,' ' make haste.'

Kach Ghrush—How many piastres ? or—What is the price ?

Peki for pek eyi, Very well !

Bdshka—Other, different.

var—There is (some)

yok—There is no

var mi—Is there any ?

Chok—Yery, exceedingly, much, too much !

Haide git I—Be off with you ! \ Are useful phrases for getting rid

Istemem—I don't want (it.) / of beggars, touts, &c.

Turkey. e
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(\, Bir

2, lki

3, Uch

4, Deurt

5, Besh

6,

7, Ferft

^8, Sekiz

9, Tokaz

10, Ofi

11, = 10-1, On-bir

12, = 10-2, on-iki, die.

20, Yirmi

30, Oiuz

40, Ztri

50, A77(

(SO, Altmish

70, Yetmi&h

80, Seksen

<JO, Doksan

100, r«z

1,000, £m

First, Birinji, ilk

Second, Ikinji.

Turkish Words used Geographically.

Ak, beydz, white.

Kara, sidh, black.

Su, water, river.

Ddgh, mountain.

Geul, lake.

Irmak, river.

Keui, village.

Shehir, town, city.

Maden, mine.

Tepeh, hill.

Dereh, valley.

Fo?, road.

Kuya, rock.

stone.

Kapu, gate.

Serai, palace.

Keupri, bridge.

Aghach, tree.

Kasaba, town.

For a very useful vocabulary of Turkish and English, in a portable

form, the traveller is referred to liedhouse's Vade Mecum.

Turkish Titles of Honouk and Names.

. The titles and functions of the dignitaries of the Ottoman empire

differ from those of Western Europe, so that an enumeration of them may

be useful to the traveller,f

Padishah is the chief and popular title of the Sultan ; it is said to

signify Father of all the Sovereigns of the Earth. The Turks seldom say

Sultan. He is also styled Vicar of God ; Successor of the Prophet ;

Imdm-ul-Muslemin, or Pontiff of Mussulmans; Alem Penah, refuge of

the world ; Zil-ullah, shadow of God ; and Bunkiar, or manslayer.

He is the head of the Sunnite sect, and is recognised as such by Mus

sulmans of that sect in our empire of India. He is regarded as Khali f,

successor of the Prophet, and many Mussulman pilgrims visit Constan

tinople to see him and the great metropolis of Islam.

The Sheikh-ul-Islam, or grand mufti, is chief of the Ulema, a class at

once judicial and religious, and combines in his person the highest power

of each kind. His peculiar office is that of supreme interpreter of the

law. He is consulted by the Sultan on doubtful points, and his sanction

is always desired to any new laws or reforms.

The Serasker is the minister of war and commander-in-chief of

the army.

The Top-khaneh-mushiri, commander-in-chief of the artillery, and

governor-general of all the fortresses of the empire.

The Kaptan Pasha, supreme commander of the navy, or Lord High

Admiral of the Turkish empire. His power is absolute iu everything

t For the proper pronunciation of Turkish names and words, see p. [31].
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relating to the marine, and he controls the management of the arsenals and

the ships of war.

The Umuri-kharjieh-ndziri, or minister for foreign affairs, formerly

called Reyis Effendi.

The following are some of the principal aghas or officers of the imperial

household. They live in the palace. Their power has much declined :—

The Kizlar-aghasi, chief of the black eunuchs, holds an important

office, and formerly ranked next to the Grand Vizier and the Sheikh-ul-

Islam. lie has the title of Mushir, or first-class p.isha. He has the

control of everything relating to the imperial harem and apartment?,

and the government of all the eunuchs.

The Kliazineh-humayun-vekili, or keeper of the Sultan's privy purse,

is one of the chief officers of the black eunuchs, and is himself a eunuch,

and is classed among the functionaries of the first rank.

The Kapu-aghasi, or chief of the white eunuchs, is the first officer of

the imperial chamber, and ranks after the kizlar-aghasi, of whom he for

merly had precedence.

The Hekim-bashi, the chief physician of the palace, is the head of

the medical profession throughout the empire. He has under him the

imperial physicians in ordinary, about twelve in number, of whom

two are in attendance every twenty-four hours. Several of them are

European physicians settled at Pera. His office is one of great influence

and power, more political than medical, as he lias ready access to the

palace. There are besides many other officers of the Palace, too numerous

to mention.

The following are some of the principal names, words, &c, with which

the traveller in Turkey will find it useful to be acquainted :—

Agha is the title ' gentleman,' applied par excellence to eunuchs, and

given in the army to officers below the rank of major. It is usually given

as a title of respect to inferiors in the employ of government, and is borne

by gentlemen of the old Turkish stock in the provinces.

Almeh, female singers and dancers, who perform at private houses

for hire.

Altilik, a debased silver coin, equal to 6 ghrush or piastres.

Anadoli, Anatolia, Asia Minor.

Arnaut, a name by which the Turks designate an Albanian.

Baba, father ; also a term of endearment, and used to an old man.

Bairam, a festival of three days, which succeeds the Ramaz&n,

when all the mosques are illuminated. It is the Moslem Easter.

Bakkal, a grocer, or chandlershop-keeper.

Bakshish, a gratuity, fee.

Bash, head, chief.

Bashi-bozuk, modern irregular cavalry. Lit. ' crack-brained.'

Bazar, a market for the sale of provisions. This term is used mostly

bv Europeans ; what we understand as a bazSr is called bezesten and

cliarshi. The natives call a fair, bazar.

Beshlik, a silver coin, equal to 5 piastres.

Bey, a title formerly of the holder of an imperial fief (bey-lik) ; now
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given to lieutenant-colonels in the army and to the superior officers of

the navy, and their descendants, so that it is a common title of the Turks

in Stambul, and sometimes is found in the lower classes in towns. In

speaking to a bey or gentleman the phrase is Bey effendi.

Beyler-bey, bey of beys, a rank equal to the ancient one of pasha of

two or three tails.

Bezesten, a bazar or building for the sale of valuables, silks,

jewellery, &c.

Bin-hashi, a colonel in the army.

Charshi, a bazar composed of covered streets of shops for the sale

of valuables.

Ohelebi, a gentleman.

Chibuk, a pipe; chibukji, a pipe-seller; also the servant who lights

them.

Chiftlik, a farm, an estate in the country.

Ghingeni, gipsy.

Chojuk, boy.

Defterdar, a receiver of government dues; the chief finance official

in a vilayet.

Demir yolu, railway.

Dervish, a sort of Turkish monk. There are numerous orders of

them which are distinguished by their dress. They bear the name of

their founder, and some of them clnim to practise the greatest austerities

and privations.

Divan, a term used for the great assembly of dignitaries of state.

Dragoman (by the Turks called Terjuwan—whence the P'rench

Truchement), an interpreter, ranging from the Dragoman of an embassy

down to a laquais-de-place or street touter.

Effendi, a title applicable especially to the civil servants of the State.

It is also given to gentlemen generally, and, when used in addressing

a person, is equivalent to 'Sir' from the Greek ai&Vnjr, master). It

is then Kffendim, my lord, or monsieur.

Emir, prince ; Emir-id-muminin, Prince of the faithful ; a title of the

Sultan.

Euren, ruins.

Ferejeh, a cloak worn by ladies out of doors, entirely concealing

the person.

Ferik, a general (of division) in the army, or lieutenant-general,

who is a pasha.

Fetvali, a judicial decision either of the Sheikh-ul-Islam, or of a

Mufti, as interpreter of the law.

Firenk European, Frank—adjective and noun.

Firman an imperial edict or order, headed by the Sultan's turah

or sian-manual.

Oiawur, Ang. Giaour (from Oueber a fire-worshipper), a word of

contempt, and when pronounced alone, and while a Christian is passing,

means an infidel. In conversation it is employed to designate Christians

in general.

Oumruk, customs duties, custom-house.

Oumrukji, customs' officer.

Hajji, a pilgrim ; one who has made the pilgrimage to Mecca.
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Hammdl, a porter.

Hammallik, porterage.

Hanum, wife or lady; Beuyiik-hanum, first wife or head of the

family ; married woman.

Harim—literally, sanctuary ; the apartments of the women, as op

posed to the saldmlik, those of the men ; the female family ; the court

yard of a mosque. 4

Hatti-Shertf, an imperial ordinance.

Hejra, Ang. Eegira, flight. The Moslem era dates from the year

of the Hegira or flight of the Prophet from Mecca, a.d. 622.

Hekim, a physician ; Bekim-bashi, the chief physician.

Helva, a sweetmeat of which the Turks are very fond, made of

almonds, honey, and perfumes, and sold in the streets by men, thence

called helvajis.

Imam, Turkish priest, or leader in public worship ; literally, he who

leads or is at the head. Thus, Imam, par excellence, or Imdm-ul-

Muslemin, the chief of the faithful, one of the Sultan's titles.

Imdret, a hospital or soup kitchen for the relief of the poor, travellers,

students, &c.

Ingiliz, English, Englishman.

Islam, the Muhammadan faith.

Jdmi', a mosque of the higher class, in which the Friday prayer is

read. The imperial mosquis have generally attached to each a sheikh, a

khatib, from 2 to 4 imams, 12 mutzzins, and 20 kayims, who are sup

ported out of its revenues.

Juma, Friday, the Moslem Sunday.

Kadi, a judge.

Kahveji, a coffee-bearer ; the keeper of a coffee-house.

Ka'ik, a light shallow boat used on the Bosporus.

Kaikji, a boalman.

Kaimakdm, the governor of a sub-district (kaza) ; a lieutenant-colonel

in the army.

Kaplan, the commander of a ship ; term applied to a European.

Kapu, a gate ; Pdsha-kapusi, the gate of the pasha, i.e. the Sublime

Porte, the government offices (the word used for Sublime Porte is

Bab All).

Kapuji, a chamberlain, an officer of the seraglio, a doorkeeper.

Kavds, a private armed attendant.

Kaza, an administrative sub-district, a subdivision of a sanjak.

Khalif, a title of the Sultan, meaning vicar or successor of the

Prophet.

Khan, a title of the Sultan ; an inn or house for travellers ; sometimes

a passage, court, or alley.

Khdnji, the keeper of a khan.

Khardb, ruins.

Khatib, the person who conducts the Friday service in the mosques.

Klwja, a teacher : a common title for schoolmasters, inferior members

of the Ulemas, public writers and copyists, and scholars.

Kidtib, a writer, copyist, or secretary, particularly at the Porte ;

Bash-kidtib, chief registrar of a court of law.
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Kidya, master, steward, lieutenant ; head of a corporation of artisans.

Kidya bey, formerly the title of the minister of the interior, now that

of the personal representative of a governor ; Kapu-kidya, the represen

tative at court of each governor of a province.

Kibleh, the point to which a Moslem turns when at prayer.

Kiervan, a caravan; Kiervan-bashi, leader of a caravan; Kiervan-

serai (caravanserai), anjpn or khftn.

Kismet, predestination, fate.

Kitdb, a book.

Kiz, girl.

Koja, an elder; K&ja-bashi, the delegates of municipalities, municipal

magistrates ; head of a village.

Konak, a town-house, as opposed to yali, a country house ; the

house of the governor ; a halt, station, or post.

Kuleh, a tower, villa.

Kurban-bairdm, the feast of sacrifices, celebrated by rejoicings, pro

cessions, and illuminations.

Kur'dn, knowledge, commonly written Koran : a book written by

Muhammad, which his followers claim to contain a Divine Revelation.

Lira, a Turkish pound.

Mangal, a copper brazier or charcoal pan.

Medreseh, a college, attached chiefly to the great mosque?.

Meidan, an open square or piece of ground ; At-meidan, the ancient

hippodrome, now the horse-market; Et-meidan, the provision-market;

Ok-meidan, the archery ground.

Mejidieh, a silver coin, 20 piastres ; or gold, 100 piastres ; an order

or decoration ; so named after the late Sultan.

Mejlis, a council; Mejlis-i-khass, the privy council; Mejlis-i-valai,

the council of state.

Mekteb, school in general; a primary or elementary public school.

Mesjid, a small mosque or oratory. These have neither a sheikh nor

a khatib attached to them.

Mevlevi, a dancing dervish.

Mir-alai, colonel of a regiment.

Mollah, a member of that division of the Ulema whose function is

the administration of justice ; a judge of one of the superior courts.

Mudaiumum, the public prosecutor in a vilayet.

Mudir, the administrator of a ndhiyeh; a director or manager em

ployed by a company.
Muezzin, an inrerior officer of a mosque, who calls to prayer from the

minaret.

Mufti, an interpreter of the law ; a member of the Ulema.

Mukhtar, the head-man of a village or Quarter of a town.

Mushir, a field-marshal in the army; a privy councillor, always

styled pasha.

Mussellim, a governor of a city.

Mutezarrif, the governor of a sanjak.

Ndhieh, a sub-division of a tea.

Namaz, the Moslem prayer recited live times a day.

Neter, a soldier.

Nishan, a decoration, medal, the Mejidieh.
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Nizam, the regular troops.

Oda, chamber, room, court, office, box at a theatre.

Oghlu, son.

Osmanli, the name by which the Turks designate themselves.

Pandyir, a fair.

Pasha (from the Persian word ' Pa-sha '—viceroy), a title of dignity,

military and civil, which always follows the name; the viceroy or

governor of a province.

Posta, letter post-office.

Raki, an ardent spirit ; a liqueur.

Ramazdn, the ninth month of the Turkish year, in which falls the

fast of 28 days of that name.

Rdyah, a non-Mussulman subject of the Sultan.

Redif, the reserve, into which Turkish soldiers are enrolled after

five years' active service. It forms a second army when called out

occasionally, and corresponds to the Landwehr of Germany.

Reis, president ; chief ; captain of a ship.

Bum, a Greek.

Bumili, Rumelia, the name by which the Turks designate their

European territories, as distinguished from their Asiatic.

Sakka, a water-carrier.

Sanjak (lit. flag), an administrative district, a subdivision of a

vilayet; Sanjak-i'sherif, the imperial standard.

Sarraf, a money-changer ; a banker.

Seldm, health ; a salutation ; compliments.

Selamlik, a saloon; the apartments of the men, as distinguished

from the harim.

Shekerji, a seller of sweetmeats.

Stambul or Jstamhol, Constantinople ; Stambul-Kudisi, the chief

judge, and Stambul-effendi, the chief of the police at Constantinople.

Sunneh, tradition, the highest religious authority after the Koran ;

Sunnis or Sunnites, the orthodox, as distinguished from the sectarian

(Shias, Shiites) followers of Ali.

Tandur, the Turkish and Levantine substitute for a fireplace, con

sisting of a wooden frame in which is a copper vessel full of charcoal.

Tanzimdt, the reformed system of government introduced by Sultan

Malimud.

Tatar, a courier.

Tekkeh, a Muhammadan monastery.

Tezkereh, a passport, note.

Tiirbeh, a tomb, mausoleum.

Turk, a rustic or clown; hence the Turks never use this word to

designate themselves, but apply it to the Turkomans and other tribes

of Central Asia. (See Osmanli.)

Vlema, a hierarchical body, at the head of which is the Sheikh-ul-

Islam. It comprises within it all the judges (mollahs, kadis, ndyibs),

the interpreters of the law (muftis), and some functionaries of public

worship (sheikhs and kliatibs).

Vakuf, property consecrated to the mosques, or to institutions of

piety and benevolence.

Vapor, steamboat ; Kara vapor, locomotive engine.
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Vilayet, a province of the empire governed by a Vdli. Each is

divided for administrative and fiscal purposes into Hvas or sanjaks,

which are again subdivided into kazas.

Virane, ruins.

Yali, a summer residence or camping-ground, a country house.

Yashmak, a veil of white muslin worn by Turkish ladies which

fastens under the chin. It entirely conceals the features, and leaves

an opening for the eyes.

Yuruk, a nomad of Asia Minor.

Yuz-bashi, a captain in the army.

Zabtieh, policeman.

Zadeh, son.
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SECTION I.

CONSTANTINOPLE, THE BOSPORUS^ BRUSA, THE

HELLESPONT.

CONSTANTINOPLE.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

In the year B.C. 658 a band of Greeks from Megara settled on the promon

tory over which are now spread the buildings and gardens of the Seraglio,

and called their new home Byzantium. According to tradition the site

was indicated to the colonists by the oracle of Apollo at Delphi, which bid

them establish themselves opposite to " the land of the blind"—in allusion

to the blindness of the Megarians who, a few years previously, had settled

at Chalcedon, Kadi Keui, when they might have occupied the superior

position on the European shore of the Thracian Bosporus.

Byzantium grew and throve and soon became a considerable place,

whose possession or alliance was of great value to contending Powers.

Having submitted to the Persians, it recovered its independence after the

defeat of Xerxes, and became a member of the Athenian confederacy, till

the Athenian power was in its turn overthrown. It was the first and

most important city to join the second Athenian league, b.o. 378. In

B.C. 340 it was besieged by Philip of Macedon, and was only saved by the

timely arrival of reinforcements which Demosthenes urged the Athenians to

send to the assistance of their ally. During this memorable siege a bright

light in the form of a crescent was, it is said, seen in the sky, and regarded

by the Byzantines as a sign of deliverance. The Crescent which is found on

Byzantine coins, and which was adopted by the Osmanlis as their device

after the capture of Constantinople, is supposed to commemorate this

portent. There is, however, some evidence that the Seljuk Turks had

used the crescent long before the rise of the Osmanlis.

For the aid which the Byzantines gave Bome during the war with

Antiochus and Mithridates, Byzantium was granted the rank of a free

and confederate city, and the right to levy tolls on ships coming out of

the Black Sea,—a right it had long exercised on its own account. In

a.d. 196 it was taken by Severus after a three years' siege, and com

pletely destroyed as a punishment for having taken the side of his

rival Pescennius Niger. Severus afterwards relented, and rebuilt the city

under the name of Antonina ; but it never fully recovered until Constan-

tine determined to make it the capital of the Koman Empire. The only

remaining monuments earlier than the foundation of " New Bome " are the

Column of Claudius Qofhicus in the gardens of the Serai (p. 42) ; and,

possibly, some portions of the Hippodrome.

Constantine (a. d. 306-337) surrounded his new capital, which was twice
iJ\ Turkey. n
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the size of Byzantium, with walls ; divided it into 14 Regions or Quarters ;

and adorned it with palaces, churches, baths, forums, statues, &c. He

brought distinguished families from Rome, and allured settlers by the grant

of privileges and immunities, so that the city rose at once to greatness.

On the 11th May, 330, New Rome was dedicated with 40 days' festivity ;

and of this period there remain the Hippodrome (p. 39) ; the " Burnt

Column" (p. 42), which marks the site of the Forum; the "Serpent

Column " (p. 41) brought from Delphi ; and the baths discovered by

M. Tesier (p. 87).

In the following slight sketch it is only possible to notice the more

important events connected with the history of the city, and the periods

during which the principal buildings were erected. The city was com

pleted by Constantius (337-361) ; and Valens (364-378) constructed, or

repaired, the aqueduct (p. 75) which bears his name. Theodosius I., ' the

Great ' (378-395), erected the Obelisk (p. 41) in the Hippodrome, and

a Forum in which there was a column bearing his statue; and his son,

Arcadius (395-408), who became first Emperor of the East, laid out

another Forum, in which there was a column with his statue (p. 43).

Theodosius II. (408-450) built the land walls (pp. 32-36), and rebuilt

or repaired the sea and harbour walls (pp. 25-32) ; his successor

Marciau (450-457) erected the column known as the Kiz Task (p. 43) ;

and to Anastasius (491-518) are ascribed the palace of Blacherna? (p. 37),

the cistern of S. Mocius (p. 76), and the great defensive wall which ran

from Silivri, on the Sea of Marmara, to Lake Derkos on the Black Sea.

After the bloody suppression (532) of the Nika rising, during which many

of the finest buildings were destroyed, Justinian (527-565) adorned the

city with magnificent churches and public edifices, of which there remain

only the churches of S. Sophia (pp. 44-50) and of SS. Sergius and

Bacchus (p. 50). The aqueduct, Mwallak Kemer, is attributed to Jus

tinian, during whose long reign silk was introduced from China (553), and

the "civil jurisprudence was digested in the immortal works of the Code,

the Pandects, and the Institutes." Heraclius (610-641) surrounded the .

Blachernai Quarter by a wall (p. 38) ; and this quarter of the city was

further protected by the walls (pp. 37, 38) built by Leo the Armenian

(813-820) and Manuel I., Comnenus (1143-80), who also enlarged the

Blacherna? Palace. The land, sea, and harbour walls were thoroughly

restored by Theophilus (829-842), and further repairs were executed hy

Michael III. (842-867), Basil I. (867-886), Basil II. (976-1025), and other

Emperors. The palace known as Tekfur Serai (p. 36)' was probably

built by Constantine VII., Porphyrogenitus (913-949), during whose reign

. the column in the Hippodrome, known as ' the Colossus,' was restored.

During the time of the Comneni, 11th and 12th centuries, numerous

churches were built ; and the water supply was greatly improved by

Andronicus I., Comnenus (1183-1185), who constructed the large reser

voirs in the forest of Belgrad (p. 102).

The history of Constantinople is almost a record of its sieges ; it was

1 threatened by the Huns in the reign of Theodosius II., and by the Huns

\ and Sclavs in that of Justinian. For ten years, 616-626, a Persian camp

! was maintained at Skutari in face of the capital ; and in 626 an unsuccess

ful attack was made on it by the Persians and Avars. In 668 the Arabs

first appeared before its walls and attacked it seven times, once every year

(668-674) ; a second invasion, under Moslemah in 717, was defeated largely
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through the use of Greek fire ; and a third was led hy Harun er-Eashid,

who made peace (782) with Constantine and Irene. In 813 the city was

besieged by Krum, prince of the Bulgarians, and on four occasions, 865,

904, 941 and 1043, it had to withstand the attacks of the Russians.

During the winter of 1096-97, the Crusaders, under Godfrey de Bouillon,

halted several months at Constantinople ; in 1147, Conrad III., Emperor of

Germany, and Louis VII. of France, passed through the city on the

occasion of the second Crusade.

At the end of the 12th century the Byzantine Empire was hurrying

rapidly to its end ; the Seljuk power was rapidly rising in Asia Minor ;

•the islands and coasts of the iEgean were harried by Norman and Saracenic

corsairs ; and the European provinces were the scene of constant disorder.

The Byzantine armies were composed of foreign mercenaries, the military

nobles of the West were encouraged to 'take service at the Byzantine

Court ; the merchants from Amalfi, Pisa, Genoa, and Venice were granted

various privileges and immunities; and the Empire was covered by a net

work of Italian factories. The Frank population of Galata alone is said to

have been more than 60,000. In 1203, the fourth Crusade, at the instance

of the Venetians, turned aside from its object to replace Isaac IE. on the *

throne ; and on the 17th July of that year the Crusaders, led by the

blind Doge, Dandolo, took Constantinople by assault. Shortly afterwards,

a terrible fire, originating in a drinking bout of some Flemish soldiers,

destroyed the richest quarter of the city, and many priceless works of art

and. ancient manuscripts perished in the flames. In 1204, the Latins drove

out the Byzantine Emperor, and set up a Frank in his place. They sacked

the city, and wrought more ruin in a few days than all previous enemies

had done in as many centuries. The Imperial palaces were robbed of their

treasures, the churches and tombs of the Emperors were plundered and

destroyed, the bronze statues 'that adorned the Hippodrome and public

places were melted down and coined into money, and the celebrated bronze

horses of Lysippus were carried off as a trophy to Venice.

The Latin Empire lasted until 1261, when Constantinople was taken

by the general of Michael Palaiologus^ who was then reigning over the

Greek Empire of Nicsea. The Byzantme Empire was re-established, but

it was too weak to resist the rising power of the Osmanli Turks, who

besieged the city in 1398 and 1422, and finally stormed the walls on

the 29th May, 1453, when Constantine XL, the last of the Emperors of the

East, perished on the breach.

Constantinople now became the capital of the Osmanli Empire, and,

from having been for centuries the object, became the starting-point of

invasion. The conqueror, Muhammad II., re-peopled the city by gathering

immigrants from all quarters, put an end to the independence of the

Genoese in Galata, proclaimed himself Protector of the Greek Church,

nominated a new Patriarch, and granted a Firman which secured to the

Greeks freedom in the exercise of their religion, Patriarchal jurisdiction in

ecclesiastical affairs, and many privileges which they still enjoy. The em

bellishment of his new capital also occupied his attention ; the most skil

ful artists and workmen were collected from all parts of the empire, and

mosques, minarets, fountains, and tombs arose in every quarter of the city,

S. Sophia and other churches were turned into mosques, and amongst the

buildings erected were the' Mosque of Muhammad II., on the site of the
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Church of the Holy Apostles, afterwards rebuilt by Mustafa III. (p. 62), the

Chinili Kiosk (p. 69), part of the Serai, the " Seven Towers " (p. 39), and

the Mosque of liyub (p. 21). Bayezid II. (1481-1512) built the beautiful

mosque (p. 63) that bears his name, but the best building period of the

Osmanli Turks was the reign of Suleiman L, the Magnificent (1520-1566).

The Mosques Suleimaniyeh, Selimiyeh, Shah-zadeh, Rustem Pasha, Mihri-

mah, Piale Pasha, Atik Ali Pasha, &c, and the throne room in the Serai,

attest the skill. of Sinan and the other architects employed. Suleiman

also repaired the water conduits, and improved the water supply. During

the reign of Ahmed I. (1603-1617), the Mosques Ahmediyeh and Yeni

Valideh Sultan (pp. 61, 64), were built, and Murad IV. (1622-1640) built

the charming Baghdad Kiosk in the gardens of the Serai. With the defeat

of Kara Mustafa before the walls of Vienna (1683), a new era commenced.

Constantinople again became the special mark for ambition or revenge, the

power of the Osmanli Empire rapidly declined, and, with the exception of

the fountains of Ahmed III., and the great reservoirs and aqueducts of

Mahmud I., no important works or buildings were erected until the re

naissance under Sultan Abdul Mejid in the present century.

In 1770 Constantinople was menaced by a Eussian fleet in the Medi

terranean ; and in 1774 Sultan Abdul Hamid I. set his seal to the disastrous

Treaty of Kainarji in the palace of Ainali Kavak, which was demolished

by Mahmud II. An English fleet, under Admiral Duckworth, appeared

before the city in 1807 and threatened bombardment, but was eventually

obliged to withdraw. The same year Selim III. was dethroned by the

Janissaries ; and in 1808 the Serai was attacked and taken by Mustafa

Bairakdar ; Selim III. was murdered ; Mustafa IV. was deposed and put to

death ; and Mahmud II., " the Reformer," was seated upon the throne.

» Other events connected with the capital are : The massacre of the Greek

residents during the Greek insurrection (1821); the destruction of the

Janissaries in the Et Meidan (1826) ; the landing of Russian troops at the

mouth of the Bosporus to protect the city against Muhammad Ali, and the

signature of the Treaty of Hunkiar Iskelesi (p. 107) in 1833 ; the signature

of the Hatti Sherif of Gul-Khaneh (p. 66) on the accession of Abdul Mejid

(1839) ; the arrival of the British and French armies during the Crimean

War (1854) ; the construction of the outer bridge, and the building of the

Dolmabaghcheh Palace by Abdul Mejid (1839-1861) ; the building of the

palace of Cheragan and of the Mosques Yeni Valideh Sultan at Stambul

and Orta-keui during the reign of Abdul Aziz (1861-76) ; the great fires

at Stambul (1865) and Pera (1870) ; the opening of the railway to

Adrianople (1873) ; the series of events that led to the deposition and death

of Abdul Aziz, the deposition of Murad V., and the accession of Sultan

Abdul Hamid -II. in 1876; the opening of the first Turkish Parliament at

Dolmabaghcheh (1877) ; the advance of the Russians to San Stefano and

signature of the treaty (1878) ; the unsuccessful attempt of Ali Suavi to

replace Murad V. on the throne (1878) ; the opening of direct railway

communication with Western Europe (1888) ; the severe earthquake which

injured the Grand Bazar, the ancient city walls, the Kahriyeh Jami',

and other mosques and public buildings (1894) ; and the seizure of the

Imperial Ottoman Bank by Armenian revolutionaries, with the subsequent

massacre of Armenians by the city rabble (1896).

Under the Emperors of the East, Constantinople preserved the treasures
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of ancient thought and learning whilst the rest of Europe was plunged in

barbarism, and became the greatest commercial city in the world. She

sent out missionaries who gave to the Sclavs their alphabets, and imparted

to them some rudiments of civilisation, and most of the Greek manuscripts

we possess were at one time stored in her libraries. The causes that led to

the theological and political stagnation of her people whilst a spirit ofprogress

was awakening in the West cannot be considered here. During the tenure

of the city by the Latins all commerce was transferred to the cities of

Italy ; and the establishment of Greek artists in Italy led to the sudden

development of the formative arts in the 13th century. The capture by the

Turks scattered Greek learning among the Latin and Teutonic races ; and

Greek manuscripts of the Bible conveyed to Western Europe was one

of the principal causes of the revival of learning. (Canon Curtis in

Encyc. Brit.)

CONSTANTINOPLE.

§ 1. Situation and Local Government.—§2. Population.—§3. Climate.,

— §4. General Description.—§ 5. How to see Constantinople.—§ 6.

General Bints to Visitors.—§ 7. Police Regulations.—§ 8. Golden

Horn and Bridges.—§ 9. Galata, Pera, Top-khdneh, Kassim Pasha,

ffaskeui, Eyub.-—§ 10. Ancient Constantinople.—§ 11. Walls and

Gates, Seven Towers.—§ 12. Hippodrome, Columns.—§ 13. Byzantine

Churches.—§ 14. Stambul.—§ 15. Mosques, Tombs (Tiirbehs).—§ 16. '

Seraglio.—§ 17. Museums.—§ 18. Water Supply, Aqueducts, Cisterns,

Fountains.—§ 19. Bazars, Ciceroni, Purchases, Slave Markets, Khans.

—§ 20. Public Offices, Barracks, Hospitals, Libraries, Schools, Bible

House.—§ 21. Guilds, Dervishes, Harems.—§ 22. Art, Theatres.—§ 23,

Baths, Cemeteries, Kdiks, Dogs.—§ 24. Sport.—§ 25. Books.—§ 26,

Excursions.—§ 27. Bosporus.—§ 28 Princes' Islands.

§ 1.—Situation and Local Government.

Constantinople, the capital of Turkey, is situated at the junction of

the Bosporus and the Sea of Marmara, in 41° 0' 16" N. Lat. and

28° 59' 14" E. Long. It stands upon two continents, and is made up of

three towns, which are separated from each other by arms of the sea. In

Europe are Stambul and Pera-Galata, divided by the inlet of the Golden

Horn ; and mAsia is Skutari clinging to the slopes of Bulgurlu. Since its

conquest by the Turks it has been the residence of the Sultan, and the

seat of Government, religious and secular; the home of the Sheikh ul

Islam, of the Greek and Armenian Patriarchs, and of the Chief Rabbi of

the Jews who respectively represent the communities of which they are

the spiritual chiefs.

The capital, with its environs, constitutes a Vilayet, which is divided

into 10 Cercles Municipaux and 6 Kazas. The affairs of the vilayet are
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administered by a Prefet, who is assisted by a Council (Mejlii), and a

large clerical and official staff. Each Cercle Municipal is divided into

several Quarters (Mahalleh), and has at its head a Director. The Kazas

are administered by Kaimakams, and each is subdivided into two or more

Nahiehs, which are governed by Mudirs.

The Cercles Municipaux are :— 1. Sultan Bayezid ; 2. Sultan Muham

mad; 3. Jerah Pasha (Psamatia), inStambul; 4. Beshiktash ; 5. Yeni-

keui : 6. Pera ; 7. Buyukdereb, on the European side of the Bosporus ; and,

8. Kanlija ; 9. Skutari ; 10. Kadi Keui, on the Asiatic side. The Kazas

are:—Princes' Islands, and districts near the city in Asia and Europe.

§ 2.—Population.

Constantinople is " a city not of one nation but of many, and hardly

more of one than of another.' You cannot talk of Constantinopolitans as

you talk of Londoners or Parisians, for there are none—that is to say,

there is no people who can be described as being par excellence the people

of the city, with a common character or habits or language" (JSryce).

Nobody knows exactly the number of the population or the proportion

which its various elements bear to one another; but it has been estimated

that the inhabitants of the city are not less than 873,565, and that

amongst them are representatives of nearly every nation of the globe.

Except the Pashas and the various officials and hangers on upon the

government, the Moslems are mostly poor people, and many of them

are very lazy. " Plenty of them are ecclesiastics of some kind or other,

and get their lodging and a little food at the mosques ; plenty are mere

beggars. The great bulk are ignorant and fanatical, dangerous when

roused by their priests, though honest enough fellows when left alone, and

in some ways more likeable than the Christians." The richer folk, for

the most part, wear cloth coats and trousers, and the red fez ; the poorer

Turks retain the native dress and are remarkable for their sobriety. In

the khans and bazars of Stambul may be found men from nearly every

part of Asia, who offer a most interesting ethnographical study. The

Stambuli Turks have little, if any, Turkoman blood in them; they are "a

mixture of all sorts of European and Asiatic peoples who have been con

verted to Islam, and recruited (down till recent times) by the constant

kidnapping of Christian children and the import of slaves from all

quarters."

The Turkish Christians, Greeks, Armemans, and Bulgarians have little

in common, for each cherishes its own form of faith, and they hate one

another nearly as cordially as they all hate the Turks. Many members

of each community are wealthy, highly educated, and admirable men of

business ; but a large proportion are as poor as their Moslem neighbours.

Besides these natives there is a motley crowd of strangers from the rest ot

Europe. Eight or nine languages are constantly spoken in the streets,

and five or six appear on the shop-fronts. The best place to realise this

strange mixture of nationalities is on the outer bridge (p. 14), over which

passes an endless crowd of every dress, tongue, and religion. These races

have nothing to unite them ; no relations, except those of trade, with one

another; everybody lives in a perpetual vague dread of everybody else;
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there is no common civic feeling and no common patriotism. The numbers

according to religious beliefs are said to be :—

Moslems ..... . 384,910

Greeks . 152,741
Greek Latins . . . .• . 1,082

Armenians. .... . 220,000

Roman Catholics (native) . 6,442

Protestants (native) . . 819

Bulgars 4,377

Jews ..... . 44,361

Foreigners .... . 129,243

Total . . 943,575

§ 3.—Climate.

The climate of Constantinople is healthy, owing to the fine position of

the city, its natural drainage, and the currents of the Bosporus; but it is

subject, in winter, to great changes. During the most severe winters there

are many warm sunny days, and the changes from blighting cold to almost

summer heat are often sudden and unexpected. This renders the climate

for six months in the year very trying to delicate constitutions, and

especially to persons suffering from pulmonary affections. Travellers in

search of a mild climate should avoid Constantinople in winter, late

autumn, and early spring. The fine weather period, from 1st May to 30th

September, is generally dry and healthy, and the temperature more

equitable. The climate is greatly affected by the vicinity of the Black

Sea and the Sea of Marmara ; the winds from the former are cold and

charged with moisture, while those from the latter diffuse a soft and

genial atmosphere. The difference of temperature between Constantinople

and the upper Bosporus is sometimes very great, especially in spring ; and

the variable weather renders precaution necessary on the part of strangers.

The temperature is low in December, January, February, March, and

April, and high in July and August. Heavy snow sometimes falls in

the winter; and occasionally the frosts are severe and prolonged. In

the winter of 1879-80 there were 63 nights with frost. Observations at

Constantinople and Skutari for a period of 20 years give the following

results :—

Constantinople. Skutari.

Mean temperature . . 57° 7' 58° 4'

Maximum temperature , 99° 1' 103° 6'

Minimum temperature 17° 2' 13° 0'

Rain .... 28 3 in. 29-29 in.

Xumher of rainy days . 112 128-6

Most of the rain falls between the 1st November and 31st March.

Travellers should lead a regular life, wear warm clothing in winter, and

take ordinary precautions against a chill, especially alter over-heating

themselves.
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§ 4.—General Description.

There is no lovelier scene on earth

than that which opens up before the

traveller as he approaches Constan

tinople from the Sea of Marmara.

Nowhere else is there a picture so

bright, so varied in outline, so rich

in colour, so gorgeous in architecture.

On the left, washed by the waves,

the quaint old battlements extend

from Seraglio point to the Seven

Towers, a distance of nearly five

miles; and over them rise in pictu

resque confusion the terraced roofs,

domes, and minarets of Stambul. To

the right the white mansions, ceme

teries, and cypress groves of Skutari

run away along the Asiatic shore

eastward far as the eye can see. In

the centre is the opening of the Bos

porus, revealing a vista of matchless

beauty, like one of the gorgeous pic

tures of Turner. The steamer glides

on, sweeps round Seraglio Point, and

enters the Golden Horn. The view

here is grander still, and more interest

ing. On the S. rise in succession from

the still waters of the inlet, the seven

low hills of the ancient city, crowned

with domes and tapering minarets,

and buttresses, with fantastic houses,

and shattered walls—walls all broken

now, but which in the age of archers

and Greek fire so often baffled those

who ventured to attack them.

On the northern bank of the long

" Horn," above the crowded buildings

and Genoese tower of Old Galata,

appear the heights of Pera, with

the residences of several European

ambassadors. Facing the city anil the

mouth of the Golden Horn, on the

Asiatic shore, lies Skutari, with its

bright houses and monuments, and

clusters of dark cypresses; and near

it Kadi Keui, once known to fame as

Ghalcedon. Looking northwards past

the splendid portals of Dolmabagh-

cheh, and the graceful minarets of its

adjoining mosques, one sees a long

reach of the Bosporus, all aglow with

Imperial palaces and kiosks, and

'lias, and terraced gardens.

Nor is the scene less gay and

animated on water than on land.

Huge ironclads, flying the red flag

and crescent, lie at anchor within

a cable length of the shore ; pas

senger steamers from every country

in Europe are moored to tho quays,

or to buoys in front of them; corn-

ships from Odessa or tho Danube

lie side by side with graceful Greek

feluccas and Turkish coasters ; while

hundreds of kaiks, gay and swift

as dragon-flies, flit hither and thither

over rippling waters of the deepest

blue. There is no scene in the world

like that around one in the Golden

Horn.

Constantinople is made up of three

cities, each of which is in many

respects entirely distinct from the

others. Stambul, the old city, oc

cupies tho site of the capital of

the Greek Empire, on a tongue

of land having tho Sea of Mar

mara on the south, tho Bosporus

on its eastern apex, and the Golden

Horn on the north. It is about 13

miles in circuit, triangular in form,

and the wall on the land side is 4

miles long. The Golden Horn is a

deep inlet, half-a-mile wide where it

joins the Bosporus, and gradually

narrowing as it curves up towards

the Sweet Waters some 6 miles dis

tant. On its northern side, along the

steep slopes, and over the summits of

low rounded hills, are spread the

suburbs of Galata, Pera, and Top-

khaneh. On the eastern side of the

Bosporus, one mile from Stambul

and the same from Top-khaneh, is the

Asiatic quarter of Constantinople—

Skutari.

Galata is the principal business

quarter for European merchants. It

lies close along the harbour on the

side, and at the foot, of a steep

hill ; and hus a well-built quay.

It has one long winding street run

ning parallel to the Golden Horn,

and off it open innumerable alleys,

passages, and lanes, which in dirt

and wretchedness surpass tho worst
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parts of Stambul. Top-khaneh, " Gun

House," is a continuation of Galata,

extending along the shore to the

Bosporus, and away beyond toward

the magnificent palace of Dolma-

baghcheh. It takes its name from

the gun foundry and artillery work

shops established here.

On the summit of the ridge above

Galata and Top-khaneh is the suburb

of Fera, which is studded all over

with the splendid mansions of Eu

ropean ambassadors, intermixed with

new gardens, old cemeteries, and som

bre cypress groves. Several spacious

barracks and a number of large pri

vate mansions have been built on the

sides and summit of the ridge farther

north, commanding magnificent views

of the Bosporus and Sea of Mar

mara. This, in fact, is the aristo

cratic part of Constantinople, and by

far the most beautiful. The palaces

and gardens of the Sultan, with the

adjoining mosques, line the shore,

and the heights behind them are

finely wooded. New roads have been

made in several directions, so that

one can visit the chief points of in

terest iu a carriage. There is also

a carriage-road from the palace of

Dolmabaghcheh over the hills to the

Sweet Waters.

The principal hotels—indeed all

the hotels frequented by European

travellers—are in Pera. They are

chiefly on the line of the tramway

and overlook the Golden Horn.

The situation is high and good;

and of late the improvement of the

streets has been so great that all

the hotels are easy of access. A

carriage-road, somewhat steep, has

been made from the main street

of Galata to the Grande Eue of

Pera, so that one can drive from

the botels to all parts of the city,

including the principal mosques and

places of interest in Stambul. There

is also a short funicular railway

from Galata to Pera; the station

in Galata is near the end of the

outer bridge, and that in Pera is

close to the Grande Eue. Trains

run every few minutes ; the carriages

are drawn up the steep incline by

a steel cable. The tramway from

Chichli to Galata passes through

Pera- (see Index).

Fires iu Constantinople are of fre

quent occurrence and often very de

structive, desolating whole quarters

of the city. Great precautions are now

taken both to prevent them, and to

check their progress. Arrangements

are made to give the earliest possible

notice to all parts of the city when

and where a fire has broken out.

For this purpose watchmen are sta

tioned day and night on three com

manding spots—the Galata tower, in

Galata ; the Serasker tower, in Stam

bul ; and the high hill below Kandili,

on the Asiatic side of the Bosporus.

Cannon are fired from the last-men

tioned place to announce that a fire has

broken out, and a red balloon, lighted

within, is raised at the same time tothe

top of a mast. At the Serasker Tower,

balls, and at Galata Tower flags

are hoisted, showing by their number

in what quarter the fire is. At these

two posts there are firemen waiting,

fast runners, who, the moment the

fire is discovered, run to their dif

ferent quarters to inform the regular

watch, setting up the cry of fire, and

the quarter where it has occurred.

The fire-engines are in the hands of

firemen who are paid by enjoying some

special privileges ; but the engines are

small boxes, which are carried on the

shoulders offour men ; these run head

long, crying, Yangin Var, " fire ! "

at the top of their voices. Having

reached the place of conflagration,

they wait to be hired by people whose

houses are in danger. There is another

set of firemen who prove eminently

useful on such occasions. They are

soldiers armed with axes and long

poles, with iron hooks at the end.

These tear down the wooden houses,

and so isolate the fire, as effectually

to put an end to its ravages. Still, a

fire in Constantinople is an awful

scene ; 2000 houses and shops have

been known to burn in the space of a
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few hours. It is indeed impossible

to describe the confusion and horror

of the sight. Men, women, and

children escaping from their aban

doned homes, each dragging or carry

ing upon his shoulder whatevor he

happened to catch at the moment.

The police are powerless for good.

Evil-intentioned men rush into the

houses and rob them, under the pre

tence of being friends of the family.

They havo often been known to

spread the conflagration by carrying

burning coals into dwellings yet un

reached by the flames. There is no

doubt, however, that the narrowness

of the streets, and the light inflam

mable materials of the houses, are

the chief causes of these calamities ;

and it is a source of satisfaction to

find that the streets are now widened

after every fire, and that many stone

houses are erected in the place of the

former wooden buildings. There is

now a fire brigade, Ufa alai, organ

ised on a European model by Count

Szecheny. It consists of 3 battalions

of firemen, 2 at the Taksim Barracks,

and 1 at the Seraskerat. It is well

managed and has done good service

during the last 16 years.

In the month of Ramazdn (the

Muhammadan Lent) the daily round

of Turkish life is reversed. Between

dawn and dusk eating, drinking,

and smoking are strictly prohibited.

Everyone eats, drinks, and pays visits

by night; and those who can afford

to do so spend half the day in bed.

When the fast occurs in summer the

labouring classes, who have to work

during the daytime, suffer extremely

from exhaustion and thirst. The

moment of sunset—the signal for the

iftar, or breaking of the fast;—is

eagerly looked for by everyone ; it is

announced by the firing of cannon.

It might be imagined that the first

act of the hungry and thirsty would

be to eat and to drink ; but numbers of

Turks may be seen, cigarette in hand,

or their pipes filled, and the fire to light

them ready, awaiting the welcome

signal. Every other gratification being

postponed for that of inhaling the

fragrant weed. The night is passed

in devotional exercises and revelry.

All the mosques are open, and all the

coffee-houses and shows—Kara-gMoz

and others ; the two last are crowded

with Turks, smoking, drinking coft'ee,

and listening to singers and story

tellers. The minarets are illumi

nated, and the streets are crowded

with the faithful. The 27th night of

this month is celebrated with pecu

liar pomp by the officials of the capi

tal, and large sums of money are

spent by the Government every year

to render the occasion one of peculiar

interest. It is called Leilet el-Kadr,

the " night of power," Kadr geyjesi,

because on this night, as Moslems

believe, the Divine Decrees for the

ensuing year are annually settled and

fixed, and taken from the preserved

table by God's throne, and given to

the angels to be executed. On this

night Muhammad received his first

revelations, when the Kuran, say

the commentators, was sent down from

the aforesaid table, entire and in one

volume, to the lowest heaven, from

whence Gabriel revealed it to Mu

hammad by parcels, as occasion re

quired. The celebration chiefly con

sists in magnificent illuminations,

whose focus is on the great wharf of

Top-khaneh ; they, however, extend

over the whole city, and on both

banks of the Bosporus and the

Golden Horn ; and many war vessels

are brought out of the Arsenal, and

rafts are anchored in the stream,

whence fireworks are displayed. After

a reception at the palace, the Sultan

formerly went in his state barge to

the Mosque of S. Sophia, afterwards

to Top-khaneh, whence he viewed the

great display of pyrotechnic art. The

best view is obtained from the water,

but the traveller should by no means

occupy a kaik, which runs great risk

of foundering among the large boats

that are rapidly moving to and fro

in the dark; a strong boat is alone

safe, such as lie between the Top-

khaneh landing and the new bridge.

The Bairam, which succeeds the

Mamazdii, presents three days of un

mixed festivity. Every Turk who

can afford it appears in a new dress ;
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visits are exchanged, aud parties are

made up to the favourite spots in the

vicinity. On the first day at sunrise

the Sultan receives all the ministers

of state, the principal civil and mili

tary officers of the Empire, the Sheikh-

ul-Islam, the Kazi-askers, and the

members of the Magistrature. The

ceremony, which is conducted with

great pomp, is highly picturesque,

and is a sight to be seen. A similar

ceremony takes place, seventy days

afterwards, on the first day of Kurban

Bairdm (feast of sacrifice). This fes

tival lasts four days, during which

sheep and oxen are sacrificed, and

there is general festivity. The two

Bairams are kept as a universal holi

day, the shops are shut, and busi

ness is everywhere abandoned for

pleasure.

§ 5.—How to see Constantinople.

Constantinople has three great at

tractions—historic interest, beauty of

position, and diversity of population.

A thorough examination of the Old

Walls, the Byzantine Churches, the

Saraglio, the Hippodrome, the Cis

terns, the Mosques, the Bazars, the

Tombs, and the Cemeteries, including

the English cemetery at Skutari,

where so many British soldiers lie

buried, would occupy from 2 to 3

weeks. But for travellers who are

pressed for time the following pro

grammes are recommended.

Three days.—First day. Galata

Tower, Seraglio Grounds, Museum

of Antiquities, S. Sophia. Yeri

Batan Serai, Hippodrome, Mosque

of Sultan Ahmed, Cistern of 1001

Columns, Tomb of Sultan Mahmud

II., the Column of Constantine,

the Mosque of Sultan Bayezid,

the Seraskerat Square, and the

Mosque of Sultan Suleiman. 2nd

day. Bazars in morning ; Bos

porus in afternoon, 3rd day. The

old Walls, Eyub, and the Sweet

Waters. If one of the days be Fri

day, time should be found to see the

Sultan going to mosque, aud the

whirling dervishes.

Six days.—Monday. Galata Tower,

Seraglio Grounds, Museum of Anti

quities, S. Irene, Fountain of Sultan

Ahmed, S. Sophia, Yeri Batan Serai,

Tomb of Sultan Mahmud II., Column

of Constantine, Cistern of 1001

Columns, Hippodrome, Mosque of

Sultan Ahmed, Museum of Ancient

Costumes, Palace of Justinian, SS.

Sergius and Bacchus, Armenian

Patriarchate and Church. Return

from Rum Kapu, or Yeni Kapu, by

rail, or by water along the foot of the

sea-walls. Tuesday. In the morning

the Bazars; in the afternoon the

Bosporus and Robert College.

Wednesday. The Walls, visiting en

route Ylanga Bostan, Mir-Akhor

Jamisi, Yedi Kuleh, Golden Gate,

Balukli, Kahriych Jami', Tekfur

Serai, Eyub. Return by steamer or

kaik to Galata. Thursday. English

Cemetery, via Kadi Keui, or Haidar

Pasha. Howling Dervishes, Bulgurlu,

American College for girls. Return

from Skutari steamer landing-stage.

Friday. Selamlik (Sultan's visit to

mosque), Whirling Dervishes, Largo

Cemetery Pera, Sweet Waters (in

spring). Saturday. American Bible

House, Mosque of Sultan Bayezid,

Tower of Seraskerat, Mosque of

Sultan Suleiman, Aqueduct of Valens,

Mosque of Sultan Muhammad II.,

Column of Marcian, open cistern near

the Mosque of Sultan Selim, Phanar,

Eski Imaret Mesjidi, Zeirek Kilisse

Jami'. Return by inner bridge.

§ 6.—General Hints to Visitors.

Everyone should ascend the Geno

ese Tower at Galata for the sake of

the view. The panorama from the

Seraskerat Tower in Stambul is more

extended, but the ascent is fatiguing.

Every Friday the Sultan goes to

one of the mosques in state, attended

by dignitaries and a body of troops.

This ceremony is called the Selamlik.

The mosque selected is known about
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10 a.m., aud His Majesty visually

sets out about 12. The square in

front of the mosque is lined with

troops, and a brilliant effect is pro

duced by the great variety of the

uniforms and costumes worn by the

naval and military officers, and by

the higher court, civil, and religious

officials. The mosque usually selected

is the Hamidieh, near Yildiz Kiosk.

There is always a large crowd, but

visitors furnished with a card or

permit from an Embassy can gene

rally obtain a good position for

seeing the pageant from the windows

of a pavilion opposite the mosque.

Formerly, the procession went by

water, and was a beautiful sight.

The Sultan's kaik, 100 ft. long, white

and gold, of elegant form, at the

stern of which he sat under a canopy,

flew through the water manned by

twenty-six rowers, picked men. His

suite and pashas followed in other

kaiks. Salutes were fired from ships

and batteries as soon as the pro

cession started.

The devotional exorcises of the

Dancing Dervishes are held on Tues

day and on Friday, after the Sultan

returns from the mosque. Those of

the Howling Dervishes may be wit

nessed at Skutari every Thursday,

and at Kassim Pasha every Sunday,

between 1 and 2 p.m.

In the spring the Sweet Waters of

Europe is a favourite resort of the

Moslem upper classes on a Friday

afternoon. The shortest way to this

valley is by road ; the pleasantest is

by kaik from the Inner Bridge, up

the Golden Horn. In the summer

months the Moslem ladies make the

Sweet Waters of Asia their Friday

afternoon resort. The spot where

they gather is within a few minutes'

walk of Kandili, where the Bos

porus steamers call. It may also be

reached by kaik.

The bazars (p. 78) ought to be

visited on the earlier days of the week,

since the Turks close on Friday, the

Jews on Saturday, and the Christians

on Sunday.

The ceremonies of the Greek Church

at Easter are worth seeing, especially

the midnight service on Easter-eve,

in the Patriarchal Church at Phanar.

The festival of Our Lady at Ba-

lukli on Friday in Easter week (old

style) is of special interest.

The Seraglio, the Treasury, and

the Imperial Palaces can only be

visited by an order obtaiued through

an Embassy. Admission to the prin

cipal mosques, P. 10 each person.

Overshoes should be worn, and taken

off at the doors; or large slippers,

sometimes kept at the mosques,

should be put over the boots on

entering. Mosques should not be

visited on Fridays or during the

hours of prayer.

Passports should always be carried

on the person, as they are sometimes

demanded by the police. Strangers

should not go out at night unattended ;

and in any difficulty with the police

reference should at once be made to

the Consulate.

Tourists on arriving in the East

sometimes wear a fez. This is a very

unwise thing to do, as by donning

the native head-gear the traveller,

ipso facto loses his foreign prestige.

Turkish Festivals. The Bairam

receptions of the Sultan take place

at sunrise in the great hall of the

Palace of Dolmabdghcheh. Strangers

are admitted to the gallery by card,

obtained through the Embassy from

the Grand Master of the Ceremonies.

During the month of Bamazan the

evening prayer in the Mosque of S.

Sophia, especially on a Friday, is an

imposing sight. The galleries of the

mosque are accessible to strangers on

payment of a small fee. On leaving

the mosque the tourist will find a

stroll through the adjacent quarters

interesting; the Turks are enjoying
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themselves after their day of fasting ;

they have taken their evening meal

at sundown, have attended mosque,

and are now thronging the coffee

houses and the shows—Kara-ghioz

and others—which are open all night.

The procession of the Sureh-Emineh

—the despatch of the Sultan's gifts

to the Grand Sherif of Mecca—takes

place early in the month of Shaban,

which precedes that of Bamazan.

It has lost much of its former Oriental

stateliness, but is still worth a drive

to the heights of Yildiz. The

Hirka-i-Sherif, tho Kadr Geyjesi, the

Mevlud, the Mirdj Oeyjesi, and the

Leilet el-Regel, give occasion for illu

minating the mosques, and the

spectacle of the towering minarets

with their garlands of lamps is singu

larly beautiful.

The birthday and anniversary of

the accession of the Sultan are both

celebrated by general illumination

and by exhibitions of fireworks, fur

nished by the Ordnance Department,

which are fired from rafts at different

points on the Bosporus. On these

occasions the greatest display is at

the Palace of Yildiz, but in the

summer, when the upper classes are

en vilUgiature, the best effects are to

be seen on the Bosporus, which is

illuminated almost without a break

from Dolmabdghcheh to Yeni Mahalle,

the illuminations extending from the

water's edge far up to the wooded

slopes on either side.

On the 10th Muharrem the Persians

at Constantinople commemorate the

martyrdom of Hussein, the son of Ali.

The ceremony takes place in the court

of the Valideh Khdn, and commences

soon after sunset. In the lurid glare

of numberless torches pass by the

mourners beating their breasts, or

chaunting Persian dirges ; the white-

robed martyrs; the white horse of

Hussein with its blood-spattered

saddle, to which is attached a white

dove, emblematic of the martyr's pure

soul ; and the fanatics who, after the

manner of the priests of Baal, shout

and cut themselves until the blood

runs down and stains their white

shirts a crimson hue. It is a strange,

weird spectacle, not to be witnessed

by those who have weak nerves, or

dread heat and a crush. A special

enclosure is reserved for the Persian

Ambassador, who represents the

Shah. Visitors are admitted and

treated with courtesy ; they should go

before sunset to secure good places

and avoid the crowd.

When visiting Stambul, expense

may be saved by taking the train

(tunnel) from Pera to Galata, walking

across the bridge, and hiring a carriage

at the Stambul end.

§ 7.—Police Regulations.

Police regulations in Constantinople

do not differ much from those in

other European cities. But the police,

zabtieh, who are all Moslems, are

wanting in knowledge and tact,

and they are not always to be re

lied on in case of a difficulty. It

is, however, easy to keep out of

trouble. In the frequented parts of

the city a foreigner runs no risk

whatever of molestation, if his own

conduct is discreet. If, however, ho

penetrates into the quarters inhabited

exclusively by Mussulmans, he should

be always accompanied by a drago

man. The children in these quarters

are prone to hooting and throwing

stones, and any resentment of these

offences is certain to lead to diffi

culty. If a traveller strays into one

of these quarters, the best thing to

do is to make his way out of it as

soon as possible. Should a traveller

get into trouble, the only course to

follow is to exercise the utmost pa

tience, and on arriving at any police

station, to send a note to the Con

sulate. But, as a rule, it may be said

that travellers who abstain from eccen

tricities of conduct run no risk of

coming into collision either with the

population or the police.

§ 8.—Golden Horn and Bridges.

The promontories on which Con

stantinople lies are separated by the
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last and largest of those inlets which

cut the western shore of the Bos

porus. This inlet is a large and

important harbour, running from E.

to N.W., which has always, by reason

of its form and its fulness, been

called the Golden Horn (Gr. Chryso-

leeras, Tk. Stambul JAmani). It is " like

a stag's horn," Strabo says, " for it is

broken into wavy creeks, like so

many branches, into which the fish

pelamys (irri\afivs) running is easily

snared." In former times this fish

was a source of rich revenue—ever,

from time immemorial, rushing down

from the Sea of Azov and the Black

Sea, and, when it approaches the

white rock on which stands the

Maiden's (miscalled Leander's) Tower,

glancing off it, and shooting straight

into the Horn, but never enriching

the rival city on the coast of Asia—

Chalcedon, " the City of the Blind."

(Encyc. Brit.) Procopius describes

the inlet as being " always calm, and

never crested into waves, as though a

barrier were placed there to the

billows, and all storms were shut out

from thence, through reverence for

the city," and, he adds, " the whole of

it is a harbour, so that when a ship is

moored there the stern rests on the

sea and the bows on the land, as

though the two elements contended

with one another to see which of

them could be of the greatest service

to the city."

The width from Seraglio Point, the

ancient Keras, to Top-khaneh, the

ancient Metopon, is about 1000 yds.,

and thence the Golden Horn curls up

in a course of little more than i m. to

the foot of the hills, where it receives

the waters of two streams, the Cydaris

and Barbysus of the ancients—the

two whelps of the oracle. The first

stream, Ali Bey Su, has its source

near the vill. of Pyrgos ; the second,

Kiat Khaneh 6u, rises to the N. of

the vill. of Belgra<i. and passes out to

the Horn through the Valley of the

Sweet Waters ofEurope—the favourite

resort of Turkish ladies on Friday

afternoons in spring. On the 8.

shore of the Horn, which has its

regular outline slightly broken by

the projecting points of Phanar,

Balat, Aivan Serai, and Eyub, lie

Stambul, Ortajilar, and Eyub ; on the

N. shore, which is indented by the

spacious bay of Kassim Pasha, are

Galata, Kaetim Pasha, Ainali Kaval;,

Hasheui, Piri Pasha, Kaliji Oghlu,

Sudluje, and Kara Agatch.

The harbour is capable of floating

1200 ships, and the water is so deep

that men-of-war of the largest size

can moor close to the shore. The

only inconvenience experienced by

the shipping arises from the powerful

currents that flow from the W. or

descend from the N. Two iron

pontoon bridges divide the harbour

into three sections :—The Outer Port

of Commerce, in which merchantmen

and steamers lie ; the Inner Port of

Commerce, between the bridges ; and

the Port of War, in which the

Turkish men-of-war are moored, and

on the shores of which are the Naval

Arsenal, Tersdne, and the Admiralty,

Divan Khdneh.

The Inner Bridge, Mahmud Keu-

prisi, or Azab Kapu K., occupies the

position of a bridge of boats thrown

across the Golden Horn, from Un

Kapan to Aznb Kapu, by Sultan

Mahmud II., in 1837, to facilitate

communication between Stambul and

Galata and Pera. Before that date

the only bridge was one on piles

which, oven before the Turkish con

quest, connected Aivan Serai with

Piri Pasha. The Outer, or New

Bridge, Valideh Sultan Keuprisi, or

Kara-leui K., between the E. part

of Galata and Stambul, was con

structed to take the place of a bridge

of boats thrown across the Horn in

1845, by the Valideh Sultan, mother

of Sultan Abd-ul-Mejid, who derived

a large income from the tolls. It is

situated almost in the centre of Con

stantinople, at the point where the

traffic is largest; and the view from

it, which embraces Stambul with its

lofty minarets, the Golden Horn with

the heights of Eyub beyond, Galata.

Pera, the Bosporus and outer port

covered with countless ships and

boats, Skutari, and the Asiatic shore,
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is most beautiful and interesting.

Even of greater interest is the scene

on the bridge itself, where a motley

crowd, representing nearly every

nation of the East and West, is con

stantly passing; and soldiers, kavasses,

dervishes, water-carriers, cake-sellers,

and veiled women may be seen

struggling forward amidst horses,

carriages, and laden animals in

picturesque disarray.

On the 1. of the bridge, going from

Galata to Stambul, lie portions of the

old bridge of boats, which are reached

by steps, and serve as Landing Stages

for the boats plying to the Bosporus,

Skutari, Kadi Keui, and Princes'

Islands (see Index). The stages are

covered with cafe.s, fruitsellers' stalls,

&c, and on them also are the booking

offices of the steamboat companies.

The steamers that ply on the Golden

Horn start from the rt. side of the

bridge near Galata. A small toll

of 10 paras, collected iu a primitive

way by men in white smocks, is

levied on all foot passengers, animals,

and wheeled vehicles. The annual

revenue is over £T40,000.

§ 9.—Galata—Peka—Top-khXnkh

—Kassim Pasha—Haskeui— EyCis.

Galata, where strangers arriving by

sea usually land at a broad quay,

lies along the N. shore of the Golden

Horn, and rising up to the crest of

the hill includes the great tower

that crowns it. It is separated from

Kassim Pasha on the W. by a ceme

tery, known as the Petits Champs

des Morts, and adjoins Top-khdneh on

the E. ; whilst to the N. and above

it Pera stretches forward along the

ridge that runs parallel to the

Bosporus.

Galata—originally known as Sykai,

the fig-trees—was protected in early

Byzantine times by a wall, and

formed the 13th ward of the city.

Justinian the Great rebuilt its walls,

gave it the privileges of a city, and

named it Justinianopolis. The name

Galata, of which the derivation is

uncertain, appears in the 9th century.

The suburb was also called Fera, from

its position on the opposite side of the

harbour to Constantinople. A tower,

called the Tower of Galata, to which

the northern end of the chain closing

the harbour in time of war was

attached, stood not far from the site

of the Offices of the Board of Health.

The capture of this tower, in 1203,

enabled the Crusaders to lower the

chain and break into the harbour

with their fleet. In 1267, after the

restoration of the Greek Empire, the

Emperor Michael Palaeologus, in

return for services rendered to his

cause, finally settled the Genoese,

who had previously occupied a quar

ter in Constantinople, in Galata.

The colony held of liim by feudal

tenure, and was practically inde

pendent, having its own laws and

Government administered by a Po-

desta. In 1348 the question of re

building the walls gave rise to

disputes between the colony and the

metropolis, that ended in war. The

Genoese were successful, and erected

a double line of walls and towers that

had a common point in the present

Galata Tower. During the last siege

of Constantinople the Galata Genoese

assisted Muhammad II., in the hope

of obtaining favourable terms and a

renewal of their charter. But their

hopes were disappointed; their land

walls were dismantled, and, like other

Christian subjects of the Sultan, they

were compelled to pay the Khardj,

poll-tax, and appear unarmed.

Galata, though many European

merchants have latterly established

themselves in Stambul, is still the

principal seat of European com

merce. The Head Offices of the

banks and steamboat agencies are

situated in it ; and at the foot of

the Galata Tower is gathered a

cluster of English Institutions, Con

sulate, Consular Court, Prison,

Seamen's Hospital, Literary and

Mechanics' Institute, and Sailors'

Home. A long, narrow, dirty street,

which broadens into the Grande Hue

of Galata, and is followed by the

tramway to Orta-keui, runs parallel
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to the. sea from Azuh Kapu to Top-

klianeh. Here, and in the adjoining

side - streets, are warehouses, small

shops, cafe.s, and filthy lodging-houses,

in which one of the most depraved

populations of Europe finds a home.

A steep street, Yuksek Kaldirim,

high pavement, or Step Street, which

has more than 100 steps, leads di

rectly from Galata to Pera. The

carriage-road between the two su

burbs, with its tramway, winds up

from the outer bridge and passes by

the Petite Champs and the Munici

pality House. The Funicular Bail-
• way (see Index), which is much used,

takes passengers direct to the square

near the Tekkeh of the Dancing

Dervishes in Pera.

The old city gates of Galata have

disappeared, and very few fragments

of the walls are left. The memory of

the ditches is preserved in the two

streets, Hendek, "the ditch," and

Lnle Hendek, N7W. and E. of the

Galata Tower. Most of the solidly-

built warehouses are of Genoese con

struction, and in the narrow street

Pershenbe Bazar, is the old Palazzo

del Podesta, with round arches and

a few remains of Byzantine orna

ment. The ancient churches have al

most entirely disappeared. S. Peter's,

San Petro, in the Pershenbe Bazar,

was founded in the 13th century, and

rebuilt in 1731 ; it contains a picture

of the Virgin, said to have been

painted by St. Luke, and relics of

S. Catherine. S. George's, San Giorgio

a Monte, was rebuilt on old founda

tions in 1677. S. Benoit, in the Monas

tery of the Lazarists, dates from

Genoese times; it has a hospital,

schools, and a printing press attached

to it. The Imperial Ottoman Bank

formerly occupied the old Franciscan

Monastery below S. Peter's, which was

used at one time, as the fleurs de lys

upon it indicate, as the residence of the

French Embassy. The Bank has now

built newpremises in Tramway Street.

The Greek Church of S. Nicholas was

built by Greeks from the Crimea in

1175. Yeni, or Sultan Yalideh Jami',

was built on the foundations, and

with the material of a Franciscan

Church, by the mother of Sultans

Mustafa II. and Ahmed III. in

1679. Arab Jami' is a rectangular

building, ornamented externally by

pilasters, with Ionic capitals. Ac

cording to some it is a Byzantine

ch., but it is more probably a

Genoese ch. on Byzantine founda

tions. It was turned into a mosque

in the 17th century, and is easily

recognised by its minaret, a square

tower and spire. There is a tradition

that the site was originally occu

pied by a mosque, built in 717,

by the Arabs when besieging Con

stantinople.

The Galata Tower, called in the

Middle Ages the Tower of Christ, or

of the Cross, was built in 1348, pro

bably on the foundations of an earlier

Byzantine tower ascribed to the Emp.

Anastasius Dicorus ; and it was re

paired in the present century by

Mahmud II. Tho tower, which is

one of the most striking features in

Galata, is now used as a fire-station,

whence the quarters of the city in

which fires break out are signalled

with flags by day and with lanterns

by night. It is round, massively

built, and about 150 ft. high. The

basement is unoccupied, and the first

storey, in which the watchmen live,

is reached by 141 steps; here there

is a large circular chamber with 14

windows, and a raised platform in

front of them, on which the watchmen

place seats for visitors. Forty addi

tional steps lead to a second storey,

which has a smaller circular chamber,

equally pierced by 14 windows, and

an external gallery, whence there is a

magnificent panorama. On this storey

there is a curious old clocli, said to

have been taken from S. Sophia. The

lantern, which is hexagonal in form

and in two sections, completes the

structure.

From the Galata Tower travellers

obtain the best general view of the

city, and it should be one of the

first places visited. The panorama

may best bo described by following

the windows in the watch-chamber
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from 1. to rt., commencing with that

next the entrance from the steps.

1st "Window.—Direction N.W. Foreground,
the houses of Galata; beyond them, on the
shore of the Golden Horn, the fine buildings
of the Admiralty, Dlodn Khdneh; then, 1.,
the Naval Arsenal, Tersdne, with the
Turkish fleet anchored in front, and rt. the
Marine Hospital, Khasta Khdneh, with its
two-storeyed tower. The Golden Horn is par
tially concealed by a woodod hill, but on the
further shore, at the point where it disappears,
are the cypresses of the Cemetery of Eyub,
and, at tbe foot of the hill, the two minarets
of the Mosque of Eydb. To the 1., along the
shore of the Golden Horn, are the suburbs of
Eyub and Ortajilar, with the Mosque of
Sali Mahmud Pasha; and on the projecting
Spit in front of them the quarter of Aivan
Serai, the Blachernoz Quarter of the Byzan
tine city. In the far distance, on the horizon,
are the Barracks of Ramiz Chiftlik.

2nd Window. -Direction N.N.W. In the
foreground the wide Rue Hendek, leading to
the Place Karakol, behind which are the
cypresses of the Petlts Champ3 des Morts,
Kuchuk Mezdristan. In the background is
the Valley of Kassim Pasha, whence the
white dome and tapering minarets of a mosque
rise above the trees. Beyond the valley are the
suburbs of Kassim Pasha, and the dark
cypresses of a Turkish Cemetery, in the midst
of which is the white minaret of a tekkeh.
Further away is the bare plateau of Ok
Meldan, place of arrows, on whose W. slope
is the viil. of Haskeui ; and then, on a higher
hill, the villages of Kaliji O^hlu and Sudluje,
the Jewish Cemetery, and, in the distance,
the barren hills beyond the Valley of the

Sweet Waters of Europe.
3rd Window.—Direction BF. In the fore

ground the high chimney of the Funicular
Railway, and the western portion of Pera.
In the background the Quarter S. Dimitri,
with the ch. of the same name, and amidst
trees, in the distance to the 1., the Mosque of

Piale Pasha.
4th Window.—Direction N.N.E. In the

foreground the Grande Rue of Pera ; to its
rt. the Tekkeh, and gardens of the Dancing-
Dervishes ; and, further to the rt., the
Swedish Legation and Russian Embassy.
Beyond and to the rt. of the Embassies the
Lyceum of Galata Serai, with its courts and
gardens, and in the distance the suburbs ot
Pankaldt and Chichli. To the 1. of the
Grande Rue, the flagstaff of the British
Embassy, and in the distance the suburb of

Ferl-keui.
5th Window.—Direction N.E. In fore

ground the English Memorial Church,
half concealed by a large khan and to
its rt. the Italian Hospital and Mosque of
Jehanjir. In the background to the 1. the
Jesuit's School, the Greek Church of the
Holy Trinity, with its domes and towers, and
the buildings at Taksim. To the rt. of the
Greek Church, the German Hospital, and
beyond it the German Embassy, with the

Turkey.

cypresses of the Grands Champs des Morts
Beuyuk Afezdristan, to the 1., and, in the dis
tance, to the rt., the heights of Orta-keul.

6th Window.—Direction E.N.E. The
Quarters of Yeni Charshi, Top-khaneh, and
Fundukli, with the Bosporus beyond. In
the foreground the Barracks of Top-khaneh,
with their mosque and lead-covered cupolas ;
to their rt. the upper storey of the Top-
khaneh, or Qun House; the Mosque of
Top-khaneh, or Mahmddlyeh ; the Arsenal,
and Gun Factory, with its Esplanade, partly
covered with guns, and its Clock Tower ; the
Fountain of Top-khaneh; and the old
Mosque of Kilij All Pasha. Beyond the
Bosporus, the Asiatic coast from Yani Keui,
with its large yellow cavalry barrack on tbe
1., to the marble Palace of Beylerbey and
Skutari on the rt.
7th Window.—Direction E.S.E. Fore

ground, Galata and the Bosporus. On the
Asiatic side Skutari, with Mount Bulgurlu
on the 1. On the shore to the 1., Beuyuk
Jam!'; to its rt,, Yeni Valdideh Jami', and
further to the rt. the small white Mosque
Ayazma. Half-way up the hill tothert., in the
midst of trees, Eskl Valldeh Jami', with two
large minarets ; and in front of it, in the sea,
the Maiden's, or Leander's Tower. Further
to the rt the cypresses of the great Turkish
Cemetery, and beyond, in the distance, the
mountains that border the Gulf of Ismid.
8th Window.—Direction S.E. Foreground,

Galata, with the Monastery of S. Benoit,
and the square tower of the Greek Church of
S. Nicholas. The outer port of commerce
covered with ships. On the Asiatic side to
the 1. the large Mo3que Selimiyeh, with the
yellow Selimiyeh Barracks immediately to
its rt., and then the Military Hospital, the
pyramid in the British Cemetery, the Haidar
Pasha Railway Station, and Kadi Keui, the
ancient Chalcedon.

9th Window.—Direction S.S.E. On the
Galata shore, the small Mosque Kermankish,
with the Custom House to its 1., and the
Board of Health to the rt. The entrance to
the Golden Horn, and on the further side
Seraglio Point, on which stands a large
store-house. To the rt. follow remains of the
Old Wall ; Odun Kapusi ; the lofty Sebet-
jilar Kiosk, with the yellow buildings of the
Medical School behind it ; and the workshops
of the Railway Company. On the hill, above
the shore-line, the Seraglio, Serai, and its
square tower picturesquely situated amongst
the trees, with the Baghdad Kiosk and
Column of Claudius to the 1. ; and the
Chinili Kiosk, Museum of Antiquities, and
the Serai Walls running from Yali Kiosk
Kapusi to the Marmara. Beyond Seraglio
hill are the Sea of Marmara ; Kadi Keui and
Phanar Baghcheh point on the Asiatic side ;
Princes' Islands ; and, in the distance, the
lofty range of the Bithynian Olympus.

10th Window.—Direction S. In the fore
ground, Galata, and the outer bridge
crossing the Golden Horn from Kara
Keui to Stambul. On tbe hill above the
Horn the great Mosque of S. Sophia, with
its four minarets ; to the I. the Treasury

0
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and tbe small dome of the Church of S.
Irene ; to tbe rt. the Mosque of Sultan
Ahmed, with six minarets ; the Burned
Column ; Vizir Khan ; the small Mosque of
Atik All Pasha, and tbe larger Mosque of
Nurl Osmanlyeh. Below tbe Mosque of
Sultan Ahmed is the Suhlime Porte, a large
building with a central colonnade ; and near
the shore, from 1. 10 rt,, are the Railway
Station, the Stambul Custom House ; Baluk
Bazar ; and the Yeni Valideh Jami', a
pyramid of domes and semi-domes, with two
minarets. In tbe distance are the Marmara,
with the islands of Plate and Oxia ; and the

mountains of Bitbynia.
11th Window.—Direction S.S.W. In the

foreground tbe British Consulate General,
with the Ottoman Bank, and minaret of
Yeni Jami' to the rt., and the inner port
of commerce between the two bridges. On
tbe Stambul side, to the rt. of Yeni Valideh
Jami., the Drug Bazar, Misr Charshi, covered
by small domes, and, higher up, the Lirge
Valideh Khan, with a forestof chimney pots.
To the rt. of tbe Khan are the Grand Bazar,
Bezesten ; the;Mosque of Sultan.Bayezld ; the
Serasker's Tower,below which is the Mosque
of Rustem Pasha ; and the Seraskerat.
12th Window.—Direction S.W. In the

foreground Galata, with the narrow street,
Pershenbe Bazar, running down to the
harbour. On the Stanibul side, to rt. of th"
Seraskerat. the Mosque of Sultan Suleiman,
Suleimaniyeh, with its four minarets, on the
3rd hill of the city ; the house of tbe Sheikh-
ul-Islam ; the Shah-zadeh Mosque ; and
then, in the far distance, Yedi Kuleh, Seven
Towers, and Daud Pasha Jamlsi. Further
to the rt., but more advanced, is the Aqueduct
of Valens, tiosdogan Eemeri, crossing the
valley between the Mosques of Sultan Sulei

man and Sultan Muhammad II.
13th Window.—Direction W.8.W. In tbe

foreground Arab Jami', with its church-like
spire ; fragments of the Old Walls of Galata ;
and the Inner Bridge, which separates ihe
Ports of War and Comruerc. On the hill
beyond tbe Horn, the Mosque of Sultan
Muhammad II., " the Conqueror," sur

rounded by Ttlrbehs.
14th Window.—direction W.N.W. In the

foreground Galata, the Mosque of Azab
Kapu, at the head of the Inner Bridge, and the
Port of War. On the Stambul side, Ihe Mili
tary School ; the Mosque of Sultan Selim,
with two minarets; GUI Jami' near the st tore ;

the high-lying Mihrimah Jami' ; tue Greek
School ; tbe Greek Quarter of Phanar ; the
Jewish Quarter of Balat ; and the Quarter of
Aivan Serai. Tekfur Sorai anil large por
tions of the Land Walls are visible ; und on
tbe horizon, beyond .Mihrimah Jami., are the

Daud Pasha Barracks.

Pera or Bey Oghlu crowns the sum

mit of the hill on which Galata and

Top-khSneh are situated. It is the

seat of the diplomatic hodics, and is

inhabited by Christians, native and

foreign. Its appearance is that of an

Italian town, and in its streets may

be heard every language of Europe.

The town has repeatedly suffered

from disastrous fires, especially in

1831, in 1850, and in 1870, when more

than 3000 houses, including the

British Embassy and the United

States Consulate General, were

burned down. Pera is traversed from

end to end by the Grande Eue, which

follows the water-parting between the

Bosporus and the Golden Horn for

about f m., from Step Street in Galata

to Place Tdksim, so called from the

Taksim, or water-station, shaded by

trees, where the water brought from

the lorest of Belgrdd is distributed to

Galata and Pera. From the Flace i/u

Tunnel to Galata Serai, where it is

cut in two by the wide macadamised

street, Yeni-Charshi, leading to Top-

khdneh, the Grande Eue runs from

S to N., and is narrow and badly

paved. But from Galata Serai on

ward to Taksim, where the fire ol

1870 destroyed everything, it runs

from S.W. to N.E., and is wide

enough to take a tramway. Not far

from the Russian Embassy it is crossed

by the street Kumbaraji Yokusu,

bomb-shell ascent; this street, rising

above Top-khaneh, is said by some

authorities to have been formed by the

track of Muhammad's fleet of boats,

which were rolled up to the crest of the

hill and then down to the inlet below

Kassim Pasha. In the GrandeRue&ncl

adjoining streets are the residences of

the ambassadors and ministers accre

dited to the Porte, hotels, restaurants,

theatres, cafes chantants, and good

shops, in which all the necessaries of

life can be obtained at high prices.

The principal buildings are the

British Embassy, rebuilt after the

fire of 1870; the Austrian, French,

and Russian Embassies ; the Swedish

and Dutch legations ; the Muni

cipal buildings ; the Tekkeh of the

Dancing Dervishes (p. 83) ; the

Russian Consulate General; the

Lyceum, formerly the Galata Serai

(p. 81); Abraham Pasha's House;

the Greek Church of the Holy Trinity;

the Greek Girls' School, built by M.

Zappa, and called Zappion ; and the
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English Memorial Church, Christ

Chunk, erected to commemorate our

countrymen who fell in the Crimea.

The ch. was originally intended to

be erected from the designs of Mr.

Wm. Burges, who gained the first

prize in the general competition;

but subsequently it was decided that

Mr.Street's design should be executed.

The plan of the building is that of a

simple parallelogram, with chancel,

low side passages, and a schoolroom

under the eastern end. The style

chosen is the first pointed ( Gothic.

The nave is 52 ft. high, the chancel

38 ft., and has a groined roof. It is

ornamented with marbles from Pan-

derma (Sea of Marmara) and lies

d'Hyeres. Externally it is plain and

has a somewhat heavy effect, on

account of the colour of the stone

employed.

Towards the W., immediately

above the cemetery, Petits Champs des

Moris, is a public garden, the Muni

cipal Garden of Pera, or of the

Petits Champs, which is well laid

out and commands a fine view of the

Golden Horn and Stambul. A band

plays in summer, and there is a cafe-

restaurant, and a large room in which

theatrical and other performances are

held. To the N., beyond Place

Taksim, are the Drill-ground (1.), the

Artillery Barracks (rt.), and the

Taksim Gardens (rt.), from which

there is a magnificent view of the

Bosporus, Skutari, and the Asiatic

shore. A band plays at stated times,

and there is a cafe' and open-air

theatre. Behind the Artillery Bar

rack is the large cemetery, les Grands

Champs des Morts, which is a

favourite resort of the inhabitants of

the suburbs; here the Armenians

hold their great festival of the dead,

when booths are erected, and dancing,

singing, and story-telling take place

among the tombs. Beyond the

Taksim Gardens is the old Armenian

Cemetery,which contains some curious

monuments. The tombstones are

covered with inscriptions in Arme

nian, and on most of them are carved

devices, which either mark the trade

or occupation of the deceased ; or

i denote the manner of his death.

There are several representations of

decapitated bodies, with the heads

between the hands ; and some of the

deceased suspended from a gibbet.

To the N. of the cemetery, in the

suburb of Pankaldi, is the Turkish

Military School, mekteb-i-harb ; and

between these two places and the

Bosporus are the Mejidieh Barracks

for Infantry, the Giimush-su Cavalry

Barracks, and the Machka Barracks.

Top-khaneh, Gun House, so called

from the gun foundry established in

it, is a continuation of Galata. The

Grand Bue of Top-khaneh, a section

of the wide street which connects

Galata and Dolmabaghcheh, and is

followed by the tramway to Orta-

keui, passes through its centre ; and

the broad macadamised street, Yeni

Charshi, runs up the hill to join the

Grande Rue of Pera at Galata Serai.

The Arsenal occupies a wide terrace

on the shore of the Bosporus, and

comprises a gun foundry, and work

shops in which the heavy guns are

finished, and gun-carriages and small

arms are made and repaired. There

is a largo esplanade, on which hun

dreds of guns are packed, and in its

centre stands a pretty clock-tower.

On the opposite side of the street are

the Artillery Barracks, witli their

mosque, and the house of the Grand

Master of Artillery. The landing-

place, Top-khdneh Iskelesi, is one of

the most frequented in Constanti

nople, and there are always large

numbers of hoiks waiting for hire.

Near it kalk-building may bo seen in

all its branches ; the peculiar oars are

manufactured with the most primitive

tools. In the market-place close by

horses stand for hire; and a motley

crowd, which is worthy of study,

assembles on market days. Here is

the Fountain of Top-khaneh, a fine

specimen of Turkish art, erected by

Ahmed III. It is a square edifice of

white marble, highly decorated with

well-sculpured arabesques and verses

from the Kuran, which were once

painted and gilt. Near the market

place are the shops in which the red
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Turkish pipe-bowls are made, and

ohibuk stems of jasmine, cherry, and

other woods, as well as mouth-pieces,

cigar-holders, &c, are sold. Many

Circassians live in the vicinity, who

are said to carry on slave dealings in

an unostentatious manner, so as not

to attract the attention of foreign

Governments; and to supply the

harems of the Pashas and wealthy

Turks.

Near the fountain is the Xilij Ali

Pasha Jami', erected in 1580 by the

celebrated Kaptan Pasha, who broke

through the Christian fleet at the

battle of Lepanto, and afterwards re

constructed the Turkish navy. In a

small cemetery behind the mosque is

the Tiirbeh of Kilij Ali decorated,

internally, with Persian tiles ; and

the tomb of a Turkish admiral, who

died during the Crimean War. Close

to the gun-foundry is the Jtahmudiyeh

Jami', built in 1830 by Mahmud II. ;

and on the hill-side to the N.E.,

whence there is a fine view, the

Jehanjir Jami', built in 1886 on the

site of a mosque erected by Suleiman

I. , in honour of his son Jehanjir. N.

of Top-kh&neh is the purely Turkish

Quarter of Fundukli, the ancient

Aianteion, and later Argi/ropolis,

which extends as far as Dolmabagh-

cheh, and stretches up the hill to the

imposing edifice built, in 1875-7, for

the German Embassy, beside the

Grands Champs des Morts. The altar

of Ajax, and the Temple of Ptolemy

Philadelphus were on the seashore.

According to Greek tradition the

Apostle Andrew planted Christianity

here.

Kassim Pasha, a large suburb W.

of Pera and Galata, stretches along

the shore of the Golden Horn, and

extends inland, on both sides of a

filthy stream, to the Greek suburb of

S. Dimitri. The streets are dirty and

narrow, and the only attractions to a

stranger are Kassim Pasha Jami';

the mosque and Tomb of Surari,

grammarian, jurist, and tutor to the

sons of Suleiman t; the Tekkeh of

the Eufai, Howling, Dervishes, who

go through their religious services

every Sunday afternoon ; and the

Tekkeh of the Mevlevi, Dancing, Der

vishes.

The Dockyard and Naval Arsenal

extend along the shore of the Horn

from Azab Kapu to Haskcui, and

occupy the site, probably that of an

old Byzantine arsenal, selected by

Muhammad II. for the construction

of the first Turkish fleet. Within the

enclosure are the Admiralty, Divan

Khdneh, a handsome building on a

projecting point ; dry docks, capable

of receiving the largest men-of-war ;

barracks ; naval hospital and school ;

convict prison ; workshops fitted with

modern appliances for building and

fitting out ships of war ; and depots

for naval stores. In one spot arc

shown the state barges of the Sultans

who have occupied the throne for

nearly a century past. Here lies at

anchor, during most of the year, the

greater part of the Turkish navy.

The old hulls of several ships of war.

lying along the shore and preserved

as store-ships, deserve attention. A

line of rafts, each bearing a guard

house, is anchored at a little distance

from the shore, and boats are not

allowed to pass inside.

The establishment of the Arsenal,

Teredne, from the Italian darsena

(or perhaps from the Turkish Term-

khdneh, a prison for prisoners of war),

arose from the natural instinct of na

tional pride prompting the Turks to

be independent of other nations for

the construction of their navy. So

about 30 years ago, English ship

wrights, mechanics, and engineers

were invited to settle beside the dock

yard of Haskcui, and form a naval

school. The success has not been

great, for though one ironclad has

been built and launched, " she is the

dearest ship ever built." Imported

skilled labour, imported iron, im

ported coal, and above all imported

money, make a long bill. The Eng

lish, or rather Scotch, colony of en

gineers did much to educate the

Turks, and whatever success has

been attained is owing to them. A

lecture-room serves as a chapel on
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Sunday, and a clergyman of the

Church of Scotland acts as chaplain.

Admission by order of the Minister of

Marine, or Director of the Arsenal.

In the valley N. of Kassim Pasha

is Piale Pasha Jami', picturesquely

situated amidst trees. It was built

by the Kaptan Pasha who defeated

the Christian fleet under Doria in

1560, and is probably the work of the

celebrated architect Sinan. It differs

from other mosques in the unusual

position of the minaret, which is said

to be due to the wish of the admiral

that it should represent the mast of a

ship. The interior is decorated with

verses from the Kuran, written by the

noted caligraphist Cherkess Hassan

Effendi ; the minber, pulpit, is a fine

piece of woqd-carving ; and the mihrab

is covered with beautiful tiles. At

tached to the mosque are a medresseh,

college ; a tekkeh, monastery ; a ham-

mam, bath ; and a sebil, well.

On the heights to the W. of Piale

Pasha is the Ok-meidan, place of

arrows, where in former days the Sul

tans practised shooting with bow and

arrow, and throwing the jerid, spear.

A number of small stone pillars and

obelisks, with Turkish inscriptions,

mark the longest bow-shots and casts

with the spear. There is a fine view

of the Golden Horn and Stambul

from the hill, which can be reached

direct from Pera by way of S. Dimitri

or Pankaldi.

Adjoining the Ok-meidan is the

Cemetery of the Jews, of desolate and

dreary aspect, and entirely denuded

of trees. The countless marble tomb

stones in this wide-spreading Gol

gotha appear like the relics of some

great city. Both this and the Ok-

meidan are prominent objects in pass

ing up and down the Golden Horn.

Haskeni is a largo village, the E.

portion of which is occupied by Jews,

and the W. by Armenians. Formerly,

the wealthy Armenian bankers re

sided in large houses on the heights,

where they could live unmolested;

but the security they now enjoy has

led them to forsake their retreat and

take up their residence in Pera,

leaving their Haskeui houses to go to

ruin or pass into the hands of the

Jews. There is a large Armenian

church here, and a small chapel of

the Protestant Armenians crowns the

hill.

Near Haskeui, and now covered by

the workshops of the Arsenal, was

the site of the Palace of Ainali Kavale,

built by Ahmed I., in which the dis

astrous treaty of Kainarji was signed.

Further up the Horn are the suburbs

oi Piri Pasha ; Kaliji Oghlu, with its

Engineer School and Bombardier Bar

racks ; and Sudluje, with its Artillery

Depot.

The village of Eyub, a beautiful

and picturesque suburb, the Byzan

tine Kosmidion, is situated beyond

the walls of Stambul, at the ex

tremity of the Golden Horn, and

on the side opposite to Haskeui ; it is

surrounded by gardens and Turkish

cemeteries, thickly planted with the

dark cypress. It takes its name from

Eyub Ansari, the standard - bearer

and companion in arms of the prophet

Muhammad, who was killed at the

first siege of Constantinople by the

Arabs, a.d. 668. His tomb was re

vealed in a dream to the celebrated

Mollah Akshemsedin, during a critical

period of the last siege, and its dis

covery raised the drooping spirits and

inflamed the fanaticism of the Turkish

soldiers. After the capture of the

city, Muhammad II. built the Mosque

of Eyub, which is held so sacred that

no Christian is allowed to cross its

threshold or live in the suburb. In

it the Osmanli Sultans, after their

accession, are girded with the sword

of Osman, the founder of the dynasty.

The ceremony, which corresponds to

the crowning of a Christian sove

reign, is always performed by the

chief of the Mevlevi Dervishes, who

bears the title Chelebi Effendi, and

resides at Konia. The Mosque is an

elegant building of white marble,

with a large dome, several small, and

semi-domes, and two graceful mina

rets. In the court is a large plane-

tree, and on the W. side, in a court

planted with trees, is the tomb of Abu
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Eyub, with many costly lamps hanging

round it.

As a place of burial, Eyub is held

in high veneration, and its ceme

teries, with their mausoleums and

richly decorated tombs, surrounded

by trees and flowers, are well worth

a visit. Some of the tombs are en

closed by gilt railings, and others are

resplendent with coloured and gilt

arabesques and verses from the Kuran.

In the vicinity are the tombs of

Sheikhs-ul-Islam, Grand Viziers, and

chief eunuchs ; and in their midst lies

one of the greatest of Viziers, Sukolli.

who, after the death of Suleiman L,

victoriously concluded the campaign

of Szigeth.

From the hill above Eyub one of

the finest views of the Golden Horn is

obtained. Fezes for the army are

made at Eyub, in a manufactory esta

blished by Sultan Abdul Mejid in the

Palace of the Valideh Sultan, mother

of Selim III. They are also imported

from Tunis and France.

Among the tiirbehs are those of the

Valideh Sultan, mother of Selim III.,

and her two daughters, all three biers

being enclosed within rich mother-

of-pearl railings ; to this mausoleum

is attached a medresseh, college, a

mekteb, school, an imaret, kitchen for

the poor, and a sebil, well. Here

are tombs of two children of Sultan

Abdul Mejid, a son and daughter,

the bier of the former decorated with

a fez and golden tassel ; and of the

two children of Adileh Sultan, sister

of Sultan Abdul Aziz. Their biers

are covered with richly embroidered

velvet and shawls, aud beneath the

fez are their respective epitaphs ; one

is as follows : " A flower that had

scarcely bloomed was prematurely

torn from its stem. It has been re

moved to those bowers where roses

never languish. Its parents' tears

will supply refreshing moisture. Say

a fdliha for its beatitude, 1259 "

(1843). It may be added that the

heart-broken mother survived her last

child but a few weeks.

§ 10.—Ancient Constantinople.

Constantino the Great, having de

termined to remove the capital of the

Roman Empire from the banks of the

Tiber, selected, a.d. 328, as a site for

his new seat of Government, the

Thracian promontory, upon which a

colony from Megara had founded, B.C.

658, the town of Byzantium. No other

position could have offered him to an

equal extent the security, wealth of

resource, and beauty, suitable to the

first city of a great dominion.

The Byzantium of that day was the

one rebuilt by the Emperor Severus,

when he recognised the folly of

having destroyed the older town,

a.d. 196, for its obstinate devotion to

the lost cause of his rival, Pescennius

Niger. The strategical importance

of a city commanding the water-way

between the Euxine and the Mediter

ranean was too great to be lightly

abandoned. The elevated ground

within the Seraglio enclosure was

the site of the Acropolis, and, with

out doubt, the primitive town was

gathered round it. But the Byzan

tium of Xenophon and that of Severus

was a much larger city. Its walls

extended as far west along the Golden

Horn as the point now occupied by the

Stambul Custom House. There they

turned to cross the promontory, and,

climbing its northern slope, reached

the summit of the ridge, at a point

near the Porphyry Column (p. 24) of

Constantino the Great. At that point

stood the principal gate of the city.

Then, instead of proceeding, as is often

supposed, in a direct line down the

promontory's southern slope to the

Marmara, the walls followed, accord

ing to Zosimus, a somewhat circuitous

course, and struck the sea at a point

opposite Skutari, probably in the

vicinity of the Seraglio new light

house.

The fortifications erected by Con

stantino stood nearly 2 m. (15 stadia)

W. from the walls of Byzantium.

Constantinople was consequently at
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first smaller than it ultimately be

came, and has remained to the present

time. Until the ancient city can be

thoroughly explored by means of ex

cavations, only the general course of

Constantine's walls can be indicated.

Along the Horn, they went as far W.

as Un Kapan Kapusi, at the Stambul

end of the Inner Bridge. Leaving

the shore, they took an oblique direc

tion up the flank of the 4th hill, until

they reached the ridge between the

Mosque of Sultan Muhammad II. (the

Conqueror), and the Mosque of Sultan

Selim, at a point not far from the

large cistern behind the latter edifice.

In their onward course they kept

well within their limits the Church

of the Holy Apostles, on whose site

the Mosque of Sultan Muhammad

II. stands, and then made across the

valley of the Lycus for the 7th hill.

That hill they traversed to the E. of

the quarter now known as Alti-

Mcrmer, and then descended to the

Marmara between Vlauga Bostan and

Psamatia. The portion of this course

that can be most accurately deter

mined is on the 7th hill. For Alti-

Mermer is the Turkish translation of

the Greek .Z^aKi6vtov, the alias of

.EfaKiovtor—the district of the Outer

Column — the name given to the

ground immediately outside the walls

of Constantino, on account of the

presence there of a column surmount

ed by his statue. Furthermore, on the

verge of the Alti-Mermer Quarter,

beside an old Christian church, now

styled Isa-Kapu-Mesjidi, is a point

known as Isa-Kapusi—the Gate of

Jesus. The neighbourhood of the

church accounts for the use of the

Saviour's name ; while the allusion to a

gate is explained by the existence of

an ancient gate here as late as 1507,

which was none other than the

riaAoit£ Xl6pra, placed by Byzantine

writers in this part of the city. The

gate was a portal of magnificent pro

portions in Constantine's walls, and

formed, in fact, the first triumphal

entrance into the city. It survived

the gradual eflacement of the city's

earliest limits, as Temple Bar out

lived the walls of London.

I Constantinople was inaugurated as

New Rome 1 1th May, 330. Its fitness

to be a great capital appeared, in the

fact that it was soon found too small

for the population that crowded

within the walls. Accordingly in

413, under Theodosius II., the boun

daries of the city were enlarged and

carried forward to the picturesque

line of towers and walls, which still

enclose Constantinople on the west.

Later changes in the lino added

little to the city's area ; they rather

gave additional strength to the fortifi

cations. In laying out Constantinople,

Rome served as a model. But the

form of the ground on which the two

cities respectively stood was, notwith

standing the 7 hills in each, too dis

similar to permit anything like

slavish imitation ; and the genius loci,

beside the Bosporus, was far too

strong to be resisted.

During its history of over 1100 years,

the city passed through many vicissi

tudes, and changed its aspect from

time to time. The most remarkable

changes were associated with Constan

tino the Great, Theodosius the Gr( at,

Theodosius II., Justinian the Great,

Basil I., the Comneni, the Fourth

Crusade, and the Palaeologi. Hero

we can indicate in the briefest manner

only some of the more striking or per

manent features of the city. The 7 hills

are now marked thus:—The 1st by

S. Sophia; the 2nd by the Burnt

Column ; the 3rd by the War Office ;

the ith by the Mosque of Sultan

Muhammad II. ; the 5th by the

Mosque of Sultan Selim; the 6th-

by '1'ekfur Serai and the quarter

of Egri Eapu ; the 1th by the

Column of Arcadius, Arret Tash.

Like Rome, the new capital was

divided, for municipal purposes,

into 14 Regions or Wards, which

are described with considerable

minuteness in the Notitia. The lines

of the principal streets were deter

mined, as at present, by the topo

graphical features of the promontory

—a range of hills and a level tract

between either base and the water.

Accordingly there was a thoroughfare

along the Marmara, another along the
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foot of the hills overhanging the

Golden Horn, while a third kept on

the high ground and ran through the

centre of the city. The last was the

main street, and was known as the

Mese (MeVi;). Upon reaching the

3rd hill, it formed two branches—

one proceeding to the Adrianople

Gate (Edirneh Kapusi), over the hills

beside the Horn, the other to the

Golden Gate, over the 7th hill,

which overlooks the Marmara. The

latter formed the Via Triumphalis,

down which triumphal processions

passed from the Golden Gate to

S. Sophia. The streets were in

places bordered by porticoes, which

afforded shelter from sun or rain.

Most of the objects of interest near

the first two thoroughfares will be

noticed in describing the fortifications

along the harbour and the Marmara ;

those on the Mese are mentioned

here.

The highest life of the city revolved

around the Forum Augusteon, now

represented by the open area to the

south of S. Sophia. This Forum was

a quadrangle, surrounded by stately

porticoes, and paved with marble.

On the N. was S. Sophia, with

<S. Irene beyond. On the E. was the

Senate House. To the S. was the

Great Entrance (Khalke) leading to

the Imperial Residence, which occu

pied the territory between Sultan

Ahmed and the sea; the splendid

Baths of Zeuxippus ; and, beyond, the

Hippoiirome. The square and its porti

coes were adorned with statues, among

which the following were conspicu

ous : the Empress Helena, from whose

title, Augusta, the place derived its

name ; the silver statue of Eudoxia,

which furnished occasion for the

banishment of S. Ohrysostom; the

colossal equestrian statue of Jus

tinian the Great, on a lofty column.

There also was the Milion—rb Mi'Aiov

—whence distances from Constanti

nople were measured. It was an

arched structure, ornamented with

statues, and, so far, unlike the Golden

Milestone which served a similar

purpose iu Rome. North of the

Augusteon, which could be closed by

gates on the west, were the Great

Courts of Justice, beside the Cistern of

Yeri Batan Serai. A little below was

the octagonal building, containing

the Public Library, whose treasures

became more than once a prey to the

flames. Still lower was S. Mary

Chalkopratiana, where the Mosque

Zeinab Sultan opposite So'uk Chesh-

meh Eapusi now stands.

Moving westwards, one made for the

Forum of Constantino (Tduk Bazar,

Fowl Market), an ellipse in shape, and

surrounded by two tiers of porticoes.

It was entered at either end of its

longer axis, through a noble arch of

marble. Like the Augusteon it was

paved, and hence sometimes called

the Flakoton. Statues and crosses

abounded in every direction. Here was

the Porphyry Column, carrying the

statue of Constantine, and, though

shorn of its glory, still keeping its

place in the city whose birth it

witnessed. Here also was another

Senate House, and a Nymphseon, or

hall, in which marriages among the

humble classes were celebrated. The

Forum was the business centre of Con

stantinople, its porticoes being occu

pied by traders and merchants. Next

came the Bread Market or Artopolion

(Boghdaijilar Kapusi). Further on

was the Anemodoulion, a beautiful

structure, surmounted by a movable

figure to indicate the direction of the

wind. The Forum Taurou, of Taurus,

its constructor, came next—a very

large public square on the 3rd hill,

and now represented by the open area,

before the War Office (Seraskerat).

It was known also as the Forum of

Theodosius (the Great), because it

contained the column bearing his

statue, and sculptured with bas-reliefs

celebrating his exploits. Here once

stood another Senate House ; a large

fountain, supplied by the Aqueduct

of Valens ; several palaces and

churches ; and the Capitol, which,

under Theodosius II., became the seat

of the University of Constantinople.

Beyond this Forum the Mese, as

already stated, parted in two branches.

Along the branch leading to the
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Adrianople Gate were found the

Philadelphion (near the Shah-Zadeh

Mosque), another public place owing

its name to statues of the sons of

Constantino the Great, represented as

embracing each other; the Therm*

Constantinianse ; the Church of the

Holy Apostles ; and the Cistern of

Aspar. The branch proceeding to the

Golden (rate conducted to the Forum

Amastrianon (Et Meidan, Meat

Square, because rations were issued

here to the Janissaries), where public

executions often took place ; the

Forum of the Bull, Bovs (Ak Serai),

named from the hollow figure of a

bull, which often served as a furnace

for burning the bodies of criminals ;

the Forum of Arcadius, or of Theo-

dosius II. (Avret Bazar), with a

hollow column surmounted by the

statue of the former emperor, and

sculptured with his triumphs ; the

Mint ; the Trojan Porticoes ; and the

Monastery of Studius.

§ 11.—The Walls and Gates—

Seven Towers.

The ancient fortifications, though

in a ruinous state, are, next to S.

Sophia, the chief object of interest in

Constantinople. They consist of the

harbour walls along the Golden

Horn, the sea walls along the Mar

mara, and the land walls from the

Marmara to the Golden Horn. The

last are most picturesque and of great

interest as an historical monument

and unique example of mediseval

fortification.

Travellers wishing to make a com

plete round of the walls (at least 5 hrs.)

should (1) send horses or carriage to

YediKuleh (Seven Towers); (2) Take

\ but not when there is a south wind)

a kalk (P. 20-30) at the outer bridge or

at Sirkeji Iskelesi, near the Stambul

railway station, and proceed by

water along the Marmara walls to

Yedi Kuleh; (3) Hide or drive

(4J m.) outside the land walls to

the Golden Horn and along the

harbour walls to the outer bridge and

Pera. Those who wish to visit only

the land walls can reach Yedi Kuleh

by train, carriage, horse, or tram, and

drive, ride, or walk thence to the

pier of Aivan Serai or to that of

Balat, on the Golden Horn, whence

steamer or boat can be taken to the

outer bridge. This order is recom

mended when the wind is from the

south, and the reverse order, com

mencing at Aivan Serai, when it

is from the north. Horses and

carriages can generally be hired

when necessary at Yedi Kuleh. A

traveller who proposes to examine

the walls closely, and to visit the

interior of the towers, is advised

not to do so alone. A pleasant

way of visiting the walls is to ride

(5 hrs.) from Pera over the heights

of Haskeui (magnificent view of the

harbour) to the Sweet Waters, Eyub,

along the walls by Balukli, where

visitors stop to see the miraculous

fish, to the Seven Towers, and thence

through the city by Psamatia. to the

outer bridge and Pera.

The Harbour Walls.

These walls, situated at a short

distance from the water stretch from

Seraglio Point on the east to their

junction with the land walls at Aivan

Serai on the west—a distance of some

3 m. As inscriptions upon them

prove, they are mainly the works

erected by the Emperor Theophilua

(829-842) to replace the inferior and

decayed fortifications of Constantine

the Great and Theodosius II. His

attention to the state of this line of

defence was doubtless quickened by

the serious naval assaults made upon

it, during his father's reign, by the

rebel Thomas.

From Seraglio Point to the Outer

Bridge.—The large bones on the

wall beside the first tower belonged

to one of the cetacea that have

strayed from time to time into

the Bosporus. The question has

been raised whether they can be the

remains of the sea-monster which,

according to Procopius, infested the

straits during the reign of Justinian
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the Great. By the local fishermen

they are considered the talisman

which secures abundance of fish in

the waters about the city. The ad

jacent building is a government store

house. The 1st gate reached is Odun

Kapusi, the Wood Gate, because the

wood used as fuel in the residences

within the Seraglio enclosure is

landed in front of it. The hospital

within the gate must be on or near

the site of the Church of S. Demetrius,

highly venerated under the Palaeo-

logi. The Imperial Boat-House (Kaili

Khdneh), in which the Sultan's old

state Kaiks are drawn up. comes next.

One of them resembles an old Venetian

or Genoese galley. The tower behind

the boat-house is regarded as the

tower which held the southern end of

the chain drawn by Byzantine empe

rors across the harbour in time of war,

to keep a hostile fleet out of the Golden

Horn. A portion of the chain used for

that purpose during the siege of 1435

is preserved in the court of S. Irene.

The 2nd Gate, Yali Kiosk Ka

pusi, is named after the handsome

kiosk of Suleiman the Magnificent,

which once stood on the quay a little

to the west, and in which sultans

gave farewell audience to their chief

admirals starting on a naval expe

dition. Upon the walls to the right

is Sebetjilar Kiosk, the Kiosk of the

Signal, whence signals were made to

the fleet. Here the walls separating

the Seraglio from the rest of the city

reach the Horn. This gate represents

the ancient Porta Eugeniou, styled

also Marmara Porta, and, according

to some, Porta Oraia, the Beautiful

Gate. The epithet Basilike seems

also to have been applied to it.

The landing before it was known

as the Scala Timasi. Within the

gate stood the Great Orphanage

('OptpavoTfHxpciov) of Constantinople

and the Church of SS. Peter and Paul.

The first Saracen settlement and the

first mosque in the city were in this

vicinity. Sirlieji Iskelesi, the pier of

the vinegar seller. To the 1. is the

Railway Station. Here probably was

the 3rd Crate, Porta Veteris Rectoris,

and the Scala Chalcedonensis, for

boats plying between the city and

Chalcedon (Kadi Iieui). Immediately

to the east is the ancient Portus Pros-

forianns, or Bosporus, or Phosforius.

The first name marks it as the point

at which vegetables and fruit were

landed for the city markets, as at the

present day ; the second may be due

to the fact that, until the reign of

Constantino Copronymus, a* cattle-

market was held on the quay of this

bend in the shore ; the third is sup

posed to refer to the appearance of the

moon during the siege of Byzantium

by I'hilip of Macedon. On the level

area beyond stood the Forum Strate-

gion. The street leading up from

Sirkeji Iskelesi proceeds to the

Sublime Porte. The pier is conse

quently much frequented by public

functionaries, and upon it a new

Grand Vizier lands in state on his

way from the Palace to the Govern

ment offices. The Genoese colony,

before 1203, was assigned the quarter

between the 2nd and 4th Gates.

4th Gate, Baghcheh Kapusi, the

Garden Gate, the ancient Porta

Neoriou (Newp(ou) of the Dockyard.

The principal harbour of Byzantium

aud of ancient Constantinople, was iu

the adjoining bay. Some authorities

think that this gate was also the Porta

Oraia—the name being possibly a

corrupt form of Neorium. Next comes

the Stambul Custom House. At the

head of the outer bridge is the Ter

minus of the Tramway, that runs to the

Seven Towers, and to Top-Kapusi in

the Land Walls. The large mosque

is Yeni Valideh Jam?, or Yeni Jami'

(p. 64). The Pisan and Amalfian

merchants, before 1 203, were quartered

in the district between the 4th and

5th Gates.

Between the Bridges.—5th Gate,

Baluk-Bazar Kapusi, the Fish-Market

Gate, because the principal fisli-

market of the city is held before it.

The ancient Porta Peramatos (Tl6pra

Tov nepd/iaros) of the Ferry, because

the point at which the Horn was

crossed, as to-day, by ferry-boats to

and from Galata. Most authorities

identify it also with the Porta He-

Iraica. At this gate began the
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quarter occupied by Venetian mer

chants before 1203. The street from

the shore leads to the Egyptian Spice

Bazar, an interesting scene of ( Iriental

life. 6th Gate, Zindan Kapusi, tho

Prison Gate, after a prison formerly

in its neighbourhood, tho ancient

Porta Carabion. In the adjoining

mosque is a Holy Well, which marks

the site of S. John Baptist de Cornibus

(tw Kfpiraiv). In Venetian docu

ments the gate is described as the

Porta juxta parvum temphim Pre-

cursoris. Before the gate is Yemish

Bazar, the dried-fruit market. The

street leading up into the city

conducts one to the Grand Bazar.

It is nnmed Uzun Charshi, the Long

Market, and represents the Makros

Embolos of Byzantine days. 7th Gate,

Odun Kapan Kapusi, the Timber-

Yard Gate. Beside it large stores of

timber are kept, a practice as old at

least as the reign of Justinian the

Great. Here was the Porta Drun-

aarion (Twv Apovyyapiay) which led

to the Vigla, Great Police Station.

Here the Venetian quarter ended.

On tho heights above the Gate are

the offices of the Sheikh ul Islam,

and the Mosque of Sultan Suleiman.

8th Gate, Ayazma Kapusi, Gate of the

Holy Well, from an Ayazma in its

vicinity. Dr. Mordtman regards it

as tho last gate in tho harbour

walls erected by Constantino the

Great, and as the one styled Basilike

Pyle, in the early history of the

city. Ho also thinks that the

Holy Well probably marked tho

site of S. Acacius ad Caryam.

9th Gate, Un Kapan Kapusi, the

Gate of tho Flour Depot. Beside

it are flour stores and a flour-mill.

It is the ancient gate known as Mese,

because of its central position, and as

Platea, on account of the broad open

space about it. The street on the

1. leads to the Church of Pantocrator

(Kilisse Jami', p. 57), the Aqueduct

of Valens (p. 75), and across the pro

montory to Vlanga on the Marmara.

The largo mosque to the 1. of the

Inner Bridge is Zeirek Jamisi.

From the Inner Bridge to Vhanar.—

In the large building on the 1. are the

offices of the Tobacco Regie Co., which

has the monopoly of Turkish tobacco.

10th Gate, Jub-Ali Kapusi, the Gate

of the Long-Eobed Ali, a Turkish

saint, buried outside the gate aud ou

its rt. Tho district within tho gate

was one of tho quarters assigned to

Turks resident in the city before the

Conquest. This gate is styled in

certain documents Ispigas, and Porta

Putese, because it was opposite the

suburbIspigas(fisnii7as),nowKasMm

Pasha, onco famous for its springs.

The gate was also known as that of

the Glaziers, owing to the workshops

of such craftsmen formerly beside it

On tho northern face of the gate's

eastern tower is a tablet, bearing the

coat of arms and the name of Manuel

Fakrase, an officer distinguished for

the defence of Selivria, in 1341 , and of

Galata, in 1351, in the reign of the

Emperor Cantacuzene. Above this

tablet stood another, on whicli tho

scene of the Fiery Furnace, described

in the Book of Daniel, was depicted.

It has been removed to tho Imperial

Museum. 11th Gate, Aya Kapu, tho

Holy Gate, the ancient GateofSt. Theo-

dosia. It led to the adjacent church

dedicated to that saint, now GUI Jami'

(p. 57). This entrance was also

known as Porta Dexiolmtis, after the

name of tho quarter. In proceeding

from this gato to the next, large
blocks of stone, evidently wTater-worn,

will be observed in the base of the

walls, proving that here, if not also

at other points, the fortifications were

once in contact with the sea. This

fact explains how the Venetian fleet,

in 1204, was able to approach so

near the walls as to throw bridges

from the ships' yards to the ramparts.

Here, then, the Latin Crusaders

entered the city. 12th Gate, Yeui

Aya Kapu, the New Holy Gate,

because enlarged or constructed after

the Turkish conquest. A few steps

within and on tho rt. are the

remains of an old Byzantine building,

possibly, the Convent of the Petriou,

in which Anna Delassena, the mother

of the Comneni, was confined with

her daughters and daughters-in-law.

13th Gate, Petri Kapusi, Gate of
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Petrug, a patrician who lived under

Justinian the Great, and who either

resided or held property in this

quarter. The gate represents, pro

bably, the ancient Porta Sidhera in

this quarter of the city, and leads into

a close, Castrum (rwv IleTpiW), formed

by a wall which, starting from this

point, describes an arc, and rejoins the

main line of the fortifications a little

beyond the next gate. Within the

enclosure are the Residence of tIie

Greek Patriarch of Constantinople

and his Cathedral Church of 8.

George. Upon the loss of S. Sophia,

the patriarchal throne was removed

to the Church of the Holy Apostles,

the site of which is now occupied by

the Mosque of Sultan Muhammad II.

Thence it was soon carried to the

Church of the Virgin Pammakaristos,

now the Fethiyeh Jami'. In 1586 it

was taken to the Church of the Vlach

Serai (the Wallachian Palace), now

occupied by the representatives of

the Patriarch of Jerusalem. Thirteen

years later it stood in the Church of

S. Demetrius, near the Xyloporta.

And at last, in 1601, it ended its

wanderings here. The chief curiosi

ties in the church are the iconostasis

of olive-wood, the patriarchal throne,

the pulpit, and the table for tapers,

good specimens of Byzantine ecclesi

astical furniture, two Byzantine Icons,

one representing the Virgin, the other

S. John the Baptist, and various

relics. The Mosque of Sultan Selim

crowns the hill. 14th Gate, Phanar

Kapusi, Porta Phanariou, from the

beacon light placed upon the pro

montory before the gate. This gate

formed the N.W. entrance to the

Petrion Enclosure. Within, and a few

paces to the rt., are the remains of

the 15th Gate, P. Diplo-Phanariou,

which pierced the inner wall of the

close to allow communication between

the Petrion and the quarters to the

west. Until the early part of the

present century the leading families

of the Greek community resided at

Phanar, hence their epithet Phana-

riots. Many of their members were

prominent functionaries in the

Turkish service.

.\

From Phanar Kapusi to Aivan

Serai Kapusi.—The handsome brick

building, surmounted by a dome and

situated on the height, is the Greek

National School for boys, erected in

1880. The small circular church

lower down the hill is dedicated to the

Virgin, with the style Mouchliotissa

(p. 57). More to the north is the

Greek National School for girls. The

blue-coloured walls at the foot of the

hill enclose the buildings attached to

the Vlach Serai, the Monastery of the

Holy Sepulchre, once the property of

the Wallachian Cantacuzenes. Here

the representatives of the Jerusalem

Patriarchate reside. The Library con

tains the collection of MSS., among

which Bishop Bryennius discovered

a copy of the Epistle of Clement to

the Corinthians and the MS. contain

ing the Teaching of the Twelve.

These interesting documents are

now at Jerusalem. The Library was

founded towards the close of the 17th

century. 16th Gate, Balat Kapusi,

the Palace Gate, a corruption of the

Greek iraAaTioc Here, in all pro

bability, stooil the gate styled Porta

Kynigou, the Gate of the Hunter, and

sometimes the Basilike. Pyle., owing

to its proximity to the Palace of the

Porphyrogenitus (Tekfur Serai) and

the Palace of Blachernae. At a

short distance to the west of the gate,

the wall was pierced by three large

archways, one of which was adorned

with a figure of a Victory (now in the

Imperial Museum). Some authorities

regard that archway as the Porta

Kynigou. According to another view,

the three archways formed the en

trance to a small artificial port within

the line of the wall, at the service of

the imperial barges. Under the

Palaoologi this quarter was the aris

tocratic part of the city. It is now

occupied chiefly by Spanish Jews, the

descendants of the Jews expelled from

Spain by Ferdinand and Isabella.

Further west is the church of S.

Peter and S. Mark (Khoja Mustafa

Pasha Jami'), founded in 458. Its old

font lies on the opposite side of the

street. 17th Gate, the small Aivan

Serai Kapusi, Gate of the Palace with
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a Balcony. Before the gate stood

the Imperial Pier, mentioned by

Nicetas Choniates in the history of

the Fourth Crusade, for the use of

the emperor, at that date, in pro

ceeding to or from the church and

the Palace of Blacherna?. It is now

represented by Aivan Serai Iskelessi.

Immediately within the entrance and

on the 1. are vaults supposed to be

the remains of the Carian Portico,

built by the Emp. Maurice in 587.

Within the blue-coloured walls at

the farther end of the street is the

site of the celebrated Church of the

Virgin at Blachernffi, founded by

Pulcheria, and finally destroyed by

fire in 1431. The Holy Well, in

which the emperors bathed annually,

still exists. The narrow street to the

rt. of the gate leads to Toklu Dede

Jami', Church of S. Thecla, founded

in the 9th cent., and restored in the

1 1 th. It also conducts to the Gate of

Blaehernse in the Heraclian Wall,

and to the space enclosed between

that wall and the Wall of Leo the

Armenian (p. 38).

The Sea Walls.

These walls defended the city on

the E. and on the S., extending for

some 5 m. from the Seraglio Point

to the southern extremity of the land

walls, a little below the Seven Towers

(Yedi Kuleh). In their present con

dition they afford abundant evidence

of the important repairs made at

different periods in the walls origin

ally built by Constantine the Great

and Theodosius II. The names of

the Emperors who took part in the

work of restoration are for the most

part inscribed upon the walls, and will

be noticed as they occur. Extensive

epairs have also been made since the

Turkish conquest. There are four

peculiarities in the construction of

these defences, due to the proximity

of the open sea : 1. The walls are to

a great extent protected at their

base by a breakwater formed of large

boulders thrown loosely together.

2. The line is exceedingly irregular,

turning in and out at short intervals

as if to avoid the presentation of a

long front to the action of the waves.

3. Marble columns have been

employed extensively in the lowest

courses of the masonry, as bonds to

strengthen the walls. 4. The general

profile is slight, because the aid of

wind and current could be relied

upon to assist in repelling an enemy.

From Seraglio Point to the Seraglio

Lighthouse.—This portion can be

visited on foot. The walls have

been demolished for some distance,

to make room for the railroad.

1st Gate. At the point named

Top Kapusi (the Cannon Gate), now

marked by marble steps, stood the

ancient Gate of S. Barbara, a ch.

dedicated to that saint, the patroness

of fortifications, firearms, and ar

mourers, being beside it. The Man-

gana, or military arsenal, was in this

vicinity. The gate had some archi

tectural pretensions, and was some

times used as a triumphal entry.

Its Turkish name is due to a battery

once placed near it to guard the

entrance of the harbour, and to fire

salutes. 2nd Gate, Deirmen Kapusi

(the Gate of the Mill), after the neigh

bouring mill. On the wall north of

the gate is a long Greek inscription,

to the following effect : " Possessing

Thee, O Christ, a firm wall, King

Theophilus, the pious emperor, reared

from new foundations this wall, which

guard with Thy might, O Sovereign

Kuler, and display to the end of

time, standing unshaken and un

moved." On the tower beyond the

gate is a cross, with the legend " Jesus

Christ conquers." Lower down are

the words, " Tower of Theophilus the

Faithful Emperor and Great King in

Christ." The tower beyond the

mosque is also marked as " the Tower

of Theophilus, Emperor in Christ."

During the Arctic winter of 763-4,

the Bosporus and extensive tracts of

the Black Sea were frozen hard, and

when the thaw came in spring the

walls along this shore were crushed

and overthrown by the huge masses

of ice which the swollen currents

.drove against them. The repairs,

executed immediately after the event ,
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required, as these inscriptions prove,

renewal during the reign of Theo-

philus.

3rd Gate, Hastalar Kapusi (Hospital

Gate). Possibly this gate represents

a postern at the service of the Church

of S. George Mangana, which stood

within. Above a buttress is the small

opening through which, it is said,

Sultanas were thrown into the sea.

Another opening in the face of

the walls will soon be observed, re

vealing a long and sometimes lofty

chamber in the body of the fortifi

cations, the precise object of which

is not clear. It may have been a

covered passage for troops, or a prison.

The projecting basement further on

once supported the beautiful Injili

Kiosk (the Pearl Kiosk), a pavilion

to which the Sultans resorted, to

enjoy the superb view it commanded.

High up on the wall, to the rt. of the

basement, were, until recently, three

inscribed tablets. The fragmentary

inscription upon them commemorated

repairs by the Emperor Michael III.,

under the superintendence of liis

uncle, Bardas, the Domestic of the

Guards. Until 1824, a Holy Weil

—the Ayazma of the Saviour—flowed

iu the basement, and was a great

resort of devout Greeks on the Fes

tival of the Transfiguration. The

excavations made in the Seraglio

grounds in 1871 for the railroad,

revealed the remains of an imposing

Byzantine structure on the ground

behind Injili Kiosk. Dr. Paspati

regarded them as the remains of the

Palace Bucoleon. They are rather the

ruins of the Palace Mangana, built by

Basil I. 4th Gate. Beyond is a small

wallcd-up gateway, surmounted by a

cross. It was probably the small gate

leading to the eh. consecrated to the

Virgin, Hodegetria (Miwpi iri\n ttjs

'05r(7TiTp(os), one of the most highly

venerated shrines iu Constantinople.

Her picture led the emperors in battle.

The broken lintel of the gate is now

built into the inner face of the wall,

and bears the text, " Open to me the

Gates of Righteousness, that entering

in I may praise the Lord."

From the Lighthouse to Daiid Pasha

Kapusi.—The first tower bears the

inscription : " In the year 1024 the

Emperor Basil, the pious sovereign,

erected from the foundations this

tower, which the dashing of the sea,

that battered it for a long time with

a great and violent surge, compelled

to fall." The shore now forms a

small bay, which Eabarte regarded

as the ancient Port Bucoleon attached

to the great Imperial Palace on the

hill. But there is reason to believe

that the harbour in question stood

further west. There are two gates

in the walls bounding the bay. The

first is Baluk Khdneh Kapusi, the

Gate of the Fish - House, which

formerly stood here for the fisher

men in the employment of the Serag

lio. Some regard it as the ancient

Postern of Michael the Protovestinrius.

The other Gate is Alihir Kapusi, the

Stable-Gate, leading to the Sultan's

Mews, once situated here. Its ancient

name is unknown. It was a Water

side Gate of the Palace. Within the

walls from this point onward to the

site of the Seraglio Old Lighthouse lay

the Imperial Palace Grounds of the

Greek emperors, stretching up the hill-

slope towards S. Sophia and the Hip

podrome. Immediately beyond the old

lighthouse the walls are pierced by

windows iu marble casements. We

have here the facade of the Palace of

Hormisdas, so named after a Persian

prince who fled to the court of Con-

stantine. It was the residence of

Justinian the Great and Theodora

before their accession to the throne.

On the other side of the railway the

walls rest upon five vaults, and sup

port a terrace which bore another

Palace. The figures of the two

lions now before the School of Fine

Arts v.itMn the Seraglio grounds

came from the facade of this palace.

These palaces came to be known as

the Palace of the Bucoleon. The

port at. this point was named some-

| times the Port of Hormisdas, from

the residence of that prince upon

its shore, but more generally the

Port of the Bucoleon, so famous in

Byzantine history. The port was

for the special use of the emperor.
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Its quay was reached from the

water by a handsome flight of marble

steps, and was profusely decorated

with marbles, columns and statuary.

It derived its name from a marble

group on the quay, representing a

lion mastering a bull. In the Palace

of the Bucoleon Nicephorus Phocas

was assassinated. The construction

of the railroad led to the disappear

ance of the 7th Gate, Chatladi Kapusi

(the Broken Gate), which afforded

communication between this port and

the city. The gate was sometimes

known as P. Leonis, from a lion

on the adjoining quay. The Mosque

to the west beside the railroad is

Kuchuk Aya Sofa, SS. Sergius and

Bacchus (p. 50).

The quarter Kadriga Liman, at

the foot of the hill, marks the site of

an ancient harbour, now filled, and

whicn was known under three names :

1. the Harbour of Julian, after the

Emperor Julian, its founder; 2. the

New Harbour, to distinguish it from

the Old Neorion, on the Golden

H"rn ; 3. the Harbour of Sophia

(Trjs 2otplas, Tt2v 2o(piwp), because

repaired at the instance of the

Empress Sophia, wife of Justin II.

At the head of the harbour was

the 8th Gate, Caterga limanis, the

ancient Porta Sidhera, and Porta

twv 2otpt£,v. Further along the shore

is an old breakwater, which protected

another ancient harbour, now almost

entirely filled, the harbour known as

Kimdoshalion. The walls along its

circuit may still be traced to a great

extent. In them stood the 9th Gate,

P Koiidnsilialion, now Kiim Kapusi

(the Sand Gate). The Gregorian

Arm nian Patriarchate and Cathedral

aie in the Kim Kapu Quarter. A

short distance further W., traces are

found of another ancient harbour, pro

bably the Neorion at the Heptascahn.

10th Gate, Yeni Kapu (the New (i ate).

Hero the line of the walls turned

inwards and made a curve over a mile

in length, so as to skirt the ancient

harbour, which occupied the site

of the Vegetable Gardens, known as

Vlanga Boston. The harbour was

called Partus Eteutheriou, after its

original constructor, under Constan

tino the Great, and P. Theodosii, in

honour of the Emperor Theodosius

I. It was protected by a mole ex

tending from a point about 50 paces

S.W. of Yeni Kapu to the Daud

Pasha Kapusi, just outside the other

extremity of the harbour. According

to Gyllius, in whose time the harbour

was still partially used, the entrance

was beside Yeni Kapu. The Lycus

empties into the Marmara here. The

quarter of Yeni Kapu rests upon a

portion of the mole, and upon the

land made by the earth cast into the

sea when Sultan Mustafa III. built

the Laleli Jami'. Thus compensation

was given to the Armenian pro

prietors dislodged by the erection of

that mosque.

Daud Pasha Kapusi, named after

the mosque upon the hill. It repre

sents the Porta S. Mmiliani, so styled

from a church in its vicinity; it was the

last gate in the walls of Constan-

tine along this shore. 12th Gate.

Psamatia Kapusi, Porta Psamathiou

(VapaBiov), retains its ancient name

due to the sand cast upon the beach

from the bank off this point. 13th

Gate, Narli Kapusi, Pomegranate

Gate, a gate attached to the domain

of the Monastery of Studius (p. 52).

Its ancient name is not known. On

the cliff outside the gate is an Ar

menian chapel dedicated to S. John

the Baptist. On the tower, at the

foot of the landing before the gate,

is an inscription in honour of the

Emperor Manuel Comnenus : " Re

paired by Manuel, the Christ-loving

sovereign, Porphyrogenitus, and Em

peror of the Romans, son of Comnenus.

in the year 1164." The last tower of

these walls, Mermer Kuleh, is largely

built of marble. It is a striking and

picturesque object, and overlooks a

small harbour guarded by a mole,

and communicating with the city

through a small water-gate. The

site of the Ch. of S. IHomed, on

whose steps Basil I. slept, when

he first entered Constantinople as

an adventurer, was in the garden

near this tower. Upon the occasion

of a triumph in honour of a success
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ful campaign in Asia, the troops and

trophies appointed to take part in

the ceremony were conveyed from

Chrysopolis, Skutari or Chalcedon,

Kadi Keui, and landed on the tract

outside the Golden Gate, through

which the triumphal procession was

to enter the city.

The Land Walls.

The line of defence, which ex

tends from the Sea of Marmara to

the Golden Horn, presents a scene

not surpassed elsewhere in the world

for beauty and desolation. The lino

is some 7227 yds. in length, and, ex

clusive of repairs, consists of : (1) The

walls of Theodosius II. ; (2) the

wall of Manuel Comnenus ; (3) the

wall of Heraclius ; (4) the wall of

Leo the Armenian.

1. The Walls of Theodosius II.

General Description.—The remains

of the fortifications of Theodosius II.

extend from the Marmara to Tekfur

Serai, or 6116J yds. How much

further the Theodosian walls ran

towards the Golden Horn is a moot

question. According to some autho

rities, they originally surrounded also

the portion of the 6th hill, now occu

pied by the quarter of Egri Kapu,

where traces of old walls are still

found. Other authorities, however,

maintain that the fortifications of

Theodosius were continued from their

 

Sketch section through the Walls of Theodosius II.

present termination to the Horn, near

P. Kynigou (p. 28).

These noble fortifications were

erected under the following circum

stances. By the year 413, the growth

of the city on the one hand, and the

advance of the Huns into the regions

south of the Danube, on the other,

rendered necessary the enlargement

and re-fortification of Constantinople.

Accordingly the Prefect Anthemius,

who acted as Regent during the

minority of Theodosius II., con

structed a new line of defence at a

distance of a mile to a mile and a

half from the old ramparts of Con-

stantine the Great. That line, which

is now represented by the Inner Wall,

remained through all changes and

improvements the chief bulwark of

the city. In 447 the wall was

seriously injured by an earthquake,

and Constantino, the distinguished

prefect of the city at the time,

seized the opportunity to increase

the strength of the capital, and make

it the first fortress of the empire. He

not only, under instructions from

Theodosius, repaired the work of

Anthemius, but built outside of, and

parallel to it, a second wall; and

beyond this again he constructed a

broad, deep moat, with a breast-work

on its inner edge. The Outer Wall

(?|ttt tuxos) of the Prefect Constantine

was lower than the Inner Wall (eo-w

reixM) of Anthemius, and was sepa

rated from it by a rampart (irepi-

/3o\os), about 20 yds. wide ; and

between the breastwork (irpoTei
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X'fMa) an<i the Outer Wall there was

a covered way, 19J yds. wide, on which

the defenders fought under the pro

tection of the walls and towers in rear.

The moat is 63-65 ft. wide; its

original depth is unknown, as it is

partially filled with soil and occupied

by a vegetable garden famous for its

lettuce. In front of the Golden Gate

the moat is still more than 22 ft.

deep. It is divided into several sec

tions by transverse walls (Smra-

(^piV/naTa), tapering from a broad base

to a narrow ridge, and strengthened

by buttresses on the side (southern)

on which the ground falls. These

walls, it has been ascertained, carried

aqueducts wilhin them to convey

water into the city. But some autho

rities hold that when the city was

besieged, the walls were broken to

flood the moat, and they then served

also as batardeaux to keep the water

in position.

The points at which the aqueducts

crossed the moat wore protected by

the towers. The Outer Wall is

about 28 ft. high, and was protected

by 96 small flanking towers, of

square, round, or hexagonal form.

Kach tower stood midway between

two lowers of the Inner Wall, and

remains of 71 of them can bo dis

tinguished. The Inner Wall was

the strongest part of the fortifica

tions. It is iJOj-33 ft. above the

rampart level, 40-52 ft. above the city

level, and from 13J-15J ft. thick.

It was flanked by 96 towers, now a

mass of picturesque ruins. The

towers vary in shape like those of the

Outer Wall ; they were entered from

the city by archways, and communi

cated with the rampart and the

parapet - walk by small posterns.

They were divided into storeys and

were pierced by windows and loop

holes. The parapet-walk was reached

from the city by ramps of masonry,

and flights of steps then led up to the

roofs of the towers on which the en

gines of war were placed. There

were at least 11 gates in the Theo-

dosian walls. Five were " Public

Gates," through which communication

was kept up with the outer world by

Turliey.

roads that crossed the moat on bridges ;

and six were " Military Gates," built

for the convenience of the garrison,

and giving access only to the covered

way. The Public and Military

Gates came iu alternate order, and

those in the Inner Wall were strongly

defended by towers ou either side of

the gateway. The stone used in the

coustructiou of the walls is a lime

stone, quarried in the neighbourhood

of Makri Keui, a village on the Mar

mara, a few miles from the city. To

bind the walls more firmly together,

courses of brick alternate with the

courses of stone. Until the reign of

Leo the Isaurian, the building and

repair of the walls was entrusted to

the Factions of the city ; but from his

time the matter was dealt with by

the general government. The walls,

especially near the Golden Gate and

the Gate of Adrianople, were much

inj(tred by the earthquake of 1894.

From the Marmara to l.edi Kuleh-

Kapusi.—The 1st inner tower was

erected, according to the inscription,

by the Emperors Basil II. and Con-

stantine, 975-1025. A postern, with

monogram of Christ above it, follows.

On the 1st outer tower is the inscrip

tion, " John Palaeologus Emperor iu

Christ." It is one of 7 similar in

scriptions, recording repairs made by

that sovereign between 1433 44. The

4th inner tower was erected from

the foundations by Komanus, "the

great Emperor of the Romans." The

7th inner tower, N. of the line of

railway, is assigned to the Emperors

Leo and Constantine ; probably Leo

the Isaurian, and his son Constan

tine Copronymus, for the walls were

severely shaken by an earthquake in

740, near the close of Leo's reign.

The Golihn Gate is distinguished

by the large marble towers flanking

its inner portals. The inner gate

way has three archways and seems

to have been erected in honour of the

victory of Theodosius I. over the

rebel Maximus. It once bore the

inscription, " Heec loca Theudosius

decorat post fata tyranni" (on the

western voussoirs of the central aroh-

way), " Aurea ssecla gerit qui portam
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construxit auro" (on the eastern

voussoirs of that archway). It was

incorporated in the walls of Theo-

dosius II. as the 1st Military Gate,

and formed the "Triumphal Arch,"

through which tho emperors usually

entered the city on state occasions.

Its name is due to the gilding for

merly upon it. The wall on either

side of the outer gate was once adorned

with exquisite sculptures, represent

ing the Labours of Hercules, the

Torture of Prometheus, &c. The two

marble towers beside the gate were

repaired by Cantacuzene and John

Palaeologus I. Within the Golden

Gate, according to some authorities,

stood the citadel, known from its

circular form as the Kyklobion and

the Strongylon ; but that building

was certainly outside the walls on

the shore of the Marmara. The

enclosure of the Seven Towers, " Hcp-

tapyrgion," was built by Sultan Mu

hammad II. to guard his conquest

and his treasures (see p. 39). Yedi

Kuleh Kapusi—Gate of the Seven

Towers ; according to Dr. Mordtman,

the Small Golden Gate and tho 1st

Public Gate. Within, tho Byzantine

eagle spreads its wings above the

gate. The Armenian llospital lies to

the W. of the road.

From Yedi Kuleh. Kapusi to Silivri

Kapusi.—The Greek Hospital is to

the W. of the road. The 2nd Military

Gate (toO A(vTtpov). According to

Dr. Dethicr, the numerals attached to

the Military Gates refer to tho order

in which the divisions of the Gothic

Guards were originally quartered

along the ground botweeu the walls of

Constantine and the Theodosian lines ;

but this is doubtful. To the W. is the

Greek Orphanage. The 5th outer

tower, beyond the gate, was erected by

John Palaeologus in 1433. The 9th.

inner tower bears the names of the

Emperors Leo and Constantine. The

10th and 11th outer towers arc as

signed to John Palaeologus, 1433-44.

Silivri Kapusi—2nd Public Gate—

leading to the ancient Selymbria.

The inscription on its southern tower

styles it the Gate of the Spring

(ti}j 7r7!7Tis), because the road to the

famous Holy Well at Balukli (p. 53)

passed through it. The gate is also

stated to have beeu repaired in 1433

by a certain Manuel Bryennius. Tho

Mosque of Ihrahim Fasha within the

gate is regarded as the ancient

Church of S. Anna. The gate's

northern tower was erected by Basil

II. and Constantine. Tho Greek

force that recaptured tho city from

the Latins in 1261 entered through

this gate. On tho W. side of the

read are buried the heads ofthe famous

Alt Paslux of Yanina, his thrco sons,

and his nephew, a.D. 1827. Opposite

the tomb are the remains of an aque

duct ascribed by some to Stratego-

poulos, the general of Michael Palaeo

logus.

From Silivri Kapusi to Yeni Mevlevi

Khdneh Kapusi.—The 3rd outer

tower beyond the former gate was

built in 143!t, by John Palaeo

logus. 3rd Military Gate in ruins.

Yeni Mevlevi Khdneh Kapusi, so

named in honour of a Tekkch, be

longing to tho Mevlevi Order of Der

vishes, situated to the W. of the gate.

The 3rd Public Gate was known iu

ancient times by several names :

Rhegiou, bei ause leading to Rhegium ;

Busiou, either a corruption of tho

former name, or in honour of some

restorer, or, according to Dr. Mordt

man, because built by the Red Fac

tion, as the red painted shafts form

ing the gate's jambs and lintel would

indicate; Melandesias, or Mclantia-

dos, because it led to Melantiade, a

village on the Athyra. The inscrip

tions over the gate have special inte

rest. One in Greek proclaims that

in the space of 60 days the Eparch

Constantino added wall to wall

for tho sceptre - loving sovereign

(Thcodosius II.). The Latin inscrip

tion is fuller and more boastful. " By

tho command of Thcodosius, Con

stantine placed in position these

strong fortifications in less than two

months. Scarcely would Pallas her

self have built a fortress so strong in

time so short." These two inscriptions

evidently refer to the erection of the

outer wall by the Prefect Constantine

in 447. Another Greek inscription
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below the first states that the outer

wall was repaired under Justin II.

and Sophia, the most pious sovereigns,

by Narses, the most glorious Spa-

tharius, and Sakellarius, and by

Stephen, an official in the service of

the most pious sovereigns. Narses is

known in connection with other public

works during the reign of Justin II.

Within an arc of a circle over the

lintel is an inscription, referring

doubtless to the destroyed figures of

the gate's guardian saints. Entering

the inner gate, two inscriptions will

be seen on the right-hand tower.

The higher reads : " The Fortune of

Constantino, our God protected

sovereign, triumphs." The lower,

which is imperfect, probably refers to

Basil II.

From Yeni Meolevi Khdneh Ka

pusi to Top Kapusi. —The 4th Mili

tary Gate is distinguished as that of

Georgius, on account of an inscrip

tion bearing his name upon the gate.

But it is uncertain whether the in

scription occupies its original place.

Within, on either side of the gate, is

a ramp ascending to the ramparts.

Top Kapusi, the Cannon Gate ; its

name is a reminiscence of the fact that

the strongest battery employed in the

siege of 1453 was placed opposite this

gate. It is the 4th Public Gate,the

Gate of S. Bomanus, after an adjacent

church dedicated to that saint, and is

famous as the gate near which the

last of the Greek Emperors, Constan

tino Dragoscs, on the fatal 29th May,

1453, sought and found death, so as

not to survive the fall of his Empire.

Through the same gate, a few hours

later, the Turkish Conqueror entered

the captured city in triumph. The

tower on the N. side of the gate

is considered to be the Tower Bae-

caturea, mentioued in the history of

the final siege. Near the gate is

Monastir Mesjidi, an old church dedi

cated first to SS. Menodoras, Metro-

doras, and Nymphodoras, and later,

circ. 1311, to the Virgin. The station

of the tramway to Ak Serai and the

Galata Bridge is at a short distance

within the gate.

From Top Kapusi to Edirneh Ka

pusi.—The road descends the ravine

of the Lycus. The walls along the

descent are terribly shattered. Hero

the great breach was opened in 1453,

and here was the scene of the stub

born defence made by the Genoeso

John Giustiniani and his 400 men,

until he received the wound which

took him from the field of battlo, and

spread irretrievable panic among the

besieged. The Lycus is a winter tor

rent that comes from the heights of

Maltepeh, and, flowing through the

city, enters the Marmara at Vlanga-

Bostan. In its bed without tho

walls is the fountain of Beyler-bey.

The stream is carried beneath the for

tifications, and passes into the oity

through the 10th inner tower (Sulu

Kuleh, the Water-Tower) N. of Top

Kapusi. The 5th Military Gate

bears a Latin inscription, stating that

a certain Fusaeus (possibly the con

sul and prefect of that name in 467),

who was not iuferior to Anthemius,

strengthened the walls at this point.

It was while descending on horseback

one of tho slopes of the Lycus ravino

that Theod. II fell, and sustained

the injuries which caused his death.

In pulling down tho 2nd outer

tower beyond the 5th Military Gate,

in 1868, twelve slabs were discovered

bearing epitaphs of persons who had

belonged to the Foederati, or Gothic

troops, in the service of the Empire.

Here an aqueduct, bringing water

from the hill of Halkali, 2 hrs. N. of

S. Stefano, enters the city. Some

consider it to be the aqueduct of

Justinian.

Edirneh Kapusi, the Adrianople

Gate, because on tho highway to that

city. 5th Public Gate, known, 1st,

as P. Polyandriou, or of the Ceme

tery, because in the street leading

to the Imperial Cemetery round tho

Church of the Holy Apostles. 2nd,

as P. Charsiou, after some person con

cerned with its construction or repair.

It was destroyed by the earthquake

of 1894, and has been restored with

inferior masonry. The mosque with

in the gate and to the rt. is Mih
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rimah JamC, built by Sultan Sulei

man in honour of his daughter. It

occupies the site of au aucieut Church

of S. George. In compensation for

the loss of that church the Greek

community received the site on which

(ho present Church of S. George

stands, to the 1. of the gate. In the

church arc preserved two MS. Lce-

tionaries that onco did service in S.

Sophia, one containing the Lessons

from tlic Gospels ; the other those

taken from the Epistles. The Pa

triarch Joseph of Constantinople

took the former with him when he

attended the Councils of Ferrara and

Florenco in 1438, to negotiate the

union of the Eastern and Western

Churches. Through this gate visitors

proceed to the Kahriyeh Jamisi, the

Church of the Chora, containing

beautiful mosaics (p. 54). Walk

some 8 minutes towards the N.E.,

the church is easily distinguished by

its cupolas and minaret. Visitors to

Tehfur Serai also enter hero and

follow the walls towards the harbour

until a glass factory is reached,

through which there is access to

the interior of the old palace.

From Edirneh Kapusi to the

present termination of the Theodoxiau

Walls.—The 5th inner tower bears

tho name of Nicholas, a cavalry

officer, son of Agalou. At the inner

tower, immediately preceding Tckfur

Serai, the main lino of tho walls is

broken for a short distance. The

opening thus made into the city from

the rampart was closed by a trans

verse wall between the inner and the

outer walls. Most of that structure

has disappeared, but in the modern

wall, which has takcu its place, are

traces of a small, ancient gateway.

This is supposed to be the postern,

Kerlsoporta, which, after having been

loug closed, was opened during the

siege of 1453 to facilitate the move

ments of the besieged garrison ; and

through which, when left unguarded,

a band of 50 Turks entered the city,

and seizing the adjacent tower gave

occasion to the belief that Constanti

nople was in the hands of the enemy,

and that further resistance was

useless.

In the angle formed by the next

tower and the wall beyond is a

ruined gateway. It represents pro-

Uvbly tho 6th Military Gate, the

one to which the name Kerko Porta

or P. Xylokerhm strictly belonged,

and after which the small postern

already noticed was named. It seems

to have been used as a Public Gate,

but it was closed by Isaac Angelus to

prevent the fulfilment of the pro

phecy that through it the Emperor

Frederick of Germany would capture

the city. The gate led to a Circm,

constructed of wood, outside the

walls. Over tho gale was a Greek

inscription in honour of the Prefect

Constantino, similar to that on Yeni

Mevlevi Khaneh Kapusi. The gate

further on led into the courtyard of

the Palace. Possibly it is the gate

known as the Gate of Porphyrogenilus,

after one of the names of the adjoin

ing palace. Tho windows in the

outer wall belonged to buildings

attached to tho Falace.

Tehfur Serai, the palace of Tekfur,

a Turkish designation for tho Greek

Emperor. It is popularly known as

tho Palace of fleluarius, but its

proper name is the Palace of the

Porphyrogenitus, probably after Con

stantino VII. Porphyrogenitus, noted

as a builder of palaces. It appears

in the history of the struggle between

John Cantacuzenc and John Palaeolo-

gus. Tho opinion that the adjoining

quarter was the famous suburb of

the Hebdomon is altogether unten

able. The Hebdomon was at Makri

Keui (p. 90). It had three stories,

tho lowest being 54J ft. by 32j ft.

The northern facade was decorated

with variegated patterns of small

pieces of marble and brick. Tho

building deserves inspection as ono

of tho few remaining specimens of

Byzantine civil architecture.

II. The Wall of Manuel Comnenus.

This wall is often regarded as the

work of Heraclius, but according to

Nicctas it was built by Manuel Com
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nemis to give additional protection to

the Palace of Blacherna?, which he had

madethe favourite Imperial Residence .

It is supposed to have extended from

the N.W. corner ol the court of the

Palace of the Porphyrogenitus to the

" Tower of Isaac Angelus " (p. 38).

But if so, only the southern portion

as far as the foot of the hill belongs

to the original wall. The remainder

must then be considered a restoration

at a later date. The new work

consisted of a single wall, which,

while on the steep slope of the 6th

hill, was unprotected by a moat. It

was, however, built stronger and

higher than any other part of

the fortifications, its ramparts were

broader, and its towers more closely

spaced than elsewhere. The 9 towers

of the undoubtedly Comnenian por

tion of the wall are, excepting the

last which is square, alternately cir

cular and octagonal. The 4 towers

of the later portion are square.

Between the 2nd and 3rd towers,

from the upper end of the line, there

is a small gateway for the convenience

possibly of some church. The 3rd

tower is probably the one which was

ascended by the Emperor Constan

tino Dragoses and his companion, the

historian Phrantzes, to reconnoitre

the Turkish camp on the eve of

May 29th, whence they heard the

ominous sound of preparations for

the fatal assault a few hours later.

Between the 6th and 7th towers is

the gate known as Egri Kapu, the

Crooked Gate. It is the ancient P.

Caligaria, so named after a quarter or

factory occupied by makers of mili

tary shoes (caliga). The main an

cient conduit, which supplies the

city with water from the neighbour

hood of Belgrud, enters near this gate.

It can bo seen at the tahsim, near the

fountain on the roadside. During

the last siege persistent efforts were

made to undermine the walls at this

point. Some traces of the old walls

which surrounded the site of the

quarter of Egri Kapu behind Manuel's

works, will be found inside the gato

by following the street running S.E.

tpwards Tckfftr Serai, or the street

descending from the Greek Church

towards the N. The enclosure was

known as the Castelinn of Blachernse,

and protected the Palace of Blach-

ernse which stood within its bounds.

The site of the Palace of Blach-

ernBe can be reached through Egri

Kapu by following the street leading to

the Mosque Aivas Effendi. The foun

dation of the palace, of which only the

substructures remain, is ascribed to

the Emperor Anastasius Dicorus (491-

518). It was at first probably a villa

or kiosk, for the convenience of the

emperor, when visiting the shrine of

the Virgin in the church of Bla-

chernse, or when on a hunting expe

dition in the neighbourhood. But

the beauty of its position soon led to

its enlargement and more frequent

use. In the 9th century it comprised

several buildings, and was already

of considerable importance. Under

Alexius Comnenus it was a favourite

Imperial Residence, as the readers of

Scott's . Count Robert of Paris ' are

aware. The interviews between the

Greek Emperor and Peter the Hermit,

Godfrey de Bouillon, and other early

Crusaders, took place in it. Upon the

accession of Manuel Comnenus the

palace Mas further enlarged and im

proved, and from that time became,

with occasional interruptions, the

habitual abode of the Court. The

negotiations between the leaders of the

4th Crusade and Isaac Angelus were

also held here. The palace was in

jured by its Latin occupants, but was

repaired upon the restoration of the

Greek Empire, and continued to be the

Imperial Residence of the Palaeologi

until the fall of Constantinople. Be

tween the 2nd and 3rd towers be

yond the foot of the hill is a closed

gateway, which can be reached

through the adjoining candle-factory.

It is the P. Gyrolimne, the prin

cipal gate for the use of the Palace of

Blachernas. It was so named because

it looked towards the .Apyvpa Af/uvr;,

the Silver Marsh at Eyub. High

up, on the curtain of the wall, be

tween the 3rd and 4th towers,

N. of the gate, is an inscription

of John Palaeologus, 1441. On
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the 4th tower is an inscription

marking it as one of Isaac Angelus,

constructed, in 1188, under the super

intendence of Basil. It is a question

whether this inscription is in its

original position. Some think it once

belonged to the next tower, which is

undoubtedly that built, according to

the historian Nicetas, by Isaac An-

gelus, as an additional protection to

the Palace of Blachernse and as a

place of refuge for the Emperor. The

material for its construction was

obtained from ancient churches. The

shafts below the windows supported

a balcony. The base of the tower is

buttressed by a wall some 14 ft. high.

The next tower, likewise buttressed,

is commonly known as the Tower of

Anemas, because, according to some

authorities, it gave access to the State

Frison of Anemas, which it has been

supposed was situated in the body of

the adjoining buttressed wall. The

prison derived its name from its first

inmate, Anemas, implicated in a plot

against the emperor Alexius Com-

nenus, in 1107. It was the State

Prison attached to the Palace of

Blacherna), and among the more

remarkable personages confined here

were the Emperor Andronicus Com-

nenus ; the Patriarch Vcccus ; An

dronicus, the son of John VI. Palae-

ologus; John VI. Palaeologus himself

and his two sons, one of whom after

wards became the Emperor Manuel

II. Palaeologus. The interior of the

tower and the wall can bo entered

from the court of the Mosque of

Aivas Effendi (apply to the custodian

of the mosque who provides lights,

fee P.5-10 a person according to the

number of visitors composing a party).

The hollow space in the body of the

wall is some 200 ft. long, and from

29 ft. to 40 ft. wide. Across it are

placed 13 buttress-walls, pierced by

three tiers of arches, and dividing

the interior iuto 14 compartments

about 10 ft. wide, and varying from

27 ft. to 40 ft. in length. These

compartments were divided by means

of wooden floors into three storeys of

12 chambers, the superposed arches

affording communication between the

chambers on the same level. The

chambers on the two upper storeys

were lighted by windows in the

western wall. The tower can bo

ascended from within, almost to its

summit, by means of a winding

inclined plane.

It is not possible to enter here into

tho discussion with regard to the

tower and the chambers. The opinion

that they constituted the prison of

Anemas encounters serious historical

and architectural difficulties. To

some extent these difficulties may,

perhaps, be removed by the suppo

sition that the two towers at this

point represent the restoration and

enlargement of the original Tower of

Anemas by the Emperor Isaac Ange

las. As regards the arched buttresses

in tho body of the wall, there can be

no doubt that they were erected, in

the first instance, to raise and support

the platform on which the Palace of

Blacherna) stood. They resemble the

tiers of arclied substructures upon

which the Palace of Septimius Severus

on the Palatine was built.

III. The Wall of Leo the Armenian.

North of the " Tower of Anemas "

the city is again defended by two

walls, sometimes called the Fenta-

pyrgion, from their 5 towers. The

outer wall, with a moat, which has

disapi,carcd, was built early in tho

reign of Leo the Armenian (813-20),

in expectation of an attack by

the Bulgarians under Crum. It has

undergone repairs, in the course of

which inscribed stones belonging

to other structures have been used.

One bears the date 822, and another

portions of the names of Michael II.

and Thcophilus, tho " Great Kings."

The wall has a gate corresponding

to a gate in tho inner wall, the

Gate of Blacherna:, which led into

that quarter of the city. Tho tower

at the N. end of the wall, as the

inscription upon it proclaims, was

repaired by the Emperor Romanus.

It was named the Tower of S. Nicholas

after a Chapel of S. Nicholas, situated

between the two walls (p. 39). The
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western end of the street outside the

harbour walls was closed by a wall

that ran down to the water's edge,

and was pierced by the Xyloporta, the

Wooden Gate.

IV. The Wall of Heraclius.

This, the inner wall alluded to

above, can be visited by following

the street that cuts through the

harbour walls at the Little Aivan

Serai Kapusi, and then turns to the

rt. The space between the two walls

is occupied by a very picturesque

Turlcish Cemetery, held in great vene

ration as the last resting-place of the

Moslems who fell during the first

siege of Constantinople by the Arabs.

(The guardian requires a fee.) The

toall was built in 627 for the defence

of the Blachcrna) quarter, which,

being beyond the fortifications, bad

been entered, and partially burned, by

a party of Avars at the close of their

siege of the city in that year. The

venerated shrine of the Virgin in the

quarter was strangely spared by the

enemy on that occasion, and was

brought within the walls to ensure

its safety in the future. The brick

work forming the upper part of the

three towers is evidently a later ad

dition, to raise them above the wall of

Leo. The gate is the ancient Gate of

Ulachernse, which during the civil

strifes of the empire was opened more

than once by partizans of the faction

outside the city to admit their friends

and overthrow their rivals. The Holy

Well before this wall is supposed to

mark the site of the Chapel of S.

Nicholas.

The Seven Towers, Yedi Kuleh,

built by Muhammad II., 1457, stand

near the S.W. angle of Constantinople,

where the walls which cross the pro

montory join the Sea of Marmara. This

imperial castle, once a state prison,

like the Tower of London and the

Bastille in Paris, has ceased to be

used as such. Three of the towers

have nearly disappeared, and the whole

building is in a state of dilapidation.

On one of them are several inscrip

tions, recording the imprisonment of

various persons, Venetians and others,

in 1600 and 1704. The Janissaries

who garrisoned it used, in the height

of their power, to bring to this castle

the Sultans they had dethroned, and

keep them in prison or put them to

death. Several Sultans have thus

lost their lives in this place, and

innumerable heads of Grand Viziers

and less illustrious sufferers have

hung from the battlements. Foreign

ambassadors were always imprisoned

here on the Porte's declaring war

against the States they represented ;

the last was the French ambassador

in 1798. One of the towers was

thrown down by an earthquake in

1768 ; those remaining are 200 feet

high ; the whole inner space is unoc

cupied ; stone steps lead up to a plat

form within the wall, whence there is a

fine view of the Sea of Marmara. A

small open court in which executions

took place, and the heads were piled

up, is called the place of hea/U. Close

to the tower in which the foreign am

bassadors used to be confined is a

deep hole, called the well of Hood,

into which the heads of executed per

sons were thrown ; it is now covered

with stoue slabs. Near this are the

dungeons where those condemned to

die were confined, and a place called

the rochy cavern, where they were put

to the torture. A small fee, P.5 a

person, is charged for entrance to the

Seven Towers, which can be reached

by train to Yedi Kuleh Station, by

tram, by driving, or by riding.

§ 12.—Hippodrome—Columns.

The Hippodrome is now represented

by the open space known as the At

Meidan, "Horse Square," S.W. of

S. Sophia. On its S.E. side is the

Mosque of Sultan Ahmed ; on the

S.W. an Industrial School and the

Museum of Old Turkish Costumes ;

and on the N.W. Government build

ings, the Defter-Klutneh, prisons, &e.

These structures have encroached

more or less upon the ground once

occupied by the Hippodrome. On the

N.E. are a public garden and the

opening to the square in front of S.
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Sophia. This famous place of public

amusement wan commenced by the

Emperor Severus when he rebuilt

Byzantium, but owing to his de

parture for the West, the work was

stopped and remained incomplete

until Constantine the Great founded

Constantinople. Then the Hippo

drome was finished, and the first

races and ceremonies held in it cele

brated the inauguration of the new

capital of the Empire. The Circus

Maximus at Rome served as the

model for this racecourse which was

an oblong area, with one semicircular

end. As the extent of level ground

was insufficient, large vaults were

constructed on the S.W. to obtain the

additional area required. The arti

ficial ground thus formed begins at

the monument known as the Colossus

(p. 42). By walking toward the S.W.,

along the W. wall of the Industrial

School, a point will soon bo reached

where the circular end of the Hippo

drome rises above the level of the

ground, like the stern of a vessel

stranded among the rocks. An iron

door near this point leads to the

vaults in which is a cistern, named

in old times the Cold Cistern, on

account of the coolness of its water.

The master of the Turkish Bath

opposite the door keeps the key.

The Hippodrome was between 1200

and 1300 ft. in length, and alxjut

half as wide. Along a portion of its

axis, which ran N.E. to S.W., stood

a low wall (Spina), that divided the

course into two sections, and fur

nished a platform, upon which

numerous valuable works of art were

displayed, as the three surviving

monuments testify. Beyond either

end of the Spina stood the goals

(Kafiirrfipes), around which the chariots

raced seven times in their giddy

course. The semicircular portion of

the area, called the Sphendone, was

often used for popular amusements

on a small scale, and for the public

execution of criminals.

At the rectangular end of the

Hippodrome stood the Church of S.

Stephen, from whose upper windows

the Court ladies witnessed the games ;

the stalls (Ciircem, Mnnqnna) for

chariots and horses ; and a1x,ve these

the Imperial Tribune (Kathhmu),

which was reached from the adjoining

grounds of the Great Palace by a

private stairway (Cochlias), in which

more than one assassination was per

petrated. On the other sides of the

Hippodrome were 30 to 40 rows of

seats, built of marble after those of

wood had been twice destroyed by

fire, in 406 and 498. Above the

scats was a long walk or promenade,

adorned with statues, and command

ing a superb view of the city and

neighbourhood. As combats between

wild beasts were not permitted, there

was no canal of water at the foot of

the scats to separate them from the

arena, as in the case of the Circus

Maximus at Rome. A crowd of

statues—gods, heroes, emperors, and

charioteers—ornamented the various

parts of the building. Among other

noble pieces of art the following are

mentioned as the most remarkable :

A Hercules; the group representing

a man and an ass, erected by

Augustus in honour of his victory

over Antony ; tho Wolf suckling

Romulus and Remus ; a man fighting

with a lion ; an eagle attempting

to fly while a serpent coiled round its

feet and struck at its wings; a most

exquisite statue of Helen of Troy,

&c, &c. These works were in bronze,

and were melted down by the Crusa

ders in 1204, and converted into coin.

The Hippodrome was entered by 4

gates—2 on each of its sides—and

possibly also by one at its N.E. end.

The Gate of the Dead (Nekra) stood,

probably, near the present southern

outlet of the At Meidan. The

Hippodrome, besides being a race

course, served every purpose that

could attract a crowd. Here em

perors were proclaimed, and vic

torious generals, like Belisarius,

celebrated their triumphs ; here crimi

nals were executed and heretics

burned; here wild animals were ex

hibited and athletic sports held.

As has been well said, the Spina of

the Hippodrome was " the axis around

which the Byzantine world revolved."
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Horn took place, in 532, the famous

straggle between Justinian the Great

and the rebellious Factions of the

Circus, a struggle that nearly cost

him his crown and deluged the arena

with the blood of 30,000 citizens.

The formidable revolt of the Janis

saries, in 1826, was crushed by Mnh-

mud II. in the Et Meidan, and not,

as sometimes stated, in this place.

Under the Turks the At Meidan was

used for horse exercises and for the

martial pastime of throwing the

Jerid, which, since the destruction of

the Janissaries, has been persistently

discouraged in Turkey.

The Obelisk, of Egyptian syenite,

came from Heliopolis, where it was

erected by Thothmes III. It was

placed in the Hippodrome by Theo-

dosius the Great, and is 60 ft.

high. It rests on four bronze cubes,

placed upon a pedestal formed of two

blocks of marble and four of red

granite. Tho bas-reliefs upon the

pedestal represent scenes witnessed

in the Hippodrome. North side,

lower block—1st. The Obelisk being

dragged through tho Hippodrome ;

2nd. The Obelisk in position. Upper

block— two balconies in tho Kathisma;

the lower, divided by steps leading to

a door at the back of the upper, con

tains 16 spectators; tho upper di

vided into three sections. In the

centre, raised above the others, is the

Imperial Tribune, occupied by the

Emperor Theodosius I., seated, his

two sons Honorius and Arcadius, a

courtier, and a guard ; on cither side

is a stand, occupied by 3 courtiers

and 4 Gothic guards. Tho groove

down the face of the 2^t^stal was

probably made to carry rain off the

monument without injury to the

sculptures. At its summit is the

Labarum.

Went side, lower block, a Greek

inscription :—

Kiova T(Tpdir\evpov ael x®ov^ Kflntvov

Movyos ava.ffrrto'at ®ev$6o~ios /3atnAfiis

To\/xi]ffas n/xi/iAfti l-KtKtK\tTo' Kan6cos

C(TT?J

ftlwi,, TieAi'oiS eV rpiaKovra Sua;.

Upper block another Kathisma.

with 2 balconies: in the lower, 10

Barbarians offering tribute ; in the

upper the Imperial Family, including

the Empress Galla, courtiers and

guards. South side, lower block, a

chariot-race round the Spina and its

monuments. Upper block, the Kathis

ma as on tho north. In lower balcony

are 16 courtiers; on the steps leading

to the upper, 2 tall figures, repre

senting Mandatores, through whom

the Emperor addressed the Factions.

In the upper balcony, the Imperial

Family, 5 courtiers and 1 1 guards.

East side, lower block, a Latin in

scription :—

" Difficilis quondam dominis parere serenis

Jussus,etextincti*pulmani portare tyrannls,
Omnia Theodosio cedunt subolique perenni,
Ter denis sic victus ego domitugque diebus
Judice sub Pruclo su[pera]seIatus ad auras."

On upper block, two balconies: in

lower, 57 persons, musicians, dancers,

spectators ; in upper, the Emperor

holding the wreath for the winner of

the race, courtiers and guards.

The Serpent Column is about 20 ft.

high ; it is formed of three bronze

serpents, tho tails downwards, and

the bodies twisted spirally as far

as the necks ; their heads spread

ing outward formerly supported

the golden tripod of tho priestess

of Apollo at Delphi, whence this

singular monument is generally sup

posed to have been brought. The

history of tho relic is very interesting.

At the celebrated battlo of I'lattea

(B.C. 479), which delivered Greece

from the Persian invaders, the Greeks

obtained immense booty, one-tenth of

which was dedicated to the oracle of

Delphi. Out of the gold thus ac

quired there was made, according to

Herodotus, a golden tripod, which was

placed on the bronze three-headed

serpent that stood close to the altar.

Tho tripod was carried off by the

Phocians in the sacred war. The

bronze pillar remained at Delphi till

the time of Pausanias, but was carried

to Constantinople by Constantine, and

set up where it now stands. It is one

of the most interesting monuments in
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tlio world. The throe heads are

pone, and tradition says that one of

them was struck off by Muhammad II.

with a blow of his axe. A portion of

the head of one of the serpents is

preserved in the Imperial Museum.

In 1856, after the Crimean War,

the base of the column was cleared

by British soldiers, under the direc

tion of Sir C. Newton, and the in

scription upon the monument was

thus restored to view. It commenced

on the thirteenth coil of the serpent

from the Imttom, and extended down

wards to the third. The inscription

appears to have consisted of a dedi

cation to Apollo, which is in great

part effaced, and the names of the

32 Greek States which had taken

part in the wars against the Persians.

Traces of 31 names remain, written

in ancient Greek characters, which

bear witness to the antiquity of the

monument. The text of the inscrip

tion is given in Itawlinson's . Hero

dotus,' vol. iv., app. I.

The pillar or obelisk of masonry

(Colossus), to the S.W. of the Serpent

Column, was once, as the holes for

rivets in the stones prove, covered

witli plates of bronze, that made it

gleam like a column of light. It was,

when complete, 91 ft. high. The

date of the original construction of

the monument is unknown, but, ac

cording to the inscription on the E.

side of the pedestal, it was restored

in the 10th century by Constantino

Porphyrogenitus :—'

to T€Tpdir\(upov davp.a TUP p.*Tap<rioiv

Xpopu tp&apiv, KuvaravTlvos vvv 5fi7-

tror-qs

ou .PtttUai^s ira/s, 5o£a rris aKfiirTavxias

KpeiTTov veovpyei Tijs iraAot Qtupias

i yap Ko\oaabs 8a.1ifios Iv rij .Pooal,

'tat x^Kos ouTos ddfifios cVtIj/ fVflaSe.

The four Gilt Bronze Horses of Ly-

sippus, which now adorn the facade

of San Marco, in Venice, formed one

of the finest ornaments of the Im

perial Katbisma. They are said to

have been brought to Constantinople

from Seio by Theodosius II. After

the capture of Constantinople by

Dandolo in 1204, they were taken as

a trophy to Venice. In 1797 they

were removed by Bonaparte to Paris,

and placed on the arch in the Plact;

du Carrousel, where they remained

till their restoration to Venice in

1815.

COLTJMNS.

In the Seraglio Garden is a granite

column, about 49 ft. high, surmounted

by a Corinthian capital, and com

monly called the Column of Theo

dosius. According to the much-

effaced Latin inscription on the eastern

face of the pedestal, it commemorates

victories over the Goths : " Fortunso

reduei ob devictos Gothos." Some

ascribe the column to Theodosius the

Great, but it belongs more probably

to the Emperor Claudius Gothicux,

who gained a victory over the Goths

at Nissa, a.d. 269. Iu that case, it is

the oldest monument in the city.

The Column of Constantino the

Great, at Tauh Bazar, on the summit

of the second hill. It is known as

the Porphyry Column, from its mate

rial; the Hooped Column (Chenberli

Tasili), because of the metal rings

that hold it together; and the Burnt

Column, in view of the injuries it, has

received from fire. It is said to hnve

been brought from Pome, and when

first erected, consisted of 8 drums of

porphyry resting upon a pedestal of

marble. It was surmounted by a

beautiful bronze statue of Apollo, re

presenting Constantino himself, and

formed a monument over 120 ft. in

height. In 416, a piece of the lowest

block having broken off, the drums

were bound by hoops of bronze,

wrought like wreaths of laurel. As

the monument was peculiarly asso

ciated with the founder of the city, it

was invested with a halo of sanctity

and regarded as the pledge of the

city's well-being. The Palladium of

Rome was supposed to have been

secretly laid beneath its foundations,

as well as a piece of the Cross and other

relics, while a nail used in the cruci

fixion of Christ is said (p have formed.
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ono of tlio rays that encircled the

statue's brow. At the beginning of

every year a solemn service, attended

by the Emperor, was performed by the

Patriarch at the column's base. Here

also public decrees were read, and

here, upon the occasion of a triumph,

emperors would sit, and, amid acclaim

ing crowds, place a conqueror's foot

upon the head of a prostrate prisoner

of war. When the Turks entered

the city, it was fondly hoped their

advance would be arrested at this

point by an angel, who would chase

them beyond the empire's ancient

boundaries. The statue was injured

by lightning during the reign of

Botoniatos, and afterwards dashed to

the ground by a strong southerly gale

during the reign of Alexius Comne-

nus. At the same time the column

was injured, a damage which Manuel

Comnenus clumsily repaired with the

marble masonry now crowning the

structure. Upon the restored portion

arc inscribed the words :—

to 6eiov Zpyov ev6d.Sc tpBaptv XP^vy

Kaivei Mayov^\ differs AvroKpaTup.

" The pious Emperor Manuel renews

the divine work here, wasted by time."

The original pedestal is concealed by

repairs made in 1701. The column

marks the site of the Forum of Con-

eiantine the Great.

The Column of Marcian, in the

valley of the Lycus, below the

Mosque of Sultan Muhammad II.,

is popularly known as the Kit Tash,

"the Maiden's Stone." It is a

granite shaft 33 ft. high, surmounted

by a Corinthian capital of marble,

bearing a cippus with an eagle at

each corner. Upon the cippus, now

thrown out of position by earth

quakes, rose the Emperor's statue.

The pedestal, which stood upon three

steps, is ornamented with Victories,

wreaths, and a cross, and bears on its

northern face an inscription once

formed with metal letters :—

" Principis banc atatuam Marciani cerne
torumquc, Declus ter vovit quod Tatiamis
opus."

Tatian w as prefect of the city.

Near the column is the Et Meidan,

Meat Square, the old Quarter of the

Janissaries, where their revolt was

mercilessly crushed, in 1826, by

Mahmud II. The Quarter was al

most demolished by the fire of the

Sultan's artillery; and a bare patch

of ground still marks the spot on

which stood the Orta Jami' (Regi

mental Mosque), in which the Janis

saries bound themselves by an oath to

revolt.

The Column of Arcadius, Avret

Tank, at Avret Bazar, on the summit

of the 7th hill. Littlo more than

its colossal pedestal, onco richly

ornamented, remains. It is about

20 ft. high. The column was hollow,

with a spiral stairway leading to

the top, like the columns of Trajan

and Antonine at Rome. Winding

round its exterior was a train of

figures in bas-relief celebrating the

victories of the Emperor Arcadius,

whoso silver statue glittered on the

summit until it was overthrown, in

740, by an earthquake. The monu

ment, about 158 ft. in height, was com

menced by Arcadius, and completed

in 421 by his son, Theodosius II. It

was taken down in 1695, having be

come dangerous. It marks the site

of the Forum, known both as the

Forum of Arcadius and that of Theo

dosius II. A similar column stood in

the Forum of Theodosius the Great

or of Taurus, on the 3rd bill. The

interior of the pedestal can be visited .

On the ceiling of ono of its chambers

are found the letters A and n. A

stairway leads to the summit, where

remains of bas-reliefs may still be

seen, and a splendid view of the city

and surroundings obtained.

§ 13.—Byzantine Churches.

St. Irene. (Admission by Firman.)

In the first court of the Seraglio,

reached cither by the Souk Cheshmeh

Gate, or by the Bab-i-Bumayun

above St. Sophia. One of the oldest

and best-preserved of tlio Byzantino

churches. It was originally constructed
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by Constantino tho Groat ; burnt down

in 532 during the sedition of the Nika,

and rebuilt by Justinian the Great ;

overtbrown, in 740, by an earthquake

during the reign of Leo the Isaurian,

and rebuilt or restored soon after

wards. During the Arian ascendancy

it was for some time in the hands of

the orthodox party, but there is no

evidence that it was the church in

which the second General Council

assembled. It has largely preserved

its original basilican form, and is a

long rectangular building with a

nave and two aisles. At the E. end

was an apse filled with marble benches,

or stops, somewhat similar to tho

Church of Torccllo, near Venice, and

at the W. end is a narthex opening

into an atrium. The principal dome

is carried on a perpendicular drum,

pierced with 20 windows, which is

apparently the earliest example, in a

complete form, of this mode of sup

porting, and introducing light to, a

dome. The decorative details of the

interior are simple in character, and

tho old gilt mosaics and a long Greek

inscription are still visible on the

walls and vaulted roof of the chancel.

The church has never been turned

into a mosque, and has been used by

the Turks, ever since the Conquest,

as an armoury (p. G6).

S. Sophia, Aya Safin Jamui, was

tho Cathedral Church of ancient

Constantinople, and is now the prin

cipal mosque of Stambfil. It was

dedicated to Divine Wisdom (rp ayia

irocfx'a), and was also known as the

Great Church" on account of its size

and importance. Three buildings

have borne the name, and occupied,

more or less, the site of this famous

sanctuary. First, tho basilica, with

wooden roof, founded, probably, by

Constantino tho Great, and completed

by his son and successor, Constantius.

It was dedicated with great pomp,

15th February, 360; but, iu 404, it

was burnt to the ground during the

tumult caused by the exile of St.

John Chrysostom. Second, the now

church which rose on the ashes of

the first, and was dedicated in 415,

by Thoodosius II. It was burnt

15th January, 532, during tho

sedition of the Nika. Third, tho

present church, of which the founda

tion-stone was laid by Justinian on

tho 23rd February, 532, only forty

days after the fire. The building

was completed in 5 years and 10

months ; and tho dedication took

place on the 26th December, 537.

The architects were Anthemius of

Tralles (Aidin), and Isidorus of Mile

tus. In 558 the eastern semi-domo

and the groat dome fell in and crushed

the altar, eil,orium, and pulpit. They

wore rebuilt by Isidorus tho Younger ;

and on Christmas-eve, 561, the church

was rededicatod, the services on tho

occasion lasting until the Epiphany.

The dome was carried 25 ft. higher,

built in ribs instead of concentric

layers, and pierced by 40 instead of

1 6 windows. Important repairs wore

afterwards carried out during tho

reigns of Basil I., who strengthened

the western arch, and, probably,

added the porches at the northern

and southern euds of the great

narthex, and the approaches to the

gallery from those porches; Basil II.

restored the portion of tho western

semi-dome and tho western barrel-

vault, which foil in the earthquake

of 975 ; Anna, the Dowager 1'mprrss

of Andronious III., Cantacuzene, John

VI. Palaeologus, repaired tho great

eastern arch, tiio apse, the eastern

semi-dome, the north-eastern pendon-

tive, and the eastern portion of tho

great dome, with 12 of its windows,

ull of which were injured by the

earthquake of 134G. It is not

difficult to distinguish the repairs

executed respectively at those dif

ferent periods. In 1848, Sultan

Alxlul-Mojid repaired the whole fabric

under the direction of the Italian

architect, Fossali ; and extensive

repaiis of the western half of the

building, and of tho pendentivi s, and

of the great dome have just been

completed (1899-1900).

The Church of S. Sophia became,

after its restoration under Justinian,

the theatre of the greatest and most

solernn transactions of state, and of tho
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public church ceremonies of the By

zantine empire. Tradition and his

tory united in pronouncing this place

of worship, from the moment of its

construction to that in which it was

converted into a mosque, to be the

most remarkable temple of Eastern

Christendom. The building has been

described in detail by Paul Silentiarius

in a special work ; and he has also

given the superstitious legends con

nected with its erection. "A hundred

architects superintended it, under

each of whom were placed a hundred

masons ; 5,000 of t he latter worked

on the right side, and 5,000 on the left

side, according to the plan laid down

by an angel who appeared to the

emperor in a dream. The angel

appeared a second time, as a eunuch,

in a brilliant white dress, on a

Saturday, to a boy who was guarding

the tools of the masons, and ordered

him to bring the workmen immedi

ately in order to hasten the building.

As the boy refused, the gloaming

eunuch swore by the Wisdom, i.e. by

the Word of God, that ho would not

depart until the boy returned, and

that he in the meantime would watch

over the building. When the boy

was led before the emperor, and could

not find the eunuch who had appeared

to him, the emperor perceived that

it had boon an angel, and, in order

that he might fur ever keep his word

as guardian of the temple, he sent

away the boy laden with prcseuts to

pass the rest of his life in tho

(Jyclades, and resolved, according to

the word of tho angel, to dedicate

tho church to the Word of God, the

IHcine Wisdom. When the building

was finished as far as the cupola, but

when there was not sufficient money

to complete it, the augcl appeared a

third time in the same form, and,

leading the mules of the treasury

iuto a subterranean vault, laded them

with 80 cwt. of gold, which they

brought to tho emperor, who imme

diately recognised the wonderful

hand of the angel in this unexpected

supply. Thus did an angel give the

plan, the name, and the funds for the

construction of this wonder of the

middle ages." The emperor advanced

tho work by his presence, visiting

tho workmen instead of taking his

customary siesta, and hastening the

progress of the building by extraor

dinary presents. During these visits

he was dressed in coarse linen, his

head bound with a cloth, and a stick

in his hand.

When the apse, on the E. side of

the eh. where the altar was to bo

placed, came to be finished, and a

difference of opinion had arisen be

tween the emperor and the archi

tect, whether the light should fall

through one or two open arched

windows, the angel again appeared to

tho emperor, but clad in imperial

purple, with red shoes, and instructed

him that the light should fall upon

the altar through 3 windows, in honour

of the Father, and the Son, and tho

Holy Ghost. The altar was to bo

more costly than gold, and conse

quently it was composed of every

species of precious materials bedded

together with gold and silver, en

crusted with pearls and jewels, and

its cavity, which was called the sea,

was sot with the most costly stones.

Above the altar rose, in tho form of a

tower, the tabernacle (ciborium), on

which rested a golden cupola, orna

mented with golden lilies, between

which was a golden cross weighing 75

pounds, adorned with precious stones.

The 7 seats of tho priests and the throne

of the Patriarch, arranged in a semi

circle behind the altar, were of silver

gilt. The altar was hidden from

the eyes of tho people by a wooden

wall ; and this wall, through which

3 doors covered with a veil led to the

sanctuary, was ornamented with

gilded pictures of saints, and 12 gol

den columns. The doors were of

ivory, elect rum, and cedar ; the prin

cipal door silver gilt.

" Before the structure of the church

had risen two cubits above the ground,

45.200i. were already consumed,

and the whole expense amounted to

320,000i. : each reader, according to

the measure of his belief, may estimate

their value either in gold or silver ;

but the sum of one million sterling
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is the result of the lowest coiupu-

tation." The cost weighed heavily

on all classes of the community,

unci even public functionaries and

professors were obliged to contribute.

Tho walls and arches were con

structed of bricks, and revelled with

marbles, the magnificence and variety

of which surpassed all bounds. Every

species of marble, granite, and por

phyry—Phrygian white marble with

rose-coloured stripes, which imitated

the blood of Atys, slain at Synnada ;

green marble from Laconia ; blue

from Libya ; black Celtic marble,

with white veins ; Bosporus marble,

white witli black veins; Thessalian,

Molossian, Procouessian marble ;

Egyptian starred granite and Saitic

porphyry — was employed. Much

material was brought from Troas, Cyzi-

cus, Athens, and the Cyclades. Thus

many temples of the old religion con

tributed to the construction of the

Church of Divine Wisdom; and the

edifice of Sophia was supported on

the columns of Isis and Osiris, on tho

pillars of the Temples of the Sun and

Moon at Hcliopolis and Ephesus, of

that of Pallas at Athens, of Phoebus

at Delos, and of Cybele at Cyzicus.

When the edifice was finished, and

Justinian entered the church, ho ex

claimed : "Glory to God, who hath

counted me worthy to complete such

a work. .Solomon ! I have surpassed

thee ! "

In plan S. Sophia closely ap

proaches an exact square, being

2155 ft. N. and 8. by 250 ft, E. and

W., exclusive of tho narthcx and

apse. Externally the building pos

sesses little architectural beauty ; it

may have been purposely left plain,

like the early Christian basilicas at

Rome, or it may have been intended

to revet it with marble, and add the

external ornament afterwards. All

the internal arrangements are such

that, from a mechanical and an

artistic point of view it is, accord

ing to Mr. Fergusson, "the most

perfect and most beautiful church

which has yet been erected by

any Christian people." At the W.

end of the building is an open court

representing the utriittn (a), which

had on its E. side the exo-narthex,

and on its other sides arcades with

marble columns and brick pillars.

In the centre of the atrium was a

large basin of water with the words,

" Wash thy sins, not thy faco only."

This has been replaced by a marblo

basin of Turkish origiu. Five doors

gave access from tho atrium to the

exo-narthex, and immediately above

the principal entrance rises the an

cient belfry («). Tho exo-uarthex (n)

is extremely simple, and hardly seems

part of tho original design ; 5 doors

lead from it to the em-narthex, which

was set apart for penitents and

catechumens. The eso-narthex (c) is

a splendid hall, 205 ft. in length

internally, by 26 ft. wide, and two

storeys in height. Its walls are re

vetted with variegated marbles, and

its coiling glitters with mosaics. At

the N. and S. cuds are porches (6, 6),

added by Basil I., from which tho gal

leries for the women are reached by a

succession of ramps. The S. porch was

that by which tho emperor and his

court usually entered the narthcx ; tho

N. porch is that by which travellers

are admitted to the church. Tho

entrance to the porch at the S. end of

the narthcx lias a remarkable double

gale of bronze, of which parts are so

beautifully modelled and so chastely

ornamented that they would appear

to belong to the best period of Hel-

leuie art. Iu the panels are, enclosed

with circles, the words :—

0 Lord, help Theophilus, the Emperor;
O Mother uf God, help Theodora the

Augusta;
O Christ, help Michael, the Emperor."

Year from the creation of

the world 6319, lndictiou 4.

The date is 841. The gates were

erected by the Emperor Thoophilus,

who here invokes Divine succour for

himself, his empress, and his son.

Originally, however, the name of the

Patriarch John, aud tho date 838,

occupied the circles in which the

name of Michael and the date 6349

occur, the explanation being that the

gates were placed in position before
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Michael was boru, and that the in

scription upon them was modified after

his birth and coronation as his father's

colleague in 840. At the head of the

right door are the words " Michael

Conquerors." The name Theophilus,

doubtless, was inscribed at the head

of the left door; hence the plural

form of " Conquerors."

Nine gates lead from the eso-

narthex into the body of the church.

Over the central gate, Porta Basi

lica (n), by which the emperor

entered, is figured an open gospel on

a reading-desk, surmounted by the

form of a dove with outspread wings.

On tho pages are the words : " The

Lord said, 'I am the door of the

sheep. By Me if any man enter in,

lie shall be saved, and go in and out

and find pasture.' " In the tym

panum above is a mosaic, now

covered up, representing Christ upon

a throne, his right hand blessing

an emperor kneeling low at his

feet, his left holding an open volume

bearing the words, " Peace be unto

you; I am the Light of tho world."

On cither side of the throno are me

dallion figures of the Virgin and of an

archangel.

Visitors should enter the church by

the Porta Basilica (c), and so obtain

the full effect of this marvellous

creation of Byzantine art. " The eye

wanders upwards from tho large

arcades of the ground-floor to the

smaller arches of the galleries, and

thence to the smaller semi-domes.

These lead the eye on to the larger,

and the whole culminates in the great

central roof. Nothing, probably, so

artistic has been done on tho same

scale before or since " (Fergusson,

Hint, of Architecture, vol. ii.). The

l'orta Basilica opens directly into the

nave, which consists of a central rect

angular space (d), covered by a dome,

with two semicircular spaces (e, b),

covered by semi-domes, on the E. and

\V., the whole forming a grand hall,

of quasi-oval shape, 250 ft. in length,

100 ft. wide, and 179 ft. high. Each

of the semicircular spaces has three

exedrse, or recesses, of which those

on the sides ((?, d, d, d) are semi

circular aud covered by semi-domes,

whilst those in the centre are covered

by waggon vaults. The central recess

on the W. (e) is terminated by tho

narthex ; that on the E. is prolonged

by a semicircular apso (/), which

projects beyond the line of tho ex

ternal wall, and is lighted by three

windows. The great dome rises over

the centre of the church to a height

of 179 ft. It is very little lower than

a hemisphere, being 107 ft. across by

48 ft. in height, and its base is

pierced by 40 small windows, so

small and so low as not to interfere

in any way with tho apparent con

struction, but affording an ample

supply of light to every part of the

dome. The dome of the Pantheon at

Rome is 130 ft. in diameter ; those of

St. Peter's at Home and Sta. Maria at

Florence arc each 126 ft., and that of

St. Paul's, London, is 108 ft. Tho

dome is supported by four largo

arches, which abut on masses of

masonry (i, i, i, i) 75 ft. long and

25 ft. wide. The two arches running

transversely, N. and S., are 100 ft.

span, aud 120 ft. high to the crown.

The walls, pierced with 12 windows,

which is now flush with the inner

edge of these arches, was originally

flush with the arches outer e dge, form

ing shallow transepts on either hand.

Beyond the great dome on the E. and

W. are two semi-domes of a diameter

equal to that of .the great dome, and

these arc again cut into by the

smaller semi-domes over the exedrte.

Near the apse and the narthex are

four massive piers (m, m, m, m),

which partly support tho larger semi-

domes. The pulpit (amho) stood on

eight pillars, under the great eastern

arch. The emperor's throno was near

the great verde antico columns on the

southern side of the nave, an opus

Alexandrinum pavement in front ot

the dais upon which it stood, still

marking the spot. The patriarchal

throne occupied a corresponding

position on the northern side of the

nave. The empress and her court

were accommodated in the eastern

portion of the S. gallery.

On either side of the nave is a two
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itvreyed aisle (r, f), divided into

throe sections, which are connected

l,y large vaulted openings. The

space covered by the great dome is

separated from the aisles on the N.

and S. by screens n) built in two

storeys. The lower storeys arc each

formed by five arches and four beau

tiful columns of dark green marble,

rerde antico, commonly said to have

been brought from the Temple of

Diana, at Eplicsus, but which were

probably sent expressly for the church

from the quarries of Thcssaly; the

upper, in front of the women's gal

leries, have six smaller columns

of the same material, and seven

arches. Each exedra has two large

columns, with three arches, and

above these six smaller columns with

seven arches. The eight lower columns

of dark red porphyry (d, d, d. d) are

said to have belonged to the Temple

of the Sun at Baalbek, whence they

were carried by Aurelian to Rome.

There they came into the possession of

a patrician lady, Marcia, as a part of

her dowry, and were presented by her

to Justinian, to adorn the church,

" for the salvation of her soul " The

total number of columns in the church

is 107, of which 40 are on the ground-

rloor and 67 above. The capitals arc

throughout Byzantine, and they are

among the most admirable specimens

of the style. Many of them beat the

monograms of Justinian or Theodora,

and upon the capital of the first

porphyry column in the exedra to the

right on entering the church is the

date 534.

The upper storeys of the aisles and

of the eso-narthex formed the women's

galleries (Gynseconitis). The gallery

over the narthcx (c) is separated from

the nave by a screen, of two double

columns, and three arches, over which

is a largo semicircular window. The

galleries are wide and spacious, and

afford excellent views of the church,

but they are usually closed on account

of their unsafe condition. They were

reached from the exterior by four

gently-sloping ascents, one at each

corner of the church, and from the

interior by stone staircases reserved

for the use of the priests and deacons.

Visitors are only permitted to cuter

the galleries by the ascent at the

N.W. corner. In the S. gallery was

the seat of the empress. There also

is a marble slab with the name of

Henricus Dandolo, the great Doge who

led the assault on Constantinople in

1 204, and was, after his death, buried

in S. Sophia. In the S. gallery, too,

is a closed door leading to a small

chapel in one of the buttresses, which

communicated with the Baptistery by

means of staircases and passages.

This chapel, which was discovered by

Signor Fossati, is supposed to be that

into which, according to tradition, a

Christian priest fled with the sacred

elements when interrupted in his ser

vice by the entry of the Turks into the

church. He is expected to issue from

his hiding-place and resume his func

tions when the mosque again becomes

a Christian sanctuary. All the flat sur

faces of tho church are covered with

a mosaic of marble slabs of the most

varied patterns and beautiful colours ;

the domes, roofs, and curved surfaces

with a gold-grounded mosaic relieved

by figures or architectural devices.

Most of the mosaic pictures are now

concealed beneath matting covered

with plaster. The forms of the six-

winged Seraphim, which Moslems

acknowledge under the names of the

archangels Gabriel, Michael, Raphael,

and Israfil, still appear iu the four

pendentives; and, when the light is

favourable, the outline of tho mosaic

representing tho Virgin and Child

enthroned, which once adorned the

vault of the apse, may be recognised.

The group was guarded by two arch

angels. On the S. side of the

Bema barrel-vault was a mosaic of

S. John the Baptist, while on the N.

was the figure of tho Virgin with

hands lil ted in prayer. A medallion

bust of the Virgin with two tiers of

full-length figures of saints on either

hand adorned the great eastern arch.

The western arch bore a medallion of

the Virgin and Child, supported on

either hand by the Apostles Peter

and Paul. Originally the crown of

the dome was adorned with a cross,
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bnt this was subsequently replaced

by a mosaic of Christ embracing

the whole world in His regard,

surrounded by a rainbow. Below

Him, in the panels, two tiers of

angels were depicted. Copies of

the concealed mosaics, and of the

architectural details of the church,

will be found in Salzenberg, Alt-

ehristliche Baudenkmale von Kon-

stantinopel; and Fossati, Aya Sofia

of Constantinople.

The changes that have been made

in the building since it was first

appropriated as a mosque are more

external than internal. The mosaics

have, it is true, been partially covered

up, and replaced by inscriptions from

the Kuran, but there is no structural

change in the interior. Externally it

is different, most of the older annexes

have been swept away and replaced

by buildings of Turkish origin which

obscure the original form of the

church ; lofty minarets (si) rise at the

four corners ; and the cross which

surmounted the great dome has given

place to a crescent. The Mihrab («),

which indicates the direction of the

Kaaba at Mecca, toward which

Moslems turn in prayer, is not in the

centre of the apse, but a little to the

S., between the central and southern

windows. The consequent arrange

ment of the long rows of worshippers,

and of the many mats and carpets in

lines oblique to the axis of the church,

produces a strangely discordant archi

tectural effect. To the right of the

Mihrab, and attached to the S.E.
pillar of the church, is the Minber (>•),

or Friday pulpit, from which the

Khatib reads the Khutbe, or special

Friday noon-day prayer for the

Khalif, Sultan, and Islam. Here, as

in all the mosques first dedicated to

Islam through the power of arms, the

preacher still mounts the pulpit

sword in hand, and on either side of

him hangs a flag as a symbol of

victory and conquest. Opposite the

Minber is the Sultan's seat or tribune,

and there are in this part of the

mosque several masbatu, or platforms,

for the readers of the Kuran. Beside

the Seraphim in the pendentives are

Turkey.

immense green shields bearing the

names of God, the Prophet, and

the four companions of the Prophet,

Abu-bekr, Omar, Vsman, and Alt,

and round the crown of the domo

itself is inscribed the verse of the

Kuran : " God is the Light of Heaven

and Earth." These inscriptions are

the work of a celebrated caligraphist,

Bicbakji-zadeh Mustafa Chelebi, who

lived under Murad IV.; the length of

the standing letters is said to be 30 ft.

During the nights of Ramnzan the

verse in the dome is illuminated by a

sea of rays from some thousands of

lamps, which, suspended in a friple

circle above each other, trace out the

lines of the dome.

Amongst the relics and curiosities

shown in the mosque are : one of the

prayer carpets of the Prophet, on the

wall near the Mihrab ; two enormous

alabaster water-jars, said to have been

brought from the island of Marmora

or from Pergamum, and placed by

Murad III. in their present position

near the entrance ; the Cradle of Jesus,

of red marble, and a basin, in which

He is said to have been washed, both,

according to tradition, brought from

Bethlehem. There are also the Sweat

ing Column, in the N.W. part of the

N. aisle, which emits damp that is said

to effect marvellous cures ; the Cold

Window, close to the Mihrab, where

the fresh wind ever blows, and where

the celebrated sheikh Ah Shemteddin,

the companion of the Conqueror, first

expounded the Kuran ; and the

Shining Stone, a translucent stone in

one of the windows of the western

gallery. On one of the piers of the

nave, in the S.E. bay, is a mark, re

sembling the imprint of a bloody

hand, that is said to indicate the

height to which the Turkish Con

queror was able to reach as be rode

over the Christian corpses in the

church ; but the congregation in S.

Sophia on the day of the conquest

was taken captive and not massacred.

The mosque is illuminated in the

most brilliant manner during Rama-

zan and Bairani, and in the seven

holy nights of Islam, especially in the

Leilet el-Kadr, i.e. the night of the

E
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Predestination (the 27th of Ramazan),

in which the Kuran was sent down

from heaven. On this night the Sultan

used sometimes to repair, with his

whole court, to S. Sophia, and, after

having attended the night service,

retire amidst a procession bearing

innumerable many-coloured lanterns.

Travellers who are at Constantinople

during either of these nights should

make a point of visiting the mosque

about 1 hr. after sunset to see the

illuminations.

Very few of the ancient annexes of

the church are now left. At the E.

end are the remains of vaulted cham

bers, which communicated, by 2 doors,

with the body of the church. These

probably represent the rooms of the

Diaconicum, or Secretarium, which

were used for a variety of purposes,

such as retiring rooms for the em

peror and court, the meetings of dea

cons, the holding of synods, and the

confinement of refractory priests. On

the N. side is a circular building, now

used as a store for the neighbouring

imaret, or "soup-kitchen," for the poor,

which appears to be the Skeuophy-

lakion, in which the sacred vessels

and ceremonial vestments were kept.

On the S. side, near the end of the

eso-narthex, is the ancient Baptistery

(h), which is now the Tiirbeh of Sultan

Mustafa I. and his nephew Sultan

Ibrahim. Externally the building is

a rectangle, internally an octagon, in

plan ; it has an apse on the E. and a

narthex on the W., and is covered by

a dome. It appears to be of older

date than S. Sophia, with which it

was connected. On the S. side also

were the Horologion, the Holy Well,

and Metatorion, or retiring room for

the emperors, but of these only the

foundations are left. Besides the

Baptistery, there are 4 Tiirbehs of

Turkish origin on the S. side : that of

Sultan Selim II. and his family ; Sultan

Murad III. and his family; Sultan

Muhammad III. ; and that of the sons

of Murad III. The doors of the

Tiirbehs and the faience are deserving

of notice. Of the 4 minarets, that at

the ^S.E. corner was built by Mu

hammad II., the Conqueror ; that at

the N.E. corner by Selim II.; and

those on the W. by Murad III.

The western portion of the floor of

S. Sophia rests on vaults that cover

a large cistern, and in addition to the

fountain in the atrium there is one in

the street outside of the atrium and

another outside the S.E. minaret.

SS. Sergius and Bacchus, Kuchule

Aya Sofia, a short distance N.W. to

Chatladi Eapu. It can be reached

by the street leading to the sea

from the W. end of the Hippo

drome, or by following the railroad

E. from Eum Eapu station. It was

built, in 527, by Justinian the Great,

near the palace he had occupied when

heir-apparent to the throne (p. 30), and

was dedicated to the martyrs who were

believed to have saved his life and

that of his uncle Justin I., when in

volved in a conspiracy against the

Emperor Anastasius. Orignally, there
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CHURCH OF SS. SERGIUS AND BACCHUS.

were two churches, placed side by

side : one, a basilica, dedicated to the

Apostles Peter and Paul, has entirely-

disappeared; the other, a domical

church, remains almost intact. The
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existing church, which is singularly

elegant in design and proportion, is

nearly a square in plan, being 109 ft.

by 92 ft. over all, exclusive of the

apse. The boundaries of the atrium

can still be traced, but a Turkish

portico has been substituted for the

ancient narthex.

The dome, supported by piers ar

ranged in the form of an octagon,

is 52 ft. in diameter. "Internally,

the arrangement of the piers of

the dome, of the galleries, and of

the pillars which support them, are

almost identical with those of S.

Vitalo at Ravenna," which was com

menced in 526 under Byzantii'C in

fluence and completed by Justinian.

The great difference is, that while

S. Vitale is wholly enclosed by an

octagonal wall, SS. Sergius and Bac

chus is a square, and so gives more

accommodation and harmonises better

with the surrounding buildings. " The

details of this church arc generally

well designed for the purposes to

which they are applied. There is a

certain reminiscence of classical feel

ing in the mouldings and foliage—in

the latter, however, very faint. The

architrave block had by this time

almost superseded the capital, and

what was once a classical entablature

retained very little of its pristine

form, and, indeed, was used con

structively only for the support of a

gallery, or some such mechanical re

quirement." — Fergusson. On the

frieze of the octagon there is a Greek

inscription, in honour of Justinian

and Theodora. Any frescoes and

mosaics that may have adorned the

church are concealed by whitewash.

This church was used for the cele

bration of Divine service in Latin

by the representatives of the Roman

See, when on a mission to the capital

of the East. Gregory the Great,

when a deacon, spent several years

at Constantinople on such a mis

sion. It was to this church that

Pope Vigilius fled to escape the dis

pleasure of Justinian. Its assign

ment to the Latin clergy was probably

duo to the existence near it of the

Church of SS. Peter and Paul, an

acceptable sanctuary for priests from

Rome.

Mehmed Pasha Jami', S.W. of the

Hippodrome, is regarded by Dr.

Paspati as the ancient Church of 8.

Anastasia, famous as the sanctuary

founded by Gregory Nazianzen, and

in which he preached the orthodox

faith while Arianism was triumphant

in the city. The eh. was often re

built or repaired, and was held in

great veneration.

Church of the Convent Myrelaion,

Budrum Jami'. Reached by the

street a little below the fountain of

Laleli Jami', and on the opposite

side of the tramway ; the church of a

convent, founded or restored by the

Emperor Romanus Lecapenus in 918.

He and many other distinguished

persons were interred in it. It is

a good specimen of that period of

Byzantine art. Near the church is

an ancient Byzantine cistern with 6t

columns.

Group op Churches near the Mosque

Shah-Zadeh.

S. Mary Diaconissa, Kalender

Khdneh Jami', S. of the eastern end

of the Aqueduct of Valens. Founded

by the Patriarch Kyriakos in 599.

The interior is beautiful, and measures

82 ft. by 70 ft. Remains of the " Icono-

stasis " exist against the eastern piers,

and two remarkable coeval panels

against the west wall, most classical

in their feeling. The square eastern

chambers have an upper storey open

ing into the church. The columns of

the central doorway arc ancient. As

an example of Justinian's age this

church is of surpassing interest.

S. Theodore Tyrone, Kilisse Mes-

jidi, up a lane oft. Vefa Meidan,

near the Mosque Abul Vefa. In

Works upon Art, this church is erro

neously designated as that of the

Theotokos Lip's ; it has also boon con-
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founded witli the Church of S. Theo

dore Sphorakiou, which was near S.

Sophia. The present structure pro

bably dates from the 12th or the 13th

century, but, as many of its materials

indicate, it stands upon the site of a

church as old at least as the 6th cen

tury. The facade of its outer narthex

is richly adorned, a feature compara

tively rare in Byzantine churches, and

it may have belonged to the earliest

church. The interior is disappointing.

In the exo-narthex is an opening to a

passage said to lead to S. Sophia.

" Taking it altogether," says Mr.

Fergusson, "it is, perhaps, the most

complete and elegant church of its

class now known to exist in or near the

capital, and many of its details are of

great beauty and perfection " (Hist, of

Architecture, ii. 327).

Balaban Aga Mesjid, E. of Shah

Zadeh mosque. Sekban Bashi Mesjid,

in a narrow street N.- of the aque

duct of Valens and opposite the old

Byzantine fountain known as Kirk

Clieshmeh (Forty Fountains). The

Mosque of Sultan Muhammad II.

(p. 62) stands upon the site of the

Church of the Holy Apostles, founded

by Constantine the Great, and rebuilt

by Justinian the Great with more

splendour. Beside it stood the

mausoleums, in which a large num

ber of the emperors, empresses, and

patriarchs of Constantinople were

laid to rest. The conspicuous edifice

near the At Bazar, surmounted by a

lofty cupola, and known as Demirjilar

Mesjidi, was probably the Church of

S. Theophano, erected by her husband

Leo VI.

A.
S. Mary Panachrantos, Fenari lea

Mesjidi, or Kilisse Mesjidi. In the

valley of the Lycus, to the S. of

Sultan Muhammad's mosque. This

church was attached to the Monastery

of Lips, Movb tov Ai$6s, so named

because built by a certain Constantine

Lips, in the reign of Leo the Wise.

It acquired considerable importance

under the Palaeologi, and was re

paired by the mother of Andronicus

the Elder, who passed the last two

years of his life here as a monk, and

was buried in its precincts. Its plan

is peculiar, a double church, or two

churches placed side by side and com

municating with each other through

a great arch in their common wall.

They have the same narthex. On

the eastern wall of the building is a

fragmentary inscription, in which a

part of the founder's name appears.

During the Latin empire, in the

13th century, it was used as a Roman

Cathojic Church.

Gnoup op Churches in and neah

PSAMATIA.

Church of S. John the Baptist, at

tached to the Monastery of Studius,

now Mir Akhor Jamisi, a short dis

tance S. of the modern Greek Church

of St. Constantine, and not far from

Yedi Kuleh railway station. The

most ancient ecclesiastical fabric left

in Constantinople. It was built upon

the site of au older church, in 463,

by Studius, a Roman patrician, who

settled in tho new capital. The

monastery became the principal home

of the order of the Akoemetae, or

Sleepless monks, who celebrated

divine worship in their monasteries

day and night without intermission.

The church was repaired in 1293, but

w as seriously injured in 1782 by fire.

It was a three-aisled basilica, 89 ft.

by 83 ft., and still retains the charac

teristic features of a basilica. Tho

narthex is now the oldest portion of

tho building. Its columns have com

posite capitals, and support a richly-

ornamented entablature. The in

terior approaches more nearly to tho

favourite Byzantine square than is

usual in the basilicas of the West.

The nave had on either side two

ranges of columns, one above the other.

Only six of the old columns remain.

Outside the S. wall is the monastery

cistern, with a vaulted roof resting

ou 23 Corinthian columns. In the

base of a wall enclosing ground

behind the apse, and at the N.E.

corner of the church, is an old

tombstone, with the epitaph : " In

the month of September of the
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year 1387 fell asleep the servaiit of

God, Dionysius the Russian, ou the

6th day." The Monastery of Studius

was held in much honour, and exer

cised great influence. It was con

spicuous during the Iconoclastic con

troversy (726-842), defending the use

of pictures in divine worship. It

furnished education to the higher

classes, being "an illustrious and

glorious school of virtue," and was

celebrated for its attention to

hymuology.

S. Andrew (fV t,; KpiVei), Khnja

Mustafa Pasha Jamisi, in the Chinar

Sokak, loading to Silivri Kapusi in

the Land Walls. It was dedicated

originally to the Apostle Andrew,

and later also to S. Andrew, martyr

under Constantino Copronymus. It

was built by Arcadia, sister of Thco-

dosius II. ; and was rebuilt in the

1 3th century by a distinguished lady,

Baoulaina, the cousin of Andronicus

II. It is a church of fine proportions,

about 67 ft. by 40 ft. The central

dome is flanked by two semi-domes,

one on the N. and one on the S., not

as in S. Sophia, ou the W. and E.

The church was appropriated as a

mosque in 1480 by the Greek rene

gade, Mustafa Pasha, who accom

panied the luckless Prince Jem to

Italy. It has a medreseh, an imaret,

and a tekkeh of dervishes attached to

it. Ou the boughs of an old cypress

in the court of the mosque hangs an

iron chain, which is said to have

been able to detect deceit and

robbery. On one occasion, according

to the legend, a Jewish debtor, who

falsely claimed to have paid his debt,

was brought here by his Turkish

creditor for trial. The Jew, just

before taking his station beneath the

chain, handed to the Turk a hollow

staff, in which the money ho owed

was concealed, and thus went through

the fictiou of paying the debt.

The chain failed to detect the

fraud, and, falling on the Jew's

neck, declared him innocent. Upon

this the Jew took back his staff and

withdrew, but from that day all faith

in the chain's insight was lost. The

legend is possibly of Byzantine

origin.

Site of Church of S. Mary (tV 5ry-

j«iti), marked by the small ancient

cistern a little N.W. of the Guard

house at Aiti Mermer (the ancient

Exokionion). A very ancient church,

often repaired and frequently men-

tioucd in history. Isa Kapu Mesjidi

in the street of that name. It is in

significant, and its Christian name is

unknown, but it is interesting as

marking the lineof Constantino's walls

(p. 23). Sanjakdar Mesjidi. A chapol

attached to the convent Twv Taffrpiwv

N. of tin) Armenian Church of S.

George. An ancieut foundation, re

stored iu the 9th century. During

the reign of Thcophilus it was the

headquarters of the strong female

opposition to his Iconoclastic policy.

The Armenian Church of S. George,

Sulu Monnstir, is ou the sito of S.

Mary Peribleptos, built in 1031 by

Emperor Romanus Argyrus for a large

and rich monastery. The ancient

church remained in Greek hands un

til 1643, when it was given by Sultan

Ibrahim to the Armenian community.

Destroyed by tire in 1782. Nothing of

it remains but the cistern whence

comes its Turkish name. The Greek

Church of S. George, «V tj7 Kunapiaatf,

situated in this quarter, is a modern

building ou an old foundation.

Churches neak the Land Walls.

For the less important churches,

see pp. 34-30.

S. Mary ad Fontem, tjj 117i7;?, at

Balukli, about \ m. along the road

leading from the Silivri Kapusi

into the country. The spot is dis

tinguished by groves of trees.

The springs of water, and the con

sequent rich verdure, made the place

a favourite resort, and its beauty

is always described by Byzantine

authors in rapturous terms. One of

the springs being regarded as a Holy

Well, a chapel was built beside it

at least as early as the time of Leo the
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Great, and thus the attraction of

miraculous cures was added to the

natural charms of the locality. Jus

tinian the Great erected a splendid

church here with the materials left

after building S. Sophia, and sub

sequent sovereigns either repaired or

rebuilt the edifice. Simeou, King

of the Bulgarians, set fire to it

when ho besieged tho city. Here

also stood an Imperial Palace, with

an extensive park stocked with

game, wldch was much frequented

by tho emperors, especially in spring.

It was known as the Em-Fhilopa-

tion. Ambassadors and foreign po

tentates were often received and

entertained in the Palace, as Car

dinal Humbert, Luitprand, and Louis

VII. of France. Hero also was cele

brated the marriage of Simeon's son,

Peter, with the grandehild of Ro-

manus Lecapenus. The present

church dates from 1S33. In the

cemetery several patriarchs are

buried. On the Friday of the

Greek Easter-week large numbers of

people visit the church and its Holy

Well. An interesting description of

the fete is given by Mrs. Walker,

Eastern Life and Scenery. In the

Holy Well, which is reached by

descending a flight of steps, are

a few fish, whose light and dark

markings have been explained by tho

following story : A monk was en

gaged in frying fish beside this well

when tho Turks stormed the city.

Upon tidings reaching him that the

assault had proved successful, he
increduously exclaimed, .• I will be

lieve that when these fish jump from

tho pan into the water." They

jumped, of course, since the city had

indeed fallen, and their descendants

have retained the appearance of fish

incompletely fried.

Church of the Monastery of the

Chora, now Kahriyeh Jamisi, popu

larly known as the Mosaic Mosque.

Exceedingly interesting on account of

its beautiful mosaics and its plan,

which is typical of the later period of

Byzantine church architecture. The

facade is thought to have served as a

model for that of S. Mark at Venice.

The name of the church, Trjs x^Pas'

of the country; " in the fields," car

ries its foundation back to tho period

before 413, when Constantinople did

not extend beyond tho walls of Con

stantino, and this place was outside

the city limits. Later, a basilica was

erected here by Justinian the Great.

This was followed by a church built

by Crispus, the son-in-law of tho

Emperor Phocas, early in the 7th

century. This latter building having

fallen into decay was rebuilt by

Maria Ducaina, " fairest of ladies,"

the mother-in-law of Alexius Com-

nenus, in the 11th or 12th century,

when this part of the city assumed

a new importance, on account of tho

partiality of tho Comneni for the

Palace of Blacheruae. Finally, about

tho middle of tho 14th century, tho

GreatLogothetc, Theodore Metochites,

restored the side chapels and tho

narthexes. In this church was kept

the celebrated picture of the Virgin,

Hodegetria, painted by S. Luke,

which was annually carried in pro

cession through the city.

The church is quadrilateral, and has

on 3 of its sides semicircular windows,

and on its 4th tho apse ; the interior

is small and is covered by a dome

resting on a drum, pierced by several

windows. It has an inner and an

outer narthex; and a side-chapel

(Parecclesion), which is entered by a

door at the S. end of tho outer nar

thex. On tho N. side of tho church

is a small side-chapel of later date,

which is connected by a sort of pas

sage with the inner narthex. Tho

outer narthex consists of 5 arches

covered with an intersecting vault,

visible both externally and internally.

Tho two last bays are covered witli

cupolas, which still retain their

mosaics internally. Externally tho

front was ornamented with courses of

stones of different colours, now con

cealed under a yellow wash. The two

narthexes are resplendent with mosaics

of singular beauty and brilliance.

The side-chapel is adorned with

frescoes, representing, chiefly, saints

and angels, also the Imperial family ;
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they aro badly damaged, but some

noble heads remain. On the S. wall

is a long epitaph in honour of Michael

Tornikes, the friend and companion

of the great Logotheto. A fine marble

doorway is worthy of notice. The

subjects of the mosaics in the outer

narthex of the church, the southern

domed section of the inner narthex,

aud the two small narthexes of the

chapel, are taken from the Gospel His

tory. In the remaining sections of

the inner narthex are depicted scenes

from the life of the Blessed Virgin,

as given in the apocryphal Gospel of

S. James. The mosaics will richly

repay a close study. Experts are still

divided upon the quostion whether

these mosaics were influenced by

Italian art, or Italian art was in-

 

KAHUIYEH JAM1..

fluenced by them. A portion of the

mosaics was destroyed by the earth

quake of 1834.

Outer Narthex (N. end).—(1) Angel

appears to Joseph in a dream. (2)

Journey to Bethlehem. (3) Eliza

beth aud Mary. (4) Joseph aud

Mary having their names regis

tered. (5) Probably, Christ among

the Doctors. (6) The Holy Family

on the way to Jerusalem for Christ's

first passover. (7) 8. Andronicus.

(8) S. Tarachos. (9) Birth of Christ.

Angel appears to Shepherds. (10)

Christ's Baptism andTemptation. (11)

Return of Holy Family from Egypt.

(12) S. George. (13) S. Demetrius.
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(14) Miracle of Wine stt Caim. (15)

The Saviour in the actot'ltonedictiou as

the Giver of Life ('H Xiopa twv (wvtwv,

" the land of the living"),symboliscd in

the preceding and the following scene.

(16) The Miracle of the Loaves. (17)

Sacrifice of a White Bullock. (18)

The Virgin in the attitude of Prayer.

(19) The 2ud Miracle of the Loaves.

(20, 21) Saints, not identified. (22)

The Magi, on their way to Jerusalem

aud before Herod. (23) Hiding of

John the Baptist, when a child, by

Elizabeth. (24,25) Saints, uot iden

tified. (26) Herod inquiring of the

l'ricsts. (27) Mothers mourning the

massacred Innocents. (28) Healing

of a Paralytic. (29) Christ at Well

of Sychar. (30) Massacre of the In-

lioornls. (31) Healing of the Paralytic

let down through the opened roof.

(32) Herod orders massacre of the

Innocents. (33) Healing of the Man

sick of the Dropsy.

Inner Narthex (8. end) —(31) Fall

of Idols in Egypt at the presence

of the Holy Child? (35) Wither

ing of the Fig-tree. (36) Heal

ing of the withered Arm. (37)

Healing of the Leper. (38) In the

flutings of the Dome, 39 Patriarchal

Ancestors of Christ, mostly as given

in S. Luke's Gospel. In the crown

of the Dome, Christ as Pantocrator.

(39) Healing of the Issue of Blood.

(40) Healing of the Deaf and Dumb

Man. (41) Healing of the two blind

Men at Jericho. (42) Healing of

Peter's Mother-in-law. (43) Colossal

Figures of the Virgin aud of Christ.

(44) Healing divers Diseases. (45)

Mary in the Temple, receiving Bread

from an Angel. (46) S. Paul. (47)

Mary in the Temple, receiving in

struction. (48) Theodore Metocliites,

the Great Logothete, under Andro-

nicus II., presenting the Church to

Christ. The upper inscription reads:

"Jesus Christ, the Laud of the

Living ;" the term Xwpa alludes to

the name of the Church. The lower

inscription reads : " The constructor,

the Logothete of the Chancery, Theo

dore Metocliites." (49) Mary admitted

to the Holy of Holies. (50) Proces

sion of Maidens accompau ying Mary.

(51) Mary receiving the Wool with

which to make a Veil for the Temple.

(52) Marv taking her first Seven

Steps. (53) S. Peter. (54) Priest

prayi tig before the Rods, one of

which will indicate the future Hus

band of Mary. (55) Nativity of Mary.

(56) Priests at a Meal. They bless

Mary. (57) S. Joachim and S. Anna,

the parents of Mary, caressing her.

(58) Joseph receiving the Rod which

marks him as the favoured Suitor.

(59) Meeting of S. Joachim and S.

Anna. (60) Joseph takes Mary home.

(61) In rlutiugs of the Dome, Christ's

royal Ancestors, according to S. Mat

thew. (62) Annunciation to S.Anna.

(63) S. Joachim praying on a Moun

tain. (64) The Annunciation to Mary.

(65) Joseph leaving Mary. (66) The

High Priest judging Mary.

The marble revetment of the inner

narthex and of the church, as also

the bas-reliefs which occur at various

points, should be noticed. In the

panel to the S., within the church, is a

mosaic of the Virgin iu a garden.

Remains of the Creek words for

" Land of the Living " appear. Fine

carving above the panel. The panel

to the N. contains a mosaic of the

Saviour, holding an open Gospel that

bears the text, " Come unto Me, all ye

that labour, and I," etc. Photographs

of the principal mosaics, and an ex

planatory catalogue, by Andre. Leval,

can be obtained in Pera.

The minaret seems to rest on the

basement of a turret, possibly of the

14th century. In the chamber is kept

one of the jars of earthenware used

for building the domes of S. Sophia

aud other churches.

Church of the Monastery of Manuel,

a general under Theophilus. Kefili-

Mesjidi, iu the quarter Salma-Tomrflk.

K. of the Cistern of Aspar, a basilica.

Odalar Mesjidi, a little above,

was once a Christian church. To

the E., in a vegetable garden—

Bogdan Serai—are the remains of an

ancient private chapel. Here, ac

cording to some authorities, is the

site of the famous Church of S. John
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the Baptist, iu Petra, in Uirpa.

For the rcmaius of ancient churches

at Aivan - Serai (the Blachcrna!

quarter), sec p. 29.

Churches in ok near the Phanar

Quarter.

S. Mary Fammakaristos, Fethiyeh

Jamisi (Mosque of the Conqueror),

overlooking the valley of Phanar,

iu tho Telah Sokak. This church

was attached to a convent, founded

in the 12th cent, by Michael Ducas

and 1 lis wife Maria, sister of Em

peror Alexius Comnonus. The apse

and Hie four domes are interest

ing. On the exterior of the church

there is a long Greek inscription. In

ilio dome nearest the minaret are

remains of mosaics representing the

prophets. Three years after the con

quest, on the destruction of the Church

of ti c Holy Apostles, it became the

Patriarchal Church, and remained so

for 135 years. In 1591 it was tinned

into a mosque byMurod III., and the

tombs of the Emperor Alexius Com-

ucnus and his celebrated daughter

Anna Comuena, and the Emperor

John Palaeologus, who were buried in

the monastery, were destroyed. The

Greek Patriarchate, with many of the

relics which the church contained,

were then removed to the church at

Phanar.

A little to the S. is S. John the

Baptist (iv rip TpouAy), now Ahmed

Pasha Metjidi. S. Mary Mouchlio-

tissa. Founded in 13th cent, by a

daughter of Michael Palaeologus,

and widow of a Mongolian prince.

Hence the title. Tho Turkish

designation, Kan Kilifse (Church

of Blood), is due to the severe

struggle between the Greeks and

the Turks at the Gate of Phanar,

upon the capture of the city. The

church was presented by tho Con

queror to the Greek architect, Christo-

doulos, as a reward for building the

mosque of Sultan Muhammad II.

The Imperial graut conferred many

privileges on the church, and saved it

on two occasions from being turned into

a mosque ; once by Selim I., and again

by Ahmed III. S. Theodosia, now

Gut Jam?, within Aya Kapusi. Its

founder is unknown ; it probably

dates from the 10th or 11th cent.
The aunivcrsary festival of thov

church was being celebrated on tho

29th of May, 1453, when the Turkish

troops, unknown to the worshippers,

were already within the fortifications.

Tho large congregation assembled in

the building was surprised at its

devotions, and its members were

taken captive. The church is finely

proportioned, and well preserved, but

lias little architectural interest. Iu

this vicinity arc the remains of three

churches, now known as Sinan Pasha

Mesjidi, Sheikh Murad Mesjidi, and

Pur Kuyu Mesjidi.

S. Saviour Fantepoptes, Eski Imaret

Mesjidi, on heights above Jub-Ali

Kapusi. Founded in the 11th cent,

by Anna Delassena, the mother of

the Emperor Alexius Comnenus, a

good example of a church built in tho

time of the Conmeni. Though small

in scale it has all its parts of excellent

proportions. It is well preserved, and

has an outer and an inner narthex.

The beautiful polygonal drum which

supports the dome is the principal

feature of interest. Because of it s com

manding position the usurper Mour-

zoufle selected the terrace beside the

church as the point from which to

watch the assault of the Venetian fleet,

in 1204, upon the harbour walls.

S. Saviour Fantocrator, Zeirek

Kilisse Jamisi, conspicuous on tho

height above the Inner Bridge.

An imposing structure, consisting of

a triple church, founded by Em

peror John Comnenus and his Empress

Irene, about 1136. According to

another view, the Conmeni restored a

6th century church, now tho central

one, and only founded the N. and S.

churches. Many fine details about the

exterior of the apses, and especially

about the pulpit, which is built of

Byzantine materials. The pavements

in the southern and part of the central
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church are magnificent in material

though of late design ; they are kept

covered up, hut will he exhibited to

visitors. The nartkez doorway and

the small windows adjoining it, are of

very beautiful design in slabs of

moulded and polished red and green

marbles. Tho southern church only

is used as a mosque. Beginning at

the south, the three churches

measure respectively (without the

two narthexes) about 75 ft. by

61 ft. ; 68 ft. by 26 ft. ; 68 ft. by

55 ft. To the ehureh was attached an

imjHjrtant monastery with remarkable

charitable institutions. Several im

perial personages were interred here,

among others the Emperor Manuel

Comnenus, in a magnificent mauso

leum adjoining the edifice. During

(lie Latin occupation the church was

assigned to the Boman Catholics, and

the monastery was used as a palace.

Several relics were kept in the church,

amongst others a picture of the Vir

gin painted by St. Luke, and a block

of porphyry, brought from Ephesus

by Manuel, on which the body of

Christ was said to have been anointed

after the descent from the cross. The

line Sarcophagus of verde antico beforo

( lie church is considered to be that of

tho Empress Irene. Underneatli it,

far below tho level of the street, and

reached by a long flight of steps, is

an old fountain, connected with the

monastery's ancient cistern. In the

vicinity is a small octagonal build

ing, Sheikh Suleiman Mesjidi, which

is supposed to have been the library

of the monastery.

§ 14.—Stamuul.

Stambul, or Istambol, from the

(J reck eis T7iv iroAiy, covers the whole

area enclosed by the Theodosian

walls of Constantinople ; and its main

streets follow the lines of those of the

ancient city. Thus the tramway,

from the outer bridge, on reaching

the platform of S. Sophia, enters tho

direction of the Mete, now called

Divan Yoli. The triangular promon

tory ou which it stands is divided

into two ridges by the valley of the

Lycus, which, rising without the city,

runs parallel to the Golden Horn,

and falls into the Marmara at Vlanga

liostau. One of the hills upon which

"New Kome" was built is at the E.

end of tho southern ridge, and six,

defined by ravines falling to tho

Golden Horn, are ou the northern

ridge.

Stambul is the Muhammadan part

of the city. Within its walls are the

Seraglio, tho principal mosques, the

turl/ehs or mausoleums of the Sultans,

the baths, the khdns, the bazars, the

public offices of Government, and the

existing remains of ancient Constanti

nople. It is divided for administrative

purposes into three municipal cercles,

under directors, and into a large

number of mahalles, quarters. Sepa

rate quarters are allotted to the

Armenians, the Greeks, and the Jews,

but there is less strictness than for

merly. The Greeks and Armenians

arc to be found in Phanar, Egri Kapu,

Yedi Kuleh, l'samatia, and Kum

Kapu ; the Jew s in the Balat Quarter.

The Persian Ambassador resides in

Stambul. There have been great im

provements during the last twenty

years ; the quarters destroyed by fire in

1 865 have been laid out in good streets

on which carriages run with ease and

comfort, and many of the streets and

squares now surpass those of Pera.

The general appearance of the older

streets is that of a city built of wood ;

but a close inspection shows that the

original buildings were, as at Cairo,

of a much more solid construction.

At every turn remains of the ancient

buildings are to be seen, some of brick,

and many with alternate courses of

thin bricks and squared stones. The

upper storeys usually projected 2 or 3

feet over tho ground-floor, and were

likewise of brick or stone carried on

massive stone corbels in a very bold

manner. Most of the private houses

stand within their own grounds, and

they are more Oriental in construction

than those of the suburbs.

It is not prudent for European travel

lers to pass through the streets of

Stambul during the night, but in
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daylight they arc as safe as in the

streets of London. It is usual, how

ever, to visit Stambul at night during

Ramazan, and tho strects are then

most interesting.

§ 15.—Mosques—Turneus.

The Turks when they captured

Constantinople adopted tho architec

tural forms of their new capital, and

moulded and modified them so as to

bring them into conformity with their

special requirements. The admira

tion which Justinian's great church

excited in their minds was reflected

in the form of their mosques, which

are all more or less copies of S. Sophia.

There arc about 2;i0 mosques, jamf,

and 500 mesjids ; and, of tho former,

the most important are the great

Imperial mosques built by the

Sultans. In these the mosque proper,

j'((mi',with its forecourt, haram, and its

" garden," ruzali, containing the tomb

of the founder, is situated in a large

walled court, planted with trees,

round which are ranged the various

institutions attached to the mosque.

These arc the mekteb, a school where

reading and writing arc taught ; tho

medreeeeh, or higher theological col

lege, in which the students also

 

MOSQUE OK SULEIMAN I.

A. Haram or Pure-court.
II. Jami' or Mosque.

C. Ruzah or Garden.

reside ; the imaret, soup-kitchen or

poor-house; the hitub-klidneh, library ;

and sometimes tho hammam, batli ;

and the Mian, for strangers. Tho

students in the medressehs are the

Softas, from whom arc selected the

Ulemas, Kadis, and Mollahs; they

are educated, boarded, and get one

meal daily out of the waliuf, or en

dowed revenue of the mosques. Many

of the mosques are getting somewhat

out of repair, for the Government are

gradually taking possession of the

endowments, promising to pay an

equal income, which they withdraw

by degrees. The Tiirbehs, or tombs

of the Imperial family, are amongst

I1. Tflrbeh of Sultan Suleiman I.
E Turben of Roxalana.
V. Tomb of All Pasha.

the most interesting sights of tho

city, and several of them arc remark

able for their architectural beauty.

Suleimaniyeh, Mosque of Suleiman

I., the Naunificent. This, the most

beautiful monument of Osmauli archi

tecture, was erected expressly as a

mosque, and is the work of Sinan, tho

great architect of the reign ofSuleiman

I. It was built, between 1550-56, with

material taken from the Church of

S. Euphemia at Chalcedon,and stands,

on a broad platform, on the summit of

tho " third hill." Like all the great

imperial mosques it consists of tho

mosque proper, jami', with a fore
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court, hnram, ill frout, and a pardon,

ruzah, behind ; ami around it is a

largo ojien court planted with trees

and enclosed on three sides by a

wall.

The fore-court is rectangular in

plan, and surrounded on all sides by

cloisters, which arc covered by 24

small domes partly resting on an

equal number of columns of por

phyry, granite, and white marble.

It is paved with white marble, ex

cepting at the entrance to the mosque

where there is a slab of porphyry, to

which a quaint legend is attached ;

and in its centre, tinder a dome, is

the fountain for ablutions. On three

sides there are marble benches be

neath the arcade, and the walls are

pierced with windows ; on the fourth

side is the face of the mosque. At

each corner there is a minaret, and a

good effect has been produced by

making the two minarets at the outer

corners shorter than those nearest

the mosque, and of different design.

There arc 3 entrances to the fore

court, 2 at the sides, and 1 midway

between the 2 smaller minarets,

which has directly opposite to it the

beautiful portal of the mosque.

The mosque is nearly square, 225 ft.

by 205 ft. over all externally, and

covering between 45,000 and 46,000

sq. ft. Internally the construction

rests on 4 great piers of pleasing and

appropriate design ; and the screen

of windows on each side, under the

great lateral arches of the dome, is

borne by 4 monolithic shafts of gran

ite, of great beauty. Each of

these is 28 ft. in height, or with the

base and white marble capital 35 ft.

According to P. Gyllius, one of tliem

crowned the 5th hill about J mile

from the Mosque of Sultan Mu

hammad. The original position of

the others is uncertain. The columns

support a gallery, which is reached by

two llights of steps near the enrtance,

and runs round the building. In a

closed portion of the north gallery

arc a large number of cases and

boxes, said to contain treasure of gold

and silver, and articles of great value,

that have been deposited there as in

a great national bank. They are all

registered, and can only be withdrawn

on production of the proper docu

ments. The dimie " is 86 ft. in dia

meter internally, and 156 ft. in height.

This seems a better proportion than

that of S. Sophia, though the dimen

sions arc so much less that it has not,

of course, the same grandeur of effect.

At S. Sophia the dome is 1!1 ft. higher,

and 22 ft. greater in diameter. These

smaller dimensions, as well as the ab

sence in the mosque of all the mosaic

magnilioonec of the church, renders

it extremely difficult to institute any

fair comparison between the two build

ings. On the whole, it may, perhaps,

be said with truth, that the mosque

is more perfect mechanically than the

church, that the constructive parts

aro better disposed and better pro

portioned ; but that for artistic effect

and poetry of design the church still

far surpasses its rival, in so fur at

least as the interior is concerned.

Externally the mosque suffers from

the badness of the materials with

which it is constructed. Its walls

are covered with stucco, its dome

with lead, and all the sloping abut

ments of the dome, though built

with masonry, have also to be pro

tected by a metal covering. This, no

doubt, detracts from the effect; but

still the whole is so massive—every

window, every dome, every projec

tion is so truthful, and tells so exactly

the purjiose for which it was placed

where we find it, that the general

result is most satisfactory."—Fer-

gusson. Internally the mosque is

decorated with all the splendour the

Sultan could command. The walls

and pillars are veneered with coloured

marbles; the mihrab, of pure white

marble, is bordered with choice Per

sian tiles, and flauked by enormous

gilt candelabra; the minber, pulpit,

and malisura, praying place of the

Sultan, are delicately carved in white

marble ; and the stained glass teindows

are of rich colour and beautiful de

sign. Two of the windows are spoils

of the Persian wars ; the others

are the work of Sarkhosh Ibrahim,
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drunken Ibrahim, tho most celebrated

glass manufacturer of tho period.

Round the dome, as in S. Sophia. is

inscribed the 36th verse of the 24th

sura of the Kuran, and over the en

trance, and on the walls of the mosque

are beautifully written inscriptions,

all from the hands of the celebrated

caligraphist Kara Hissari.

In tho garden to the W. of the

mosque are 2 mausoleums, the Tiirbeh

of Suleiman I., and that of his fa

vourite wife, Khurrem, " tho joyous

one," who from a Russian captive rose

to be the all-powerful Sultana known

in tho West ns Roxalana. Both are

octagonal buildings, in marble of

various colours ; and every detail in

them is most carefully elaborated.

Externally, the Tiirbeh of Suleiman

I. is surrounded by an arcade ; in-

ieroally, tho walls are overlaid with

1i1 no and white tiles, and 8 columns

of marble and porphyry support a

dome elaborately decorated with ara

besques. In the centre are buried 3

Sultans—Suleiman I. (d. 1566), Sulei

man II. (d. 1691), and Ahmed II.

(d. 1695), and some princesses. Tho

bodies rest in the ground, and over

them are tombs, ganduh, "box,"

covered with rich embroidery and

costly shawls. Those of the Sultans

are distinguished by their turbans

and aigrettes, and that of the founder

is surrounded by a railing inlaid with

mother-of-pearl. Within the tiirbeh

are preserved a relief plan of the

Kaaba at Mecca, and fine old illu

minated MSS. of the Kuran. The

Tiirbeh of Boxalana is also decorated

internally with tiles and arabesques,

but it has not been kept in such good

repair as that of her husband. There

are many other tombs in tho garden,

amongst others that of the Grand

Vizier, Ali Pasha (d. 1871), on the S.

side near the mosque.

The mosque has an annual revenue

of P. 300,000, which is chiefly de

voted to the support of its dependent

scholastic and charitable establish

ments. These surround the great

court, and are reached from it by 10

gates. On the W, are the soup-kitchen,

imdret ; (he hospital, Khasta Klidneh ;

and the old house of the Agha of tho

Janissaries. On the S. are 4 colleges,

medresseh ; 3 schools, meliteb ; and a

medical school. On the E. is the

Scraskerat; and on the N., where the

ground falls away, are the baths,

hammam, reached by a flight of steps

that leads down from tho terrace,

whence there is a magnificent view of

the city, tho Golden Horn, the Bos

porus, and the coast of Asia. At

the N.W. end of the court is the Bab-

i-Fetvah, the official residence of the

Sheikh-ul-Islam.

Ahmediyeh, Mosque of Ahmed 1.

This mosque, situated on the S.E.

side of the At Meidan, Hippodrome,

was built, in 1608-14, by Sultan

Ahmed I., who is said to have shown

his zeal by working upon it, once a

week, with his own hands. It is sur

rounded by a great court planted with

trees, and with its six minarets and

dependent colleges, soup-kitchens,

and tombs forms an imposing pile.

When it was built, the mosque at

Mecca was the only one in the Moslem

world that had six minarets, and,

to appease the outcry raised by the

Imam of that place, Sultan Ahmed

built a seventh minaret at the Kaaba.

Tho external appearance of the

mosque is very pleasing ; the mode in

which the smaller domes and semi-

domes lead up to the centre produces

a pyramidal effect that gives an air of

stability to the outline, and tho six

minarets go far to relieve what other

wise might be monotonous.

The fore-court, haram,is surrounded

on all sides by cloisters covered with

small domes, and in its centre is the

fountain for ablutions. . It is entered

by a fine portal, which has exactly

opposite to it the principal entrance

to the Mosque, Jami'. This is rather

larger than the Suleimaniyeh, mea

suring 235 ft. by 210 ft., but it is in

ferior both in design and in the rich

ness or taste of its decorations. Its

great defect is that it is too mechani

cally regular. " In this mosque, as

in the Pantheon at Rome, if the plan

were divided into quarters, each of

the four quarters would be found to
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bo identical, unci the effect is conse

quently painfully mechanical anil pro

saic. The design of each wall is also

nearly the same ; they have the same

number of windows spaced in the

same manner, and the side of the

Kibleh is scarcely more richly de

corated than the others. Still, a hall

nearly 200 ft. square, with a stone

roof supported by only four great

fluted piers, is a grand and imposing

object." — Ferqusson. The mihrah,

Hanked by its great candelabra, is

ornamented with marble slabs which

conceal, so it is said, a portion of tho

black stone of the Kaaba. The

minder, a masterpiece in marble, is a

copy of that at Mecca ; it is sur

mounted by a gilt crown and crescent,

and is the pulpit from which the de

cree that put an end to the tyranny

of the Janissaries was read. The box

or pew of tho Sultan, mahfil-i-hu-

mayun, to which a passage leads

directly from the fore-court, is in the

S.K. corner of the mosque. Kurans

of every form lie on gilded stands, in

laid with mother-of-pearl, and on the

wall hangs the last covering of the

Kaaba, brought back by the pilgrims

from Mecca. The walls beneath the

windows are covered with tiles which

belong to the best period of Turkish

art ; but, in striking contrast to this

beautiful work, whitewash has been

unsparingly employed on the walls

above. From the roof hang lamps,

some of much value, and ostrich eggs.

Tho Ahmediyeh has a revenue of

P. 200,000, and it is used, like the

Suleimaniyeh, as a place of deposit

for treasure. It is, in some measure,

tho state mosque of Constantinople, for

here the Sultan and the chief officers

of the Court and State were wont

to repair to celebrate the chief

Moslem festivals of tho Merlud, or

birthday of the Prophet, the de

parture of the annual caravan for

Mecca, and the two Bairams. In

the garden is the Turbeh of Sultan

Ahmed I., a rectangular building with

au anteroom, and a tomb-chamber

covered by a dome, which is decorated

with tiles of a good period of art.

Within the tiirboh arc the tombs of

Ahmed I. (d. 1617), Osman II. (d.

1622), Murad IV. (d. 1640), and of

several princes and princesses. All

are covered with couth" shawls and

embroideries.

Mosque of Mohammad II. On the

summit of the 4th hill of the ancient

city, and on the site once covered by

tho Ch. of the Holy Apostles, Muham

mad, "the Conqueror," erected the

mosque that bears his name. It was

built, 1463-69, by the Greek archi

tect Christodoulos, who received as

payment the whole of an adjoining

street. This gift lie apparently left

to his family, for, under Ahmed II f.,

Cantemir availed himself of the title

to protect tho Christians who lived

in it from expulsion.

The imperial burial-place in the

Ch. of the Holy Apostles was called

the Ilerbon, and hero reposed the

rulers of the Byzantine empire in

sarcophagi of porphyry, granite, ser

pentine, and marble. These tombs

were desecrated and plundered by tho

Latins after tho capture of Constanti

nople in 1204, when the holy vessels

were converted into troughs for the

horses, and the mitres and vestments

of the bishops into helmets and halters.

The corpse of Justinian, which had

reposed for 700 years in the subter

ranean vault of the church lie had

built, was robbed of its jewels, and

the curtain of S. Sophia, valued at

many thousand minse of silver, was

torn into shreds.

The masque, with its fore-court

and " garden," stands on an elevated

terrace, and around it are 8 colleges,

a residence for students, a school, a

soup-kitchen, a hospital, a khan, and

a bath, the whole forming an im

mense pile of buildings. The fore

court, harum, is surrounded by clois

ters, which are roofed by domes partly

resting on ancient columns of marble

and granite, and on three of its sides

there arc marble benches. In the

centre, overshadowed by cypresses, is

au octagonal fountain, with 24 wash

ing places, into which water rushes

by many spouts through a bronze

grating. The barred windows of the
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fore-court are ornamented externally

with coloured marbles, and above

them is written the first sura of the

Kuran. The mosque, jami., has se

veral times suffered severely from

earthquakes, and after one of these it

was almost rebuilt, 1768-71, by Mus

tafa III., in a semi-Italian style, so

that much of the original character is

lost. It was intended by Muhammad

II. to surpass all other mosques in his

kingdom ; but we have little means of

judging, now, how far his architect

succeeded. Enough of its form, how

ever, still remains to tell us that, like

all Turkish mosques, it was a copy of

S. Sophia. The principal entrance,

in Arab style, has some pretensions

to beauty, but the interior is remark

able only for its vast dimensions.

The decoration is of the simplest cha

racter, and the flood of light, which

pours through numerous windows, on

the wlStewashed walls produces an

almosj; painful effect. To the rt. of

the entrance is a marble slab, set in

lapis-lazuli, on which is written, in

letters «f .gold, by the caligraphist

Timurji Chelebi, the prophecy of Mu

hammad, " They will capture Con

stantinople ; and happy the prince,

happy the army, which accomplishes

this." The mihrab, minber, and mas-

Imta are of white marble.

In the garden is the Turbeh of

Muhammad II., a plain octagonal

building, with a porch, and two rows

of windows, in which " the Con

queror " lies alone. The interior is

ornamented only with verses from the

Kuran. The tomb, enclosed by a

railing inlaid with mother-of-pearl,

is surmenn+ed by an enormous turban,

and has at its head and foot a large

brass candlestick. Near this turbeh

is another erected for the Conqueror's

wife, who was the mother of Bayezid

Mosque t ' Shah-zadeh, or of the

^Prince, erected, 1543-48, by Sulei

man I., in memory of his son, Mu

hammad, by his Circassian wife,

Khasseki. It is the earliest mosque

built by Sinan, and the delicacy

and beauty of its outline makes

it one of the most pleasing in the

capital. The fore-court is of the usual

type ; the mosque has a largo central

dome flanked by four semi-domes,

and there are a number of smaller

semi-domes, which produce an ad

mirable general effect. The mosque

has two minarets of exquisite beauty

and lightness. In the garden is the

Turbeh of Princes Muhammad and Je-

hanjir, sons of Suleiman I. The turbeh

is an octagonal building covered by a

dome with deep flutes ; and its marble

walls are richly decorated. A peri

style, ornamented witli tiles, leads to

the interior, which is of unusual

beauty. The Persian faience, cloi

sonne-, with which the walls are

covered, belongs to the best period of

Persian art, and is particularly worthy

of examination. The tombs are those

of the two princes, and of one of

their sisters.

The Bayezidiyeh, behind the great

Bazar, was built 1497-1505 by Sul

tan Bayezid II., son of the Conqueror.

The fore-court is a fine specimen of

Osmanli art. It is surrounded by

cloisters, the columns of which are

monoliths of verde-antico, porphyry,

&c. ; the arches are of black and white

marble, and the columns rest on

marble bases, and have delicately-

carved capitals. There are 4 doors in

Persian style, and in the centre is an

octagonal fountain built by Murad IV.

The court contains some fine cypress

and plane trees ; and in it, as well as

upon cornice, capital, minaret, and

dome, are myriads of pigeons, from

which it is sometimes called " the

Pigeon Mosque." The pigeons are said

to be the offspring of a pair bought

from a poor woman by Sultan Ba

yezid, and presented by him to the

mosque; and their lives are held

sacred. There is a sort of permanent

market in the court, which is gene

rally crowded with buyers and sellers ;

and every Friday there is a distribu

tion of food to the dogs of the Quarter.

The Jami', with its two free-standing

minarets, is of the usual type ; it has

a library attached to it. The garden
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contains the Tiirbeh of Sultan Baye-

zid II. (A 1512).

The Salimiyeh, built 1520-26, by

Suleiman I. in houour of his father,

Sclim I., stands on the 5th hill of the

ancient city, and is a conspicuous

object from Pern. The Jami' is re

markable for the simplicity of its

design, and the general propriety of

it.s proportions. It has attached to it

a library, school, soup-kitchen, khan,

and bath. In the garden arc the;

Tiirbehs of Sultan Salim I. (d. 1520),

of his wife, and of Sultan Abdul Mejid

(d. 1861). There is a fine view from

the terrace.

The Yeni Valideh Jami', new

mosque of the Valideh Saltan, was

commenced 1615 by the wife of

Ahmed I., and completed 1665 by the

Valideh Sultan Tarlshan, mother of

Muhammad IV. The fore-court has

fine cloisters, with many marble

columns brought from Alexandria

Troas, and a fountain overshadowed

by cypresses. The Jami' is an im

posing building, which has been

much whitewashed and otherwise

disfigured ; it is decorated with blue

and white tiles, and has some good

stained-glass windows. The two

minarets are remarkable for the

beauty of their decorative details.

Along the walls of the mosque are

numerous places for ablution. The

external galleries and the apartments

reserved for the Sultan are ornamented

with tiles of a good period, and in the

latter there are some good stained

glass and old wood-carving. S. of the

mosque the outer court is planted

with trees, and forms a regular bazar,

with small shops of all kinds. Hero

are also an imdrfit, a medresseh, and, at

the bottom oi „he court, the Valideh

Sultan Tilrbesi, in a small " garden "

surrounded by a gilt railing. The

building is divided into two chambers,

and internally ornamented with very

beautiful tiles. In the outer chamber

are the tombs of Muhammad IV. (d.

1687), Mustafa II. (d. 1703), Ahmed

III. (d. 1730), Mahmftd I. (d. 1754),

and Osman III. (d. 1757); in the

inner is the tomb of Tarkhan, sur-

rounded by an extremely beautiful

inlaid railing, and the tombs of

several priuces and princesses.

The Laleli Jami', Tulip Mosque,

built 1760-63, by Mustafa HI., stands

on a raised terrace, whence there is a

fine view of the Sea of Marmara and

the Seven Towers. In the interior

are 5 fine columns of white marble,

which are said to have come from the

ruins of the Palace Bucoleou and

of the Palace of Thcodosius I. in the

Forum of Taurus. At the S.W. cor

ner of the enclosure is the Tiirbeh of

Mustafa III. (d. 1775) and Sslim III.

(d. 1807) ; its exterior is highly orna

mented, and round the interior runs a

long inscription. There are 4 tombs ;

those of the Sultans are enclosed by

railings, one of mother-of-pearl, the

other inlaid ; all are covered with

rich shawls and embroideries. At the

ends of the tombs are massive silver

candelabra, a large chandelier hangs

from the centre of the room, and there

are several Kuran stands covered with

embroidered silks on the floor.

The remaining mosques which de-

servo notice are Eustem Pasha Jami',

near the Egyptian Bazar ; it was

built by the husband of Mihrimah,

daughter of Suleiman I., and is pro

fusely decorated with beautiful

faimce of the best jieriod. Nuri

Osmaniyeh Jami., beside the great

Bazar; a fine mosque built entirely of

marble, which was commenced by

Mahmud I. in 1748, and completed

by his brother, Osman III., in 1755.

Atik Ali Pasha Jami', near the

Burnt Column, built by the Grand

Vizier of Suleiman I., out of the

ruins of the Forum of Constantino.

Khasseki Jami', in the Ak Serai

Quarter ; it was built by Suleiman I.

in memory of his Circassian wife,

whose two murdered sons are buried

in the " garden " of the Shahzadeh

Mosque, and has a Li/inq-in Hospital

attached to it. Dadd Pasha Jami',

on the 7th hill; built 1485 by a

Grand Vizier of that name. A

chronogram gives the date 890 a.H.

Mihrimah Jami', near the Adrianople

Gate, built in 1555, by Sinan, for
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Mihrimah, daughter of Suleiman I.

and Roxalana. It was almost entirely

destroyed by the earthquake of 1894.

Yeni Valideh Jami', in the Ak Serai

Quarter. A beautiful mosque, built

in the Eenaissanee style, in 1870, by

the mother of Sultan Abdul Aziz ;

the porch is of white marble. The

Ttirbeh of the Valideh Sultan adjoins

the mosque.

The Turbeh of Salim II. (d. 1575)

is on the S. side of S. Sophia. It is

beautifully decorated ; four columns,

two of white marble, and two of

verde antico, support the portico ; and

within are the tombs of Selim II., of

Nur Banft, " Lady of Light," mother

of Murad III. ; of 5 sons of Selim,

and of several princes and princesses.

The Turbeh of Abdul Hamid (d.

1789), a circular building of marble

on the rt. side of the wide street

leading from the outer bridge, and

not far from the entrance to the

Seraglio. It contains the tombs of

Abdul Hamid and bis murdered son,

Mustafa IV. (d. 1808), distinguished

by the railings round them and their

white turbans. There are 15 other

tombs, 5 with turbans and 3 with the

fez ; the remaining 7 are princesses.

The tomb of Abdul Hamid is raised

higher than the others, and covered

with 7 shawls, the small tombs have

only one shawl each.

The Turbeh of Mahmud II., "the

Reformer " (d. 1833), near the Burnt

Column. This, the latest and most

splendid of the Tiirbehs, is a circular,

domed building of white marble, with

Corinthian pilasters, lighted by 7

windows with gilded gratings. It

contains the tombs of Mahmud II.

and his mother, and of his son, Abdul

Aziz (d. 1876), and several princes

and princesses. The tombs of the two

Sultans are covered with gold em

broidered velvet and costly shawls,

and surrounded by railings inlaid

with mother-of-pearl. At the head of

Sultan Mahmud is the fez, the symbol

of reform, with diamond aigrette and

plume ; and the tomb of Sultan

Turkey.

Abdul Aziz is decorated with the

insignia of the order of Osmaniyeh,

which he founded. In the apartment

there are several massive silver candle

sticks, and some Kuran stands, inlaid

with silver and mother-of-pearl, on

which rest very beautiful MSS. of the

Kuran. There is a fine public drink

ing fountain connected with the

Turbeh.

§ 16.—The Seraglio.

The scenes that have been enacted

within the walls of the Seraglio make

it one of the most interesting places

in Constantinople. Admission to tho

inner court and gardens is by special

order, irdde, of the Sultan, which can

only be obtained by application,

through the Embassy, to the Grand

Chamberlain. The order is rarely

granted except to distinguished visit

ors, who are treated as the Sultan's

guests, entertained in one of the

kiosks, and accompanied by one of

the Imperial aides-de-camp. From

51. to 6i. are given in presents to the

palace servants. No permission is re

quired to visit the outer gardens and

the Court of the Janissaries.

The Seraglio, Serai, occupies the

E. end of the promontory on which

stood the ancient Byzantium and its

Acropolis. The situation is lovely.

Hero were the large public Baths of

Arcadius ; the palace of the Empress

Placidia ; tho palaco of Mangana

(p. 30) ; tho churches of S. Barbara,

S. Demetrius, and of the Virgin,

Hodegctria : and the residences of the

notables of the Byzantine Empire.

The great Imperial Palace was more

to the S., and only partially within

the present Serai enclosure. The

Serai was protected on the sea side

by the city wall (p. 29), now partially

demolished, and was separated from

the city by a land wall which ran

across the promontory from "Vali

Kiosk Kapusi to the vicinity of

Akhir Kapusi on the Marmara, and

still exists. The gates in the land

wall arc Demir Kapu, Iron Gate, near

F
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the railway station ; Souk Cheshmeh

Kapusi, Gate of the Cold Spring, near

the Sublime Porte; Bab-i-Humayun,

Imperial Gate, close to S. Sophia ; and

Giil-khaneh Kapusi, Gate of the House

of Eoses, near the shore of the Sea of

Marmara. The Bdb-i-Humayun is a

lofty portal, on the site of the original

gate, built by Muhammad II., on

which the heads of decapitated paslins

were placed. Above the entrance-

door are inscriptions in golden letters.

Through this gate the Sultan enters

when he visits the Serai in state on the

occasion of the festival of the Hirka-

i-Sherif, or " of the Prophet's mantle,"

15th Bamazan, when the mantle,

which is preserved in the Serai, is ex

posed to view.

Within the walls are terraced gar

dens, planted with cypress, plane, and

other trees, amidst which buildings

and kiosks, erected at various times

and in many styles, are scattered

without any attempt at order or

method. The earlier date from the

reign of Muhammad II., who, however,

lived in the Eski Serai, " old palace,"

which stood on the ground now occu

pied by the Seraskerat. When the

Sultans moved to the Seraglio en

closure, the old Serai was given to

the widows of deceased Sultans. The

Seraglio was the principal residence

of the Sultans until Mahmud II.

established himself in the palace of

Cheragan, on the Bosporus, N. of

the Golden Horn; and when Abdul

Mejid moved to the Dolmabaghcheh

Palace, and the Seraskerat was built,

the Seraglio became the residence of

the widows of Sultans and their reti

nues. In 1863 and 1865 many of the

buildings, including a beautiful Sum

mer Palace built by Abdul Mejid for

his harem, were destroyed by fires;

but fortunately the oldest, and the

most interesting historically, escaped.

Photographs of the rooms in the Serai

can be obtained in Pera.

The Seraglio hill rises in lhree ter

races, of which the two lower are

occupied by gardens, and the upper

by the Court of the Janissaries, and

the Palace with its gardens. The

most frequented entrance is the S'oik

Cheshmeh Kapusi, which leads di

rectly to the lowest terrace. On this,

towards Seraglio Point, are the Mili

tary Hospital and Medical School,

and towards the S. a Military School

and a Cavalry Barrack. The gar

dens, into which the Yali Kiosk

Kapu and Demir Kapu also open, are

not well kept, and the ground was

much cut up when the railway to

Adrianople was made. The middle

terrace is reached by turning to the

rt. after passing through S'ouk Chesh

meh Kapusi. It is well planted, in

places, with trees, and on it, in order

from the gate are the Mint, the Art

School, in which are casts of the

Gigantomachia from Pergamum, now

at Berlin, and the Chiuili Kiosk, in

which is the Museum of Antiquities

(p. 69). A broad path that passes

the Giil-khaneh Kiosk, in which Abdul

Mejid signed the celebrated Haiti

Sherif of Giil-khdneh, runs round the

hill, and on the S. side leads up to

the upper terrace.

The Eab-i-Humayun opens directly

into the Court of the Janissaries. On

entering there is a grand view over

the Sea of Marmara, of Princes'

Islands, Kadi Keui, and the distant

range of the Bithynian Olympus.

On the rt. is the path leading down

to the middle terrace, and on the 1.

the church of S. Irene (p. 43), now

used as an Armoury. The interior of

the ch. is filled with rifles and

bayonets of modern pattern ; and here

are preserved the swords of the con

queror Muhammad II. and of Skan-

derbeg ; an armlet of Tamerlane, and

the keys of numerous conquered cities.

Here is also a large quantity of chain

mail and some fine Circassian helmets.

There are 2 effigies in suits of chain

mail, one with a remarkably fine head

piece ; numerous flags, red and green,

are suspended aloft, and two of them,

called the flags of Ali, bear on a red

field three double-bladed swords with

other ensigns.

Outside the ch. are several enor

mous sarcophagi of porphyry from

the Ch. of the Holy Apostles, an

obelisk of porphyry, and the pedestal
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on which stood the porphyry pillar

bearing the statue of (lie Empress

Eudoxia, the wife of the Emperor

Arcadius. It was on the occasion of

the inauguration of that statue that

Chrysostum is said to have preached

the sermon which led to his banish

ment, because in it he was supposed

to have likened his enemy the empress

to Herodias, who sought the head of

John the Baptist. The Sarcophagi,

which have no ornament except the

cross and the monogram of Christ, are

supposed to be those of Constantine

the Great and other emperors. Beyond

S. Irene is the Mint, from the corner

of which a path leads down to S'ouk

Cheshmeh Kapusi, and here is the

celebrated Plane-tree of the- Janis

saries. Beneath this tree the Janis

saries hatched mutinies and palace

revolutions, and hence they sent in

their demands to the Sultan for the

dismissal of unpopular Ministers, or

the grant of new privileges and con

cessions.

At the end of the court is the Orta

Kapu, Middle Gate, the entrance to the

inner court of Serai, through which no

one can pass without an order from the

Sultan. It is flanked by towers, and

closed by two doors, between which

was the Chamber of Execution. Here

Grand Viziers and Ministers who had

incurred the displeasure of Sultans

were seized and executed after leaving

the presence; and here foreign am

bassadors had humbly to await per

mission to pass the second door. In

front of the Gate is the Mounting

Stone, where everyone except the

Sultan was obliged to dismount be

fore eatering the inner court. The

Court is turfed, planted with trees,

and surrounded by a low gallery

covered with lead, and supported by

columns of marble. On the rt. are the

kitchens, covered with domes. The

first of these was for the Sultan, the

second for the chief Sultanas, the third

for the other Sultanas, the fourth for

the Iiapu aghasi, or commandant of the

gates ; in the fifth they dressed the

meat for the ministers of the divan ;

the sixth belonged to the Sultan's

pages, ichoglan ; the seventh to the

officers of the Seraglio ; the eighth

was for the women and maid-servants;

the ninth for all such as were obliged

to attend the court of the divan on

days of session. On the 1. a path

bordered with cypresses leads to the

Bab-i-S'adet, Gate of Felicity, the

entrance to the interior of the Serai

which was formerly guarded by white

eunuchs. The portions of the palace

shown to visitors are :—The Throne

Chamber, or Hall of the Divan, built

by Suleiman I., in which the Sultans

gave audience to foreign ambassadors,

and the Grand Vizier, assisted by his

council, used to determine all causes,

civil and criminal, without appeal.

The hall is richly decorated with

arabesques and faience; and in it

there is a large divan, with a canopy

supported by gilt metal columns richly

incrusted with precious stones. An

ornamental chimney, and the latticed

window behind which the Sultan sat

when giving audience to ambassadors,

should be noticed. The visitor next

crosses a flower garden, and passes

through courts round which were the

apartments of the Sultan's pages, to

the Xitab Khaneh, lAbrary, which is

closed by a very beautifully orna

mented bronze door. It contains about

301)0 MSS. in Arabic, Persian, and

Turkish ; a number of Greek MSS. ;

and a genealogical tree with medallion

portraits of the Sultans. Kone of the

MSS. are of exceptional value, accord

ing to Prof. Vambe.ry, the only Euro

pean who has examined them.

On leaving the Library the Khazna,

Treasury, is to the 1. ; its facade is

covered with tiles, and it has two

doors which are opened with great

ceremony by the keeper and his

assistants. The Treasury consists of

3 rooms, with galleries which are

reached by a wooden staircase. In

the first room the most conspicuous

object is a great throne, or divan, of

beaten gold, set with pearls, rubies,

and emeralds, thousands on thou

sands in number. This was a spoil

of war taken from one of the Shahs of

Persia by Selim I. in 1514. In the

gallery of the same room there is a
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more interesting ami beautiful divan,

which is a genuine work of old

Turkish art. The entire height is

9 ft. or 10 ft. ; the materials precious

woods—ebony, sandal wood, &c— iu-

cinsted or inlaid with tortoiseshell,

mother-of-pearl, silver, and gold.

The finer decorative details are in

mother - of - pearl marquetrio, with

splendid cabochon gems, fine bains

rubies, emeralds, sapphires, pearls,

&c. Pendant from the roof of the

canopy, and occupying a position

which would be directly over the

Sultan when seated on the divan, is a

golden cord, on which is hung a

large heart-shaped ornament of gold,

and beneath it again a huge uncut

emerald of flue colour, nearly 4 in. in

diameter, and in. thick. Eichly

decorated arms and armour form a

conspicuous feature of the contents of

all the three rooms. In the first room

is a splendid suit of mixed chain and

plate mail, wonderfully damascened

and jewelled, which was worn by

Murad IV., in 1638, at the capture of

Baghdad. The hilt and the greater

portion of the scabbard of his scimitar

close by is incrusted with large table

diamonds. A massive tanleard in

solid gold, probably Hungarian, is

ornamented with upwards of 2000 flat

table diamonds. A bras* bowl, inlaid

with silver, bearing the name and

title of Kait Bey, the Mameluk

Sultan of Egypt, 1468-96, is a very

beautiful specimen of Arab art. The

large circular case in the centre of

the room contains several thousand

coins, in bowls, some of which are

Roman, Byzantine, and early Arab.

The backs of the wall cases are hung

with velvet saddle-cloths, embroidered

and set with jewels, and there are

splendid enamelled jewel-hilted dag

gers, sabres, scimitars, maces, battle-

iixes, &c. A great proportion of the

objects in the glazed cases are, how

ever, of the commonest and most

trivial kind. Side by side with beau

tiful specimens of Oriental art are

modern French and Viennese clocks,

gaudy modern china vases with

hideous metal mounts, musical boxes,

Geneva watches, duelling pistols, re-

l volvcrs, knives, forks, silver spoons,

card cases, &c. The principal at

traction of the second room is a col

lection of the costumes, or state robes,

of all the Sultans., from Muhammad

II., "the Conqueror " (1458), to Mah-

mud II., " the Reformer," who died

I in 1839. Some of the costumes may

j nally be in part, if not wholly,

authentic. All the turbans are

I enriched with splendid jewelled

' aigrettes, and each figure has a

magnificent dagger inserted in the

waistband. Every one of these

weapons is a masterpiece of art ;

one has a hilt of chiselled steel, in

perforated work, enriched with gold

inlay worthy of Cellini himself ; the

hilt of another is formed by a huge

single emerald. All the outer robes

are of magnificent figured brocades,

the pattern of each a masterpiece of

Oriental design, wrought out in fine

silk, gold, and silver, of texture rich,

and thick enough to almost stand on

end by itself. The under-garments,

again, are nearly all of figured silks

of the most exquisite and varied pat

terns.—(Mr. J. C. Robinson.)

In the court of the Treasury is the

Kafess, cage, a room in which the im

perial children were confined from

fear of their aspiring to the throne ;

and an ancient altar of red porphyry.

In a separate building, opposite the

Treasury, are kept what may be

called the credentials of the Sultans

as successors of the early Khalifs.

They are the Hirka - i - Sherif, or,

" Mantle of the Prophet " ; the

Sanjak-i-Sherif, or, " Standard of the

Prophet " ; the Prophet's staff, sword,

and bow ; the swords of the first

three Khalifs ; and other relics.

These are not shown to visitors.

Prom the Treasury visitors pass out

to a terrace, with well-kept flower

beds, that overlooks the Bosporus.

To the rt. is the Mejidiyen, Kiosk,

built of marble by Abdul Mejid, and

sumptuously furnished in European

style. Here coffee and cigarettes are

offered to those visiting the Serai.

The view from the terraces beside the

Kiosk is exceptionally fine, ranging
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over the peaceful palace garden to the

mouth of the Golden Horn, and up

the winding Bosporus almost to the

Sweet Waters of Asia on the one

hand, and over the Sea of Marmara

to Princes' Islands and the mountains

of Bithynia on the other. To the 1.

is the lovely little Baghdad Kiosk,

which is said to have been built by

Murad IV. in imitation of one that

he saw at Baghdad. It is reached by

a flight of marble steps, is thoroughly

Oriental in character, and is the

finest existing specimen of Turkish

decorative art. The walls are covered

within and without with beautiful

blue tiles ; the doors are inlaid with

ivory and mother-of-pearl ; and the

carpets, draperies, and divan cover

ings are most elaborate and costly

specimens of Oriental workmanship.

The charming manner in which the

colours in the interior are blended is

very striking. From the Kiosk there

is a good view of Galata, Pera, and

the harbour crowded with ships. In

the inner garden, beneath the Bagh

dad Kiosk, is the Column of Claudius

Gothicus (p. 42), often called the

Col. of Theodosius. Visitors leave

the Serai by the way they enter,

through Orta Kapu, and across the

Court of the Janissaries to the Bab-i-

Humayun, or by turning to the rt.

past the Mint to S'ouk Cheshmeh

Kapusi.

§ 17.—Museums.

The Imperial Museum of Antiqui

ties is situated within the Seraglio

grounds. Admission on payment

(Index, p. 160); ticket office on the

steps of Chinili Kiosk. Catalogues

of the sepulchral monuments, the

Greek and Roman sculptures, and

the Himyaritic and Palmyrene monu

ments are published in French. The

State collection of Antiquities, begun

in 1850, was kept at first in the Court

of S. Irene and other annexes of that

Church, but in 1875 was transferred

to its present locality. The Museum

consists of Chinili Kiosk (Faience K.)

and the New Museum. The former,

Turkey.

which was built by Sultan Muham

mad in 1466, and repaired by Sultan

Murad III. in 1590, is one of the

oldest Turkish buildings in Constan

tinople. The plan is a Greek cross,

and the re-entering angles carry a

dome with pendentives. In each of

the re-entering angles there is a

room covered by a dome, and the

north arm ends with an hexagonal

apse. In front a beautiful portico

runs the whole length of the build

ing. The kiosk was once ornamented

within and without with faience,

remains of which still appear; the

inscription over the door is a fine

specimen of caligraphy. The New

Museum was built in 1891, to contain

the Sidon sarcophagi, which, with

the Assyrian, Chaldaean, Hittite, and

other antiquities, form one of the

most interesting collections in the

world. Its importance is due to the

zeal and ability of H.E. Hamdi Bey,

who personally conducted the excava

tions at Sidon. In one tomb, which

contained seven chamliers, were found

"Alexander's," the "Mourners'," the

" Satrap's," the " Lycian," and other

sarcophagi. From another was taken

the sarco. of Tabuith, king of Sidon,

the son or father of Eshmunazar,

whose sarco. is in the Louvre at

Paris.

The New Museum, which is first

visited, consists of a ground-floor with

two rooms separated by a vestibule

that is reached by a flight of marble

steps, and an upper storey with three

rooms. On either side of the steps

are sarcophagi from Tralles, Iassus,

ami Tripolis. In the vestibule are :—

1. A lion from the mausoleum at Hali-

carnassus.— 2. 3. Lions from the Buco-

leon palace, and sepulchral stelae from

Nicaea and Amisus.

Boom I. (rt.). Down the centre

are :—48. the "Satrap's sarcophagus"

from Sidon, Parian marble. It marks

the transition from the anthropoid to

the lemple-shaped sarcophagi, and is

an interesting example of the Ionian

School of Ait (no. 470-450). The

water that filled the tnmb-chamber

has eaten away some of the finer

details of the sculpture, and left few

o
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traces of the original colouring. I'.,

face: an Oriental prince, sceptre in

hand and wearing a tiara, is seated on

a throne and presiding at a chariot,

or horse raco. Behind him stand two

women, one perhaps his wife. S. end :

four youtlis, lance in hand. W. fare :

a hunting scene in which the prince

and his companions appear. N. did :
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the prince on his funeral cou.h with a

rhytoit in his right hand held out

towards a slave, behind whom arc two

women, one seated in nn attitude of

deep grief. — 49. The "Mourners'

tarco.,' from Sidon, Pontelic marble,

belongs to the Attic School of Art

(4th centy. B.C.), and was originally

coloured. There are still traces of

blue, red, and yellow. The sarco.

has the form of a Greek temple with

Ionic columns, between which are

eighteen female figures, some seated,

others standing. Tho sculptor has

given each figure its own special

attitudo of profound sorrow, and has

transferred to stone tho varied forms

of heart-rending grief. The series

commences on the W. side, and so

does tho scene on tho frieze, which

represents some hundred figures

hunting panther, hear, boar, and deer,

and closes at the S. end with a pro

cession Lcaring tlio spoils of the

chase. In the last is apparently tho

deceased, with whose bones were found

those of his favourito hounds. On

either side of the pcut-ehaped lid is a

funeral procession, in which the tarco.

is being carried to the tomb on a

waggon drawn by four horses; at

each end is a group of three mournirs ;

and at eacli corner a sphinx.— 39.

Sarco. from Seleucia (Selefke). In

ferior to the last, and the heads of

four of the figures are missing. On

the sides and ends are scenes from the

life of the deceased, apparently a

prince,—in childhood with the women,

in youth hunting boar, in manhood

seated on a throne, and in old age

surrounded by his councillors. Re-

turning to the door and following the

S. wall are:—14. Sarco., of lead,

from Emesa (Home), ornamented

with winged sphinxes and heads ot

Medusa.—84. Sarco. of burned clay

from Ohanderli.—45. Sepulchral etele,

from Pella in Macedonia, a very fine

work of the 5th or 4th centy. B.c.—

13. 10. Sarcophagi of lead, from

Emesa and Berytus.—43. Sepulchral

stele, from Sidon, Christian period ; a

warrior wearing a military cloak,

Greek inscription, traces of blue and

red colour.—41. Sarco., from Tlies-

salonici, Unman period, Bacchanalian

seems —40. Sarco, from Tripoli,

yellow marble, a fine Roman work

but unfinished. Scenes from the

legend of Hippolytus as told by

Euripides ; in the centre Hippolytus,

when starting for the chase is accosted

by the nurse of Phaedra, on the left

Phaedra seated with a cupid at her

feet.—38. Sarco., from Thessalonica,

a Roman work, Cupid and Psycho i

before an altar, cupids, lion heads, '

garlands and a winged sphinx.—37.

Sarco., a fine Roman work; on one

side a scene from the legend of

Hippolytus and Phaedra, on the other

an eagle and garlands, on one end a

winged sphinx, on the other Theseus

deserting Ariadne, who is asleep on

the island of Naxos.—28. Fragment

of red porphyry Sarco., po.-sibly that

of Constantino and Helena.—42.

Frescoe, from tomb at Sidon.—26.
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I'nrt of Sarco., Kuman period, an

incident in a battle with Amazons.—

9. 8. 7. Ornamented lead Sarcophagi,

from Emesa and the Lebanon.—44.

Sepulchral stele, from Syme, an in

teresting specimen of Ionian art in

6th centy. B.C.—25. Sarco., from

Sidou, Roman, at one end a seated

woman weeping before an urn.

Boom II. Down the centre are :

75. Sarco., from Sidon, in the Lycian

style, Parian marble, 4th or 5th centy.

B.C. The sculptor has drawn his

inspiration from the frieze of the Par

thenon and has followed tho best

traditions of Attic art. On one side

Amazons are engaged in a lion

hunt, on the other men take part in a

boar hunt. Note the grouping of the

figures, the expressive faces of the

riders, and the beauty of the horses.

On one end two centaurs quarrel over

a hind, on the other a combat between

a Centaur and a Lapith.—76. "Alex

ander's " Sarco., from Sidon, Pen-

telic marble, is a unique work of art,

in the form of a Greek temple, which

belongs to the latter part of the 4th

centy. B.C. (320-300). It is remark

able for the perfect harmony of all its

parts, for its fine colouring, for the

creative power of the artist who

displays the highest qualities of

architect, painter, and sculptor, for

the freedom and spiiit with which he

has treated every port of a complex

design, and for his complete mastery

of every detail. The name of the

artist is unknown, and so is that of

the person whose remains the sarco.

contained. It could not havo been

Alexander, who was buried at Alex

andria. W. side and 5. end : a

cavalry combat between Macedonians

and Persians, perhaps Issus from its

similarity to a mosaic of that battle

found at Pompei. On (he 1. Alex

ander charges at the head of his

cavalry, and is about to lance a Per

sian who is trying to free himself

from his falling charger. A little to

the rt. is a Macedonian general,

perhaps Parmonio. The combat is

continued along the face and over the

end. Note especially the symmetry

of the grouping, tho individuality

given to each figure as if it were a

likeness, the life and spirit of the

combatants, the subtle distinction

between the Greek and Persian horses,

and the delicate colouring. E. side

and N. end : a hunting scene ; in the

centre a Persian satrup is attempting

to spear a lion that has sprung at the

breast of Ids horse, on the 1. Alexan

der, distinguished by his crown, is

about to give the lion its death blow,

on the rt. a general hurries to the

rescue. The three horses are admir

able, and not inferior to anything in

Greek art. On the rt. a Greek spears
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a stag that a Persian is about to club,

on the I. a Persian archer is about to

shoot a lion, and a Greek to launch

his javelin at a deer. At the end a

group of Persians, one killing a pan

ther with his battle-axe. The lid is

ornamented with heads of Medusa,

goats' heads, vino scrolls, and ara

besques. At each corner is a lion

covenant, and at each end of the ridge

a sphinx. The carving is very

delicate and tho colouring is well

preserved. Returning to the door

and following the N. side, are:—

72. 71. Sarcophagi of burned clay

painted, from Clazomene. Leaf orna

ment, battle scenes, animals, &e.

G 2
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Primitive Ionian art of 6th centy. r.C.

—78. Very finely sculptured baa-relief

from Pergamum, end of 4th centy. B.C.

—77. 78. 79. Sarcophagi from the same

tomb, and made of the same marble

as " Alexander's" sarco., and similar

in shape, but smaller. They have no

hag-reliefs, but some of the details are

finely carved, and there are traces of

colouring.—98. Altar of limestone in

the Egyptian style; there are two

sphinxes and a niche for the deity.—

87. 91. 92. Anthropoid sarcophagi, from

Miumiyeh, near Sidon.—90. Sarco. of

Tabnith, King of (Sidon, from Sidon,

is of Egyptian basalt (amphibolite),

and in Egyptian style. It is sur

mounted by a human figure wearing

an embroidered garment, which ends

on either side in the head of a falcon.

On the lid is an inscription in hiero

glyphics, which shows that the sarco.

originally contained the remains of

Penephta, an Egyptian general ; the

remainder of the inscription is an

extract from the . Book of the Dead.'

Beneath the Egyptian is a Phoenician

inscription which reads :—

I Tabnith, priest of Ashtoreth, King of the
Sidonians, son of Eshmuuazar, priest of A.,
King of the Sidonians, lie at rest in this tomb.
Whoever thou art who discovers this touib, do
not I adjure thee open my coffin, and do not
disturb me, for there is neither silver nor gold
nor treasure beside me. I rest alone in this
tomb, do not 1 a(ljure thee open my toffin, or
disturb me, for such an &c, is an abomination
in the eyes of Ashtorctb. If thou openest my
coffin, and disturbestme, mayest tbon have no
posterity amongst the living under the sun,
and no resting-place amongbt the dead."

When the sarco. was opened the

embalmed body of Tabnith was found

in a good state of preservation. It

is now in a glass case behind the

sarco. A number of jewels and

precious stones were also found and

are shown in the glass cases. It has

been suggested that Tabnith, who

reigned in the last half of the 6th

centy. B.C., purchased the sarco. in

Egypt, and had it prepared for his

reception at the time of Cambyses'

expedition.— 89. 88. 85. 84. Anthro

poid sarcophagi from near Sidon, 5th

and 4th centy. B.C. Some of them have

a resemblance to the sculptures found

at Olympia. In two presses at the

end of the room are a number of

small objects found by Hamdy Bey

during his excavations at Sidon.— 83.

Sarco. of a queen, perhaps the wife of

Tabnith, from Sidon ; an inscription

in hieroglyphs has ticen erased.—82.

81. Sarcophagi from Damascus; one

5th centy., the other 2nd centy. B.C.—

74. Bas-relief from Thessalonica, 5th

centy. n.o., Aesculapius and Hygiea

with the snake.—70. Sarco. from

Clazomene similar to 71, 72.

On the walls of the staircase leading

up to the first storey are Assyrian

sculptures and inscriptions. In tiie

room to rt. of landing is a unique

collection of Assyrian and Chaldean

antiquities, chiefly from tho American

excavations at Niffer, Telloh, and

Sippara. They c insist of sarcophagi,

some covered witli blue glazed ware ;

cuneiform inscriptions which go back

to B.C. 4000, and approach the form of

the original hieroglyphs, &c. The

stelae of Naram Sin, and Nabonidus

should be noticed. Near the middle

of the room is a good model of the

excavations. In the next room is a

small collection of Egyptian antiqui

ties, most of them presented to Sultan

Abdul Aziz by the Khedive of Egypt,

Abbas Pasha. In the third room are

interesting specimens of Oriental and

Otmanli art, old Persian and Turkish

curpets, of good design but rather

worn, one of which is said to have

belonged to Ahmed I. (1603-17); a

Kurdn box inlaid witli mother-of-pearl,

belonging to Ahmed III. (1703-30) ;

furniture belonging to Selim I. (1512-

20), and Ahmed III. ; in a corner a

beautiful Mihrab from the mosque of

Sultan Ala ed-Din in Konia ; flue

inlaid woodwork, &c. In glass presses

and cases are line old mosque lamps,

embroidered girdles, gold plates, a

model of Yeni Jami', &c.

Chinili Kiosk. In the portico, to

loft a colossal limestone statue of

Hercules from Cyprus ; to rt. a colossal

marble statue of Jupiter from Guzu,

apparently a late Roman work. Be

neath the portico several mediaeval

antiquities, including 220. the tomb-;

stones of Victor Barbadico, Lieutenant!

of Cyprus in 1547, and 192. of Guliel-J
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mus Bechabins, one of the Knights of

Rhodes (1374). Boom L Christian

antiquities.—164. 165. Statuettes of

the Good Shepherd, 3rd and 4th centy.

—166. 167. Lions from the Bueoleon

palace.—171. Virgin and Child be

tween two bishops.—178. Fragment

with busts of prophets with nimbus,

13th centy.—183. 184. Capitals with

girl-faced seraphim, 6th centy.—189.

190. Fragments of a white marble

column, 5th or 6th centy., possibly from

S. Sophia. On one a vine, between

the blanches of which are men and

animals ; on the other, rt., the oldest

known representation of the Baptism

of Christ in the Jordan, 1., two

women, a bear, and a man seated.
 

CHINILI KIOSK.

Boom II. Hittite inscription* from

Ilamath, on a lion from Marash,

incised tablet from Bor, Slelae, &c.—

196. Tablet with Greek inscription,

the only authentic relic of the Temple

of Herod at Jerusalem, discovered by

M. Clermont-Ganneau. It forbids

' s-trangers, under pain of death, to pass

the balustrade round the hieron, or

that part of the Temple reserved for

the Jews.—195. The Siloam inscrip

tion from the rock-hewn channel that

conveys the water of the Fountain of

the Virgin to the Pool of Siloam at

' Jerusalem. It is in Phoenician char-

actors and relates to the cutting of

the channel. Authorities differ as

to its dato, but it is earlier than the

Exile, and is possibly as old as the

reign of Hezekiah. There are also

many Himyaritic and Palmyrene in

scriptions and sculptures.

Boom III. E. arm (A.).—In a large

glass case are small objects from Dr.

Dorpfeld's excavations at Troy in

1893; and in the wall-presses are

vases, lamps, &c, from Hisaarlik and

other places.—113. Bas-relief from

Thessalonica. A boar hunt, from the

Arch of Diocletian at the commence

ment of the Via Egnatia.—137. Bead

of Medusa from the Forum of Con

stantino.—79-81. Statue and Statu

ettes from Magnesia ad Maeandrum.—

98. Archaic statue of Apollo from

Thasos.—90. Eoman girl from Crete,

1st ctnty. a.d.—133. Bas-relief, Her

cules as an archer, from Thusos ; a

fine work of 6th centy. B.C. In centre :

—68. Jupiter Ammon, from Ptrgamum.

—59. Colossal head of woman from

Smyrna. S. arm (B.).— 75. Niobe,

from Leptis Magna.—1. Statuette,

from Tralles ; a comic actor.—111. 112.

Fragments of a Balustrade from Per-

gamum with figurts of Deir.eter.—18.

Fine bust of Roman lady from Ephe-

sus. W. arm. (C).—In wall-presses,

objects in terra-cotta from Myrina.—

72. Marsyas from Tarsus ; note the

expression of the face, and the anato

mical details.—50. Colossal statue of

Nero, with inscription, from vicinity of

Tralles.—9. Head and torso of Apollo,

a very fine work of the Tralles'

school, 3rd centy. B.c.—47. Colossal

head of Lucius Verus from Aivali.—

46. Statue of Hadrian, young and

laurel-crowned from Cyzicus. N. arm

(D.).—78. Archaic head ; the only

example of the large primitive

statuary of Rhodes, 6th centy. B.C.—

141. Altar, from Neapolis (Sliechem),

with dedicatory inscription and name

of sculptor; scenes from the lives of

Hercules and Demeter, and Apollo

and Ariemis.—114. Stele from Cyzi

cus; a fine medallion with head, and

beneath it a decree of the Senate and

Demos of the city in honour of the

person represented.—51. A good bust of
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Tiberius from Cyme.—32. 33. Archaic

statues of Cybele, from Cyme, early

Ionian art.

Boom IT. At entrance, 134. Hercules

from Troy, and 110. Bacchus from

Cyzicus, both in high relief.—45.

Colossal statue of Hadrian trampling

on the figure of a child representing

Cyrenaica Vieta, from Crete. He

wears a richly ornamented cuirass and

the military cloak.—108. Altar dedi

cated to a local deity from Thyateira.

—83. Head from Assos.—44. Busto{ an

unknown Roman Emperor.—54. Colos

sal head of Roman Empress, perhaps

Sabina.—Inscribed stele from Crete.

Small objects in terra-cotta, &c, from

Assos and other places.

Boom V. —Bronzes. There is no

catalogue, and the position of the

exhibits is sometimes changed. The

most important are : portions of the

statues of two athletes, in the best style

of art, from Tarsus ; the walking

Hercules from Yanina ; a portion of

the head of one of the serpents forming

the Serpent Column in the Hippo

drome ; statue of Hercules from Karia ;

inscribed bronze tablet from Assos ;

marble statue of Minerva from

Berenice ; in a glass case, qold and

other ornaments found by Schliemann

at Troy ; bronze mirror from Myrina,

and a very beautiful patera from

Lamsakos. In the wall-piesses are

a bronze helmet, of Assyrian type, from

Cyprus, and a number of small objects

from the excavations at Sidon, in

Thrace, and other places. In a corner

of the room is a fountain of the same

date as the kiosk.

Boom VI. — Cypriote Antiquities,

no catalogue. Statues of deities,

priests, and princes from the (ith

centy. B.C. onward; most of them

show traces of Egyptian iufluence.

In presses specimens of Cypriote pot

tery from the rude pre-Hellenie ware

to the finely-coloured Greek vase.

Among the objects scattered over

the grounds around the Museum, the

inscribed pillars from lassos, a large

ancient font from the Ch. of S. Mary

Chalcopratiana, and the escutcheons of

the knights of Rhodes may be noticed.

Musaum of Ancient Costumes, or of '

the Janissaries. (Open daily ; admis

sion P. 5.) In the building, handi

craft school, at the S. end of the Hip

podrome. It contains a collection of

old Turkish costumes on lay figures,

which was formed by Sultan Abdul

Mejid, and at one time kept in the

Seraglio. Hero may be seen the

Sheikh-ul-Islam ; the viziers; the

pashas ; the commander of the Janis

saries ; the Kettles of the Janissaries

borne by their proper officers, pre

ceded by another carrying the ladle ;

the Sultan's dwarfs, his surgeon, exe

cutioner, &c. ; the chiefs of the black

and white eunuchs ; representatives

of divers trades and professions, and

numerous other persons. In no other

place can the visitor obtain such

a vivid impression of that strange old

Turkish life which passed away for

ever when Mahmud II. introduced his

reforms.

Russian Archaeological Institute,

founded in 1894 by Alexander III.,

for the study of Greek, Roman, and

Byzantine antiquities in Turkey. It

has a library of 12,000 vols., and a

small museum, containing MSS. and

antiquities. The members are en

gaged in archaeological researches,

and upon excavations at interesting

sites. Among the results obtained

are, the discovery of a pre-historic

necropolis near Monastir, and of the

ruins of Preslav, the first capital of

Bulgaria, near Shumla. A report of

the Transactions is published every

four months. The Czar procured

through the Institute, from a mona

stery at Sarumsaklu, near Caesarea

Mazaca, the greater portion of the

MS. of the Gospels, known as the

Codex N. Purpuraeus, leaves of which

had previously found their way to

the libraries of the British Museum,

Vienna, the Vatican, and Patmos.

Admission to the Museum on appli

cation to the Director.

§ 18.—Water Supply—Aqueducts'

—Cisterns—Fountains. ! v

The natural water supply of Conj.

stantinople must always have becr»i

small and insufficient for thcpopula*,
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tion ; and from the: time of Hadrian

to the present day Emperors and

Sultans have endeavoured to secure a

good and constant supply by bringing

water from a distance. The principle

adopted was that of mountain reser

voirs and gravitation. The flood

water was impounded in winter in

reservoirs, and conveyed by aqueducts

to the city, where it was stored in

open reservoirs and largo subter

ranean cisterns. This system is be

lieved to have been initiated by the

Emperor Hadrian, who is known to

have improved the water supply of

Byzantium, but the principal works

wore executed by the Byzantine

Emperors. The Turks retained the

reservoirs, bend, and the aqueducts,

Iiemer, and even added to their num

ber, but they allowed most of the

cisterns to fall into disrepair, and

replaced them by a system of water

stations, talmm, whence water is dis

tributed to the various Quarters of the

city for the supply of mosques, baths,

public fountains, and private houses.

Before the introduction of water

from Lake Derlios, near the Black

Sea, there were three main systems

of water supply, two for Stambul

and one for Galata and Pera.

(1.) An aqueduct, ascribed to Con-

etantine the Great, which passes

beneath the walls of Stambul, near

Edimeh Kapu, brought water from the

springs and streams, near Karamatli

and Halkali, to the W. of the city.

The water crossed an aqueduct of 11

arches at Kavas Keui. The sys

tem was improved by Valens, who

built the aqueduct which now bears

his name. (2.) Water is brought

from reservoirs in the vicinity of

Belgrad — about 15 m. from the

city, at the head of the Valley of

Sweet Waters—by a conduit which

crosses the intervening valleys by

Ave aqueducts, and finally passes

round the heights above Eyub to

Egri Kapu, whence it is distributed

over Stambul. One of the aqueducts

is ascribed to Justinian. (3.) An

aqueduct built by Mahmud I. conveys

water for the use of Pera and Galata

from a rcserypjr constructed by the

same monarch at Baglwheh Keui, near

Buyukdereh. The reservoirs and

aqueducts are more fully described

below (p. 102); the ancient and modern

works connected with the systems

within the city are noticed here.

The Aqueduct of Valens, Bosdo-

ghan Kemeri, spans the upper portion

of the valley between the 3rd and

4th hills. It commences a short dis

tance E. of the Mosque ofMuhammad

II., and ends near the W. wall of the

Seraskerat. Its length is 2031 ft.,

and it has a double tier of arches,

the lower 32J ft. high, the upper

27J ft. It was built with stones

from the walls of Chalcodon,

which were broken down by Valens

to punish the city for having taken

the side of his rival Proeopius; and

has since been repaired by Justin II.,

Constantino Copronymus, Basil II.,

Romanus Argyrus, and Sultan Sulei

man, " the Magnificent." At either

end steps lead to the summit, whence

there is a fine view, and visitors are

allowed to walk from end to end.

(Small fee to the water-guard at either

end.)

The aqueduct forms a picturesque

object from many of the points

of view round Stambul, especially

when seen towards sunset, when the

western rays pouring through the

arches, overhung with foliage, tinge

the surrounding objects with that

inimitable purple and golden haze

peculiar to the Bosporus; it is still

used to convoy water by pipes laid

along its summit.

The Cisterns constructed by the

Greek Emperors were excavated in

the ground, and vaulted with brick,

the arches being supported by nu

merous pillars or columns. Ducango

gives the names of 19 mentioned by

mediaeval writers. The most im

portant are :—

The Cistern Basilica, Yeri Batan

Serai, " the Underground Palace," in

the street Yeri Batan Serai, leading

from the W. corner of the court of

S. Sophia to the Persian Embassy.

The entrance is in tho court of a pri

vate house, the owner of which grants
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admittance. It is the finest cistern

in the city, and is ascribed to Con-

stautine the Great; it was enlarged

by Justinian, and was under the

Portico of the Basilica, in which the

great Law Courts of Constantinople

sat. The Portico, 2too Batr(A.eios,

.Priyla, was full of booksellers' stalls,

and crowded with lawyers and their

clients. The cistern is 336 ft. long

and 182 ft. wide, and its vaulted

brick roof rests on 336 columns,

arranged in 12 rows of 28 columns

each. The columns are 39 ft. high,

and many of them have Corinthian

capitals. The cistern always con

tains water, brought from Belgrad.

It cannot be thoroughly explored,

and has to be lighted up for visitors.

The guide furnishes candles and sets

fire to a pile of shavings; this pro

duces a very fine effect, but it only

lasts a few moments, and visitors are

recommended to take some magne

sium wire with them. Caution is

necessary in descending to the stone

ledge, which projects from the E. side

of the cistern and affords standing

ground for examining the interior.

The Cistern of Philoxenus, Bin Mr

derek, "cistern of 1001 columns," can

be reached from the Hippodrome by

the street which ascends the western

slope by the Prison, or from the

Divan Yol, by one of the streets oppo

site the Tiirbeh of Mahmud II. It

is dry, but is not now open to visi

tors. The entrance is in some waste

ground, and there is an easy descent

by a flight of steps. Several open

ings in the roof admit light, but the

eye takes some time to accustom it

self to the gloom. The cistern is

generally held to belong to the age

of Constantino, and to have derived

its Greek name from one of the

senators who assisted that Emperor

in the foundation of New Rome. But

according to Professor Strzygowski

it belongs to the age of Justinian,

and is the cistern described as being

in the Court of the Basilica of Illus.

It is 195 ft. long and 167 ft. wide,

and its roof is supported by 212

shafts, or pillars, arranged in 15

rows. These shafts are composed of

3 tiers of columns, which are placed

one above the other and tied together

by lateral and transverse arches.

Owing to the quantity of earth that

has been carried into the cistern, only

the upper and a portion of the middle

tier of columns are visible, but even

so the effect is striking and impres

sive. The upper columns, with their

capitals, which are simple with little

attempt at ornament, are 27 ft. high,

most of them bear monograms. Mr.

Fergusson calculates that this cistern

would supply a population of 360,000

with water for 10 to 12 days. Pro

fessor Strzygowski places the Cistern

of Philoxenus on the N. side of the

Divan Yol, near the Tumb of Sultan

Mahmud.

Other covered cisterns are :—The

so-called Cistern of Theodosius, about

137 ft. by 75 ft., with 33 fine columns,

to the S.W. of Bin Mr derek. The Cis

tern of Phocas (?), with 70 columns,

N. of Laleli Jami', and near Chukur

Cheshmeh. The cistern near Bo-

drum Jami', with 64 columns. The

Cistern of Puleheria (?), with 32

columns, S. of the Selimiyeh

Mosque. A Cistern with 28 columns,

in the Salma Tomruk Quarter. The

Cold Cistern, under the S.W. end of

the Hippodrome. The Cist, of Panto-

orator, and the Cist, of Pantopopte,

beside the churches so named.

The large open storage reservoirs

of ancient Constantinople are called

Chukur Boston. They are the Cistern

of S. Mocius, 510 ft. by 408 ft, built

by the Emperor Anastasius on the

summit of the 7th hill, beyond Alti

Mermer; the Cistern of Aspar, 750

ft. by 261 ft., to the rt. of the street

leading from the Mosque of Muham

mad II. to the Adrianople Gate ; the

Cistern of Modestius, now occupied

by the Saddle Market, Serraj Khdneh,

on the rt. of the street from the

Mosque Shahzadeh to that of Mu

hammad II. ; the Cistern of Bonus,

or, according to Strzygowski, of

Arcadius, nearly 500 ft. square, above

tho Phanar, S. of the Selimiyeh

Mosque ; the capacity of this cistern

is estimated by Andreossy to be at

least 6,571,720 cubic feet.
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In connection with the water sup

ply, the taksim, suterazi, and fountains

deserve notice. The Taksim are re

servoirs whence the water, brought

by the aqueducts, is distributed to

the various Quarters of the city.

They are generally large masonry

constructions, divided into several

compartments or basins, and have

been built wherever it was necessary

to distribute the water through a

number of pipes. The most important

are that outside Egri Kapu in the

Stambul walls ; and that, built by

Mahmud I., 1731, and repaired by

Abdul Hamid I., 1786, which gives

its name to the Place Taksim in

Pera. The Suterazi, water-balance,

or "water-towers," of which many

may be seen in Constantinople and

the surrounding country, are massive

towel.s shaped like truncated pyra

mids ; they are sometimes orna

mented, but oftener quite plain.

These towers are designed to elimi

nate, at certain intervals, the pressure

arising from the velocity acquired by

the water in the conduits during its

fall from a higher level. The water

rises through a pipe to the top of the

tower, and then descends through

another pipe to a reservoir on the

opposite side, whence it issues with

the loss of the velocity it had ac

quired. It is uncertain whether the

Turks adopted this system from the

Byzantines, or introduced it them

selves.

The Fountains are of two kinds.

The Cheshmeh is a monument, more

or less ornamental, which is usually

attached to a wall that conceals a

cistern, whence water runs out

through one or more spouts like an

English public drinking fountain.

It has a marble basin beneath to

catch waste water, and a projecting

eave, sachali, above. The Sebil is

usually a small, isolated monument

in a court, or square, which has been

erected by some pious or distin

guished person. It consists of a

chamber with a water tank from

which a man, maintained by the

foundation, fills metal cups, attached

by chains to the grating of the monu

ment, and placos them on the marble

slab outside for the use of thirsty

passers-by. The larger monuments

are sometimes a combination of the

cheshmeh and the sebil, and in the

fore-courts of the mosques the chesh-

mehs are generally isolated structures.

The number of fountains, of all shapes

and sizes, from a simple arch on a

wall to the elaborate structure like

that near the Seraglio Gate, is a

remarkable feature in Stambul ; and

some of them are gems of Osmanli

art. " The more important fountains

are covered with a coating of marble,

and decorated all over with most

delicate surface ornament. Where in

Western art we should use figures to

break the monotonv, the Turks employ

representations of vases filled with

flowers, or dishes with fruit. These

fountains, when carved in stone, are

coloured and gilt all over ; but when

of marble, have only a little gilding,

and very little colour. The eaves of

these fountains have a great projec

tion, are boarded, and decorated with

painting. The roof is often composed

of a series of domes."—Builder.

Water is to the Eastern the symbol

of the principle of life ; and the words

of the Kuran, " By water everything

lives," are almost universally inscribed

on the great fountains. The most

beautiful are the Fountain of Ahmed

III., outside the Bab-i-Humayun of

the Seraglio. It is a rectangular

building of white marble, which com

bines the cheshmeh and the sebil, and

is covered with finely - carved ara

besques, and inscriptions in gold

letters on blue and green grounds,

surrounded by borders of faience.

The whole effect is most beautiful

and pleasing. On the side facing S.

Sophia is one of those chronograms,

tarik, in which the Turks delight.

It is said to have been written by

Ahmed himself, and reads : " The

date (tarik) of Sultan Ahmed flows

from the tongue of the water-pipe,

open it in the name of God, drink the

water, and pray for Ahmed Khan."

By adding the numerical value of the

Arabic letters together, the date a.h,
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1141 (a.d. 1728) is obtained for the

completion of the fountain.

The Fountain of Azab Kapn, in

Galata, near the inner bridge, also

combines the two types, and was built

by Ahmed III. It is small, but most

elaborately ornamented with floral

devices and gilt arabesques, and on.

the street side it has a prettily de

signed gilt bronze grille, divided into

compartments by 6 small columns.

The Fountain of Top-l;hdneh (p. Ill)

is of the same date. Other fountains

are the Cheshmeh of Zeineb Sultan,

opposite S. Sophia ; the Souk Chesh

meh, against the wall of the Serai, by

the gate of the same name ; and the

Sebils of Mahmud II, near his tiir-

beh, of Hassan Pasha, near the Seras-

kcrat, of Abdul Hamid I., on the line

of tramway near his tiirbeh, and of

Yeni Valideh Sultan, prettily orna

mented with faience, in the square

behind the mosque.

In addition to the water supplied

by the State Bends around Belgrad

and Baghcheh Keui the city and the

villages on the northern side of the

Bosporus, fromMezar Burnu to Beshik-

tash, are furnished daily, by the Com-

pagnie des eaux de Constantinople,

with 10,000 to 12,000 cubic metres of

water brought from Lake Derkos,

some 30 miles from Constantinople.

The pipes are laid along the heights

between the Ali Bey Keui Su and the

Kiat Khaneh Su. They cross fifteen

ravines by means of as many siphons,

and upon approaching the Sweet

Waters divide into two branches.

Since January 1885, one of the

branches has conveyed water to a

reservoir at Ferikeui for distribution

to the quarters on the northern side

of the Horn ; while the other, since

May 1889, has supplied Stambul

from a reservoir within the Adrianoplc

Gate. The Company has provided

400 hydrants and 52 free fountains.

§19.—Bazars—Ciceeoxi—Purchases

—Slave Markets—KhAns.

The Bazars, or markets, Charshi,

arc distinguished either by the name

of the article made or sold in them,

or, as in the case of the Salt Bazar,

" Tuesday Market," in Galata, by the

day upon which they are held. Somo

of them are isolated, and situated in

the different quarters of the city, as

the bazars near the Golden Horn,

in which fish, flowers, fruit, wood,

&c, are sold ; the horse market and

the saddlers' bazar, near the Mosque

of Muhammad II. ; and the Misr

Charshi, Egyptian Bazar, adjoining

the Mosque Yeni Valideh Sultan.

The last is a long vaulted street, in

which all manner of drugs, spices,

and, those indispensable adjuncts to

the toilet of an Oriental beauty, Henna

and Kohl, are sold by solemn bearded

Turks, who sit cross-legged in their

shops regardless of the throng of

passers-by.

The Bazar par excellence is the

Great Bazar, which lies between the

Seraskcrat and the Mosques Sultan

Bayezid and NOri Osmaniyeh, and

covers a large area on the hill be

tween the Golden Horn and the Sea

of Marmara. It consists of a perfect

labyrinth of streets and alleys, and

such are their extent and intricacy,

that a traveller, unattended by n

dragoman, might easily lose himself

in them. The Bazar can be reached

from the N. by following either of the

streets Usun Charshi or Mahmud

Pasha, in which arc the makers of

amber mouthpieces for pipes, the

turners, and the workers in brass ;

from the Seraskc-rat, by the Katan-

jilar Kapusi, or by the steep Merjan

Yol ; through the Courts of Mosques

Sultan Bayezid and Nuri Osmaniyeh ;

and by short streets leading down

from the Divan Yol, through which

the tramears run. The Imzar proper is

vaulted with stone, and in the roofing

there are numerous small domes which

admit a subdued light pleasant to

the eye, and much in favour of the

sellers of soiled or inferior goods.

In the centre is an enclosure

called the Bezesten, in which arms,

porcelain, " curiosities," &c, are sold,

and auctions are held. Tho Bit

Bazar, in which tents arc made,
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and old clothes arc offered for sale,

is deserving of a visit; and the

traveller who wishes to try Mohalebi,

a kind of blane-mange, or Turkish

cooking, will find eating-houses in

the Ainajilar Charslii.

Like the bazars in London, erected

in imitation of them, the covered

bazars of Constantinople are only

used as shops, and are all closed and

deserted an hour before sunset. Each

entrance has an iron door, which is

shut at night, when watchmen, helijis,

have charge of the bazars, and are

responsible for the safety of the shops

and their contents. Not only in the

covered bazars, but in those which

more resemble open streets, separate

districts are severally allotted to par

ticular trades and merchandise, after

the manner of Athens, of Rome, and

of the city when under the dominion

of the Greeks. The shops of jewel

lers and engravers of precious stones

occupy one quarter ; those of the gold

smiths another. The curriers and

leather-workers, as well as horse-

dealers, all congregate at At-Bazaru.

Misr-Charshi is a long line of drug

repositories. All the coffee is ground

by hand in Talimis-Bazar.

The Bazars were much injured by

the earthquake of 1894, but have been

restored. They have lost much since

the influx of European fashions, and

the shops in the Grande Rue of Pera

have become the resort of the wealthy

of both sexes. It is now unusual to

Bee any Turk of rank or wealth in

the bazar. Indeed, they never fre

quent it, as the articles they purchase

are almost always brought to their

own houses. As for the ladies, none

but those of a certain age are ever

allowed to go to the bazars. Their

general appearance before the last

war with Russia had impoverished

the people was thus described by

Albert Smith, in ' A Month at Con

stantinople ' :—" To say that the co

vered rows of shops must altogether

be miles in length—that vista after

vista opens upon the gaze of the

astonished stranger, lined with the

varied productions of the world—

that one may walk for an hour with?

out going over the same ground

twice, amidst diamonds, gold, and

ivory ; Cashmere shawls and Chinese

silks ; glittering arms, costly per

fumes, embroidered slippers, and mir

rors ; rare brocades, ermines, morocco

leathers, Persian nicknacks; amber

mouthpieces and jewelled pipes—that

looking along the shortest avenue,

every known tint and colour meets

the eye at once, in the wares and

costumes ; and that the noise, the

motion, the novelty of this strange

spectacle, is at first perfectly bewil

dering—all this possibly gives the

notion of some kind of splendid mart

fitted to supply the wants of the

glittering personages who figure in

the Arabian Nights' Entertainments ;

yet it can convey but a poor idea of

the real interest which such a place

calls forth, or the most extraordinary

assemblageoftreasures displayed there

amidst so much apparent shabbiness."

The wares in which European

travellers feel most interest, arc the

following:— Brfisa and Damascus

silks; embroidered table-covers and

scarfs ; Persian and Indian shawls ;

Turkish and Persian carpets ; old

arms ; metal pots and vases covered

with Persian and Arabic inscriptions ;

various ornaments of gold and silver ;

and attar of roses. Modern embroi

deries, made as much as possible in

imitation of the older work, are one of

the new features of the bazar. For all

these articles extravagant prices are

demanded, and the traveller who

wishes to buy any quantity had better

employ some local agent who knows

their value. When purchasing either

by himself, or through a cicerone, ho

may expect to pay at least fifty per

cent, above the real price The best

plan for those who have a little time

to spare is to visit a number of stalls,

observe the prices asked in each, and

in the end some little idea may be

formed of the real value of tho

articles sought. It ought to be re

membered, however, that those things

included under the general name of

antiquities have a fancy price, which

depends on the demand and supply.

A great deal of worthless rubbish is
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palmed off on travellers under the

attractive name of antiquities.

The traveller who has time may

employ himself in buying arms,

embroidery, porcelain, &c, in the

Bezesten, or general articles of Per

sian and Turkish manufacture in the

bazars; but this is a work of time.

The people in the bazars know by

experience that the "Captain" and

his ladies have only a few hours in

Constantinople, and that thoy want

to buy curiosities at a fancy price to

take home.

Unless a traveller knows the lan

guage, or can be accompanied by a

European resident, he should take a

dragoman with him to the bazars.

He should, however, be upon his

guard, for though the dragoman will

pretend to bid, it is his interest to

have as high a price as possible,

since he gets a commission from the

dealer, and nothing from his em

ployer. If a dragoman is told to take

strangers to any particular shop, he

will walk the party about, and then

propose to them to sit down in the

shop of a friend of his, where coffee

and pipes are brought in, and the

visitors of course buy a lot of rub

bish. For special shops, &c, see

Index.

The open Slave Markets, Yessir

Bazari, have all been closed, but the

traffic in white slaves is still carried

on, in a modified form, by the Cir

cassians who live in Top-khaneh,

and a diminishing number of black

slaves is annually introduced from

Africa.

Khans —The 180 Khdns of Constan

tinople are so many immense stone

barracks or closed squares, which

have, like the baths, every recommen

dation except architectural elegance.

The court of the Valideh Khdn, which

is reckoned one of the best in Con

stantinople, is ornamented with trees,

and two handsome fountains; and

the building, besides warehouses and

stables on the ground-floor, has 3

storeys or galleries, one above the

other, with ranges of small chambers,

each of which is kept clean by the

servants of the khdn, and fitted up for

the time with the carpets and slender

wardrobe of the several occupiers.

Most of the Khdns are near the Great

Bazar; and the larger ones are in

the picturesque Chakmakjilar Street.

They were originally built for travel

ling merchants and their wares ; but

the chambers of many are now let

out as counting-houses, stores, and

shops to Europeans and natives,

whose dwellings are in Galata, Pera,

or some distant quarter of the city.

These useful edifices are the work

of the Osmauli sultans or wealthy

private individuals; strangers are,

during their residence in the city,

masters of their rooms on the pay

ment of the rent, and they keep the

keys. They are for all men, of what

ever quality, condition, country, or

religion soever. The construction of

them has contributed to attract the

merchants and the merchandise of

the furthest boundaries of Africa

and Asia to the capital of Turkey.

During fires or insurrections their

iron gates are closed, and they afford

complete security to the persons, as

well as the goods of the merchants.

§ 20.—Punlic Offices — Barracks

—Hospitals—Linraries—Schools

—Binle House.

The Public Offices are nearly all

modern constructions ; the only two

deserving of notice are the Bab-i-'Ali,

Sublime Porte, a building in the

Italian style, which stands in a court

with a huge marble portal flanked by

fountains. It is opposite the W.

angle of the Serai Gardens, and con

tains the offices of the Prime Minister,

the Foreign Minister, and the Minis

ter of the Interior ; in it the Council

of State meets. The Seraskerat, or

War Office, was erected in 1870 on the

site of the Old Serai, built by Mu

hammad II. after the conquest. It

occupies a commanding position in

Stambiil, and contains the offices of

the several divisions of the War De

partment. Near it is the Serasket

Tower, built largely of white njarble,
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by Mahinud II. The view from the

top of the tower ia perhaps not so

picturesque as that from the Galata

Tower, but it is more extensive and

takes in points not seen from the

northern shore of the Golden Horn.

The Osmanieh Printing Establish

ment; the Turkish Printing Office, in

Galata, where the art of ornamental

typography has been brought to great

perfection ; and the Telegraph Depart

ment Factory, at the N. end of the

Seraglio Garden, though not Public

Offices, are deserving of a visit, as the

work in them is almost entirely carried

out by Turkish workmen.

Barracks.—The large number of

Barracks in the immediate vicinity

of Constantinople at once attracts the

attention of the visitor. They are

well worth visiting, and permission is

easily obtained from the officer on

duty. The rooms are commodious

and well ventilated, and order and

regularity are observable throughout.

In all the great barracks there ai«

schools where the young men are pie-

pared for the military service. The

principal barracks are : — Maltepeh,

Daud Pasha, and Ramiz Chiftlik, on

the heights to the W. of Stambul ; the

Marine B., near the Admiralty, at

Kassim Pasha ; the Artillery B., at

Top-khaneh ;! the Artillery and Engi

neer B., at Taksim, N. of Pera ; the

Mejidieh B., and the Giimush-su B.

above Dolmabaghcheh ; and the Sell-

miyeh at Skutari.

Hospitals.—There are several small

Turkish hospitals, khasta khdnch, in

the several quarters of the city ; and

outside the walls of Stambul the

Military Hospital of Daud Pasha,

which is one of the most remarkable

of Turkish institutions. The estab

lishment is admirably regulated ; the

different wards are clean and well

ventilated. The laboratory and kit

chen are as well organised as any in

Franco or England. The medical

men are of the different nationalities

of the empire, Turks, Armenians,

Jews, and Greeks, and many speak

French and Italian fluently. There

are also a Marine Hospital, a small

hospital at Seraglio Point, a Lying-in

Hospital for women in Stambul, and

a Lunatic Asylum at Skutari. The

Greeks, Armenians, and Jews have

each their own hospitals ; and so have

the English, French, Austrians, Ital

ians, and Eussians.

There are several Libraries at Con

stantinople, the most important being

that in the Serai, those attached to

the Imperial Mosques, that of the

Medresseh of Abdul Hamid I., the

new library near Sultan Bayezid's

Mosque, and the Greek libraries in

the Phanar and at Pera.

Schools.—The Muhammadan public

schools are :—the Mekteb, or primary

school for boys and girls, in which

reading and writing are taught, and

portions of the Kuran are committed

to memory ; one of these is attached

to nearly every mosque in the Empire.

.1 he Ibtidaiyeh, or higher elementary

school, of which there are 30 to 40 in

the capital. The Itushdiyeh, or se

condary school, in which Persian,

Arabic, history, geography, and arith

metic are taught; in Constantinople

there are 20 Rushdiyeh for boys, and

11 for girls, and in the Provinces 410.

The Medresseh, iu which the students,

Softas, are instructed in Arabic and

Persian, philosophy, logic, rhetoric,

and morals founded on the Kuran ;

with theology, Turkish law, and a

few lessons on history and geography.

The schools of a higher category are

the Mekteb-i-Sultanieh, or Lyceum of

Galata Serai, which has generally

been under French direction, and has

produced some distinguished high

officials of the Porte and the Palace ;

a higher schuol for civil employes in

Stambul; a law school; a school of

mines and forests; a school if lan

guages ; an art sclmol (p. 86) ; a

handicraft school, in the Hippodrome ;

a civil school of medicine; and an

Orphan's School. There are also the

Military College at Pankaldi, with

600 to 700 cadets, who are recruited

from 3 military Rushdiyeh in Con

stantinople, and 17 in tho Provinces ;
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the Stuff College; the Artillery and

Engineer School; the Army Medical

School at Seraglio Point; tho Ve

terinary School at GUl-khaneh ; and

the Naval College, on the Island of

Halki.

Tho Greeks, Armenians, and Jews

have each large numbers of primary,

secondary, and higher schools, main

tained by the communities; and of

these the Greek National Training

School, with its fine library, at Phanar,

and the Greek Theological College, and

the Commercial School on Halki, de

serve a visit. There are also many Eu

ropean colleges and schools, of which

the most important are :—Robert Col

lege, on the Bosporus (p. 96); tho

English Sclwol for Girls in Pera ; the

American College for Girls at Skutari;

the German-Swiss School : the College

of the Lazaritts ; the Jesuit College of

S. Pulche.rie; the French College at

Kadi Keui; and the Austm-Hungarian

School,

Th8 Bible House, A merican Khdn, was

constructed, in 1872, with funds col

lected chiefly in the United States, for

the purpose of furnishing permanent

quarters to the American Bible and

Missionary Societies established in

Constantinople. The rooms are leased

to tho local representatives of the

American Bible Society; the trea

sury and the Publication Department

of the American Board of ForeignMis-

sions, &c. On the premises is a hall

where tho Trustees of tho Bible

House maintain Sunday services in

Greek and in Turkish.

An extensive publishing business is

•carried on at the Bible House. The

Holy Scriptures are published in all

tho languages of the Empire by the two

Bible Societies, and religious books

and tracts, as well as a large selec

tion of school text-books, are pub

lished in Turkish, Armeno-Turkish,

Greco-Turkish, Armenian, Greek, and

Bulgarian, by the American Mission,

aided by the Tract Societies of Lon

don and America. The Mission also

publishes four weekly religious news

papers, and four monthly illustrated

papers for children, in different lan

guages. The books of these Societies

are subjected to tho Turkish censor

ship before publication, and when

authorised by the Dept. of Public

Instruction, are sold at a little over

cost price in all parts of the Empire.

Iu laying the foundations of the

Bible House walls of the Byzantine

period were uncovered, and some of

the inscribed bricks are preserved in

the building. At the same time

graves were found, containing skele

tons and Roman coins, covered by

largo tiles. On tho Bible House

premises is a small Byzantine cis

tern, with vaulted roof supported by

columns.

§ 21.—Guilds—DervIshes—Harems.

The Guilds of Constantinople are

trade organisations, and their influ

ence is wholly confined to the trade

which their respective members exer

cise. Under the Byzantine Empire

there appear to have been only 35

recognised corporations having their

shops in tho Bezeston ; but after tho

conquest they rapidly increased till

they attained the number of 600,

which marched past Murad III.,

200,000 strong, iu 1635. There are

now 275 registered corporations, esnaf,

each of which consists of masters,

workmen, and apprentices, with a

Council composed of a governor, ap-

iwiuted by the Prefecture; a presi

dent, elected by tho members ; and a

certain number of masters and work

men. Most of the corporations admit

persons of every nationality and creed,

and all workmen arriving in the capi

tal from the provinces are expected to

belong to the esnaf of their trade.

Tho funds are derived from real

estate, admission fees, and fixed con

tributions from the members ; and

they are chiefly expended upon chari

table objects, such as assistance to

sick brethren, and to the widows and

orphans of deceased members. The

esnafs thus do much good, and the

discipline enforced is sufficient to

maintain an esprit de corps which is

not without its advantages. The sub
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division of trades is carried to an

amusing extent ; there is one etnaf

for the makers of straw-seated stools

and another for the makers of straw-

seated chairs ; one for sedentary bar

bers, another for ambulant barbers;

one for heather brooms, another for

rice-straw brooms, and so on. Tho

principal esnafs acknowledge a pat

ron, and celebrate a festival in his or

her honour once a year. Thus Adam

is patron of tho Bakers ; Evo of the

Bath-women ; Abel of the Shepherds ;

Cain of the Grave-diggers; Nimrod

of the Farriers; Enoch of the Ink

stand makers; Noah of the Ship

wrights; and Elijah of the Fur-

pelisse makers. The corporation of

the Butchers is the richest, and that

of the Bakers the most numerous,

having over 1000 members.

Tue Dervishes.

Tho traveller should not omit a

visit to the Tekkeht, or monasteries

of the dervishes, known to Euro

peans as the Dancing or Whirling,

and the Howling Dervishes.

The Dancing, or Mevlevi Dervishes,

have as their founder Mcvlana

Jelaleddin Hftmi Muhammad, who

was descended from Abubekr, and

wai related to the princely families

of Kharezmia and KlioraBan. Having

succeeded his father as Sultan-ul-

Ulema, he publicly taught in Konieh,

then the capital of the Seljuk Em

pire of Rum. About a.d. 1245 he

renounced the world, and, turning

dervish, founded thejorder of Mevlevi.

His work, 'Mesnevi,' is celebrated,

and many of the verses have become

proverbs. The head of the Mevlevi

at Konieh, who bears the title Chelebi

Effendi, as lineal descendant of

Jelaleddin, appoints the chiefs of

other monasteries, and girds the

sword of Osinan on the Sultan at

his accession. Every Mevlevi goes

through a hard noviciate of 1001 days

beforo admission to the order.

The Mevlevi, who are not bound by

strict rules in regardtodrinking, smok

ing., eating, &c, go through their pecu

liar religious exercise, Zihr, or Som'a,

every Tuesday and Friday after the

mid-day prayer. The ceremony con

sists in the dervishes revolving gently

on their toes, and at the same tima

going round the room, circle within

circle. This is done to the music of

flute and tambourine, which form tho

accompaniment to a monotonous

chant, on the unity of God and tho

nullity of earthly existence. Their

arms are extended, the right above

the head, the left below, with

both hands open ; their eyes closed,

aud their heads bent sideways on

their shoulders. Many Turkish

gentlemen attend for the sake of tho

music, which has great charms for

them. The origin of tho dance is

obscure ; its object, like that of tho

exercises of the Howling Dervishes,

is to produce the ecstatic state in

which the soul enters tho world of

dreams, and becomes one with God,

or the effacement of self in the pre

sence of the Creator. The superior,

the chief flute, chief tambourine, aud

chief whirlerare important personages.

For the Howling or Bufdl Der-

vishes, see p. 112.

Turkish Harems.—To lady travel

lers a visit to one of the principal

harems would probably prove interest

ing, and it can be brought about by

getting acquainted with any of the

Pera families who arc in the habit

of frequenting the harems of pashas.

The following account of one or two

harems is partly from the pen of a

lady who had enjoyed opportunities

of observing domestic life amongst

the higher classes at Stambul :—

" The harems are of two kinds—

those where some European notions

and manners have been engrafted on

Asiatic splendour, and those which

retain with religious scrupulousness

all the ancient customs of the Turks.

A female dragoman is indispensable,

except in the case of those Turkish

ladies who speak French, and then in

tercourse is much freer than through

an interpreter. Few Turkish ladies

speak French, and still fewer English.

Sometimes the husband will come
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himself to do the honours of his

house, when he is a proficient in

French, as many of the pashas are.

" As soon as one passes the door of

the harem, a number of female slaves

show the way to the great lady's

presence, two of them supporting each

visitor under the arms on the way.

At the top of the stairs some near

relative of the Hanum will receive

the strangers, and accompany them

to the door of her room, where she

will probably be found standing, if

t-lie wishes to do honour to her guests.

She salutes thein by touching her

lips and forehead with her right hand,

as a gentleman does, and then she

goes back to her divan, where she

bids them be seated. Salutations re

commence, reciprocal inquiries after

the state of each other's health, and

various little interrogations as to the

fact of being married or not, the num

ber of children existing, if the answer

be in the affirmative, and the like,

until pipes are brought by female

slaves or young negroes, the former

having made, in the meantime, a

clumsy attempt to divest us of our

bonnets and outer garments, smiling

all the while with wonder at such

strange contrivances. The said pipes

are 6 or 8 ft. long, and one does feel

rather queer in proceeding to smoke

them in real earnest ! an English

woman is not obliged to do so, but

some Levantine women do. Cigarettes

are now greatly used in the harem.

The tobacco is generally good,

although the excise duty has made

it an expensive luxury. Then comes

coffee in little cups, and zarfs, or

gold enamelled holders of elegant

filigree work, like egg cups, some

times sot with brilliants, as are also

the amber mouthpieces of the pipes.

The young slaves, fat Georgians, with

large black eyes, tall Circassians,

slender and fair-haired, and shining

negresses, stand in a row at the end

of the room in attitudes of respect,

Watching to take the emptied cups

from our hands. Their dress is

pretty, being loose and flowing, with

wide trousers falling over their slip

pered feet ; but then their faces were

so cruelly disfigured by paint of

various colours, red and white on

their cheeks, black on their eyebrows

and eyelids, and a deep yellow tint

on their nails, that the charms of

feature, figure, and dress were greatly

detracted from in our eyes. The

robes of the ladies were so long, that

it required considerable skill to avoid

being tripped up by the folds getting

entangled round their inverted feet,

giving them somewhat the appearance

of feather-toed pigeons. The slaves

had more finery about them than

their mistresses—gauze figured with

satin and gold, gaudy silks, Cashmere

shawls of the gayest colours, bright

Indian kerchiefs, and pearls and pre

cious stones, being in lavish profusion

on their persons, while the Hanums

wore dresses of plain silk. The

number of these garments was so

limited, moreover, that they would

require richness and bulk of material

to compensate for the total absence

of an important proportion of Euro

pean articles of costume ; for these

Asiatic matrons and maidens, one

and all, wore literally nothing but

what was visible, while they displayed

an unfortunate predilection for cam

bric, gauze, jaconnet, and exceedingly

gossamer-like silks. The old lady

herself was attired with the most

appalling simplicity. On her finger,

however, she wore a diamond ring,

which she told us had cost her father-

in-law, Muhammad Ali of Egypt,

2000i., and her head was bound with

a plain kerchief, on which an enor

mous emerald sparkled. The furni

ture of the room which received us

on that occasion consisted merely in

divans covered with rich stuffs, some

higher, and some lower for humble

guests; and handsome chandeliers

stood on side tables. After coffee we

had sweetmeats offered us in crystal

vases on a gold tray, and the visitor

must be careful to take a tea-spoon

from the goblet on the right-hand

side, and put it in that on the left, in

which are deposited those that have

been used. After drinking a glass of.

cold water, the mouth is wiped oJ

richly-embroidered napkins which ajH
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offered by other slaves. After each

of these operations, a salutation of

thanks must be addressed to the

Hanum by putting the right hand to

the lips and forehead, when she will

respond, . dfiet olsun' (may it be to

your health) ; but salutation after

refreshment is now going out of

fashion. Then coffee follows again,

and the pipes are renewed, while the

rambling conversation never flags.

" The next incident was the display

of all the Hanum's gorgeous dresses.

The visitor must now get up the

steam for admiration, yet not astonish

ment, for she would then be classed

as a poor lady, having no fine clothes

of her own, and treated during the

remainder of the visit accordingly.

While this is going on, the slave-

girls began to play on wind-instru

ments resembling clarionets, but

longer and more discordant. We

went to see the orchestra, and all

whose mouths were not otherwise

engaged commenced singing. Others

began to dance. A sort of maypole

was raised in the middle of the room,

with many-coloured ribbons attached

to its top. The dancers held them

by the other end, and went round

it, plaiting them as they went by

crossing each other, and then un

doing them again. This was slow

and measured. The band next struck

up a war tune, and the savage in

stinct of the Circassian mountaineers

seemed to awaken. They seized brass

shields and short swords, clashing

them furiously as they whirled about

like young Furies. They threw away

their arms and began to romp like

hoydens, tumbling over each other,

rolling on the floor, throwing pillows

at those that fell, laughing and

screaming, more as maniacs than as

the well-behaved, demure young

damsels we took them for.

" Dinner was brought, and our ut

most neat-handedness was required

,o eat with our finders in so lady

like a manner as our hostess. An

interminable succession of little

dishes wore out our patience as well

our appetites, and we were glad to

.!::e our preparations for departure.

key.

| But this was not so easily effected.

We must go through the hand

washing process ; then drink sherbet.

When it was distinctly understood

that we never should forget each

other, and that we should always be

dear friends as long as we lived, the

Hanum, her ladies, and our party

separated at the top of the stairs,

whither she graciously accompanied

us. Turkish ladies are generally

polite and hospitable, and though

they pass over any display of coarse

ness or rudeness, they are quite able

to distinguish between any practice

which arises from a difference of

manners and that which springs from

the want of breeding in a woman.

The wives are generally women of

rank corresponding to that of their

husbands, and the slaves receive some

education as to their manners before

being sold. The law recognises them

as wives as soon as they bear a child

to their masters."

It is an error to suppose that Turkish

women are imprisoned in their houses

like birds in a cage. On the con

trary, they have in some respects

more liberty than European women.

They roam about at will, and they

drive through the streets, disguised

in a costume which renders recogni

tion impossible. They are veiled, and

cover their whole persons with the

f..rejeh, so that it is impossible to dis

tinguish one female from another.

The wives of Turks of rank are

always accompanied by a eunuch ;

others who cannot afford that luxury

go about alone.

§ 22.—Art—Theatres.

Art.—The Muhammadan precept,

which prohibits imitation of the

human form, together with the in

dolence of the Turkish temperament,

have combined to exclude Art from

any place in the intellectual life of

the Ottoman Empire. It may be

argued, however, from individual in

stances, and from general observa

tion, that the Turks are not insen

sible to Art. For instance, the late

Rultan, Abdul Aziz, spent a great

B
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portion of his leisure iu watching the

work of his painter, Chlebowski, to

whom liis Majesty gave sketches,

drawn with his own hand, of the

general design of tho pictures he

wished to have. These sketches

were mostly naval or military battle-

pieces, and the artistic conception of

them was often remarkable. Some

of them are now in the possession of

Lord Brassey. Again, the Turkish

• population is immensely attracted by

the picture shops iu Pera, and a

crowd is always gazing at the co

loured prints and oleographs they

contain. When the Kcole des Arts

et Metiers was founded after tho re

turn of Abdul Aziz from his Euro

pean tour (1866), the educational

programme included drawing, such

aa landscape and architecture. But

it was neither systematically nor

artistically followed up, and now the

school itself, like all those institu

tions which, in a spirit of imitation

and in a moment of impulse, have

been grafted upon the Turkish sys

tem, has dwindled into decrepitude,

and is only an example of slovenli

ness, indiscipline, and disorder. Art

has, however, a nursery in the Otto

man capital. Its institution is wholly

due to Hamdi Bey, son of Edhem

Pasha, an ex-Grand Vizier. Hamdi

Bey developed a strong taste for Art in

early life, and applied himself to the

study of painting, sculpture, archi

tecture, and archseology. From the

earliest days of the Imperial Museum

(p. 69) he took the liveliest interest

in it, and after two successive foreign

directors had passed away, he was

appointed director about the year 1881,

bringing to bear upon his new charge

a rare amount of energy. Amongst

many other additions and improve

ments, he induced the Porte to grant

permission, and what was harder to

obtain, money, to construct a build

ing adjacent to tho Museum, to serve

as a School of Art, under his guidance.

The building was opened in 1884,

and contains a spacious vestibule

filled with casts and models, flanked

by four large studios, two on each

side, which are used respectively for :

(1) Drawing from casts or models ;

(2) Painting; (3) Modelling in clay ;

(1) Architectural designing. The

building also contains an elementary

studio and a library. For tho last

threo years the number of students

has averaged 180, consisting of Mos

lems, Armenians, and Greeks, mostly

youths between 15 and 20 years of

age. Many of them display con

siderable talent, but there is little to

encourage them in the pursuit of an

artistic career. The school owes its

existence and maintenance to Hamdi

Bey's indomitable perseverance in

combating the prejudice, ignorance,

and apathy which ho has to encounter.

An annual exhibition of the students'

works takes place in the autumn.

The school is always accessible to

visitors.

The theatres in Pera are generally

open between November and May,

being leased either for Italian Opera,

French vaudeville, or Greek comedy,

by companies that go the round of

the cities of tho Levant. The per

formances are such as are met with

in third or fourth rate French or

Italian towns, and offer little attrac

tion to tourists. There are several

cafe chantants, where " variety " en

tertainments are given, and which are

in their way as good as in any other

place. But they only mask a roulette

table, which is kept contrary to law,

but with the connivance of tho police,

and persons who allow themselves to

bo led into the gambling-room must

take the risk of being on unlawful

ground. In the summer months

two open-air theatres amuse the small

bourgeoisie of Pera, but the perform

ances are exceedingly poor.

§ 23.—Baths—Cemeteries—Ka.i.ks—

Dogs.

Turkish Baths.—There are about

130 of these establishments dispersed

through various parts of the city.

The larger ones are near the Gresfi
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Bazar; they have no pretensions to

architectural beauty, and are readily

recognised by the small " bull's-eye "

lights with which their domes are

thickly studded. They have the

usual three rooms corresponding to

the Apodyterium, Tepidarium, and

Caldarium of the Eoman baths ; and

the more frequented ones are clean

and well kept. Certain days and

hours are set apart for women. Most

of the principal, mosques have baths

attached to them.

There are no remains of the baths

of the Byzantine period, but the

Bath ofMuhammad II. is believed by

some to have been built on the foun

dations of the Baths of Constantine.

This bath, Chuliur hammami, which

has disappeared, was discovered in

1833 by M. Texier, who has given a

description of it in his ' Architecture

Byzantine.' It was a double bath,

chifle-hammam, having one bath for

men and another for women ; and

was of great interest as being the

oldest bath in the city, and so nearly

in conformity with the data given

by Vitruvius in his description of a

Roman bath.

Cemeteries.—The numerous ceme

teries scattered through the eity

and in its vicinity are among its

greatest ornaments. The people

of every creed have distinct burial-

grounds allotted to them. The groves

of dark cypresses, with turbaned

tombstones of marble, belong ex

clusively to the Moslems. It was

formerly the custom among Oriental

nations to plant a tree at the birth,

and another at the death, of each

member of a family; and a cypress

was always planted at each Mussul

man's grave; but the custom is not

now pursued in every instance. From

the antiquity of the burial-grounds,

and from the invariable practice of

opening a new grave for every one,

the disturbing of the dead being

regarded as sacrilege, these ceme

teries have become forests, extending

Tuf'" miles round the city and its

suburbs. That of Skutari (p. 113)

is the largest, and a favourite burial-

place of the Turks.

The graves of the poorer Moslems

are marked by head- and foot-stones

only ; those of the middle class have,

in addition, a flat tombstone ; and

those of the wealthy aro distin

guished by masonry tombs, which are

often so roughly constructed that they

fall to pieces in a few months. In

some cases, however, the tombs are

artistically decorated, and covered by

a canopy resting on four columns or

pillars. The tombstones are of white

marble, and not unfrequently shaped

from ancient columns and marbles.

A turban or fez surmounting the

stone marks the graves of the males ;

those of the females are distinguished

by a conventional leaf, or shell-shaped

ornament. The tombs of the ladies

and of infant sons are generally the

richest. Some tombs are clustered

together in the nature of family

graves. The rank and condition of

the deceased are distinguished by

the size of the turban ; and its form

often indicates the period at which

he lived. When the turban leans to

one side, it shows that the deceased

was beheaded by order of the Sultan.

The epitaphs, deftly out in relief

upon the tombstones, are simple and

touching. They generally end with

a prayer that a fdtiha may be said

for the soul of the deceased. No

thing is more touching than to see

beneath the shade of some dark

cypress solitary men absorbed in

prayer, or groups of women sitting

over the graves of departed friends,

with whom, in deep abstraction, they

seem to hold communion ; or supply

ing with water the flowers planted in

cavities left expressly for them in the

tombstones. Multitudes of turtle

doves frequent these gloomy ceme

teries, and hold divided sway with

bats and owls. The aromatic odour

of the cypress is supposed to neu

tralise all pestilential exhalations.

The Turks suppose the soul to be

in a state of torment from the period

of death to that of burial. The

funerals, therefore, take place as soon

as possible. The only occasion when

H 2
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a Turk is seen to walk at a quick

pace is when carrying a body towards

the cemetery. The Kuran declares

that he who carries a body for 40

paces procures for himself the expia

tion of a great sin. Coffins are not

used when the body is deposited in

the grave. Thin boards arc placed

over it, to prevent the earth from

pressing on it.

The largest cemetery on the Stam-

bul side is that mighty death-field

which extends outside the land walls,

from the Seven Towers to Eyub ; at

Skutari a far-stretching cypress forest

covers the remains of countless

myriads ; at Pera are the great aud

little fields of the dead for the true

believers (p. 19); and at Pankaldi

are cemeteries for the Armenians

(p. 19).
The Protestant burial-ground is at

Feri-keui, and is held by the repre

sentatives of England, Prussia, Hol

land, Sweden, and the United States.

There was an old cemetery above

Dolmabaghcheh, and when that at

Feri-keui was acquired in 1864, the

remains of the dead were removed

to it, and the old tombstones are now

ranged along the walls. The place

deserves a visit. The Roman Catholic

cemetery is also at Feri-keui ; the

frreek and H. C. Armenian cemeteries

are at Chichli; and the Jews have

burial-grounds at Chichli, llas-keui,

Orta-keui, and Kuskunjuk.

The British Cemetery at Skutari

(p. 1 1 4), where so many of our country

men lie, who met their deaths by

wounds or sickness during the Crimean

war, is an interesting spot. The ad

joining hospital is that in which Miss

Nightingale laboured with such heroic

devotion. A portion of it is now used

as a barrack, but Miss Nightingale's

rooms are preserved intact. The

cemetery is kept by an official ap

pointed by the English Government.

Na'iks, or Caiques.—The number of

kaiks that ply on the waters of Con

stantinople has been estimated at

3,000 ; they may be hired like hack

ney coaches in a European capital.

The KMangieh, " Swallow-boats," are

formed of thin planks of beech-wood,

neatly finished, and elaborately carved.

The elegance of their construction, the

extreme lightness of the wood of which

they are composed, and the dexterity

of the boatmen, KaHijis, cause them to

glide over the smooth surface of the

waters with great rapidity. A little

caution is necessary on entering kaiks,

as from the nature of their construction

they are easily upset ; but once seated

in them they are safe enough, and,

next to gondolas, the easiest and most

comfortable of all boats. They have

no seats ; the passengers sit at the

bottom, and when once seated should

not move about or lean over the side.

A row down the Bosporus in a kaik,

on a fine summer evening, or on a calm

moonlight night, is one of the most

beautiful and enjoyable of excursions.

Dogs. — There are two popular

errors concerning the dogs that

throng the streets of Constantinople ;

the one, that they are ferocious ; the

other that they are scavengers, and

thus instruments of cleanliness. The

Constantinople dog is a mild, sociable

creature, never aggressive, and always

thankful for small mercies. But he is

auything but an instrument of cleanli

ness; on the contrary, he contributes in

no small measure to the uncleanliness

of the streets, and his scavengering is

limited to rummaging for edible mor

sels in the heaps of rubbish which

householders throw out before their

doors for the dustman to clear away

in the morning. The pure-bred dog,

when in good care, is a handsome

animal, not unlike the Australian

Dingo, of a tawny colour, with a furry

coat, a bushy tail, and pointed ears.

But few of them now are pure bred,

and fewer in good condition. Tho

majority suffer from mange, and a

large proportion are maimed by the

taamways and hack carriages which

have replaced the suruji horses of

twenty years ago. The dog's exist

ence is precarious ; depending' on the

produce of dust heaps aforesaid, on

the scraps and offal of the butchers,

and on the stale loaves which bakeri*f4

/ 1
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cut up and distribute. It is the

scarcity of provisions which renders

the dogs jealous of intruders in their

quarter, and it is a fact that the

dogs know the boundaries of their

respective quarters. The dog that

has strayed into a quarter not his

own is visibly conscious of the weak

ness of his moral position, and the

dogs of the quarter spare no pains to

remove any doubt that may exist in

the intruder's mind on the subject;

but they never pursue him over the

boundary line of the quarter. 'I he

principal inconvenience of the dogs

to mankind is their nocturnal barking

and howling. The number of them,

however, has perceptibly diminished

of late years ; the waste spaces in

which they used to bask and breed

have been enclosed or built over, and

gradually the Constantinople dog is

being improved away.

§ 24.—Sport.

Game is fairly plentiful in districts

within easy reach of the city. There

is good quail shooting, the best begins

about the 1st September, at San

Stefano and along the Marmara coast

to Silivri, and on the Black Sea coast

near Kilios, and Domuzdereh. With

dogs and a N. wind, good cock shooting

on the Black Sea coast, both sides, at

Alem Dagh, along the shores of the

Gulf of Ismid, at Kara Bogha on the

Marmara, and at tho Dardanelles.

Snipe, duck, and a variety of wild

fowl at Kuchuk Ghckmejeh. In the

forests that cover the hills on either

side of the Gulfs of Ismid and Mu-

dania are red deer and bear; and

round the shores of Lake Sabanja,

easily reached by the railway from

Ismid, are boar, deer, pheasants, snipe,

duck, woodeock and other game.

It is advisable not to shoot without

a companion, nor without some one

who speaks the language well.

§ 25.—Books.

Salzenberg, Alt-Christliche Bau-

denkmale von Constantinopel. Paspati,

BvCavriva Me\tTo(. Andreossy, Con

stantinople et le Bosphore. Mordt-

mann, Belagerung und Eroberung Con-

stantinopols ; Esquisse Topographique

de Constantinople. Walker, Eastern

Life and Scenery. Bryce, Constanti

nople. Curtis, 'Constantinople,' m

Encyc. Brit. Meyer. Tilrkei und

Griechenland. Grosvenor, Constanti

nople. Van Millingen, Byzantine

Constantinople.

§ 26.—Excursions.

i. The Sweet Waters of Europe.—

The place known by this name is tho

lower part of the valley of the Kiat

Klidneh Su, where, for some 2J m., the

river, spanned by rustic bridges, mean

ders through green meadows dotted

with clumps of trees. This lovely spot

was formerly the favourite spring resi

dence of the Sultans, but the Imperial

Kiosk is now rarely used. There are

several pretty villas, but the great

attraction is the Friday promenade in

May and June, which, though not tho

gay scene that it was before the last

Turko-Russian War, is still much fre

quented by Turkish society. The

Sweet Water Valley can be reached

by steamer from the outer bridge to

Kara Agatch at the head of the Golden

Horn, or by kalk in 1 J hrs. ; and by

land in a carriage or on horseback.

Tho carriage-road, from Pera, is the

same as that to Buyukdereh as far as

Chichli, where it turns off to' the 1.,

and, leaving the village of Peri-keui

to the 1., descends over undulating

ground to Kiat Khaneh Keui, paper

mill village, where the promenade

commences. Dist. 3J m. On horse

back one can ride by S. Dimitri,

Piale Pasha Jamisi (p. 21), and the

Ok Meidan (p. 21), to the valley,

and return by the carriage-road.

ii. Pera to Therapia and Buyuk

dereh by land. —A drive or ride of

about 10 m. over a good carriage-road.

After leaving the Grande Kue of

Pera, follow the tramway past the

Taksim gardens (p. 19), and Pan-

kaldi, to Chichli, where the road to

the Sweet Waters turns off to tho 1.

The road now passes the new Greek

Cemetery, and crosses bare hills to the
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small village of Sinasii Kuyuk (3 w.).

At the entrance to the village, a road

on the rt. leads to Kuru Cheshmeh

and Orta - keui ; and beyond the

Kulluli, "guardhouse," there is ou

the rt. a road to Bcbck, aud ou the

1. a largo country house, chi/tlik.

The road now crosses undulating

ground, on which French troops were

encamped during tho Crimean War,

aud keeps near tho conduit of Mah-

mud I., which is visible in several

places. Shortly after passing a road

on the 1., to Ayas Agha and Dennen

Dereh, Mashiak (O.i m.) is reached.

Hero there is a growing village with

several chiftliks, and a road, rt., to

Emirghian and Stenia. From Mash

iak the road continues along the crest

of the hills to a point at which it

divides into three branches ; that ou

the rt. runs down to Therapia (9 m.) ;

that on the 1. follows the conduit to

Baghchoh Keui (10 m.) ; and that in

the centre descends into tho Buyuk-

dereh valley, and passes through

Kefeli Keui to Buyukdereh (10 m.).

iii. Pera to the Forest of Belgrdd by

road.—Guides should be taken for the

forest roads, and luncheon should be

carried. For description of forest,

aqueducts, and reservoirs, see p. 102.

The following routes may be followed

on horseback:— (o) To Baghcheh

Keui and Belgrad by tho Pera-

Buyukdereh road. (6) To Kiat

Khaneh Keui (3J m.), Ayas Agha

(3J m.), and Baghcheh Keui, by

Dermen Dereh (4J m.), total 11m.;

or from Kiat Khaneh direct to Bagh

cheh Keui (lif m.), total 10 m.

This route may bo varied by follow

ing tho Pcra-Buyukdoreh road, aud

turning off to Ayas Agha before

reaching Mashiak. (c) To Kiat

Khaneh Keui (3J m.), Ali Bey Keui

(If m.), Pyrgos, by tho aqueducts

(5 m.), Belgrad (2J m.), and Bagh

choh Keui (3 m.), total 15J m., or

including return by direct road to

Pera, 25| m. (d) To Ayas Agha and

Pyrgos, through tho forest (9J m.);

and (e) To Kiat Khaneh Keui, and

by tho valley of the same namo to

Pyrgos (11 m.).

iv. Constantinople to Mahi-lieui,

&in Stefano, and liuchuk Chehmejeh.

—By rail from Stambul:—frequent

trains daily to San Stefano in about

f hr., and several times to Kuchuk

Chckmejeh in about one hour. (Time

tables in daily papers.) From the

station at Sirkeji Iskelesi the railway

follows the shore line round the eastern

edge of tho Seraglio gardens, and

post the church of SS. Sergius aud

Bacchus, to Kum Kapu Stat., near

tho Armenian Patriarchate. It then

keeps near the shore of the Marmara

to Yeni Kapu Stat., and after crossing

Vlanga Bostan, runs along the inner

side of a very line portion of the old

sea wall to Psamatia and Yedi Kulth

Stats. From the last place Yedi

Kuleh and the land walls may be

visited. Beyond Yedi Kuleh Station

the railway cuts through the walls of

Theodosius, and, passing the vill.

of Yedi Kuleh, and a gun factory

(demir-khdneK) on the shore (1.) ; and

the Armenian Hospital, and the Daud

Pasha Barracks (r.), reaches

Makri-keui, a small vill. on the shore

with a Greek,Armenian and European

population. It suffered severely from

the earthquake of 1894. Here, and

not at Tekfur Serai, Prof. A. van

Millingen has clearly proved stood

tho famous Hebdomon suburb, which

is said by ancient writers to have

been beside the Sea of Marmara, and

seven miles from the " Milion " near

S. Sophia. It was, especially in

the earlier days of tho Byzantine

Empire, a favourite imperial resort.

Here was the Tribune upon which

emperors were often then inaugur

ated : here wns a palace and numerous

churches, while tlie plain close to the

village was the Campus, on which the

legions of the Eastern Empire were

marshalled. To tho east, apparently

where the gun factory now stands, was

the Kyklobion, or Castrum Botundum,

where important visitors were wel

comed by the State authorities before

entering the city. Leaving Makri-

keui, the lino passes (1.) tho Govern

ment Powder Mills, and crosses a level

plain to
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San Stephano Stat., whence a roud

runs to the pretty village of the same

name on the shore of the Marmara.

There are several villa residences<,

aud the place is a favourite Sunday

resort of the people of Constantinople.

Here the Head-Quarters of the Rus

sian Army were established (1877-

78), and the preliminaries of the

Treaty of San Stefano were signed

(3rd March, 1878). The railway now

follows the shore of the Marmara,

passing (rt.) the conspicuous monu

ment and monastery erected by

Kusoia (1897) in memory of those of

her soldiers who fell during tlio

war, to

Kuchuk Chekmejeh, little draw

bridge, on a large lagoon much fre

quented by wild fowl. Beyond the

village are the Lines of Chalalja,

which stretch from the Marmara to the

Black Sea and protect Constantinople

from an attack by land.

§ 27.—THE BOSPOKUS.

Everyone who visits Constantinople should
take the steamer (*ee Index) up the European
shore uf the Bosporus as far as Buyukdereh,
and return thence down the Asiatic shore to
Skutari.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of

the scenery along the banks of the

Bosporus. The slopes on either side

are clothed with verdure, aud studded

with palaces, or picturesque wooden

houses; and the shores, broken into

numerous bays, are washed by swiftly-

running waters of the deepest blue.

This extraordinary channel, Stambul

Bughasi, which separates Europe from

Asia, and connects the Euxine with

the Marmara, is said to have derived

its name fioairopos, (Jx-ford, from the

passage of Io, transformed into a cow,

from one continent to the other. It

commences at Seraglio Point on the

European, and Skutari on the Asiatic

shore, and has a tortuous course of

about 19 m. from the Sea of Marmara

to the entrance to the Black Sea

between Rumili Fanar and Anadoli

Fanar. The breadtli is from about

810 yards at Rumili Hissar to 21 m.

at Buyulsdereh Bay ; and the depth is

from 120 ft. to 396 ft. ; the general

direction is S.S.W. and N.N.E. The

Bosporus resembles a river with abrupt

and angular windings, the projecting

points of which break the impetuosity

of its stream, and quiet its surface.

The Europian shore presents an al

most continuous line of palaces, sum

mer residences, and villages ; but on

the Asiatic side they are separated by

wide intervals of rich vegetation. At

the N. end there are numerous forts

and batteries, on either side, mount

ing heavy guns. From the Black

Sea southwards, to Yeni Mahalle

and Fil Burnu, the shores are com

posed of igneous rocks, such as tra

chyte, dolerite, and basalt, but along

the remaining course of the channel

the prevailing formations are Devonian

and consist of schists, limestones,

sandstones, marls, quartzose conglo

merates, and calcareous deposits of

various kinds. Between Demirji

Keui aud Yerli Keui, and also

between Arnatit Keui and Balta

Liman, dioritic porphyry is found,

and the strata of the Devonian rocks

are crumbled up and bent. Imme

diately outside the walls of Stambul

tertiary rocks commence, and near

Makri-keui there are good limestone

quarries.

The current almost invariably sets

from the Black Sea to the Marmara.

This is due to the prevalence of N.E.

winds in the Black Sea ; to the excess

of water received from the large

rivers over the amount lost by tem

perature at some seasons ; and to the

difference of specific gravities in the

Black Sea aud the Mediterranean

Of these the wind has by far the

greatest influence. There is as gene

ral a counter current, setting up

under the surface stream, in an oppo

site direction, from the Mediterranean

to the Black Sea ; its strength is over

one knot. The current runs at an

average rate of 2J knots an hour ;

but its s;iced varies from hour to

hour, and the numerous windings

produce a variety of counter currents

and whirling eddies under the points.
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Between Rumili Hissar and Anadoli

H. it runs at the rate of 5 knots, and

past A ma hi Keui at 4 knots : at this

part it is called the Devil's current,

theitan akindiri. The Seraglio Point

divides it into two branches — one

falling into the Marmara; the other

running up the Golden Horn to the

Inner Bridge, where it is met by the

current from the upper basin. It

then turns round to the E., and wash

ing the quays of Galata and Top-

khaneh leaves behind it a zone of

eddies which vary every six hours.

The current is quicker in the after

noon, when the N.E. breczo is strong,

than iu the forenoon ; sometimes it

ceases altogether ; and occasionally it

has been known to run in the opposite

direction.

The prevailing winds are from N.

to N.E. in summer, and from S. to

S.W. in winter. Sometimes in sum

mer the wind is from the S.W. at the

southern end, and from the N.E. at the

northern end of the channel. At the

time of the equinoxes the winds are

variable, and sharp changes of tem

perature arc experienced. In winter

sudden shifts of wind are frequent,

and strong N.E. winds are always

accompanied by rain and snow. The

Barometer rises for northerly and falls

for southerly winds. The average

temperature of the water hardly differs

from that of the air, but it rarely

reaches the atmospheric maxima and

minima. The surface is rarely frozen

over; only 17 instances arc recorded

during more than 14 ceuturies, the

last being in Feby., 1755. The

Golden Horn was, however, partially

frozen over in 184!i and 1802. Dur

ing the Arctic winter of 762-68 the

Black Sea and the Bosporus were

frozen over for several weeks, and

people crossed on foot from the Euro

pean to the Asiatic shore ; when the

thaw came the ice carried away a

portion of the sea-wall of Constanti

nople.

From October to early March fogs

are common, but they clear off at

sunrise, or, if the wind be S.W., in

the afternoon. From the middle of

April to the middle of May fogs from

the Black Sea enter the Bosporus,

and rarely clear off till mid-day ;

these fogs are cold and unhealthy.

Though lighthouses have been built

ou the European and Asiatic sides,

the approach to the B. from the Black

Sea is still dangerous. Numerous

wrecks occur, and the work of the

life - saving stations at Kilia and

Shileh is sometimes severe. To the

mariners of classical times the dangers

of a passage through the straits were

very real : they gave rise to some of

the legends that gathered round the

Expedition of the Argonauts to Col

chis, and are attested by the crowd of

temples and votive altars raised on

either shore.

The Bosporus, Euxine, and Mar

mara abound in fish. The principal

are the porpoise, sword-fish, large

and small bimita (tunny), mackarel,

pilchard, turbot, brill, sole, plaice,

sea - salmon, grey and red mullet,

hu/er (a kind of herring), gurnard,

whiting, smelt, and three other sorts

of fish unknown in British waters.

Lobsters, prawns, oysters, mussels and

cockles are abundant ; the lobsters of

Rumili Hissar, and the oysters of

Arnaut Keui are famous. The la

goons of the Marmara and Black Sea

furnish pike and eels, and to them

the grey mullet resort in winter and

become enormously fat. The sword-

fish and the loufer are the best

eating, though both are rather rich

and heavy food. The most important

fisheries are the sword-fish, the

bonita, and the pilchard, the last-

named shoaling in vast numbers up

the Bosporus in August. All these

fish are salted and packed, and a

considerable export trade is done in

them. The Pilchard is also dried in

the sun and used grilled as a relish to

raki. Table-fish, excepting turbot,

are mostly caught in the fishing sta

tions which are provided with an

elaborate system of nets, hanging

from lofty spars, which can be let

down and hoisted up at pleasure.

The nets are placed with reference

to the set of the currents, and inter

cept the ascending and descending

shoals. They are the property of the
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guild of fishermen, but several of

them are leased to Neapolitans. Be

sides these stationary nets — which

are huge fish-traps —-fishermen use

the harpoon for the larger fish, which

they seek mostly by night, attracting

them by a fire lighted in the bows of

their boats. They use the line in

various ways for the lou/er, grey

mullet, &c, and the seine and cast

ing-net for smaller fish. Amateur

fishermen find amusement in angling

for the loufer, which is done lounging

in a kaik in the cool of the summer

mornings or evenings. Trolling for

jack in the upper waters of the Golden

Horn is said to afford fair sport. All

fish brought to market pays tithe to

the State; the fishing tithes of the

whole Empire amount to nearly

40,000i. per annum. This tax is one

of those assigned to assure the divi

dend on the Public Debt.

Books. —Von Hammer, Constauti-

.nopel u. d. Bosporus; Tchihatchef,

Le Bosphore el Constantinople ; Miss

Pardoe, The Bosphorus anil the

Danube.

EUROPEAN SHORE.

The steamer on leaving the outer

bridge crosses the outer port of com

merce, and passes by Gala'a, with its

imposing tower, KilijAli Pasha Jami'

(p. 20), the Arsenal of Top-khaneh

(p. 19), Soli-bazar, and Fundukli

(p. 20). The Embassies of Sweden,

Russia, Holland, France, Austria, and

Germany; Galata Serai, the Greek

Church of the Holy Trinity ; and the

cypresses of the Grands Champs des

Morts, are visible on the heights to

the 1.

1. Kabatash, rough stone, a small

harbour formed by a mole, on which

there is a fountain. Merchant ships

are generally moored opposite Kaba-

tash, whilst, higher up, towards Be-

sbiktash, cradle stone, the ships of

war lie at anchor previous to sailing

from Constantinople.

The two words, Kabatash and

Beshiktash, undoubtedly refer to the

celebrated Petra Thermastis, noticed

by Dionysiup, in his description of

the Bosporus, as a rock distinguished

for its form. This is the rock whose

roadstead was formerly called Pente-

conloricon, that is, the roadstead of

the 50 - oared ships, because here

Taurus the Scythian, on his way to

Crete, anchored with his 50-oared

vessels.

Amidst the trees a short distance

beyond Kabatash is the Yeni Valideh

Jami', built, in the style of the

Mahmudiyeh Jami' at Top-khaneh,

by the mother of Sultan Abdul Mejid.

Adjoining the Mosque is an esplanade,

planted with trees, whence salutes are

fired on the embarkation or disem

barkation of princes, ambassadors,

ministers, and honoured Imperial

guests. There is a private landing-

place, and an ornamental gateway

leads to the grounds of the Palace

of Dulmabdghcheh. On the opposite

side of the main road, along which

the Galata-Orta-keui tramway runs,

are a small Court Theatre, now used

as a Military Depot, in which French

Comedies were performed during the

reign of Sultan Abdul Aziz ; and the

Imperial Stables. Between these

buildings is the junction of two car

riage-roads, of which one runs by

Giimush-su Barracks, the Military

Hospital, and the German Embassy,

to Taksim; and the other, which is

less steep, by the Gas -Works, the

Mejidieh Barracks, and the Taksim

Gardens, to the Pera-Pankaldi road.

A third road, on the other side of the

stables, runs up tho Kucb.uk Ikhla-

mur Deresi, Little valley of the lime-

tree, past the Muclika Barracks and

Depot, and the Konak of Osman

Pasha, to Nishantash. From Ihis

point, according to some authorities,

Muliammad II. transported his ships

overland to the Golden Horn.

The Palace of Dolmabaghoheh, P.

of the filled-in garden, was built in

1853 by Sultan Abdul Mejid. The

building is a mixture of styles, and is

overlaid with a profusion of ornament

not always in the best taste, but the

general effect is not unpleasing to the

eye. On the Bosporus side the great
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pile of buildings, with its marble (fun;/

nud flights of steps lending down to

the water, is a striking feature from

many points of view. On the land

side the palace is hidden by high

walls, in which there are two richly-

decorated portals—one opening on to

the esplanade, the other on to the

main road. The interior is fitted up

in a luxurious manner with large

mirrors, crystal chandeliers and can

delabra, chimney pieces of malachite

and Sevres china, gaudily - painted

ceilings, and cupolas of stained glass,

through which a flood of rich, warm

light pours down into the various

apartments. The great central hall,

or Throne Room, is one of the largest

and most profusely decorated halls in

Europe. It is only used on State

occasions, such as the Sultan's Bai-

ram reception ; and in it was held

the inaugural sitting of the first

Turkish Parliament on the 19th

March, 1S77. The bath, with its

alabaster walls and marble floor, is

very beautiful ; and there is a small

picture gallery, with pictures by

Ge.rome, and French and native

artists. Adjoining the central hall

is the Harem, and beyond it are the

apartments of the Court functionaries

and servants. The gardens of the

palace arc celebrated for their beauty;

they are reserved for the use of the

ladies of the Harem. The Sultans

Abdul Mejid and Abdul Aziz made

this palace their residence, and from

it the latter, after his dethronement

in May, 1876, was carried oft' with his

family to the Seraglio in Stambul.

A few days later he was removed at

his own request to the Palace of

Cheragau, where his life came to a

tragic end.

2. Beshiktash, cradle stone, the

ancient Jasonion, called by the later

Greeks Diplohionion, or " double

column." It was here that the Vene

tian fleet, under the command of

Dandolo, landed the troops that be

sieged Constantinople in 1203. Here

also, according to some authorities,

and not near Galata, was the point

from which the boats prepared by

Muhammad II. were transported over

land to be launched on the waters

of the Golden Horn. Ducas thus

describes this remarkable operation :

—"He ordered a road to be made

through the valleys lying nt the back

of Galata to the end of the horned

bay (the harbour), opposite to Kosmi-

diun, Eyub. They levelled the road

as much r.s they could, and when

they had placed 80 galleys of 50 and

30 oars on rollers, he ordered their

sails to be hoisted, and the ships to be

drawn over the dry land from the

passage to the mouth of the harbour

in the Keratie Bay, which was imme

diately carried into execution."

The landing-place at Beshiktash is

one of the most frequented on the

Bosporus; numbers of la'ihs are al

ways to be found there plying for

hire, and the Galata-Orta-keui tram

way runs past it. Near the guard-

houso is the Tiirbeh of the red-bearded

Sea King, Ghazi Khaireddin Pasha,

d. 1546, who conquered Algiers and

Tunis, and defeated the combined

Christian fleet off Prcvesa. During

the reign of Suleiman the Magni

ficent, Barbarossa was the terror of

the Mediterranean, and he success

fully opposed two expeditions sent

against him by Charles V. On the

other side of the main road is the

Mosque of Beshiktash, built by the

celebrated Admiral Sinan Pasha in

the 16th century. Near the sea is a

Tekkeh of Mevlevi Dervishes, one of

the most l,eautiful and most fre

quented spots in the vicinity of

Constantinople; and close to it is

the burial-place of the pious Sheikh,

Yahia Effendi, which is visited every

Wednesday by numbers of people

from the city.

Between the suburbs of Dolma-

baghcheh and Beshiktash is the

Beuyuk Ikhlamur Deresi, Large valley

of the lime-tree, a beautiful rocky

ravine, in which the Sultan has a

Kiosk A public pathway, much

frequented by the people of Beshik

tash, leads up the ravine to the

Chiehli Guard House, on the Pera-

Buyukdereh road ; and there is a

pleasure ground, laid out in the usual
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Turkish style of terraces on the steep

slope of tho hill, planted with limes

aud other trees, and adorned with

fountains. It is a favourite resort

of all classes of the people on their

rcspeetivo holy days. The ivalk from

Pera to tho Chichli Guard House,

aud down the " Valley of the Lime-

tree" to Beshiktash, returning thence

hy the Grands Champs des Morts, is a

very heautiful one in spring when the

fruit-trees arc in full blossom. Half

of it may be doue by tram or kaik.

Beyond Beshiktash is the Palace of

Cheragan, built by Sultan Abdul

Aziz on the site of the palace of the

Graud Vizier of Ahmed III., in which

Mahmud II. took up his residence

when he left the Seraglio in Stambul.

This, the finest of the palaces on tho

Bosporus, extends along the shore to

Orta-keui, and is entirely of marble.

The interior is remarkable for the

beauty of tho sculptured ornament

in marble aud wood ; aud tho apart

ments arc fitted up with even greater

luxuiianco than those of fiolma-

baghcheh. In the building nearest

Orta-keui the life of Sultan Abdul

Aziz ended tragically ou tho 13th

June, 1S76. The palace is now the

resideuco of tho deposed Sultan Mu-

rad V., and is inaccessible to visitors.

A bridge over the main road connects

the grounds of Cheragan with those of

Yildiz Kiosk ; aud not far from it, on

tho road to Orta-keui, there is a small

open square with a handsome iron

gateway leading to the park of the

present Sultau's favourite residence.

To the 1. of the square is a guard

house, and to the rt tho Mejidieh

Jami , to which the Sultan sometimes

proceeds in state ou Friday, on the

occasion of the Selamlik (p. 11).

Yildiz Kiosk, Star Kiosk, the resi

dence of Sultan Abdul Hamid II.,

was occupied, until her death, by the

mother of Sultan Abdul Mejid. It is

beautifully situated ou tho heights

above Cheragan, and has a large park

surrounded by lofty walls. Tho

palace of Yildiz, in which tho Sultan

receives his Ministers, gives audience

to Ambassadors, and occasionally en-

tertaius them at dinuer, is small, but

fitted up with much elegance and

taste. The views from the windows

over the park and the Bosporus to

the Asiatic Coast are very beautiful.

Near the palace are buildings in

which the Sultan's Secretarial Staff,

the high Court officials, the Imperial

Aides-de-Camp, and others have their

offices. The park is charmingly laid

out, and contains several picturesque

kiosks and sheets of ornamental water.

The Harem is in the midst of a flower

garden, and close to it there is a small

Court Theatre. In this charming

retreat, far removed from the noise

and bustle of the city, the Sultan

passes his days engaged upon the

weighty affairs of the State. The

only occasions upon which he leaves

it are to attend the public Friday

prayer at Mosque, to hold the official

Bairam receptions, and to pay the

customary visits to the Seraglio and

S. Sophia. A large force under the

command of Ghitzi Osman Pasha, the

hero of I'levua, is always kept in tho

Barracks in the immediate vicinity of

Yildiz Kiosk, and no visitors, except

those proceeding to an audience with

the Sultan, are allowed to pass the

gates. In front of the principal

entrance, from which a carriage-road

runs to the Pera-Buyukdereh road,

there is a small but pretty mosque,

built by the present Sultan and called

after him Hamidieh Jami'. It is

usually selected for the ceremony

of the Selamlik.

3. Orta-keui, middle village, or

"Middleton," called by the Greeks

S. Phoeas, is a largo and not very

clean village inhabited principally by

Armenians and Jews, and celebrated

for its gardens. It is the terminus of

the tramway. Near the landing-stage

is a picturesque mosque, Yeni Valideh

Jami', built by the mother of Sultan

Abdul Aziz in the modern florid

Turkish style. Above Orta-keui the

shore is fringed with the summer

residences, yalis, of Turkish Pashas ;

and on tho point called Sefterdar

Burnu, ancient Klidion, off which a

heavy sea aud strong current run
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during northerly winds, there was

until quite recently a fine old Turkish

palace, painted yellow, with oriental

colonnades, which was formerly occu

pied by Esmah Sultan, sister of

Sultan Mahmud II.

4. Kuru Cheshmeh, dried fountain,

lies between Defterdar Burnu and

Akindi Burnu, and is inhabited by

Greeks aud Armenians. Here stood

a laurel-tree, said to have been plant

ed by Medea on landing at this spot

with Jason on his return from Colchis.

The hill nearest to the laurel was

called the Berry of Isis, and is pos

sibly the projecting point of land on

which the village of Kuru Cheshmeh

begins.

5. Arnaut-keui, Albanian village, is

the ancient Hestiae, or Anaplus, which

was later called Vicus Michaelicus,

from the celebrated ch. of the Arch

angel Michael which was built there

by Constantine the Great, and repaired

by Justinian. The church was destroy

ed by Sultan Muhammad II., and the

material was used in the construction

of the castle at Rumili Hissar. Ar

naut-keui, originally an Albanian

colony, is now peopled by Greeks and

a few Jews. It is built on the S. side

of Akindi Burnu, current cape, where

the current runs so strong, 4 knots an

hour, that small vessels and kaiks

generally land their crews and track

round the point. Trackers, yedeljis,

can always be obtained on payment

of P. J each. In stormy weather the

passage round is dangerous for kaiks,

and the current here as well as below

Rumili Hissar is called Sheitan Akin-

disi, Devil's Current. There is a

pretty fountain near the shore, built

during the reign of Murad IV., and a

road along tho quay which is much

frequented by the pleasure-seeking

crowd on Sundays and holy days. On

the Greek festival of the Epiphany

(18th January N.S.) a strange sight

may be witnessed here, and also

higher up the Bosporus in the cove

of Therapia. A vast crowd of Greeks,

of both sexes, assemble on the pro

montory, regardless of the most pitiless

storm or heaviest snow. A bishop

comes forward holding a crucifix,

which he blesses, and then throws

into tho sea. Numerous bold divers

eagerly plunge into the rushing cur

rent after the sacred relic, and the

fortunate survivor of tho fierce sub

marine struggle of waves aud men re

ceives an ample reward, as well in

hard cash as in acquired sauctity

of character.

6. Bebek, the habij, the auot. Chelae.

This lovely bay, on which once stood

a temple of Artemis Dictynna, soon

attracted the attention of the Ottoman

Sultans, and Selim I. built a summer

residence, yali, on its shores. The

Konaks of Prince Halim Pasha,

and of the late Grand Vizier Ali

Pasha, are also here; and there is

a well laid-out public garden, for

merly the site of a graceful building

called Kiosk of the Conferences, in

which the Sultans used at one time to

receive Ambassadors in secret audi

ence. Bebek is much frequented by the

European residents of Constantinople,

aud there is a large British and

American community. The latter

form a Protestant Evangelical Union

and have Divine Service on Sundays

The houses ou the shore have water-

gates through which the kaiks of the

proprietors are drawn up to subter

ranean boat-houses. As the water

is shallow the landing-stage is some

distance above the village. At Bebek

the carriage-road from Pera along the

shore of the Bosporus ends.

On an eminence projecting from a

hill 300 ft. above the Bosporus, be

tween Bebek and Rumili Hissar,

stands a handsome stouo edifice of 5

storeys, tho Robert College, an ad

mirable institution founded in 1863

by C. Robert, Esq., of New York.

It gives an excellent education to

some 200-300 students, under a

staff of well -instructed Professors,

and confers degrees of B.A., being

affiliated with the University of the:

State of New York. The education

is in English, and on the general

plan of the course of studies pursued
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in Colleges in the United States.

That plan is however modified in

many respects to meet the exigencies

of students drawn from the various

nationalities of the East. The Col

lege has exercised a marked influence

on the educational progress of Turkey.

It contains a Library and small Mu

seum, in which will be found collec

tions of the birds of Turkey, of the geo

logy, fossils and fish of the Bosporus,

and an enormous hornets' nest ! There

are magnificent views of the Bosporus

from the College grounds and flag

tower, to which strangers are admitted,

and from the neighbouring hill crown

ed by a Tekkeh of Bektash Dervishes.

We now arrive at one of the most

picturesque parts of the Bosporus,

where the continuous line of villas

and streets is for the first time broken

since leaving Top-khaneh, by a very

ancient cemetery, situated on a bold

rocky promontory, and crowned with

a grove of cypress and pine. Along

its craggy sides run the winding

walls of Rumili Hissar, or the Castle

of Europe, whose massive towers and

fantastic shape, rising high from the

suiTounding wood, and with here and

there a gaily-painted house nestling

under its buttresses, defy adequate

description with the pen. The Bos

porus is here only 810 yds. wide, and

the stream which runs past at 5 knots

an hour has obtained the name of

Sheitan Akindisi, the Devil's Current.

7. Rumili Hissar, Castle of Hume-

lia, was built by Muhammad II. in

1452, as a preliminary to the siege of

Constantinople. It was erected upon

the site of the State Prison of the

Byzantine Emperors, called the Towers

oj Lethe, whioh was destroyed to make

room for it ; and immediately opposite

to the Castle, Anadoli Hissnr, erected

by Bayezid I., on the Asiatic shore,

during the reign of Manuel II. Palae-

ologus. The Greek Emperor sent an

ambassador to remonstrate with the

Sultan against such evident prepara

tion for the blockade of his city, and

infraction of existing treaties ; but

the only answer he received was, that

if another ambassador were sent he

would be flayed alive. Muhammad

employed 1000 masons, 1000 lime-

burners, and a multitude of labourers

on the construction of the castle ;

stones, lime, and tiles were collected

from the ports of Anatolia ; and the

Christian churches in the neighbour

hood were despoiled of their altars

and pillars to complete the walls. By

a caprice of the Sultan the plan was

ordered to be an imitation of the

Arabic letters of the word Muham

mad ; each Mint (M) was represented

by a tower ; and the final result was

one of the most quaint and pic

turesque of fortresses. The building

of the 3 great towers was assigned to

the three generals, Khalil Pasha,

Chagan, and Sarijeh; and to each

of the 1000 masons was assigned the

task of building two yards of wall.

The castle was completed in 3

months, the walls being 30 ft. thick,

and high in proportion. The tower

built near the water's edge, by Khalil

Pasha, was armed with enormous

guns which threw stone shot of more

than 6 cwt. ; and the Turks, having

thus obtained complete command of

the Bosporus, levied toll upon all

ships passing up or down the straits.

For this reason Muhammad called

the castle Boghaz Kessen, throat or

strait cutter ; a translation, apparent

ly, of Lamokopion, the Byzantine

name of the promontory. Within the

castle are several modern Turkish

houses ; and in its walls may be seen

numerous fragments of columns, capi

tals, and sculptured stones, which

were taken from Byzantine and per

haps earlier buildings. In the Turk

ish village of Rumili Hissar there are

also many fragments. Two submarine

cables are laid between Rumili Hissar

and Anadoli Hissar, and connect

Pera with Skutari.

It was at the foot of the promontory

of Hermaeon, once graced by a Temple

of Hermes, and now occupied by the

" Castle of Rumelia," that Mandrokles

of Samos built the celebrated bridge

over which Darius led the Persian

armies to Scythia. The actual site

of the bridge was probably above the
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direct line between Rumili Hissar and

Anadoli H., as tho current is thero

too rapid to admit of the easy con

struction of a work of such magni

tude. But the rock, hewn into tho

form of a throne, on which Darius

sat and watched tho march of his

army over the bridge from Asia to

Europe, was on the promontory itself.

This rock was called the Throne of

Darius, and close to it stood the

celebrated pillars of white marble on

which were inscribed in cuneiform

and Greek characters the names of

all the nations that formed part of

the army. The pillars appear to have

been afterwards removed by the By

zantines to their own city. (Herod.

iv. 87.) The promontory gradually

rises to a lofty height, about f m. from

the shore, which is called Shehidlar,

place of martyrs, because some Moslem

soldiers who fell in battle were buried

there. This is a favourite ride from

Pera, and pic-nicking ground for tho

foreign residents on the Bosporus.

North of the promontory is Balta

Liman, harbour of Balta, the anct.

Tortus Mulierum, a small village

which takes its name from Balta

Oghlu, the Admiral of Muhammad II.

who lived there, and commanded the

Turkish fleet anchored in the bay,

anct. Gulf of Phidalia, prior to the

attack on Constantinople.

At this place, where a small stream

falls into the Bosporus, is the splen

did villa, built by the eminent states

man and reformer Reshid Pasha,

which was purchased by Sultan Ab

dul Aziz and presented to his daughter

Fatmeh, who married Reshid's son.

Here were signed the Commercial

Treaty of 1838, the Treaty of the

Five Powers in 1841, and tho Con

vention of 1849 relative to the Danu-

bian Principalities.

8. Boyaji Keui, village of the dyers,

on the shore of the bay, is occupied

by Greeks and Armenians.

9. EmirgMan. — The shore here

curves into a small bay beautifully

wooded with cypress trees, whence

the spot was formerly called Kypa- ,

rodis, or " the cypress grove." Its

Turkish name is derived from Emir-

ghian Oghlu, a Persian prince, and

Governor of Erivan, who was brought

prisoner to Constantinople by Mu-

rad IV. after the capture of Erivan.

As he was an accomplished musician

he won the favour of the Sultan, who

allowed him to live in this place.

The village is charmingly situated

amidst plane and cypress trees, and

is almost entirely occupied by Turks.

There is a good carriage - road to

Mashlak on the Pera-Buyukdereh

road; the pathway from Bebek along

the shore of the Bosporus ends hero.

A little above the landing-stage are

the beautiful summer palace and

charming gardens thut belonged to

Ismail Pasha, the ex -Khedive of

Egypt.

10. Stenia, the straits.—The fairest,

largest, and most remarkable harbour

of the whole Bosporus, a bay formed

by nature for building and preserving,

ships, and celebrated on this account

from the remotest times as the scene

of numerous sea-fights and nautical

enterprises. It bore amongst the

Byzantines the names of Leosthenius

and Sosthenius. Tho first name is

derived from its founder Leosthenes,

the Megarian ; the second from tho

temple of safety, Sosthenia, erected

by the Argonauts, out of gratitude

for their deliverance from the hands

of the oppressor Amycus. After

Amycus, the king of the Bebryces

—who ruled at the foot of the Giant's

Mountain on the opposite side of the

Bosporus—had forcibly refused tho

Argonauts a further passage, they

ran into the woody bay of Stenia,

where, encouraged by the heavenly

apparition of a genius with eagle's

wings, they recommenced the struggle

with Amycus; and in memory of

their victory dedicated the temple

(Sosthenia) with tho statue of the

heavenly face. Constantine the Great,

who found hero the temple and the

statue of a winged genius, converted

the former into a church; and the

winged genius, who appeared as a

, saviour to the Argonauts, into the
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Archangel Michael, as the comman

der of tho heavenly host. When the

barbarians pressed onwards to the

capital of the sinking empire of

Byzantium, their fleets more than

once appeared in the Bosporus, where

Stenia became their resting-place ;

and, in 941, the town was destroyed

by tho Russians, who left not a

vestige of its former edifices. A

pretty walk or ride leads up the

valley from hence to Masldali (p. 86).

There is also a beautiful walk over

the ridge, by Kosref Pasha's estate

and the wood, to Baltaliman ; and on

the rt. a short cut leads by the vine

yard of the Logothete Aristarchi to

Therapia. On the S. side of the

harbour is tho summer palace of the

Persian Ambassador.

11. Yeni Keui, new village, tho

ancient Cautes Baechiae, has a Greek

and Armenian population, some of

whom are rich, and have handsomo

houses on the seashore. Here is the

Austrian Embassy Palace. The N.

part is called Keui-bashi, "head of

the village." The heights behind,

especially where clothed with vine

yards and pine-trees, offer pretty

walks. There is a beautiful walk

along the shore to Therapia, and a

little less than half-way there is an

Imperial Kiosk. A short distance

further is a much-frequented, shady

spot, with a cafe., which is called

Kalender, and a "Holy Well,"

ayazma. The bay, which is ex

tremely picturesque, is the rendez

vous of all the lovers of fishing from

the neighbouring villages. As the sea

is always tranquil and still, and there

fore favourable to navigation, this

romantic little bay was called by the

Byzantines " the bay of the quiet sea."

12. Therapia, healing, was formerly

called Pharmakia, " poisoning," from

the poison which Medea threw upon

the Thracian coast. The euphony of

the Greeks changed the poison into

health. Therapia deserves its name

from the salubrity of the air ; for the

cool winds, which blow directly from

the Black Sea, temper the heat of tho

summer, and render it one of the most

charming residences on the whole of

the Bosporus. It was at one time tho

favourite summer resort of tho great

Phanariot families, Ypsilauti, Soutzo,

Mavrikordato, &c. ; but their resi

dences and beautiful gardens have

gradually passed into other hands.

Therapia is now a Greek village, of

more than 4000 inhabitants, with a

small sheltered harbour in which the

men-of-war attached to the British,

French, German, and Italian Em-

busies, steam launches, and pleasure

boats, are anchored. At tho head of

the harbour there is a small public

garden, the gift of M. Zarifi, and

thence the road to Pera runs up tho

pretty Valley of Krio-Nero, cold water ;

there is a pleasant walk to the clear,

cold spring, which gives its name to

the valley. During the summer

months Therapia is filled, almost to

over-flowing, with tho European resi

dents of Constantinople, who live at

the hotels, or take houses or lodgings

for tho season ; and no pleasanter

place could be selected by the tra

veller for making excursions to tho

Forest of Belgrdd (p. 102) and other

places of interest in the vicinity. The

Ambassadors of Great Britain,

France, Germany, and Italy have

their summer residences at Therapia.

The German Palace is on the S. side

of the harbour, in a richly-wooded

park which, having passed from tho

Soutzo family into the hands of tho

Sultan, was presented by H.I.M., in

1880, to the German Emperor. Tho

other ambassadorial palaces are on

the quay that runs N. from the

landing-place. The French Palace is

remarkable for its beautiful garden

and park ; it formerly belonged to the

Ypsilanti family, but was confiscated

by Selim III., and given by him to

France in return for the assistance

rendered by Gen. Sebastiani, in 1807,

when Admiral Duckworth's fleet

appeared off Constantinople. Tho

British Palace is a conspicuous

wooden building, with balconies over

looking the Bosporus, built in pretty

grounds presented to England during

| tho Embassy of Lord Stratford de
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Redeliffe. The grounds formerly be

longing to Prince Mavroyani, who is

mentioned in Hope's Anastasius, are

very picturesque ; the house is not re

markable. One of the prettiest spits

is the terrace of the garden of M.

Zohrab, looking immediately down

upon the port. The harbour of Ther-

apia, like that of Stenia, has often

been the theatre of the sea-fights of

maritime powers, and especially be

tween the Genoese and Venetians. It

was the place of retreat chosen by

Nicolo Pisani, after having fought,

during the 13th and 14th of Febru

ary, 1352, with the enemy and the

storms at Stenia. There are several

very pretty walks in the neighbour

hood of Therapia. The best time to

spend a few days here is in May or

June, when, in the soft twilight of a

calm evening, one can wander about

amongst cypresses and pine-trees with

the glassy Bosporus spread out be

neath.

13. Kirech Bnrnu, lime-point, so

called from its limestone rocks; it

was formerly called Klithra, "the

key" of the Euxine, because from

thence the first view of the Black

Sea is obtained. There is here an

Ayazma, or "Holy Well," dedicated

to S. Euphemia, some fine old plane-

trees, and a battery for the defence of

the B. The spot is much fre

quented by those who are fond of

water parties, and especially during

the fig-season. Beyond Kirech Burnu

lies the deep Bay of Buyukdereh, the

ancient Sinus Profundus (Ba8uKo\iros),

well sheltered from all winds, and

offering the best anchorage in the

Bosporus. A good carriage-road leads

from Therapia, past Kirech Burnu,

and througu Kefeli Keni, on the S.W.

shore of the bay to Buyukdereh on

the N. side

14. Buyukdereh, large valley, one of

the pleasantest places on the Bos

porus takes its name from the great

valley which stretches 3 m. inland

from the head of the deep bay to

the wooded heights beneath the

aqueduct of Baghcheh Keui. The

" Great Valley," which terminates in

verdant meadows, is not less resorted

to as a promenade than the cemetery

at Pera. At its lower end is the most

splendid group of trees on the Bos

porus, consisting of 7 plane-trees,

which form the Seven Brothers, Yedi

Kardash. The tradition that God

frey de Bouillon was encamped here

during the winter of 1096-97 is

not alluded to by any of the his

torians of the Crusades ; and it is

contrary to the statement of Anna

Comnena that his camp was near the

city between the bridge, Kosmidion,

and S. Phocas. On the other hand

the same lady says that Count Raoul

and other crusaders occupied the

district between the convent of S.

Tarasius, on the shore of the "deep

bay," and Sosthenius, Stenia.

Buyukdereh has the advantage of

being sheltered from the N. winds,

and is therefore warmer than Ther

apia in spring and autumn ; many of

the rich merchants of Constantinople

reside there, and go down to their

business every morning by steamer.

There is also a carriage-road from B.,

by Mashlak, to Pera (p. 89) ; the drive

takes about 1J hrs. The village,

which contains good hotels and a cafe",

stretches along the shore for some

distance. To the 1. of the steamboat

pier, towards the " great valley," are

the houses of the poorer Greeks and

Armenians ; and to the rt. is a fine

quay bordered by the summer resi

dences and gardens of the Russian

and Spanish Ambassadors and

wealthy natives. Amongst these the

finest is the Bussian Palace, with its

forest-like park. Behind the build

ings rise the picturesque wood-clad

heights of Kabatash, from which fine

views may be obtained. The Quay

forms the promenade of the inhabit

ants of Buyukdereh. On fine moon

light nights, when the dark-blue sky

mingles with the deep blue of the Bos

porus, and the twinkling of the stars

with the phosphoric illumination of

the sea; when kaiks full of Greek

singers and guitar-players glide along

the banks, and the balmy air of the
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night wafts the softest melodies oyer

the waters; when the silence of the

listeners is interrupted by soft

whispers, lenesque sub noctem susurri,

the quay of Buyukdereh merits the

enthusiasm with which its admirers

are wont to proclaim its praises. On

summer evenings a band plays from

9 to 11.

The walks and rides about Buyuk

dereh are numerous and beautiful,

and it is the best base of operations

for the traveller who is desirous of

visiting the forest of Belgrad, its

reservoirs and aqueducts (p. 102), the

wilds of the Upper Bosporus, "the

Giant's Mountain and Grave" (p. 107),

"the Genoese Castle" at Anadoli

Kavak, and the lovely valley of

Hunkiar Iskelesi, near Beikos No

one, therefore, visiting the capital be

tween May and November, who can

afford the time, should omit to spend

a week or more here. Those who

cannot stay so long may still find

means of visiting any one of these

places by spending a night at one of

the hotels at Buyukdereh, and making

an excursion on the next day before

returning by the steamer to Constan

tinople in the afternoon. Carriages,

horses, kaiks, and boats can always

be obtained.

Walks.—A favourite walk is to the

plane-trees known as the Seven

Brothers (p. 100), and the adjoining

meadow-land on which the black

tents of some of those curious people,

the gypsies, chingeni, may generally

be seen. Some beautiful private

gardens close by are sometimes shown

to visitors. Another very favourite

walk is in the opposite direction,

along the quay and through the

small village of Sari-yar (p. 104) to

the Kesstane Dereh, chestnut valley, or

Valley of Bases. In this lovely valley

there are three springs highly prized

by the Turks for the superior quality

of their water. They are much visited

on Fridays by Turkish, and on Sun

days by Greek and Armenian ladies

from Buyukdereh, Sariyar, and Yeni

Mahalleh. The position of one of

them, the Kesstane Snyu, chestnut

Turliey.

water, is very beautiful; and the

contrast between the wooded, rocky

slopes of Mt. Kabatash, and the bare

yellow hills on the opposite side ol

the valley, is very striking. From

Kesstane Suyu one can return over

the hill, and, when leave is obtained

at the gate, through the garden of

the Russian Embassy; some fine

views are obtained during the descent.

The walk from Sariyar up the " V. of

Boses" was a favourite one of Lord

Stratford de Eedeliffe. A third walk,

with fine views, is to the summit of

Kabatash, 855 ft., returning by the

"V. of Koses."

Excursions. — (1.) To Baghcheh

Keui, Belgrad, and Pyrgos.—A good

carriage-road leads up the " Great

Valley " to the aqueduct of Mahmud

I., and, passing under one of the

arches, goes on to Baghcheh Keui

(3 m.), a village much frequented

during the spring by wealthy Greek

and Armenian families. The view

from the road, where it passes beneath

the aqueduct, over the wooded valley

and the Bosporus to the hills on the

Asiatic coast, is particularly fine.

The aqueduct was built by Mahmud

I., in 1732. to supply the suburbs of

Pera, Galata, and Beshiktash, and it

rivals in magnitude the works of a

similar kind constructed by the By

zantine Emperors. The winter rain

fall is impounded in two large reser

voirs, or bends, which are situated in

the forest about f m. above Baghcheh

Keui, and are known as Sultan

Mahmud's Bend and the Valideh

Bend ; they have been formed by

building solid dams of masonry across

the valley. In spring the bends are

quite full, but their capacity is not

sufficient for the growing wants of

Pera and Galata, and they sometimes

run dry in summer and autumn. The

water is carried across the Buyuk

dereh valley by the aqueduct, men

tioned above, which is 560 yds. long,

and has 21 arches ; and it then runs

through a conduit to the Tahsim, at

the entrance to Pera (p. 18), whence

it is distributed to the different

quarters of the city. There are
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several su-teruti, or "water-towers"

(p. 77), on the line of tlie conduit,

and 4 of them may be seen close to

gether in the valley about halfway

between Pera and Buyukdereh.

From Baghcheh Keui there is a

good carriage-road to the village of

Belgrad (2J m.), situated in the midst

of the forest between the "Great"

and " Little " Bends. The village is

inhabited by Greeks and Bulgarians,

and was called by the Byzantines

Petra. The forest of Belgrad is

15-18 m. in circumference, and con

tains a large variety of trees—oak,

beech, birch, elm, plane, pine, &c.—

which are covered in summer with

dense foliage of every shade of green.

On the preservation of these woods

depends the supply of the great reser

voirs; and .the villagers of Belgrad

and other hamlets in the forest, who

are called su-yoljis, have the double

care of cleaning the bends and pre

serving the woods. The forest of

Belgrad, the only one in the neigh

bourhood of Constantinople, on the

Thracian side of the Bosporus, is

therefore, in the fullest sense, a sacred

grove, whose trees are never touched

by the axe, and whose springs arc not

allowed to dry up.

Besides the importance which the

village of Belgrad derives from its

aqueducts and reservoirs, it is re

markable for possessing the loveliest

walks and rides on the whole of the

Thracian side of the Bosporus; the

thick woods are the resort of a

great variety of game, among which

deer and wild boar are the chief.

The beauty of Belgrad is perhaps

over-praised : the woods are not of

large growth ; the reservoirs are filled

with turbid water, brought from the

neighbouring brooks, and are the re

sort of myriads of frogs, whose croak

ing, in the spring, drowns every other

sound. Yet these woods, in the fair

days of spring, form a favourite resort

for Franks, Greeks, and Armenians.

The latter spend weeks together in

the spring in the uninterrupted en

joyment of the happiest indolence,

giving to the spot the name of Defet-

gamm, i.e. care-dispeller ; and, in

deed, a more delightful sans-souci

cannot be imagined than the wood-

crowned lawns of Belgrad. The

beautiful village fountain has long

Rince been celebrated in the letters of

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, who

made this her summer residence ; ami

the house which she occupied is still

shown by the villagers. Formerly

several of the European envoys lived

at Belgrad, as well as at Therapia

and Buyukdereh, during the fine sea

son ; but as fevers prevail at the cud

of the summer, Buyukdereh aud

Therapia have been preferred, for

their ever pure and wholesome tem

perature.

From Belgrad a forest road runs on

the W. side of the Great Bend, past

the Bash Hawuz of Belgrad, and

under the Devil's Aqueduct, to Pyrgos,

Tli. Burgas (3 m.), a village which

derives its name from the tower,

Tlvpyos, erected there by Andronicus

Comnenus. From Pyrgos the Aivat

Send and the Long Aqueduct may be

visited, or the ride may be continued

S. to the aqueducts in the valley of

Ali Bey Su, and thence to Pera. The

ride from Buyukdereh by Baghcheh

Keui, Belgrad, Pyrgos, and the aque

ducts to Pera is 22-25 miles.

The Aqueducts and Bends con

nected with the water supply of

Stambul.—There are 4 Bends or reser

voirs in the vicinity of Belgrad, and

of these the largest is the Great Bend

about f m. S. of the village; it is

really a small lake, and the fine

masonry dam and sluice gate are de

serving of notice. The water from

the Great Bend and the Little Bend,

which lies K. of Belgrad, runs into a

large tank, called the Kaianlik

Hawuz, dark tunii, or the Bash

Ilawuz of Belgrad, that is said to

have been made by Andronicus Com

nenus, 1183-85. From this point a

conduit runs S.W. to the valley of the

Kiat Khaneh Su, receiving on its way

the water of a Bend in Pasha Derch,

If m. W. of the Great Bend, which

passes over the small Sheitan Kcmeri,

Devil's Aqueduct. The joint stream

crosses the valley, about f m. below
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Pyrgos, by the Egri Kemer, Crooked,

Aqueduct, which derives its name

from its construction in two sections

almost at right angles to each other.

One section is 670 ft. long, and 106

ft. high, where the valley is deepest ;

it has 3 tiers of arches, and the piers

of the 2 upper tiers are pierced with

arches, transversely, so that it is

possible to walk from end to end

above the lower and middle tiers, as

well as along the top. The second

section is 300 ft. long, and has only

one tier of 12 semicircular arches.

This fine aqueduct is apparently By

zantine, and the work of Andronicus.

From this point the water is conveyed

by conduit, 1 J m., to the Bash Hawuz,

principal tank, of Pyrgos, also called

Sultan Osman Hdwusi, excavated on

the wooded height S. of the village ;

it is said to have been made by

Andronicus Comnenus, and repaired

by Osman II., 1618-22. In the V. of

Evhad-eddin, about 2J m. N.W. of

Bolgrad, is the Aivat Bend, con

structed in 1766 by Sultan Mustafa

III. The water from this bend crosses

the V. of the Kiat-Khaneh Su, about

1 m. above Pyrgos, by the Usun

Kemer, Long Aqueduct, which was

built by Suieiman the Magnificent;

it is 2200 ft. long, and 80 ft. high,

and has two tiers of arches, but it is

not so well built as the "Crooked

Aqueduct." After crossing the aque

duct, the water runs through a con

duit to the Bash Hdwuz of Pyrgos,

where it joins that brought from the

Great Bend. From the Bash Hawuz

the united stream flows off towards

the V. of the Ali Bey Su, which it

crosses by the Muallak Kemer,

Hanging Aqueduct, commonly known

as Justinian s Aqueduct. This is tho

finest example of Byzantine work of

this description; it is 720 ft. long,

and its greatest height is 108 ft.

There are two tiers of pointed arches,

which have a span of 55 ft. in the

lower, and 40 ft. in the upper tier.

The piers are pierced, laterally and

transversely, by arches, and the ap

pearance of lightness thus given to

the structure, as if the water channel

were suspended in the air, probably

gave rise to its Turkish name.

Andreossy assigns the aqueduct to

Constantine, but it is more probably

the work of Justinian. The water

next runs S. and crosses the V. of

Jebeji Keui by an aqueduct which has

2 tiers of arches, 11 in the upper, and

8 in the lower tier. In a small

Hawuz, at the S. end of the aqueduct,

the water from Pyrgos isjoined by water

brought from springs in the Jebeji Keui

valley ; and from this point a conduit

winds round the hills to the Taksim

(p. 37) at Egri Kapu. From the

Jebeji Keui aqueduct to Pera, by the

" Sweet Waters,' is about 9| m.

N.B.—Travellers visiting the forest

and aqueducts should take luncheon

with them, as little but bread, eggs,

and coffee can be obtained in the

villages; they should obtain a good

guide, and make up parties of 3 or

more, as it is sometimes unsafe to ride

alone.

(2.) To Baghcheh Keui, Kilia, Ru

mili Fanar, and the Bosporus.—To

Baghcheh Keui, 3 m. (p. 101), thence

through the forest to Domuzdereh,

4 m., and along ihe Black Sea Coast

to Kilia, 3 m. (p. 105), or through the

forest direct, via Shombre Keui, 2f m.,

to Kilia, If m. ; along the Black Sea

Coast to Rumili Fanar, 3f m. (p. 105),

opposite the Cyanean Rocks ; and by

tho Bosporus shore to Karibjeh Keui,

1J m., Beuyuk Limdn, 1J m., Rumili

Kavak, 2 m. (p. 104), and Buyuk-

dereh, 3 m. This is one of the most

delightful rides in the vicinity of the

Bosporus ; the total distance is 19-22

m., and, with a halt of 2 hrs. at

Rumili Fanar to rest the horses and

visit the Cyanean Kocks (p. 105), tho

tour occupies about 9 hrs. There is

also a direct road from Buyukderoh

to Kilia, 6 m., via Sekeriyeh Keui

and Demirji Keui. Luncheon should

be taken.

(3.) To the Genoese Castle (p. 106),

by water to Anadoli Kavak; no one

should omit this excursion. (4.) To

the Giant's Mountain and Grave

(p. 107), by water to Majiar Kalesi,

JJmur Yeri, or Kunkiar Iskelesi, and

i 2
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then on foot. (4.) To Btilios and the

Valley of Hunliiar Iskelesi (p. 108),

by water to Beilios, and thence on

foot. By sending horses across in the

steamer, or previously arranging for

their hire at Beikos, excursions may

be made inland to Arnaut Keui

(p. 108), or to Riva on the Black Sea

15. Mezar Buinu, Cape of Tomhs,

so called from the cemetery upon it,

is the ancient promontory of Simas,

on .which stood a statue of "Venus

Meretricia, to which the sailors offered

sacrifice. Beyond the promontory is

the village of Bari-yar, yellow cliff, at

the mouth of the lovely valley of the

KesslSne Su (p. 101). The bay of

Sari-yar is the ancient Slieletrinas.

16. Yeni Mahalleh, new quarter, a

village of Greek sailors and fisher

men, a short distance above the Kess-

tane Su. Beyond Yeni Mahalleh the

channel of the Bosporus narrows, and

there are forts on both shores to pro

tect the straits from an attack from

the north. Those on the European

side commence with Deli Tabia, a re

construction of a fort erected by a

French engineer, in 1783, at the foot

of the promontory called, in ancient

times, Ha €ton, from the colour of the

rocks ; and they continue to Rumili

Fanar. From Yeni Mahalleh. where

the Devonian strata are replaced by

igneous rocks, there is a pleasant walk

along the top of the cliff to

17. Bumili Kayak, Eumelian pop

lar.—This, the last station of the Bos

porus steamers, is a picturesque village

at the mouth of the ancient Chrysor-

rhoas ; the valley is geologically in

teresting. On the hill N. of the vil

lage are the ruins of a castle, Imros

Kalesi, built by Murad IV., in 1628,

on the site of the earlier Byzantine

fortress, Folichnion. Here, or in the

immediate neighbourhood, was the

Serapeion; and here Jason, after

having offered sacrifices on the Asiatic

shore to the 1 2 great gods, erected an

altar to Kybele. Yoros Kalesi, or
• the Genoese Castle," on the hill

above Anadoli Kavak on the Asiatic

side, corresponds to Imros Kalesi on

the European ; and from each of these

castles a wall ran down to the shore,

where a projecting mole, on either

side, reduced the width of the channel.

In times of danger the moles were

connected by a chain, so that the

castles, w alls, moles, and chain formed

a continuous line of defence from hill

to hill across the straits. Remains of

the walls and dams may still be seen ;

and the chain was used by Murad IV.

to keep out the Russians, who had

ravaged the shores of the Bosporus in

1626. The width of the straits here

is about 1100 yc's., and the batteries

on either side are connected by a sub

marine cable. Beyond, and not far

from the dam, there is a ravine

with a spring, and the ruins of the

monastery of S Mary of Mavromolo,

built by the wile of Constantino Ducas

(1059-67); and on the hill at the

head of the ravine is Cvid's Tower,

the ancient Turn.s Timiea, which for

merly served as a watch-tower. This

was the old Pharos, from which

torches were held up at night, whose

light, placed in a straight line with

those at the mouth of the Bosporus,

saved the ships navigating the Black

Sea from being wrecked on the

Cyanean rocks or the Thraeian coast.

The ancient inhabitants, a barbarous

and cruel people, used often to light

fires in the most dangerous places, in

order to embarrass the mariners, who

took them for the lighthouse, and

who, after suffering shipwreck, were

robbed. This crime was more par

ticularly indulged in by the inhabi

tants of the const of Salmydessus, now

called Midia.

Beyond Rumili Kavak the scenery

changes ; cliffs of doleritc and basalt

rise abruptly from the sea, and form

an iron-bound coast especially danger

ous to ships approaching the Bos

porus from the Black Sea in foggy

weather; and the road to Bumili

Fanar runs inland over barren igneous

rocks, which arc quite devoid of the rich

vegetation that clothes the Devonian

strata to the S. Ihe first break in

the coast-line is Beuyiik Liman, large
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harbour, the ancient Portus Epheei-

orum, which offers shelter to ships

running into the Bosporus from the

heavy swell of the Black Sen. At the

S. end of the bay there is a battery ;

and on Tashlanjik Burnu, stony cape,

the ancient Aphrodision, to the N..

there is another, called Karibjeh

Kalesi, which was built, in 1773, by

the French General Tott. This mass

of rock was formerly called Gypopolis,

i.e. Vulture town. Here was the

fabled court of King Phineas, where

he entertained the Argonauts, who

defended him from his troublesome

guests the Harpies.

Beyond Karibjeh the Bosporus

widens out until the extreme point of

the European shore is reached at

Bumili Fanar, Rumelian Lighthouse,

near the village of Fanaraki. The

lighthouse stands on a rocky pro

montory, and about J m. to the N. is

the battery of Bumili Kalesi, mount

ing heavy guns. Opposite to the

lighthouse are the Cyanean rocks, or

Symplegades, through which Jason

steered the Argonauts with no less

good fortune than danger. There arc

12 islets, or rocks, called by the Turks

Oraji Task, but only one, Kyani,

upon which are the fragments of a

column and altar, deserves the name

of island. It is flat on the top, and of

the same height as the cliff of the

coast, and is composed of doleritic

conglomerates. The inscription,

"Divo Caesari Augusto," which

Gyllius saw on the altar, has dis

appeared. The rocks were called the

Cyanean, i.e. the bluish rocks, from

their colour, and the Symplegades, i.e.

the rocks which strike together.

Jason, who sailed to capture the

golden fleece, or (to rescue historical

truth from the garb of poetic fable)

to obtain the precious sheep's wool of

Colchis, dared, and happily performed,

the dangerous passage, after having

followed the advice of the good king

Phineas, not to make the attempt

until he had previously sent out a

dove. The Dove was probably the

name of a small craft, of a similar

description to that which the Turks

make use of at the present day, bear

ing the name of another bird, Kir-

langich, i.e. the Swallow, and was sent

forward to examine the dangerous

passage. When the poet relates that

the vessel, by the separation of the

Symplegades, happily passed through,

but lost a portion of its tail, which

the islands, striking together, caught

hold of and jammed, the meaning is

no other than that the ship, hasten

ing onward, was injured by a rock in

the stern, and lost its rudder. The

island is considered by some, when

seen on coming from the Black Sea,

to have the appearance of the hull of

a vessel between two rooks.

In a bay of the Euxine, to the W.

of Rumili Fanar, is the village of

Kill a, and near it a fort, designed to

protect the European defences of the

Bosporus against an attack from the

rear. There is here a life-boat and

rocket service, organised by the late

Capt. Palmer, which has saved many

lives. The bay itself is a famous

fishing station. The next place after

Kilia on the shore of the Black Sea is

Derkos, the ancient Derkon, or Denel-

ton, a day's journey from Constanti

nople. Between Derkon and Selym-

bria. Silivri on the Marmara, was the

great Anastasian Wall, intended to

protect the capital against the attacks

of the barbarians.

Of late efforts have been made to

diminish the risks of ships navigating

the section of the Black Sea near the

entrance to the Bosporus. A lightship

has been anchored 15 m. outside the

entrance, and lights and beacons, with

distinctive marks, have been erected

along the neighbouring coasts of

Europe and Asia. Rocket batteries

and refuge houses have been estab

lished at 14 stations, 6 m. apart ; there

are fog-guns at Rumili Kalesi . and

Yum Burnu, and 6 life-boats on the

European and Asiatic coasts. Since

the establishment of the service, in

1867, 2527 lives have been saved.
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ASIATIC SHORE.

The extreme point on the Asiatic

shore is Yum Bunra, called in ancient

times Ancyraeum, "Anchor Cape,"

from the anchor which Jason took

from thence and left behind at Phasis.

Eastward of Yum Burnu, on the shore

of the Black Sea, is Eiva, at the

mouth of the Eiva Su, the ancient

Shebas, a stream celebrated, by poets

and geographers, for its beauty.

There is here a life-boat and rocket

station. On the other side of

Yum Burnu is Kabakos Bay, where

the basaltic cliffs are broken by

caverns and hollows, in which num

berless sea-birds breed, — including

the Yelkovan, which are almost con

stantly on the wing skimming, in

flocks, the surface of the Bosporus.

The largest of these caverns is 72 ft.

broad, 69 ft. deep, and 40 ft. high.

Some rocks in this bay, now covered

by water, were supposed by some of the

older travellers to be the Cyanean

rocks. On the next promontory stands

Anadoli Fanar, Anatolia lighthouse,

about 2 m. S.E. of the sister light

house on the European side. Hence

the dangerous rocky coast continues

to Poiras Point, from Boreas, on which

there is an old castle, and a battery

facing that of Karibjeh in Europe;

Fil Burnu, Elephant Cape, the ancient

Coracium, Prom., with its battery and

1. Anadoli Kavak, Anatolia poplar,

the most northerly station of the

Bosporus steamers on the Asiatic side.

The village is inhabited by Turks,

and is celebrated for its figs and

grapes. The promontory of A. Kavak,

with the heavily armed battery of

Kavak Kalesi at its foot, and Yoros

Kalesi, or "the Genoese Castle," on

its upper slopes, lies immediately to

the N., and protects the gardens from

the cold winds. The Genoese Castle

is of Byzantine origin ; its ruins are

picturesque and interesting, and from

them there is perhaps the finest view

on the Bosporus ; one which Darius,

according to Herodotus, turned aside

to enjoy. On the E. side there is

an old gateway, built of marble from

the temple. From the castle there is

a pleasant walk, about 1$ hrs., along

the crest of the ridge to the top of the

Giant's Mountain, whence a descent

may be made to Hunkiar Iskelesi, or

Beikos, where travellers staying at

Therapia or Buyukdereh can take a

kaik or one of the Bosporus steamers.

In ancient times the place where

the castle stands was called Fanum,

or Hieron, from the temple of the 12

gods, to whom, first of all, the Argive

Phrygos, and then Jason, on his re

turn from Colchis, dedicated altars

and instituted sacrifices. Besides the

altars of the 12 gods, we find the

temple of Zeus Urius and Poseidon,

frequently alluded to by the ancient

writers as standing on this side of

the strait, whilst the temple of Serapis

and Kybele stood opposite. Probably

this was the same temple in which

stood the altars of the 12 great gods.

The straits of Hieron, or the " sacred

opening " of the Bosporus, as it was

called, were always regarded as the

first line of maritime defence of the

capital against the attacks of northern

barbarians, and as the most suitable

place for levying tolls on vessels sail

ing in and out of the Euxine. They

were consequently fortified at a very

early date, and became the scene of

many hard-fought naval actions. In

a.d. 248 the Heruli appeared before

Byzantium with a fleet of 500 boats,

and invested Chrysopolis, Skutari,

whence, after an unsuccessful sea-

fight, they were compelled to return

to Hieron. At the same period the

Goths passed over at this point from

Europe to Asia, and ravaged Bi-

thynia as far as the walls of Nico-

media. In 865 the Russians appeared

for the first time in the Bosporus, and

advanced with a fleet as far as Hieron.

They again appeared in 941, in the

28th year of the reign of the Em

peror Romanus, when they burned

Stenia, the Greek fleet, and Hieron.

With 10,000 swift-sailing vessels

(Dromites) they made for Constanti

nople, when Theophanes, the patri

cian, attacked them and drove them
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back. Tho custom-house of tho Bos

porus was at Hieron, as that of the

Hellespont was at Abydos. The Em

press Irene reduced the tolls in the

4th year of her reign. When tho

Genoese began to threaten the By

zantine emperor in his palace, and to

aspire to the dominion of the sea,

they were particularly anxious to

obtain possession of Hieron, aud so

become masters of the straits and the

duties. In tho 14th century they

had gained possession both of Hieron

and Serapeion, i.e. of tho 2 toll

houses on the Asiatic and European

sides of tho Bosporus. In 1350 the

Venetians sent 33 galleys to dispute

their possession of tlio Bosporus, and

the straits of Hieron became tho fre

quent scone of Genoese and Byzan

tine contest. In subsequent times,

when tho Turks threatened the gates

of tho capital, a Byzantine garrison

occupied Hieron, to prevent their

passage of the Bosporus. From the

ruins of tho ancient temple Justinian

built a church, which he dedicated to

the Archangel Michael, leader of the

heavenly hosts, who was looked upon

as the special guardian of tho straits

of the Bosporus.

S. of Anadoli Kavak, at the foot of

the " Giant's Mountain," is Hajiar

Kalesi, one of the most important

batteries on the Bosporus ; and be

yond it aro the small landing-place

of Sndluje, and Majiar Burnu, Cape of

the Hungarian, from a Magyar who

was kept prisoner there for some

years.

The Giant's Mountain, 650 ft. high,

is tho highest hill on the shores of

the Bosporus, almost exactly opposite

Buyukdereh, aud it is well worth

ascending for the sake of its glorious

view—thus described by Byron :

The wind swept down the Euxinc, and the
wave

Broke foamiug o'er the blue Symplegades.
.Tisa grand sight from off" the Giant's Grave "
To watch the progress of those rolling seas

Between the Bosphorus, as they lash and lave
Europe and Asia, you being quite at ease ;

There's not a sea tlie passenger e'er pukes In

Turns up more dangerous breakers than the
Euxjne.

It is called by tho .Turks Yosha

dagh, Mountain of Joshua, because

The Giant's Grave on tho top is,

according to the Moslem legend, the

grave of Joshua. Tho grave was

formerly called the Couch of Hercules ;

but the classical story is that it was

tho tomb of Amyous, king of the

Bebrycos. Amyous challenged all

who landed to a trial of strength with

tho cestus, in the use of which he

excelled, and was killed by Pollux,

who accepted the challenge, on the

return of the Argonauts from their

Colchian expedition. Tho grave,

which is guarded by dervishes, is 20

ft. long, aud 5 ft. broad ; it lies within

a stone enclosure, and is planted with

flowers and bushes. It is much visited

by Moslems, who, in accordance with

a very wide-spread Oriental supersti

tion, hang rags and shreds of their

garments on the bushes as a sort of

votive offering to secure immunity

from fever and other diseases. Amidst

the trees near the tomb is a mosque,

with a whito minaret, built by the

Grand Vizier of Osman III. on the

site of Justinian's Church of S.

Pantaleon, which is served by the

dervishes who guard the tomb. The

vieio from the terrace S. of the mosque

is fine. Tho ascent may be made by

short, steep footpaths from Sudluje in

20 min., and Umur Yeri in J hr. ;

from Hunkiar Iskelesi, by an easy

road through the woods in about

1 hr. ; and from Beikos. At the foot

of tho Giant's Mountain, between

Majiar Burnu, the ancient Argyro-

mium Prom., and Selvi Burnu, Cypress

Point, the ancient AeT,oniclwn, and

immediately opposite tho Bay of

Buyukdereh, is the Bay of Umur Yeri,

with the village of the same name.

The bay is the quarantine ground for

vessels from the Black Sea, and on

the shore probably stood the leper

hospital built by Justinian.

To the S. of Selvi Burnu is the

village of Hunkiar Iskelesi, landing-

place of the Manslayer, i.e. the Sultan,

situated at the extremity of one of

the most beautiful valleys on the

Asiatic side of the Bosporus. In this

Valley, which, near the sea, is a wide
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grass - covered plain, dotted with

clumps of plane-trees, a Russian army

was encamped in 1833 ; and here, on

26th June, 1833, was signed the cele

brated Treaty of Hunkiar Iskelesi,

which closed the Dardanelles to

foreign fleets. A pyramidal block of

granite, bearing an inscription in

Turkish, commemorates the event.

The village is a favourite resort of the

Armenians; and the chief families

were assembled here to celebrate the

10th anniversary of the Armenian

Constitution when the great fire of

1870 broke out in their quarter at

Pera. The Byzantine emperors had

a summer palace here, called Milou-

dion, and the place has always been

a favourite resort of the Sultans.

Suleiman the Magnificent built a

summer palace here, which, having

gone to ruin, was rebuilt by Mahmud

I, in 1746, iu all its splendour, with

springs, fountains, cisterns, &c. The

existing palace, the Palace of Beikos,

was built by Muhammad Ali, the

Pasha of Egypt, and presented to

the Sultan by his son Ibrahim Pasha.

It is built of marble above a series of

terraces that rise from the sea, and

afford good views of the straits. Ad

mission by a small fee to the guardian.

The plain at the mouth of the

Valley of Hunkiar Iskelesi is watered

by two streams, of which the most

northerly issues from a valley called

Tokat Dereh, from a kiosk erected

there by Muhammad II., "the Con

queror," as a memorial of the capture

of Tokat. The other flows through the

Hunkiar Iskelesi valley proper, which

gradually assumes the character of a

wild ravine. In this latter valley,

2f m. from Hunkiar Iskelesi, is the

village of Akbaba, celebrated for its

chestnuts and cherries, and for the

tomb of Akbaba, who was a com

panion of " the Conqueror " ; and

f m. further, at the head of the

ravine, is Deresi Keui, with its famous

chalybeate spring. From this point

it is about 5 m., over a wooded ridge,

to the large village of Arnaut Keui,

in a romantic valley, through which a

stream runs down to the Eiva Su

(p. 102) ; there is a direct road, 6 m.,

from Arnaut Keui to

2. Beikos, a large Turkish village,

and seat of a Kaimakam. It is sur

rounded by gardens and vineyards,

and stands on the shore of the largest

bay in the Bosporus, formerly called

the Bay of Amyous, or P. laurus in-

sanae. In this bay the British and

French fleets assembled in 1854 be

fore entering the Black Sea. In the

time of the Argonauts, Amyeus held

his court at Beikos, and here he was

slain in his combat with Pollux. The

spot was known as Aitf,vn Maivontin)

from the laurel, planted where he fell,

that caused insanity in those that

wore the branches. Here is the great

park of Abraham Pasha, agent to

the ex-Khedive of Egypt, Ismail

Pasha ; it extends inland for several

miles, and affords good shooting.

Beikos Bay is celebrated for its sword-

fish, which are caught in great num

bers in August and September. A

good road leads from Beikos, through

Yali Keui, the valley of Hunkiar

Iskelesi, and Akbaba, and thence over

the hills to Tavlajik Chiftlik, Anadoli

Fanar, and Biva on the Black Sea

coast. Horses may be hired or brought

across from the European side for the

tour from Beikos to the Giant's Moun

tain, Hunkiar Iskelesi, Deresi Keui,

and Arnaut Keui.

Southward from Beikos is the vil

lage of Sultanieh, so called from the

famous gardens of Sultanieh planted

by Bayezid II. No trace remains of

the summer palace built, in the Per

sian style, by Murad III., on the banks

of the Giimush Su, silver water, with

the spoils of the palaces captured by

Usdemir Oghlu Osman Pasha, during

the war with Persia. Next follows

Injir Keui, fig village, celebrated for

its figs and gardens ; and close to it is

3. Pashabaghcheh, Pasha's gardens,

with a mosque built by Mustafa III.,

potteries, and a glass manufactory.

Chibukli, pipe village, on the shore to

the S., was noted in the 5th century

for the great Monastery of the Sleep

less, fatoifitfrwv, founded by the
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Abbot Alexander, in which Divine

service was celebrated uninterruptedly

day and night. It is now the petro

leum depot of Constantinople.

4. Bifat Pasha, close to Chibukli,

has some fine gardens.

5. Kanlijeh, bloody village.—A large

Turkish vill., with the summer-

houses of many Turkish grandees, in

cluding that of the late Fuad Pasha.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of this

vill., as seen from the water, with

its graceful kiosks, its terraced gar

dens, and its pine-clad heights. Be

tween Kanlijeh and Injir Keui there

are traces of a paved road along the

shore, and remains of Byzantine

chapels, holy wells, and landing-

places. Kanlijeh Burnu was formerly

called Oxyrrhoon Prom., and the small

bay, Peha Kiirfez, to the S., Phiala.

6. Anadoli Hissar, Anatolian Castle,

a vill., with the ruins of a castle,

exactly opposite Bumili Hissar

(p. 97). The castle was built by

Sayezid I. before that on the Euro

pean side, and was called Giizel

Hissar, beautiful castle; but it was

afterwards known as the Black Toicer,

from the number of prisoners who

died in it of torture and ill-treatment.

The mosque, built by Muhammad II.,

is interesting from its peculiar con

struction. On the S. side of the

vill, runs the Geuk Su, blue water,

the ancient Aretas, known to Euro

peans as the Sweet Waters of Asia.

At the mouth of the stream is the

Imperial Kiosk, built by the Valideh

Sultan, mother of Abdul Mejid, in the

same style as the Dolmabaghcheh

Palace, on the site of an earlier kiosk

erected by Mahmud II., and restored

by Selim III. Near it is a beautiful

fountain of white marble, which is

profusely ornamented with arabesques

and gilt inscriptions, and covered by

a projecting roof with small domes

surmounted by gilt crescents. The

smooth turf, overshadowed by plane-

trees, sycamores, and ash, which bor

ders the Blue River, is the favourite

Turkish promenade on Friday after

noons during the summer months;

and here, as at the " Sweet Waters of

Europe," may be seen groups of gaily-

dressed Turkish ladies seated on Ori

ental carpets, drinking coffee, eating

sweetmeats, smoking cigarettes, and

enjoying the luxury of doing nothing.

The beauties of the Geuk Su "Valley

have been sung by the poet Malheni,

who places them above those of the 4

most beautiful , spots in Asia, viz., the

plain of Damascus, the meadows of

Obolla, near Busorah, the plain of

Sogd, and the valley of Shaab Bewau

in southern Persia. About 1 m. up

the valley, near an Ayazma, or Holy

Well, some curious theatrical demon

strations take place on Sundays ; and

a short distance to the S. is the pretty

valley of the Little Geuk Su.

7. Kandili, beacon village, built

above and below a promontory of the

same name, is noted for the loveliness

of its site and the purity of its air.

Its ancient name was irtplppovs, the

" stream-girt," from the violent,

"Devil's," current (p. 96), which

sweeps round the promontory, Echea

Prom., with great impetuosity. From

the landing-place, and also from the

Vani Keui pier, lovely walks be

tween country houses and gardens

lead to the upper terraces which com

mand views, embracing at the same

time both the upper and lower mouths

of the Bosporus, the Black Sea, and

the Sea of Marmara. Kandili is a

Turkish village, with a mosque built

by Mahmud I. ; but several European

families, principally English, have

taken up their residence there. From

Kandili there is a beautiful walk,

presenting new views of the Bos

porus at each turn, to the ./ire signal

station, at an old Imperial Kiosk, on

the heights above "Vani Keui. This

is a celebrated point of view, and here

signal guns are fired on the outbreak

of fire (p. 9). Near this spot there

was an encampment of British troops

during the Crimean war. The walk

may be continued to Kulehli. Next

to Kandili is,

8. Vani Keui, on the shore of a
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small bay ; tho pier is to the N. of the

village. Then follow a large TtarracI;,

and the village of Kulehli, or Kuleh

Baghcheh, Tow.;r garden, which de

rives its name from the following le

gend.

Sultan Selim I., incensed against

his son Suleiman, ordered the Bos-

tanji Bashi, " Chief Gardener," to

strangle him. The latter, however,

at the risk of his life, saved that of

the prince, by concealing him for 3

years in a tower at this spot. It was

only after tho return of Selim from

Egypt, when he repented of his cruel

order, and the want of children fell

heavily on his heart, that the Bostanji

Bashi agreeably surprised him by the

announcement of his having disobeyed

it. When Sultan Suleiman came to

the throne, he changed the tower into

a garden. Formerly the ch. of the

Archangel Michael stood here, exactly

opposite to the one built on the

European side at Kuru Cheshmeh.

The Archangel Michael was re

garded as the special guardian of

the Bosporus; and hence churches

were dedicated to him at Anaplus,

Hieron, Kuru Cheshmeh, and Kuleh

Baghcheh.

9. Chengel Keui, ITook village, be

cause the shore makes a " bight "

or " hook " there ; a Greek vill. with

some good country houses. The Im

perial garden on the shore was the

scene of the bloody executions of

Murad IV.

10. Beylerbey, a purely Turkish

vill. with a fine mosque built, in 1778,

by Abdul Hamid I., and enlarged by

Mahmud II. Under the Byzantine

emperors it was distinguished by the

magnitude and splendour of its edi

fices. In the time of Gyllius it was

called Chrysolieramos, from a ch.

covered with golden tiles. From

Beylerbey there is a road to the sum

mit of Bulgurlu (p. 113). Adjoining

the village on the S. are the gardens

of Beylerbey S3rai. This, the most

beautiful of the summer palaces on

the Bosporus, was built, in 1865, en

tirely of white marble, by Sultan

Abdul Aziz, on the site of a palace

! erected by Mahmud II. The facade

on the Bosporus side is very fine, aud

in front of the palace there is a

marble quay with flights of steps

leading down to tho water. The in

terior is profusely decorated, and the

great hall of columns on the ground-

floor with a fountain playing into a

marble basin in the centre, the stair

case, and the large reception room

on the first storey, aro masterpieces of

modern Oriental decorative art. This

lovely palace, which is generally

placed by the Sultan at the disposal

of his royal guests, is surrounded by a

terraced garden, laid out with much

taste, and here and there, at points

from which good views can be ob

tained, there are picturesque kiosks.

In an adjoining garden was the Me

nagerie of Abdul Aziz, who was pas

sionately fond of animals. The tiger

and leopard houses, which were large

enough to allow the animals great

freedom of action, were most interest

ing; in a separato enclosure there

were over 100 ostriches ; and in another

place a large number of game cocks

were kept. A few animals are still

left, but since the death of the late

Sultan the menagerie has been much

neglected.

Special permission is needed to

see the Beylerbsy Palace. Visitors

are shown round by the palace ser

vants, who expect a present of about

P. 20 per head if there be a party, or

P. 50-6O for a single visitor.

S. of the Palace is the small village

of Istavros, the cross, where Ahmed I.

built a mosque and a royal garden in

1613.

11. Kuzgnnjik, little raven, imme

diately after Istavros, and close to

Skutari, has a largo colony of Jews

and Greeks. It received its name from

Kuzgun Baba, a Turkish saint who

lived in tho time of Muhammad II.

There are here 3 Jewish synagogues,

and the residence of the Chief Rabbi.

In the name of tho small adjoining

port of Vkauz liman, Ox-haoen, the

original name of the Bosporus (Ox

ford), as regards its meaning, has been
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preserved. With the village of Kuz-

gunjik, or rather with the neighbour

ing cape of Chrysopolis, the straits of

the Bosporus terminate ; for the sea

on the other side is already called the

Propontis or Sea of Marmara.

SKUTARI—MOUNT BUL

GURLU—KADI KEUI.

A day is needed to visit Skutari,

Mount Bulgurlu, Kadi Keui, and the

Turkish and British Cemeteries ; and

as there are no European hotels lun

cheon should be carried, and eaten on

the summit of Bulgurlu. Half-a-day

is sufficient for Skutari and Bulgurlu,

or for Skutari and Kadi Keui. Sku

tari to Bulgurlu, 1 hr. ; Bulgurlu to

Kadi Keui, 1J hrs. ; Kadi Keui to

Skutari, 1 hr. Carriages and riding

hones can bo hired at Skutari (see

Index), or sent across from Constanti

nople by ferry boat. Steamers run at

short intervals from the outer bridge

at Galata to Skutari, Haidar Pasha,

and Kadi Keui (see Index) ; and steam

ferry boats between Sirkiji Iskelesi

(Stambul), Kabatash, and Skutari.

In fine weather the passage may be

made by hath.

On leaving tho Golden Horn the

steamer crosses the Bosporus ob

liquely, and passes near the rock

on which stands Kiz Kulehsi, Maiden's

Tower, called by Franks Leander's

Tower, apparently from a transfer

ence of the Dardanelles legend of

Hero aud Leander. The existing

tower, built by Mahmud II., is

about 90 ft. high, and is used as a

signal station and lighthouse. The

ancient name of tho rock was Dama-

lis, from tho wife of Chares, the

general sent by tho Athenians to help

the Byzantines against Philip of

Macedon, who died at Chrysopolis.

Her husband built a mausoleum in

her honour, and the Byzantines

erected a column, which was sur

mounted by the figure of a heifer,

as a play upon the name Damalis,

" heifer," and as an illustration of the

legend of Io, who, changed into a

cow, swam across the Bosporus, " Ox

ford," at this point. The Turkish

name probably comes from tho same

source, and not, as popularly be

lieved, from the legend that Mu

hammad II. built the tower as a resi

dence for a beautiful daughter to

prevent the fulfilment of the predic

tion th-it she would dio from tne bite

of a snake. But as thero is no escape

from one's fate, the maiden, so runs

tho tale, was stung to death by a

viper that found its way into a

bouquet of flowers sent to her by her

lover. The steamer next passes tho

promontory of Skutari, on which is tho

fine Ayazma Jami', built in 1760 by

Mustafa III., and, after passing the

curious little octagonal mosque, Shemsi

Pasha Jami', reaches the Beayilk

Iskelesi, or principal landing-place.

Skutari or Uskudar, tho largest

suburb of Constantinople, is beauti

fully situated on the western slopes of

Bulgurlu, and tho houses, inter

mingled with gardens and trees, rise,

tier above tier, after tho manner of an

amphitheatre. It has a population of

about 45,000, including some 5000

Greeks and Armenians, and forms the

9th " Cercle Municipal," or adminis

trative division of the capital. The

streets are narrow and ill paved, and

the whole town is more thoroughly

Oriental in character than Stambul.

Skutari has a largo number of

mosques, of which no less than 8 are

Imperial; several Medressehs, Ima-

rets, Khans, Baths, and Tekkehs of

Dervishes; a Lunatic Asylum, a

Turkish printing office, and an Ameri

can College for Girls, which docs a

noble work for young ladies belong

ing to the various communities of the

East; but perhaps tho object of

greatest interest is tho large Moslem

cemetery.

Uskudar, of which Skutari is a

corruption, means in Persian acouri ier,

who conveys the royal orders from

station to station. Skutari was the

first station of tho Asiatic courriers ;

the place whence all travellers from

Constantinople to the East, by land,

started upon their journeys ; and the

depot for all caravans arriving from
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Asia. The ancient name, Clirysopo-

lis, " golden town," was derived, ac

cording to some, from Chryses, the son

of Agamemnon and Chryseis, who

died here, and, according to others,

from its being the place of deposit for

the gold collected by the Persians

from the tributary cities. Chryso-

polis was seized by the Athenians,

who, by the advice of Alkibiades,

were the first to levy tolls on ships

passing into and out of the Pro-

pontU. Here Xenophon and the

( ireek auxiliaries, who he had brought

back from the campaign against

Cyrus, halted for 7 days, whilst the

soldiers disposed of their booty. Under

Turkish rule it was the centre of the

disorders during the first year of the

reign of Suleiman II.

Immediately in front of the princi

pal landing-stage is an open space,

with a Turkish fountain, in which

carriages and horses stand for hire.

To the 1. a road runs along the shore

past the little port of TJkeuz liman to

Kuzgunjik(f,. 110); and in face is the

main street, full of Oriental life. At

the commencement of this street, to

the 1., is the Beuyiik Jami', Great

Mosque, built in 1547 by Mihrimah,

daughter of Suleiman, " the Magnifi

cent." A few yards further is the

corner of a road which leads through

Bulbul Deresi, valley of nightingales,

and Ishyadiyeh to Bulgurlu (p. 113);

and, opposite to it, is Yeni Valideh

Jami', built in 1709 by the Valideh

Sultan, mother of Ahmed III., whose

Tiirbeh is within the enclosure. Close

to the mosque are the Bit Bazar and

2 Khans. From Yeni Valideh Jami'

a street, on the rt., runs to the Doghan-

jilar Meidan, Square of the Falconers,

on which the janissaries assembled

prior to a campaign in Asia; and thence

through the Quarter of Pasha Kapusi,

in which is the Konak, or Government

House, to Selimiyeh and the large

Turkish cemetery. A short distance

beyond Yeni Valideh Jami' the main

street forks; one branch, on the 1.,

running, between the Christian Quar

ters of Selamsiz and Yeni Mahalleh,

direct to Bulgurlu ; the other, on the

rt., leading past the Ahmediyeh

Jami', built in 1721, and a small

cemetery and mosque to the

Tekkeh of the Eufai, or Howling

Dervishes, who belong to the Order of

Dervishes founded by Said Ahmed

Rufai (d. 1182). The peculiar devo

tional exercises of the Rufai, which

take place every Thursday between

1 and 2 p.m., attract numerous visi

tors, for whom a place is specially re

served, and who are expected to make

a present on leaving. Besides the

Dervishes, Moslem visitors often take

part in the exercises, and it is not

unusual to see men foaming at the

mouth, and so overcome by religious

excitement as to be quite helpless.

The mosque is a rectangular chamber,

with a simple mihrab, and no orna

ment, except a few verses from the

Kuran. After the usual midday

prayer, Namaz, the Sheikh takes his

seat on a carpet near the Mihrab,

whilst the Dervishes seat themselves

in a circle in front of him, and re

peat the Fatiha, or 1st Sura of the

Kuran. This is followed by the

recitation of several pious formu

lae, and all then stand up and re

peat slowly the profession of faith, "La

ilah ilia 'Hah," which they divide into

the six syllables, la i-ldh-il-la-lah.

Whilst pronouncing the first syllable

they bend forward ; at the second

they raise themselves up again, and

at the third they bend backward ;

this motion is repeated at the 3 follow

ing syllables, or they change the di

rection of the bowing, by inclining

the body at the first syllable to the

rt., standing erect again at the second,

and bending at the third to the 1.,

repeating the motion at the other

syllables. This chorus begins slowly,

and continues with increasing ra

pidity, so that the motion always

keeps timo with the words, or rather

with the cry; the motion soon be

comes so quick that the singer is

obliged to pronounce two syllables in

one bend, and, as the rapidity of the

motion increases, the two syllables are

rolled into one, and nothing can be

distinguished but a wild cry of il and

lah. During this chorus 2 singers
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with melodious voice sing passages

out of the Borda (the celebrated poem

in praise of the prophet), or out of

other poems in praise of the great

Sheikh Abdul Kadir Jilani, or Seyd

Ahmed Bufai. The signal of the

quickest movement is when the Sheikh

begins to stamp. They then all bend

themselves like possessed ; one hears

but the single sound lah, interrupted

by an outcry of hu ! yd hu ! meaning

He, O He [is God]. But the whole

services more frequently consist, after

the recitation of the Fatiha, of the

reiteration of the 99 names of God 99

times ; this is done sitting, while the

Sheikh counts the 99 beads on his

long chaplet. When they come to the

last name, Hu, they rise in a frenzy of

excitement, and forming a ring by

holding each other's hands, they swing

to and fro, whilst the Sheikh en

courages them, by voice and gesture,

until some fall down foaming, and

others are carried away swooning.

The name Hu or Allah Hu is sup

posed to be a great talisman. As

such it is inscribed on religious

buildings, and when recited, it is sup

posed to give the Bufai miraculous

powers.

From the Tekkeh, a street to the 1.

leads past the Barracks; the Eski

Valideh Jami', built by Nur Banu,

mother of Murad III., in 1582, with a

college, soup-kitchen, and hospital ;

the Chinili Jami', Fayence Mosque,

built, in 1640, by the Valideh Sultan,

Mahpeiker, mother of Murad IV.,

and Ibrahim, and remarkable for the

tiles with which it is ornamented

within and without ; and the Christian

Quarter of Yeni Mahalhh. to the

Bulgurlu road (p. 112). This road

passes the Armenian cemetery, with

its fine plane and beech trees, and

ascends to the village of Bulgurlu,

rill, with fromenty, on the saddle

between the two peaks of the moun

tain, between rows of Turkish villas

and vineyards, from which come the

luxurious Chaous grapes, the most

prized of all the grapes of Constanti

nople.

The macadamised road continues to

Sullan Chiftlik, but, after passing

through the village, a road runs off

to the 1., to a group of large plane-

trees, beneath which gushes forth the

far-famed Spring of Chamlejah, the

best and purest of all the springs in

the vicinity of the capital. The spot

is much frequented by Moslems, on

Fridays, and by Christians, on Sun

days, from Skutari and the neighbour

hood ; and the scene is almost as

picturesque and interesting as the

better known promenades of the

Sweet Waters of Europe and Asia.

Close by is an Imperial Kiosk, built

by Muhammad IV., who also erected

a cupola over one of the springs. At

Chamlejah, visitors wishing to enjoy

the grand view from the N. peak of

Bulgurlu, or Beuytik Chamlejah Te-

peh, must leave horses and carriages.

The ascent takes about 15 min.,

and from the summit, 850 ft. above

the sea, there is a most extensive

prospect over both the shores of the

Bosporus and the sea of Marmara,

embracing the city and all its suburbs.

The advantages of view and water

enjoyed by this mountain, the ancient

Damatrys, were fully appreciated

during the Byzantine period, and

several hunting-boxes or chateaux

were erected upon it for the conve

nience of the Emperors whilst hunting

in the neighbourhood, or when com

mencing or completing an Asiatic

journey.

From Bulgurlu there is a direct

road by the valley of the Kurbali

Su to Kadi Keui, whence one can

return by steamer to Constantinople,

or by Haidar Pasha and the ceme

teries to Skutari ; another road runs

through Baghlarhashi to Haidar

Pasha ; and a third through Yeni

Mahalleh to the

Beuytik Mezaristan, the Great

Cemetery. This the largest, the most

beautiful, and the most celebrated

of Oriental cemeteries, is a great

forest of cypress-trees, extending for

some 3 m. between Skutari and

Haidar Pasha. It is traversed by

several roads and pathways, amongst
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others by the main road to Isrnid,

which run between high walls built

of broken tombstones; and here and

there may be seen stone-cutters deftly

fashioning the white marble from the

Isle of Marmara into turbaned head

stones. The cemetery is a favourite

burial-place of the Turks, who love

to be buried in the land of Asia, from

whence they came, and in which arc

the sacred cities of Mecca and Me

dina ; and there are many fine tombs.

One that always attracts the attention

of travellers is a dome, resting on six

columns, which marks the resting-

place of the favourite charger of Mah-

mftd II. The form of the tombs, and

of the inscriptions upon them, is simi

lar to that already described (p. 83),

but there is something peculiarly

soothing and impressive in the Sku-

tari cemetery, where the visitor wan

ders amongst countless tombs, and

hears no sound but the soft moan of

hundreds of doves, that find a home

in the overshadowing branches of the

cypress-trees. On St. George's Day,

23rd April (o.s.), 5th May (n.s.), the

cemetery is visited by large numbers

of Moslems and Greeks.

To the W. of the cemetery, on

Kavak Burnu, are the great yellow

Selimiyeh Barracks, with square

towers at each angle. Originally

built as a summer palace by Sulei

man I., they were turned into barracks

by Selim III., in 1807, for his Nizami

jedid, " new regular troops ;" burned

by the Janissaries when they mur

dered Selim, and afterwards rebuilt

by Mahmud II. In front of the

Barracks is a parade ground, and near

them are the Selimiyeh Jami', and the

pier, Harem lskelesi, at which the Sku-

t ari steamers touch. S. of the Barracks

are the Medical School, the Haidar

Pasha Military Hospital, the scene of

Miss Nightingale's labours, and, on the

shore, the British Cemetery, in which

a large number of officers and men

who died during the Crimean war are

buried. Here, amid the more costly

tombs of the officers, may be seen the

simple grass-covered mounds, beneath

which rest in peace 8000 British

soldiers, who diedin the service of their

Queen and country. In striking con

trast to the Oriental burial-places, the

British cemetery is admirably kept by

Mr. Lyne, late Serjeant R.E. The

enclosure is planted with trees and

shrubs, and there is a large granite

obelisk, supported by four angels, by

Baron Marochetti, which is seen from

a long distance.

Adjoining the British cemetery are

Haidar Pasha Railway Station, which

is also the W. terminus of the Ismid

line, and a good pier, to which pas

sengers from Constantinople are con

veyed by steamer. Close to the sta

tion is a grove of trees, in which is

the spring called in ancient times the

Spring of Hermagoras; and on the

plain of Haidar Pasha beyond, the

Turkish troops assembled before start

ing on an Asiatic campaign. On tho

same plain, or near it, was fought the

decisive battle between Constantino

the Great and Licinius in 324. Be

tween Haidar Pasha and the extreme

point of the promontory of Moda

Burnu, lies the thriving suburb of

Kadi Keui, village of the judge, the

ancient Chalcedon, which forms the

1 0th " Ccrele Municipal " of Constan

tinople. It is a bright healthy place,

with a largo Greek and Armenian

population, and, as there is frequent

communication with Galata by

steamer, many Europeans, whose busi

ness takes them daily to the capital,

reside there. Since the fire of 1883

the town has been greatly improved ;

the houses are well built, and those of

the wealthy are surrounded by gar

dens. There are fine Greek and Ar

menian churches, a Greek lyceum, a

Jesuit school, and a training college

of the Mekhitarist Armenians. There

is also a large English colony and a

pretty chapel. In summer the ex

cellent bathing, and the fine view

from the esplanade of Moda Burnu,

attract many visitors from Constanti

nople. Horses and carriages stand

for hire at the pier.

Chalcedon was founded 17 years

earlier than Byzantium by colonists

from Megara. The answer which the
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oracle gave to the founders of Byzan

tium, when they applied for the de

cision of the gods, is well known

(p. 1). Chalcedon became the chief

town of Chalcedonia, a district that

extended to the Euxine, and in

cluded Chrysopolis, Skutari and it

was celebrated throughout the ancient

world for its Temple of Apollo,

whence distances in Asia Minor were

sometimes reckoned. During the

reign of Darius it was taken by the

Persians, who arc said to have en

tered the town through a subter

ranean gallery that they had driven

beneath the walls to the central mar

ket place. Chalcedon came to the

Romans under the will of Nikomedes

III. of Bithynia, and it was after

wards besieged by Mithridntes, who

defeated the Roman Governor of

Bithynia beneath its walls. It was

the birthplace of the philosopher

Xenokrates, the most distinguished of

the disciples of Plato ; and in Church

history it is celebrated as the city in

which the 4th General Council, that

condemned the Monophysite heresy

of Eutyches, was held in 451. The

Council sat in the Ch. of S. Euphemia,

which was built by Constantino on

the site of the Temple of Apollo.

Chalcedon was taken and sacked

by Hellenes, Byzantines, Goths,

Arabs, and Persians, who on the last

occasion occupied the place for 10

years, a.d. (il6-26. But its final de

struction is due to the Turks, who

f'ound it a convenient stone-quarry

when building the mosques of Con

stantinople, and nothing now remains

of its former grandeur. The columns

of the Ch. of S. Euphemia were used

in the construction of the Mosque of

Suleiman I.

Beyond Moda Burnu is Kalamish

Kurfesi, the bay of reeds, from the

quantity of reeds that grow near the

Ayazma of S. John Chrysostom, also

called Moda Bay, the ancient Port of

Uutropius, which receives the waters of

the Kurbali Su. On the opposite side of

the bay is Fanar Burnu, better known

as Fanar Baghcheh, Lighthouse gar

dens, one of the favourite resorts of

the pleasure-loving people of Con

stantinople. It can be reached by

train from Haidar Pasha in 20 min.,

or by kaile from Kadi Kcui pier in

30 min. The railway leaves the Is-

mid line a little beyond Kizil Toprale

station, and there are frequent trains

on Sundays and holydays. The gar

dens, amidst which nestle many villas,

are very beautiful, and there is a fine

view over the Marmara from the

lighthouse. There is a fair hotel, and

furnished apartments may be hired.

Fanar Burnu was formerly called the

promontory of Ilerscon, from a Temple

of Hera, and an isolated rock in the

sea is still known as Hcreki Tash. A

palace built on the promontory of

Justinian was a favourite summer

residence of the Empress Theodora ;

no traces of this or of the temple

remain.

§ 28.—THE PKINCES'

ISLANDS.

The Princes' Islands are served by

steamers of the Mahsuse Company,

which ttart from the Outer Bridge,

Galatn (see Index). Starting by the

early boat, it is easy to visit Prinkipo,

and possible also, with a push, to sec

Halki, in one day. It is pleasanter,

how ever, to spend the night at rrin-

kipo, where there arc good hotels.

A tezhereh is not necessary.

The Princes' Islands, in the Mar

mara, are so called because they were,

during the Byzantine period, a

favourite summer resort of the Em

perors, and also a place of exile or

imprisonment for deposed sovereigns

and troublesome princes. Their an

cient name was Demonesi; to the

Byzantines they were known as Papa-

donesia, from the number of monas

teries on them ; and they arc called by

the Turks Kizil Adalar, "Red Is

lands," from the ruddy colour which

the presence of a large amount of iron

gives to the rocks. They are 9 in

number, and the 4 that are inhabited

are noted for the mildness and salu

brity of their climate, and for the ex
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oollent sea-bathing on their shores.

The only water supply is rain water,

stored in tanks. The islands consti

tute a Kaza, under the Prefecture of

Constantinople.

After leaving the bridge, the

steamer calls at Kadi Keui (p. 114).

and in about an hour reaches the

steep, rugged island of Proti, the first,

which is inhabited by a few Arme

nians. On the highest point, 375 ft.

above the sea, was the monastery

built by Romanus IV., Diogenes,

and in which he died, after his eyes

were put out, a.d. 1071. In a second

monastery, near the ruins of a large

cistern, Michael L, Rangabe, lived for

32 years, 813-45, after resigning the

crown and embracing a monastic

life ; and to the same place Romanus

I., Lecapenus, was deported by his

suns, a.d. 945, and compelled to be

come a monk. A third monastery

was built by Bardanes, and became

his residence after his eyes were put

out, a.d. 803. There are few traces

of the monasteries, as, on their destruc

tion, the stone was carried off to

Constantinople for building purposes.

Soon after leaving Proti, the two

rocky islets. Oxeia, " the pointed,"

and Plate, " the flat," are visible to

the rt. On both were monasteries,

which were at once homes for ascetics

and prisons for political offenders.

Oxeia, a marble rock, 300 ft. high, is

now the home of sea-birds. On Plate

are a few fruit-trees and other traces

of former cultivation, the ruins of a

Byzantine guard-house, some subterra

nean chambers, and a dilapidated

Anglo-Saxon Castle, built by Sir H.

Bulwer, who purchased the island,

and afterwards sold it to the ex-Khe

dive of Egypt.

The next island, Antigone, formerly

called Panormos, ends on the S. in a

fine cliff, 500 ft. high. The village,

on the E. side, is entirely Greek. In

a small pine wood on the highest

point is the Monastery of the Trans

figuration, built by Basil I., the Mace

donian (restored 1869), in which the

Regent, Stephen, was confined by Ro

manus Lecapenus. The Ch. of S.

John the Baptist is said to occupy the

site of the church built by Theodora,

a.d. 842, over the dungeon in which

Methodios, afterwards Patriarch of

Constantinople, was confined, and

chained between 2 robbers for 7 years.

To this island the Emperor Stephanos

was banished by Constantine Porphy-

rogenitus. The steamer next passes

the barren rocky islet of Pyti, which

retains a trace of the old name, Pit-

yusa, of Prinkipo, and stops at the

quay of

Halki, the ancient Clialeitis, so

called from a famous copper mine.

Donkeys may be hired at the land

ing-place to visit the monasteries,—an

hour's ride, without counting halts;

the hotels are indifferent. The island

is partly covered with dwarf pine,

and there are some pretty walks,

especially one to the picturesque

little bay of Cham Limdn. The

population is Greek. Close to the

landing-place is the Ch. of S. Nicholas,

with a curious belfry ; and to the rt.

are the Turkish Naval College, and,

above it, the Monastery of S. George,

two buildings much injured by the

earthquake of 1894. On the highest

point, 445 ft., is the Monastery of the

Holy Trinity, originally founded by

the Patriarch Photius, and rebuilt,

in 1844, as the principal Theological

College of the Greek Orthodox Church.

There is a good library, and the

number of students is from 80 to 100.

The view from this poiut is very

fine. The Monastery of the Panngia

(Virgin), founded by John Palae-

ologus and Maria Comnena in the

15th century, was rebuilt in the

17th century, and restored in 17.16,

by Prince Ypsilauti. It is now a

Commercial School, with a large

library and about 150 students.

Here is the tombstone of Sir E. Bar

ton, Ambassador from Q. Elizabeth

to Sultan Muhammad III., who died

in the monastery in 1598 from disease

contracted whilst attending the Sultan

during his campaign in Hungary. No

less than 8 Patriarchs of Constanti

nople are buried in this monastery.

Prinkipo, the ancient Pityusa,

" abounding in pines," and the

largest of the islands, is only sepa
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rated from Halki by a narrow channel.

The steamers stop at a long project

ing mole, and here carriages, horses,

and donkeys can bo hired to make

the round of the island (2 hrs.).

Kaiks can be hired for crossing to

Halki, or to Kartal, or Pendik, on the

mainland. There is one good hotel,

and other fair ones.

The island is celebrated for its

healthy climate and excellent sea

bathing, and it is much frequented in

spring and summer. It is about 2 m.

long, and f m. wide, and is divided

into two parts by a depression in the

hills. On the summit of the S. hill,

655 ft. high, is the Monastery of 8.

George, whence there is a very beauti

ful and extensive view ; and on

the N. hill, which is lower, and

partly covered with pines, is the

Monastery of Christ, built in 1597, and

greatly injured by the earthquake of

1891. In several places there are

traces of ancient mining and smelt

ing works. The village, with its well

kept streets, and the prettily scat

tered villas and gardens of wealthy

Europeans, Greeks, and Armenians

from Constantinople, is on the N.

slope of the N. hill. There are

several bridle-paths, and a good car

riage-road round the N. hill. After

leaving the village, the carriage-road

passes through vineyards and olive

groves to a small valley, up which it

runs to the saddle, diaskelo, between

the two hills. From this point a

steep bridle-path leads up, through

bushes of myrtle and terebinth, to

the Monastery of S. George; and

a second path ascends through

the pino woods to the Monastery

of Christ on the N. hill. The

carriage - road \ descends to the

Monastery of S. Nicholas, on the E.

coast, and then follows the shore line

to the landing-place. A pleasant

way of seeing the island is to ride on

a donkey through the woods to the

Monastery of Christ, and thence to

the Monastery of S. George, return

ing by the carriage-road.

Close to the shore, on the W. side

of the S. hill, are the ruins of the

convent, to which the great Empress

Irene, the contemporary of Charle

magne, and Harun er-Rashid was

banished after her dethronement, in

802, by Nicephorus, tho Chancellor of

the Empire. Her presence here being

considered dangerous, she was re

moved to Lesbos, where she died soon

afterwards, and her body was then

brought back, and buried iu the con

vent. From this convent Michael II.

married Euphrosyne, who had taken

the veil ; and to it the Empress Zoe

was banished by Michael V. Kala-

phates (a.d. 1042) ; and the Empress

Anna Delassena, mother of the Com-

neni, by John Ducas, in 1071.

In 1878, when the Russian army

was at San Stefano, the British fleet

was anchored off Priukipo.

About 2 m. E. of Priukipo is the

islet of Antirobithos, with the ruins

of a monastery, to which the Emperor

Constantinos was banished by Con

stantino Porphyrogenitus (a.d. 945).

Some of the steamers continue the

voyage to Mal-tepeh, Kartal, and

Pendik, stations on the Haidar Pasha-

Ismid Railway, but they do not run

in connection with the trains.

Turkey. K
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EXCURSIONS FROM CONSTANTINOPLE.

§ 1.—THE SEA OF MAB-

MAEA.

The Sea of Marmara, Propontis,

measures about 110 m. from E. to W.,

and 40 in. from N. to S. in its widest

part. Eastward it terminates in the

two deep gulfs of Ismid, 30 m., and

Mudania, 20 m., long ; whilst ou the

S. is the hilly peninsula of Kapu

Dagh, which according to Slrnbo was

once an island. The small steamers

of the Mahsuso Company call at

all important points ; they run regu

larly in summer, but irregularly in

winter.

The steamers start from the Golden

Horn, and, after rounding Seraglio

Point, follow the coast line past Maliri-

Iteui, San Stefano (p. 91), and the bay

of Beuyuk Chehmejeh to Epivatos, or

Boyados, a small placo surrounded by

vineyards, with an old Byzantine

tower and an ancient mole whiih

forms a harbour for laiks. The next

stopping-place is Silivri, Selymbria,

near the S. end of the wall built by

Anastasius Dicoms lor the defence ol

Constantinople. Selymbria was occu

pied by the Atheiiians under Al-

cibiades (B.C. 410); and is mentioned

as being in alliauce with them by

Demosthenes (n.o. 351). In the reign

of Arcadius it received, in honour of

the Empress, the name of Eudcxia-

polis, which it retained for some time.

The walls on the top of the cliff are

conspicuous, and to the W. of the

town there is a long Roman bridge.

The shore to the W. is low, with a

sandy beach, and the ground rises

gradually to an altitude of about

700 ft. It is treeless, and little culti

vated ; and the only marked feature is

a table-topped hill, upon which are two

large tumuli.

Eregli, Beracleia, Perinthus, a small

town ou the N. slope of a small hilly

peninsula. 1'erinthus, a colony of

Samos, founded about B.C. 599, was

the residence of Alcibiadts during his

second exile, and was noted for its

obstinate defence against Philip of

Macedon (n.c. 341). About the 4th

century a.d. it assumed the name of j

Heracltia, and was called Heracleia

Perinthus (Eregli Bartin). Justinian

restored the palace and the aqueducts

of the city. Several roads from the j

interior led there, and it was the seat

of extensive commerce. Theie are |

many fragments of masonry and traces

of the old city. A largo part of the

Russian Army t mbarked here after

the campaign of 1877-78. Near the

coast W. of Eregli are many tumuli.

Rodosto (Tk. Tehfur, or Tekir-ddgh),

Bisanthe, a large town built on the

slopes of a hill and presenting an

imposing appearanco from the sea.

There is a good trade in cereals,

cotton, wool, and silk; and most of

the European States are represented

by Consuls. There is a large mixed

population ; the Greeks show great

commercial activity, whilst the Ar

menians are wealthy and have most of

the banking business in their hands.

Bisanthe was founded by the Samians,

and at a later period its name was

changed to Riedestus. It was restored

by Justinian, and afterwards destroyed

by the Bulgarians in a.d. 813 and

1206 ; and was an important town of

the later Byzantine Empire. There

are a few fragments of masonry dating)

from the ancient city; and an old;
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3reek church of the Virgin, in which

iho Hungarians exiled to Bodosto at

the beginning of the 18th century are

buried.

Soon after leaving Rodosto the

ground begins to rise rapidly, and the

fine headland, Khoja Burnu, is passed.

The steamer then calls at Ganos, a

village standing on a spur about

100 ft. above the sea; at Khora, a

small village at the mouth of the deep

ravine of Kerasia derehsi; and at

Merefte (Gk. Myriophyto), a thriving

|' Greek village with a large export of

wine. Behind the village is the fine

peak of Ella Tepeh (2255 ft.), and to

. the west are Heraclitza, with its dan

gerous low sandy spit and shoal, the

conspicuous village of Arapli, and the

' large village of Shar-keui (Gk. Teri-

I stasis), with a mixed population. From

this place the steamer crosses to

Kara-bogha (p. 138), on the Asiatic

coast, at the end of the plain of the

Granicus, and thence to Kutali (Tk.

Ekinik) Island, with its Greek popu

lation and rounded hill of S. Elias;

and Marmara, a small village on the

site of the ancient town of Pro-

eonnesus. The island of Marmara,

Mermer adasi, Proconnesus, is about

10 m. long from E. to W., and 5^ m.

wide; a double chain of hills runs

from E. to W., and one o# them attains

an altitude of 2320 ft. The northern

hal f of the island is white marble with

scarcely any soil ; the southern is slaty

rock, with patches of granite, and here

the valleys are fertile and cultivated.

Thecelebrated quarries which supplied

most of the ancient towns in the

vicinity with marble are on the N.E.

side, and are still worked. There

are 6 villages, all Greek. The sail

through the islands to the vine-clad

island of Pasha Liman, where a French

Company has an establishment for

making wine, and a distillery; and

a longthe coast of the Kapu Ddgh

peninsula to Erdek.Gk. Artalii (p. 138),

is very beautiful. From Erdek the

steamer returns across the Marmara

to Constantinople.

§ 2.—THE GULF OF ISMID.

The Mahsuse steamers run daily to

Ismid (6 to 7 hours) at the head of

this beautiful arm of the sea, calling

at several places on the way. The

shores of the gulf are very picturesque,

presenting a charming alternation of

tree-clad mountain, valley, and plain ;

villages are numerous, but much rich

land still lies waste. After passing

Skutari and Princes' Islands (p. 115),

the steamer crosses the mouth of the

gulf to the thriving village of

Yalova, leaving to the right the fine

range of Mons Arganthonius, which

terminates in Boz Burun. From

Yalova a good road leads up the

Samanli Dereh to the hot baths, which

are romantically situated in a cool se

cluded valley, at the foot of a sharp

peak. They are much esteemed and

visited, especially during the cherry

season, and there is a good hotel.

There are some remains of the palace

aud other buildings erected by Helena

and Constantine. Another path runs

up Darli Dereh,and crosses a high pass

near Yellu Ddgh to Geumlek (p. 124) ;

and a third runs up Balaban Dereh

and over the ridge to the villages on

the N. side of the Isnik Lake.

Darijeh, on the N. shore of the gulf'

is prettily situated near the point of

the same name ; to the W. is the fine

bold point of Yelkenkaya Burnu, ap

parently the promontory Satyrus, near

which was the famous monastery of

Nicetiata ; and to the K. are the ruins

of an old castle, Eshi-hhsar, and be

hind them on the high ground, two iso

lated cypresses mark the reputed tomb

of Hannibal. The steamer now passes

between Kaba Burnu and Oil Burnu

and crosses to Kara mursal on the S.

shore, where horses can be hired to

proceed to Isnik and Brusa (p. 125).

She then keeps to the S. coast, calling

when necessary aXEregli, Ghanja, Ka-

dikli, Deirmendereh, and Seyban, and

finally crosses the shallow head of the

gulf to Ismid (p. 120).
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§ 3.—CONSTANTINOPLE TO

ISMID, ANGOKA, KONIA,

AND SMYRNA, BY EAIL.

(1.) To Angora.— This is a most

interesting excursion, but the accom

modation for travellers en route are

poor. Provisions should be taken

from Constantinople and Eski-shehr.

See Index, p. 1S6.

Steamers lun frequently between

Constantinople and the railway station

ut Haidar Pasha ' 25 min.). (See Time

Tables in the daily papers.) The line

as far as Ismid runs close to the sea,

and follows the great road which for

centuries was the most important

military and commercial route in the

country. The views across the bright

blue water to Princes' Islands, and the

wooded heights of Bithynia with

Olympus rising above them are ever

changing and always beautiful.

On leaving the station the train

crosses the plain of Haidar Pasha, and

passes the small stations of Kizil To-

prak (1J m.) ; Geuz Tepeh (3 m.) ; Eren-

keui (3$ m.); Bostanjik (5J m.), be

yond which (li m.) are the remains of

a subterranean church ; Mal-tepeh (S^

m.); Kartal (12J m.), probably Kartali-

men, where purl of Yezid's fleet lay

when he was besieging Constantinople,

a.d. 717 ; and Pendik ( 15J m.), Fanti-

chium. The three last places are largely

inhabited, especially in summer, by

merchants and others who have daily

business in Constantinople ; and they

contain many charming villa resi

dences surrounded by gardens. Tuzla

(21f nr.), a village, with a mixed, Turk

and Greek, population, on the shore

of Tuzla Bay, probably the ancient

harbour of Kalos Aijros.

Guebzeh or Ghevseh (27J m.), anct.

Dakibyza, ou a hill J hr. from the

station, has some picturesque groves

of cypress, and a fine mosque of white

marble, containing some good faience,

built in the 16th century by the

celebrated archilect Sinan. Some

writers identify Guebzeh with Lybissa, il

famous for the tomb of Hannibal ; but .j

the latter place was certainly nearer

Nieomedia. and probably not far from

Dil Iskelesi (34£ m.), where there is a

station and a ferry to Hersek, whence

a road leads to Isnik and Brusa

(p. 121). Tavshanjik (36f m.) ; on the

hill above the station is the large

village of Tavshanjik, noted for its

mineral springs, which are much re- i

sorted to in summer. Hereke (39$ m.), j

on the top of a hill clothed with i

orchards and vineyards ; near the lino

are tho Imperial silk factories with

machinery worked by water-power.

Yaremjeh (45§ m.), near the landing-

place of Kuchuli Islielesi. Tutnn

chiftlik (4d'$ m.). Here there are a

kiosk and tobacco farm belonging to

the Sultan. Derinjeh (52J m.), now 1

the port of Ismid. The Anatolian

Bailway Company have established ,

their workshops here, and built docks

and a quay, alongside of which the

largest ships can lie.

Ismid. from tis NiKotit^Semi', Nico- ,

media (fl6f in.) stands on rising ground

much seamed by watercourses, near I

the bead of the gulf of Ismid, anct.

Sinus Axlacenus. This portion of the

gulf is being gradually silted up by

the mud brought down by the KilesSA,

and had became so shallow in 1879 i

that Ihe dockyard was closed. At (

the head of the gulf there is a low

swampy plain which makes the town

unhealthy in summer. There is an

export trade in wood, and in salt from

the salines on the plain.

Nieomedia, the capital of Bilhynia,

was founded on the site of an earlier

town, Astactis, which had been de

stroyed by Lysimachus. It was a

large and flourishing place when be

queathed to the Romans by Nico-

medes III., and under the Roman

Empire it became one of the greatest 1

cities in Asia Minor. Pliny, in hie

letters to Trajan, mentions a senate-

house, an aqueduct, a forum, a temple

of Cybele, and other public buildings ;

j and a later writer alludes to therma?,

I basilica), gymnasia, public gardens,

I &c. Nieomedia was taken and pil-
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laged by the Goths ; but it was soon

restored, and Diocletian made it his

residence and one of the capitals of

tlie Roman world. Here he com

menced his persecution of the Chris

tians, and here he afterwards abdi

cated. Constantine frequently visited

the city, and it was at his villa of

Ancyron, in the suburbs, that he died.

In a.d. 358, all the public buildings

were thrown down by an earthquake ;

but the town was rebuilt and adorned

with churches, baths, &c, by Justinian.

In 1326 it fell into the hands of the

Osmanli Turks.

Ismid is the residence of a Mutes-

sarif, a Greek Metropolitan, and an

Armenian Archbishop. It has an

arsenal, and imperial factories for the

manufacture of fezes and cloth.

On the top of the hill are the re

mains of the Acropolis, and on the

hill-sides are fragments of the Bithy-

niau, Roman, and Byzantine walls and

towers. There are remains of the

Roman drains for carrying off the

flood water ; and on the E. side of the

town, in the Jewish cemetery, is the

large cistern, Imbahr, which may pos

sibly he the work ofJustinian. There

is a fine mosque, built in the Kith

century by Sinan, on the same plan

as the Suleimaniyeh which he erected

at Constantinople ; and an older

mosque which was once a Christian

church. The arsenal and dockyard,

closed in 1879, were established by

the celebrated Grand Vizier Md. Kiu-

prili in the 17th century. There is a

kiosk built by Sultan Abdul Aziz, but

it is now in a dilapidated state. The

gardens which surround most of the

houses, and the numerous plane-trees

and cypresses, give the town an ap

pearance of beauty and importance

which vanishes when the walls are I

passed and the narrow, dirty streets

are reached.

The monastery and tomb of S. Pan-

talemon, whosuffered martyrdom under

Maximin, are J m. W. of the town.

After leaving Ismid the character

of the country changes. The gently

sloping hills are covered with rich

vegetation, and the land is well cul

tivated and fertile. \n the yiciuity

are several colonies of Circassians.

Beyond Beuytik Derbend (68 m.) the

lino passes through a forest to which

a tangled mass of creepers gives an

almost tropical character. It then

follows the shore of Lake Sabanja,

anct. Sophon, a pretty sheet of water,

10 m. long and 3 m. broad, to Sabanja

(76f m.). Various schemes, com

mencing with that of Pliny the

Younger, have been proposed for con

necting the Lake with the Gulf of

Ismid, but none of them have been

carried out. There is good shooting

in the vicinity of Sabanja : deer, wild

boar, pheasant, duck, snipe, wood

cock, &c, and fair accommodation can

ba obtained. On leaving the shore of

the Lake, the line runs over the plain to

Adabazar Station (81§ m.), where

horses and carriages can be hired to

visit the fino bridge built by Justinian

over the Sangarius, Sakaria, 1f m.

distant, or the thriving town of Ada-

bazar, 5J m. to the north. The famous

bridge Pontogephyra, or Pentegephyra,

was built a.d. 553-560, to replace

a bridge of boats on the impor

tant road from Nicomedia to An-

cyra and the northern provinces. The

bridge has now no connection with the

S.mgarius, which ha8 changed its

course, and flows about 2 m. to the

E. It spans the Chark Su, anct.

Melas, which flows out of Sabanja

Lake and joins the Sangarius some

miles to the N. It has eight arches,

is about 1350 ft. long, and is in a very

perfect state of preservation.

On leaving Adabazar Station the

line turns south, and ascends the fer

tile valley of the Sakaria, which is

gradually hemmed in by lofty heights

well wooded with sycamore and oak.

It then enters the wild defile of Ba-

laban, about 12 m. long, and after

crossing the river twice, and passing

through a small tunnel, reaches Geivoh

Station (97 m.). The long straggling

village of Geiveh, with its mulberry

gardens, lies on the opposite side of

the Sakaria, here a deep muddy river,

325 ft. wide, and is reached by a stone

bridge built by Sultan Selim III. It

is close to the site of Tottseuni, «i
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station on the ancient road from the

Bosoms to Ancyra, and the centre

of a large cotton and silk industry.

The line now crosses a fertile plain

to Ak-Mssar (104 m.), and Mekejeh

(112J m.), passing, near the latter

place, a tomb with a Greek inscription.

At Mekejeh, or better at Lefkeh,

horses and arabahs can be obtained

for the journey to Nica?a (7 hrs.).

Beyond Mekejeh the valley again

closes in, and the line crosses the

river twice before reaching Lefkeh

(121J m.), which occupies the site of

Leucie, " White Town," an important

station on the Byzantine military road

from Nica?a to Dorylaeum. Lefkeh is

a neatly-built town, with several silk

spinning fuctories, and horses and

arabahs can be hired for visiting

Nicsea (6 hrs.). About 7$ m. S. of

Lefkeh the Sakaria issues from a deep

carton, so narrow that there is not room

for a footpath between the water and

the rock, and here the line turns up

the tributary valley of the Kara Su.

The valley is very fertile, and every

inch of it is covered witli mulberry-

trees, fruit-trees, and vegetable gar

dens as far as Vezir-khan (133 m.),

where there are quarries of good varie

gated marble. Above Vezir-khan,

the valley of the Kara Su becomes a

narrow defile, at one point only 91 ft.

wide, and here there is barely room

for. the rapid stream, and the railway

that follows its tortuous course as far as

Bilejik Station (144 m.). Near the

station is an hotel, and on a hill, 2J m.

distant, is Bilejik (alt. 1901 ft.), the

chief town of Ertoghrul Sanjak. Bi

lejik, possibly the Byzantine Belocome,

has good streets, large kl.ans, a bank,

silk spinning factories, and several

manufactories. It is a good centre

from which to visit the beautiful

country in the neighbourhood. An

old sarcophagus in the market-place

serves as a fountain. On leaving

Bilejik Station, the line rises 1 in 40

for about 7jtm., and, passing the large

village of Keuplu, ascends the Sorgun

Dereli, which it crosses at Pelidemir on

a fine viaduct about 590 ft. long. It

afterwards re-enters the valley of the

Kara Su, and running through 12

tunnels, aud over two important via

ducts, reaches Kara-keui I.M'. m.),

situated between high hills. This

section of the line is a remarkable

piece of engineering and construction,

and the viaducts of Bash-heui and

Yalta are specially worthy of notice.

Leaving Kara-keui, the line crosses

the Kara Su several times and then

follows a small tributary to Boz-yuk

(163J m.), where there are an old

mosque with good faience, and a khan.

Soon after leaving Boz-yuk, tho water-

parting is crossed (alt. 2878 ft.), and

In-eunu Station (174 m ), in the valley

of the Sari Su, is reached. The village

of in-eunu is 6ome distance S. of the

station ; it is prettily situated at the

foot of a clifT, in which there are several

natural and artificial caverns, and a

few fragments of old columns have

been built into the houses. The line

now runs, with a very slight incline,

down the valley of the Sari Su, anct.

Bathys, to Clrakur Hissar (182f m.),

near a curious mound 100 ft. high, and

Eski-shehr (194 J m.), .anct. Dory-

Iieum. The modern town is well situ

ated at tho foot of the hills that

border the great treeless plain which

stretches E. towards Angora. It has

been built near the junction of the

Sari Su with the Pursak Su, anet.

Temhrh, and is divided by a small

stream into a commercial quarter, on

the low ground, in which are the

bazars, the khans, and the hot sulphur

springs (temp. 1223 F.); and a resi

dential quarter on the higher ground.

It is the centre of the meerschaum

trade, which is largely in the hands

of the Christians ; and meerschaum

pipes, istife luleai, are made there.

There are no remains of antiquity ex

cepting a few inscriptions and the hot-

bath, in the lower town, which appears

to be Byzantine. The Pursak Su

swarms with fish, but they have a

muddy taste and are hardly fit for food.

Dorylreum, of Phrygian origin, was

always a place of importance, and,

as late as a.d. 451, was auto-

cephalus. Under the Byzantine Emr
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perors it was one of tho great military

stations, and its plain is often men

tioned as the place of assembly of the

armies of the Eastern Empire in their

wars against the Turks. It was famous

for its natural hot-baths, for its de

lightful climate, its fertile soil, and

for the abundance of fish in its river.

About 1074 it fell into the hands of

the Seljuk Tnrks; and on the 1st

July, 1097, it was the scene of the

memorable battle in which the Cru

saders, under Godfrey, defeated the

Seljuk Sultan, Kilij Arslan. About

1175 it was rebuilt by the Emperor

Manuel; but it soon afterwards fell

again into the hands of tho Turks.

At the foot of an isolated hill, about

£ m. N. of Eski-shehr, are the ruins

of Shahr Euyuk which apparently

mark the site of Eoman Dorylseum.

Beyond Eski-shehr the line runs

down the valley of the Pursak to Ak-

bunar (208f m.), where there is a fine

spring, and an inscription. North of

Ak-bunar are the meerschaum mines

which give employment to the in

habitants of numerous villages at the

foot of the Jumdikian Ddgh (5500 ft.).

The meerschuum, or silicate of mag

nesia, occurs in nodules which are

found in a bed of clay from 30 to 60 ft.

below the surface. The meerschaum

bed extends E. for about 35 m., almost

to the junction of the Pursak with the

Sakavia, and it is worked by sinking

very narrow shafts, and then driving

low galleries. Above this bed is one

of Fuller's Earth, about 3 ft. thick,

which is extensively worked and is

locally known as Isil. The nodules

of meerschaum are of irregular shape,

usually the size of a man's fist, and

rarely as large as his head. They

are first washed, and trimmed with a

sharp knife to remove holes and ex

crescences, and then dried gradually in

the air, waxed, and polished with a

cloth. Before being sent into the

market tliey are sorted according to

grain and colour.

From 3 to 4 m. beyond Ak-bunar

the line passes close to the shapeless

ruins of Kara-euyuk, which probably

mark the site of Nidseum. where the

son of Pompey was taken prisoner by

the generals of M. Antony, and after

wards put to death. Alpi Keui (219

in.), takes its name from a small

village on the opposite bank of the

river in which there are a few inscrip

tions. Lower down the line crosses

the Pursak and runs on to Beylik

Akhur (234 m.), Sari Keui (252 m.),

Bicher (268$ m.), Basilar (281J m.)

—the station for Sivri-hissar, and

Beylik-keupri (290J m.), where the

Sakaria is crossed by a substantial

bridge. E. of the river the line runs

through a fertile district to Polatli

(302} m.), Mali Keui (3241 m.), Sinjan

Keui (342} m.), and

Angora (358} m.), where is the

Temple of Rome and Augustus, with

an inscription regarding the actions

of Augustus.

(2.) Eski-shehr to Konia. (14 hrs.)

The line runs through Alayund (41}

m.), the junction for Kutaya (61 m.),

whence the ruins of Azani (8} hrs.)

can be visited. It then continues

through Duver (Phrygiun monuments)

to Aflum Kara-hissar (1011 m.), a

good starting-point for a tour in tho

Phrygian monument country. Ex

cursions can also be made from it to

Prymnessus, to Synnada, and to the

quarries from which the Docimian

marble was obtained. From A. Kara-

hissar the line follows the route of

the army of Cyrus the Younger to Chai,

near the battlefield of Ipsus. It then

continues, between the fine ranges of

Emir Dagh (1.) and Sultan D. (rt.),

to IshakU (Julia), Ak-shehr (Philo-

melium), Ilghin (Tyriaeum), Kadin

Khan (Sinethandus), ami Konia

(Iconium, 267 m.), where are the

Tekke of the Mevlevi (Dancing Der-

\ishes), and the mosques, tombs, and

palace of the Seljuk Sultans of Rum.

(3.) Afium Kara-hissar to Smyrna

(17} hrs.). The line runs by Tumlo,

Ushak, where some;of the best Turkish

carpets ore made, and Ineh (Nais) to

Ala-shehr (Philadelphia). It is neces

sary to pass the night at Ushak.

[Information with regard to the

towns on the routes will be found in

the Handbook to Asia Minor. 1
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s 4.—BRTJSA AND NICLEA.

No visitor to Constantinople who can afford the time should omit a

visit to Brum, the first capital of the Osmanlis. For this 3 days are

required, or, if Mt. Olympus ho ascended, 4 days. A longer slay is,

however, recommended, for the old Turkish mosques and tombs are worth

a long journey to see, (he bazars are well stocked, the environs are lovely,

and the hot iron and sulphur springs are celebrated throughout the east.

Travellers visiting Brusa require a Yol tezkereh, which must be shown

on embarkation at the Galata Custom House, where baggage is also

examined. The Mahsuse steamers (passengers embark in boats from the

Custom House, P.5) leave the Golden Horn early in the morning every

day, and arrive about noon at Mudania, which is connected with Brusa

by a good carriage-road, and a railway. At Mudania (Tol tezkereh

shown, and baggage examined), carriages and horses await the arrival of

the steamer. The. passage is 5 hrs., more with a head wind, and the

drive is 3 hrs. Trains run in connection with the steamer, and take

If hrs. Beturn tickets to Brusa are issued at the Wagon-lits Agency,

Pera Palace Hotel. Food can be obtained on the steamer, but it is better

to take luncheon from the hotel. A Constantinople dragoman is useful,

especially when there are ladies, but he is not necessary. On the return

journey travellers leave Brusa at midday (Yol tezkerehs must be vise by

the police before leaving), and reach Constantinople the same day. Yol

tezkerehs are shown, and baggage examined at Mudania and Constantinople.

The sail across the Marmara is

very enjoyable in tine weatlier. After

passing Skutari, the steamer leaves

the Princes' Islands to the left, and

crosses the Gulf of Ismid to Boz

Burun, anct. Posidium, which formed

the termination of Mons Arganthonius.

To the W. of the cape is the Island

of Kalolimno, anct. Besbicus, with a

small Greek population. After round

ing Boz Burun the steamer enters

the Gulf of Mudania, or Geumlek,

Injir Liman, "gulf of figs,'' anct.

Oianus Sinus, and either runs along

the coast to Armudli, " place of pears,"

and Kapukli, or crosses to Trilia and

SyM on the S. coast, to the W. of

Mudania. At these places passengers

ore landed and embarked in boats.

The steamer then proceeds to the

wooden pier of

Mudania, anet. Myrlea, a colony of

Colophon, which was afterwards re

named by Prusins, after his wife,

Apamea, is now the port of Brusa.

It was taken, a.d. 1351, by the Turks

under the leadership of the pious

dervish Hajji Bektash, who was after

wards the patron saint of the Janis

saries. The town consists of a row of

poorly built houses along the shore,

intermingled with vineyards, and mul

berry groves, and a large proportion

of the population is Greek. The

climate is mild and dry. There are

olive gardens, and a large production

of oil.

[From Mudania the steamer goes

on (1 hr.) to Geumlek, anct. Cius, at

the head of the picturesque gulf.

The small town, which is still called

Kio by the Greeks, is said to have

been founded by one of the Argonauts,
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Ciu3, on his return from Colchis; it

was afterwurds rebuilt by Prusias,

and its name changed to Prusa ad

Mare. The Crusaders, who called it

Civitot, made it their principal point

of disembarkation in A. Minor. The

place is prettily situated at the foot

of Mt. Arganthonius, and on the

right bank of the Geumlek Su, anct.

Ascanius; and there are some in

teresting fragments of the old walls.

There are the remains of a naval

yard, and a pier at which chromium

and other articles of commerce are

shipped. There is a carriage-road, in

bad repair, to Brusa (4J hrs. drive),

and an easy road to Isnik, Niciea (10

hrs.).]

The road from Mudania to Brusa at

first follows the shore of the gulf, and

then winds upwards, through vine

yards and mulberry groves, in which

lie the Greek villages Yerdeli (r.) and

Misopoli (1.), to a guard-house, alt.

900 ft. (tezhereh shown). Hence there

is a fine view of Olympus, with Brusa

nestling amidst a wealth of verdure

at its foot, and of the broad, fertile

valley through which the waters of

the Nilufer, maddest of rivers, find

their tortuous way to the Ehyndacus

and the sea. From the guard-house

there is a sharp descent to the Nilufer,

or Ulfer Chai, anct. Odrysses, which

is crossed by a bridge, and here there

is a half-way house, and resting-place

in a grove of plane-trees. The road

now runs through well cultivated

ground, and leaving Cheliirgeh and

the Mosque of Murad I. to the right,

passes between the baths of Kara

Mustafa (1.) aud Yeni Kaplija (r,), and

enters Brusa through an avenue of

trees.

The railway keeps to the right of

the road ; and the trains stop at Yor-

goli, Koru, and Ajemlar (fur Chekirgeh

and the baths). At Brusa the trains

stop at the entrance to the town below

the Muradiyeh Quarter, in which are

the best hotels; and then go on to

the terminus further east.

Brusa, the chief town of the Vilayet

of Khudavindighiar, is one of the most

beautiful and interesting places in

Turkey ; and according to a popular

saying it has a mosque and a walk

for every day of the year, so that none

need pray or walk in the same place

more than once a year. It stretches

in a long line from E. to W. along the

lower slopes of Olympus, and its

situation overlooking the valley of the

Nilufer is not unlike that of Great

Malvern above the vale of the Severn.

The town is naturally divided into

three Quarters by two ravines that

come down from the heart of Olympus.

In the centre on a bold terrace of rock

stands the citadel, occupying the site

of the ancient town, and containing

within its walls the tombs of Osman

and Orkhan, and the old palace of

the Osmanli sultans ; and on the low

ground the Vlu Jami', the bazars, and

the houses of Moslems and Christians.

On the E., and parted by the deep

ravine of the Geuli Su, " blue water,"

from the citadel, is the Emir Sultan

Quarter with the mosques and tombs

of Muhammad I., Bayezid I., and

Emir Sultan ; and the Set Bashi

Quarter of tlie Armenians. On the

W. is the Muradiyeh Quarter, with

the mosque of Murad II., the hotels,

and the Greek Quarter. Further W.

are Chekirgeh and the hot springs

and baths. The streets of Brusa are

clean, and the roads made by Ahmed

Vefyk Pasha enable visitors to drive

to all the points of interest. One of

the most picturesque views is that

from the bridge which spans the

ravine of the Geuk Su. The environs

are of great beauty ; the mountain,

with its marked zones of vegetation,

rises up from the town, and there are

many charming drives and walks in

the chestnut, oak, and other woods.

Brusa, alt. 600 ft., is the residence

of a Vali (Governor-General), and the

administrative centre of the Vilayet.

Its population, including a large

number of refugees from Bulgaria, is

about 70,000, of whom 35,000 are

Moslems, 12,000 Greeks, 11,500 Ar

menians, 2000 Jews, and 500 Protes

tants. The Greeks live chiefly in

the Muradiyeh and Kaya Pashj
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Quarters ; tlie Jews in the low town ;

the Protestants at Set Bashi and

Kara Bashi; and the Armenians in

the Set Bashi and Emir Sultan

Quarters. There are a Greek Metro

politan, an Armenian Bishop, a R.

Catholic Armenian Bishop, and a

Chief Rabbi.

The climate is good throughout the

year, but is most pleasant in the

months of April, May, June, Septem

ber, and October. The town is healthy,

and since the cultivation of rice has

been stopped there has beeu very

little fever.

Brusa, anc. Prusa, long the capi

tal of the kings of Bithynia, was

built by Prusias, the protector of

Hannibal, or, according to some au

thorities, by Hannibal himself. In

B.C. 75, Nicomedes III., King of Bithy

nia, left his kingdom to the Romans,

and Prusa became the residence of

the governors of the province. From

the letters of Pliny the Younger, when

governor, to Trajan, we learn that the

city was then prosperous, and pos

sessed a gymnasium, thernia), an

agora, and a library in which stood a

statue of the Emperor.

Luring the Byzantine period Brusa

was by turns in the possession of the

Christians and the Muhammadans.

In 950 it capitulated to the Arabs

under the Hamadan prince Seif

ed-Duvlet, but soon reverted to the

Christians. Towards the close of the

11th century it fell into the hands of

the Seljuk Turks, who evacuated it

alter the capture of Niea.>a by the

Crusaders, a.d. 1097. After the eon-

quest of Constantinople by the Latins,

1204, Theodore Lascaris retired to

Brusa, and here he was unsuccess

fully besieged by the Count of Blois,

who had received Bithynia as his

share of the plunder. The walls were

repaired by Theodore, and the place

so strengthened that it was only after

a siege of ten years that it passed

into the hands of the Osmanlis under

Orkhan in 1326. Brusa now bicame

the residence of the Osmanli sultans.

Artists, poets, historians, soldiers of

fortune, dervishes, and holy men

thronged to the new capital, from

Persia, Khorassan, and far-distant

Bokhara; mosques, colleges, and other

public buildings speedily arose ; and

a palace, upon the size and grandeur of

which Osmanli historians love todwell,

was erected. The circular church

of S. Elias, turned into a mausoleum,

became the last resting-place of Os-

man, and here were also buried Ork

han and his brother Alaeddin, Ork

han 's son, Suleiman, who carried the

Osmanli arms across the Hellespont,

and lost his life at Gallipoli, and the

earlier princes and princesses. The

town was sacked by Timur (1402),

and by the Prince of Karaman (1413);

and in modern times it has suffered

severely from fire (1801-2), and from

earthquake (1855). During the tire

of 1802 the tomb of Osman was seri

ously damaged, the dome with its

silver plates fell in, and the insignia

of office granted by the Sultan of

Iconium to Osman were destroyed.

The great earthquake, which threw

down nearly all the mosques and

houses in the town, and caused the

death of more than i000 people, com

pleted the destruction.

Brusa has few remains of Roman

and Byzantine times, but it contains

a large number of obi Turkish monu

ments of the greatest beauty and

interest. The Citadel, Hissar, or

" Old Town " was at one time strongly

fortified, and there are still many well-

preserved portions of the walls of

Theodore Lascaris, and, in places, of

the Roman masonry upon which they

were built. There is a fine view over

the town, and the rich valley of the

filter Cliai from the Esplanade, con

structed at the E. end of the walled

town by Ahmed Vet'yk" Pasha, who

also rebuilt the Tombs of Osman and

Orkhan. The interior of the tombs

which stand on the esplanade are

profusely decorated in the modem

style. The Mosque of Orkhan, also

rebuilt by Ahmed Vefyk, is near the

VV. end of the old town, and close to

it may still be seen a few remains of

the palace in which the early Sultans

held their brilliant court. Iu this

quarter, by the clock-tower, are the
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ruins of an old Byzantine Church

called Daud Monaster. In the citadel

is also the Mosque of Vftadi Effendi.

Outside the south wall of the town

is Bunar Bashi or Bash Cheshmeh,

" chief spring," a fine spring bursting

forth from the rock, beneath the shade

of ancient plane-trees, which formerly

supplied the fountains in the palace

gardens. Here there is a much fre

quented cafe, to which Moslems and

Christians alike resort, and not far

from it is a Tekkeh of " Dancing "

Dervishes. From a field above the

spring there is a good view of the

Byzantine walls.

Mosques and Tiirbehs.—No order is

necessary to visit the mosques, but

the guardians expect a small fee.

Visitors should always be accompanied

by a dragoman, and take slippers

with them.

The Ulu Jami', " Great Mosque," is

close to Ihe bazar near the centre of

the town ; and is the work of three

Sultans,—Murad I., Bayezid I., and

Muhammad I., each of whom also

built a separate mosque. It is a

square of about 100 paces, and in plan

resembles the earlier Arab mosques.

The interior is divided by square

pillars into Ave aisles, each contain

ing four bays covered, except in one

instance, by flat domes. In the central

aisle, that leads from the main en

trance, one of the bays has no roof ;

and beneath the opening, which admits

the direct rays of the sun, there is a

large water basin well stocked with

fish. The minber and karri are

beautifully carved, and the latter is

only equalled by the karsi at Sinope.

The mosque was once very rich, and

it still has some fine carpets, and 700

lamps which, when lighted atRamazan,

produce a fine effect. The pillars

were formerly gilt to the height of a

man, and the walls decorated with

tiles, but these have been replaced

by whitewash, and written sentences

from the Kuran. On either side of

the facade is a free-standing minaret.

Both were originally decorated with

blue or green tiles, and that on the

left had a tank, on its upper story,

which was supplied by a spring on

the slopes of Olympus. The aqueduct

and the water-pipes within the

minaret have been destroyed. The

haram, or court, contains a fountain

erected by the celebrated Mufti, Aziz

Effendi.

The Yeshil Jami', Green Mosque,

built by Muhammad I. in 1420, stands

upon a terrace whence there is a fine

view over the valley. In complete

ness of design, artistic taste, and

costliness of material it excels all

other Osmanli buildings. The ex

terior is plain, but until the earth

quake of 1855 there were two

minarets, covered with green faience,

at the north end. The entrance door

is ornamented with arabesques and

inscriptions delicately carved in white

marble, and in excellent taste ; and

there is a finely carved door of wood.

The interior is covered by two largo

domes, and two smaller ones richly

ornamented. The internal walls are

decorated with faience. Green is the

prevailing colour, but there are many

floral designs of great beauty. The

best specimens will be found at the

mihrab, in the gallery at the N. end,

in the chambers beneath it, and in

the entrance passage. The tiles are of

Persian design, and were probably

made at Cotyaeum, Kutaya, or at

Niccea, Isnili, where there was a

Genoese factory in which Persian tiles

were copied. The mosque appears to

stand upon the site of a Byzantine

church, of which some fragments re-

Tlie Yeshil Turbeh, Tomh ofMuha m-

mad I., is the gem of Brusa. It is

an octagonal building with a dome,

aud a fine doorway, much damaged.

Formerly it was decorated externally

and internally with faience, but when

the tomb was repaired by the lale

Ahmed Vefyk Pasha, the exterior was

covered with the modern green tiles

of Kutaya. In the interior most of

the old work remains, and the floral

designs are of exquisite beauty. The

mihrab and the cenotaph of Mil"
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hammad I. are particularly good.

There are also cenotaphs of two

Sultanas, a Prince, and a Grand

Vizier.

Not far from the Green Mosque is

the Mosque of Emir Sultan, rebuilt

by Selira III. at the beginning of

the century on the site of that erected

by Bayezid I. The mosque, which

gives its name to this quarter of the

town, was once equal in wealth to the

mosques of Medina and Kerbela, and

it is still one of the great places of

pilgrimage in Turkey. Emir Sultan

was the celebrated dervish, Shemsed-

din Muhammad, from Bokhara, who

always accompanied Bayezid I. in

his campaigns and saved Brftsa from

destruction at the hands of Tiraftr.

Below the green mosque is the Jami'

Morsella with a fine spring, the water

of which is so highly prized that it is

sent to Constantinople. Lower still,

near the road to Kutaya, is the

Yilderim Jami', Mosque of the

Thunderbolt, i.e. of Bayezid I., stand

ing on a mound apart from all build

ings, excepting a few hovels. It is

built of stone, and, though it has only

one door and one minaret, as in the

oldest mosques, it is striking from its

simplicity and grandeur. The mosque

which was being built when Bayezid

was defeated by Timur, was com

pleted by his son Musa Chelebi during

the Interregnum ; and was conse

quently badly endowed. Some beauti

fully painted floral ornaments on the

wooden panelling of the mihrdb, and

some very old carpets are the chief

objects of interest. Close to the

mosque is the Tiirbeh of the ill-fated

Bayezid who, after making Constan

tinople and Western Europe tremble,

was overwhelmed by the Mongolian

invasion. His lonely, forsaken tomb

is in the simplest style, and it is said

that Murad IV., when returning from

his successful campaign in Persia,

gave the cenotaph a contemptuous

kick which injured his foot and

brought on the ailment from which

he soon afterwards die d.

The Mosque of Murad II., Muradi-

yeh, is a large building standing on a

rock terrace iu the west quarter of the

town to which it gives its name. The

plan is not unlike that of the mosque

of Bayezid I. There is a beautiful

porch with some good faience, but the

interior is plain, and the mihrab and

mimber are in the simplest style. At

tached to the mosque arc a Khan,

Imaret, and Medresseh. Close to the

mosque is one of the prettiest and

most secluded spots in Brftsa :—the

walled enclosure in which are the

Tombs of the Sultans, surrounded by

rose gardens and overshadowed by

gigantic plane-trees, of which one is

said to be 400 years old. The Tiirbeh

of Murad II. is a plain building sur

mounted by a dome, without ornament

of any kind. Beneath the dome is a

simple grave of earth, edged with

marble. It was the special wish of

the Sultan that his grave should be

exposed, like that of a poor man, to

rain and snow, and an opening was

consequently left in the centre of the

dome. The columns round the grave

stand on overturned capitals. In an

adjoining tomb chamber lie his sons

Ahmed and Alaeddin. Amongst

the other tombs in the enclosure are

those of the luckless Prince Jem,

who was poisoned at Naples ; of his

brother Mustafa ; of Mahmud, son of

Bayezid II. ; of the Servian Princess,

wife of Murad II., who, alone of the

fourChristian Sultanas, preserved her

religion; of other Sultanas, princes

and princesses; and of many of the

poets, holy men, and philosophers,

who were attracted to Brftsa by the

brilliant court of the first Sultans.

All these tombs arc of simple con

struction, built of brick and stone ;

and in some of them there are good

specimens of Persian tiles.

The Mosque of Murad I., Ohdzi

Ilunliiar Jami', erected in the suburb

of Chekirgeh, in the 14th century, is

different in form to all other mosques,

and is said to have been built by

Christian architects. The mosque is

largely constructed from the remains

of older buildings, and in the main

facade there are several different kinds.
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of capitals. The facade, which bears

" an extraordinary resemblance to one

of the earlier Sienese palaces," con

sists of a two-storied vestibule with

pillars and pointed arches ; and a fine

view is obtained from the upper story.

The masonry is in courses of different

colour. The interior is simple and

shows more traces of Byzantine

influence than the later mosques of

Bayezid and Muhammad I. The

most remarkable feature of the mosque

is that its Medresseh forms an integral

part of the building. From the vesti

bule a flight of steps leads up to a

passage that runs right round the

mosque without any communication

with the interior ; on the outer side

of this passage, doors open to the cells

of the students. Thus, when the

Imam led the prayers before the

mihrab, each student could pray in

his cell, and at the same time in the

mosque. There arc now no students,

and a small elementary school, in one

of the lower rooms of the vestibule,

is the representative of the college

founded by Murad I.

In frout of the mosque is a terraced

garden in which is the Tiirbeh of

Murad I., surnamed Khudavendkiar,

" over-lord," who was treacherously

assassinated on the field of Kossova,

and is the only Sultan who has won

the title of shehid, "martyr." Khu

davendkiar, from whom the vilayet of

Brusa takes its official name, lies in

the centre of the building beneath flic

dome, and on either side of him lie

the sons of Bayezid I., Suleiman and

MCtsa. Hero also arc the tombs of

Mmad's son Yakub, and of four prin

cesses. Near the tomb elands a fine

inscribed bronze bowl in' which corn

is blessed and then sold to the villagers

to mix with the corn they sow. In

the building, which has been repaired

in recent years, are kept a portion of

Murad's chain armour, his prayer-

carpet (apparently of deerskin), a

green, well-patched garment, said to

have been worn by him on the fatal

field of Kossova, his turban, a very

old lock and key from some captured

city, and other relics.

From the terrace, on which a mar

ble fountain gives forth jets of hot

and cold water from alternate mouths,

there is a fine view over the valley

of the Ulfer Ohai, and of the hills

beyond it. But the grandest view is

that obtained from the minaret of the

adjoining mosque.

Other mosques at Brusa are those

of Mollah Abu Jebbari, on the plan of

the Ulu Jami', but on a smaller scale ;

Mollah Abdul Attif, on the slopes of

Olvmpus, &c. The tombs of " Babas,"

" Dedehs," " Abdals," and " Sultans "

are innumerable. Amongst the most

celebrated are those of Geyikii Baba,

" father of stags," who accompanied

Orkhan on his campaigns; Ramazan

Baba, a Bektash dervish; Abdal

Murad, "Simple Murad," who was

present at the capture of Brusa, and

whose wooden sword is still shown ;

Abdal Musa, who came with Hajji

Bektash from Khorassan ; Emir Sul

tan of Bokhara, whose tomb is still a

place of pilgrimage ; ClieMrgeh Sul

tan, " Locust Sultan," who gave his

name to the suburb of Brusa; Hajji

Khalfa, chief of the Bairam der

vishes, &c. Here also are buried the

learned iommentator el-Bostan ; the

great legal authority Khosrev ibn

Khisr; the poets Khiali and Mollah

Khosrev, and the prose writer VVassa

Ali, whose classic works were largely

inspired by the running waters, and

sylvan beauty of the slopes of Olym

pus.

Churches. — The Greeks have

churches at Bolukbazar and Kaya

Bashi ; the Armenians at Set Bashi ;

and the Roman Catholic Armenians

and Protestants at Set Bashi. None

of them possess any historical or archi

tectural interest.

There is a station of the American

Western Turkey 3Iission at Brusa ;

and, in connection with it, a very

successful school for Greek and Ar

menian girls. The Brusa Orphanage

was founded in 1875 as a home for

children left orphans and destitute

during the terrible famir.c that rav

aged Asia Minor in that year. It is
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supported by contributions from Eng

land, America, and Switzerland ; and

a suitable building was erected in

1883 with funds collected by the late

Mrs. Baghdasarian. Between 500 and

600 orphans from all parts of the

empire and of all religious denomina

tions have been brought up at the

orphanage under the care of Mr.

Baghdasarian.

The bazars are good, and in them,

as well as in the numerous khans,

may be purchased Brusa gauze, silks,

Brusa towels, carpets of camels'-hair

felt embroidered with silk, Kutaya

pottery, gold and silk embroideries,

&c. Good wine made locally can

:ilso be obtained.

The principal industry of Brusa is

connected with the production and

mini nfaclure of silk. There are several

fnbricai, or spinning factories, in which

silk is spun for export to Lyons, and

home consumption, but since the

appearance of the silkworm disease

some years ago most of the silk has

been obtained from villages at a dis

tance from Brusa. The silk is woven

in private houses chiefly by women.

The girls in the " fabricas " are mostly

Greeks, but there are many Turkish

girls wearing an apology for a yash

mak. Silk spinning is a very delicate

and beautiful process, and a visit to

one or more of the factories in the

Muradiyeh Quarter is strongly re

commended. Those under French

management are the best. The

beautiful silk gauze is woven in very

rough hand-looms in private houses ;

it is very narrow and a great number

of yards arc required to make a dress.

The cost is P. 6 to 7 the pic, or In. id.

to Is. fid. a yard. In spite of its light,

diaphanous texture it is very strong;

and wlien washed, though losing its

evenness, it acquires a silkiness and

softness preferred by many. The

prettiest are those with white or

maize-coloured stripes ; as the silk has

always a yellow tinge, blue and pink

stripes are never so clear and true in

colour. Very good handkerchiefs are

made, and a mixture of Silk and cotton

which is cool and strong and much

used for light summer clothing for

men. The soft fluffy Brusa towel is

made in the rudest and most primitive-

looking looms in the cottages. The

towels when of a superior kind cost

about P. 30 a pair ; their great beauty

lies in their soft, spongy, absorbent

texture. The bath towel or takm,

about two yards long, and the bath

humus are also made; and so is

burunjik, a beautiful material that

looks like thick cream-coloured crape

with silky stripes, and is used for the

best sort of katkjis shirts. Visitors

can obtain admission to private houses

in which there are looms through the

landlord of the hotel, or through

members of the American Mission.

Excursions.—The environs of Brusa

are of great beauty, and the new

roads that have been made enable

visitors to ride or drive to several

points of interest.

About 1J m. westward of the town

is the village of Chekirgeh, " Locust,"

anct. Fythia, celebrated for its hot

iron and sulphur springs, and for the

mosque and Tomb of Murad I. (p. 125).

Here and in the vicinity are the Baths

of Brusa which are much frequented

during the season (May) by visitors

from Constantinople. In addition to

three or four smaller springs there are

two large sulphur springs, one supply

ing the baths of Beuyiik and Kuchuk

Kiiliiirtlu, the other those of Yeni

Kaplija and Kainarja; and two iron

springs, one at Kara Mustafa, the

other, Eski Kaplija, at Chekirgeh.

The sulphur waters are like those

near Vienua and near Zurich ; the iron

waters like those of Toplitz, Wildbad,

Gastein, &c. The lowest of the baths

is Kara Mustafa, below the road from

Mudania to Brusa ; the water has no

taste or smell, and from its clearness

is called the Giimush Su, "silver

water"; temp. 112° F. On the hill

side, about 1 20 ft. above Kara Mustafa,

is the spring that supplies Yeni Kap

lija, the water is clear, limpid, and

tastes a little " flat "; it gives off gas

in bubbles and rises at a temp, of 195°
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F. Three hundred paces to the W.

is the spring of Kiikiirtlu, which rises

violently at a temp, of 178° F., gives

oif larger quantities of gas, and has a

slight smell. Half an hour from these

baths is Eski Kaplija at Ohekirgeh ;

the source is said to be unknown, but

the water is brought down by two

conduits at a temp, of 117° F. Ohe

kirgeh is apparently the place at

which Justinian built a palace, and a

public bath, and to which the Empress

Theodora came, in 525, with a suite

of 4000 persons. The importance of

the place in the early Moslem period

is shown by the erection of an Imperial

mosque there by Murad I. . Besides

the public establishment there are

hotels and several houses in the village

which enjoy the privilege of having

water laid on for baths. Those are

much patronised by invalids who

wish greater privacy than can be ob

tained in the public baths.

The baths are handsome structures,

containing several apartments, and

they are supplied with hot and cold

water. Those of Yeni Kaplija, erected

by Rustem Pasha, Grand Vizier of

Suleiman I., are the finest. The

central basin. about 25 ft. diameter, is

covered by a lofty dome; the domes

avid vaults are decorated with faience,

and the floor paved with marble.

There is a separate bath for ladies.

The dome of the Eski Kaplija bath is

said to have been built Tby Murad I.

The baths were greatly improved by

Ahmed Vefyk Pasha, and, with in

creased facilities of communication,

they will no doubt become better

known, and more frequented.

. Other excursions are to Inkaya

(1 hr. drive), whence there is a fine

view over the hike of Apollonia. To

Aksu (3| hrs. diive) on the Kutaya

road. Half an hour's walk from

Aksu there is a good view of the

eastern end of Olympus, and horses

can be obtained to visit a waterfall

(1 hr.) beautifully situated in a forest

of oak and fir. This excursion re

quires the whole day. The picturesque

villages Deirmenli Kizik, and Jumali

Kizik, can be visited on horseback

(1 hr.). A very beautiful ride is up

the left bank of the Genie Su, by

Karakli (2600 ft.), and over the

shoulder of Olympus to Baghli (4J

hrs.), a whole day excursion.

The ascent of Olympus, Keshia.li

Dagh, " Monk's Mountain," alt.

7600 ft., presents no difficulties, and

can be made in about 6 hrs. (5 on

horseback, 1 on foot); the descent

takes 4 hrs. The best season is from

the middle of May to the middle of

October when, except in the ravines,

there is little or no snow. By start

ing before daylight the ascent and

descent can be easily made in one

day. A guide is necessary, and one

or two zaptiehs should be taken.

The hotel landlord will make arrange

ments, and provide food for the day,

as none can be obtained on the way.

The expense for one person is about

25s. (Index). Travellers wishing to

spend the night on the summit to see

the sun rise must make special ar

rangements.

The best route for the ascent starts

from SetBashi and leads up the right

bank of the Geuk tlereh (2J hrs.)

through chestnut, oak, hazel, and

beech to the 1st plateau, Kadi Yailasi,

a beautiful " alp " with a fine spring.

The road is a rough bridle-path, so

steep in places that it is bettor to

dismount and lead the horses. From

Kadi Yailasi there is a fine view, and

every visitor to Briisa should try and

ascend thus far. From the 1st plateau

a rocky path leads up through a pine

forest to the 2nd plateau, Saralan

(1J hr.). This is the roughest part

of tho ascent. The road now leaves

the forest and ascends gradually

through scattered pines and junipers

to tho 3rd plateau (1 hr.), crossing

the heads of numerous streams of

clear cold water well stocked with

trout, which are much prized at Brusa.

At Kirk Bunar, "forty springs," on

the 3rd plateau tho horses are left

and the remainder of the ascent (1 hr.)

is made on foot.

The view on a fine day from the

summit of Olympus, a perfect pano

rama, is almost unrivalled. The Sea

| of Marmara, the gulfs of Mudania
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and Ismid, Constantinople, the Dar

danelles and the Black Sea on the N. ;

the lake of Isnik, the plain of Yeni-

ehehr, and the valley of the Saliaria

on the N.E. ; the peninsula of Cyzicus,

the lake of Apollonia, Manias Qeul,

the valley of the Rhyndacus, and the

chain of Mount Ida on the W. ; and

the vast plains of Mysia and Bithynia

on the S. and E.

Botany of Olympus.—" Contrasted

with the Greek Archipelago, ever

green oaks were almost entirely

absent, and replaced by several deci

duous species ; indeed, there are few

evergreen shrubs on Olympus. The

common laurel and Daphne pontica,

the Eastern form of Daphne laureola,

were the main exceptions. Bulbous

plants were remarkably abundant.

Fritillaria pontica in profusion almo-t

everywhere, with a range of altitude

of uearly 4000 ft. I obtained also 7

or 8 species of ornithogalum, a

galanthus out of flower, and 6 or

7 species of crocus. I was just in

time to seo Crocus aerius in full

beauty, at a height of from 4000 ft.

to 5000 ft., the flowers at its highest

limit appearing amongst the melting

snow, and lower down under the pine-

trees, intermixed with crocus gargari-

cus, a charming little yellow species.

At a height of from 3500 ft. to 41100

ft. the floral display was like a gar

den. The purple aubrietia deltoidea,

with a yellow alyssum on the rocks,

and the yellow and blue crocuses, in

termixed with hypericum calycinuni,

a handsome doronicum, and large

tufts of a handsome purple primula,

varying with white flowers, identical

with a plant in cultivation under

the name of primula altaica, but

closely allied to our common prim

rose. Two or three species of gagea,

and the lovely glaucous low-growing

hypericum olympicum, were also con

spicuous, intermixed with a blue

muscari. The summit of the plateau,

at a height of about 5500 ft., the

limit of the pines, was comparatively

barren, and afforded nothing but tufts

of a iuniperus, a sort of ' savin,' a

small potentilla crocus aerius, and a

little gagea among the snow patches ;

but it was evidently too early on

April the 16th for the higher region

of Olympus, which in June would

probably afford a further set of

species.

"The number of species of the

plants of Olympus named after the

mountain expresses the extreme rich

ness of the flora. In addition to those

already named I found a dentaria

closely allied to bulbifera, viola

olympica, a handsome species coming

between the Alpine calcarata and

tricolor. Cistus laurifolius and C.

salvitefolius, anemone blanda, the

eastern representative of A. apennina,

Rascus aculeatus, and R. hypo-

phyllum, a sedum allied to tele-

phium, a gentiana allied to as-

clepiadea, saxifraga rotundifolia, a

handsome lamium allied to L. longi-

florum, a number of conspicuous

species of lathyrus and orobus, in

cluding one with yellow flowers.

Boraginaceous plants are extremely

abundant, including several symphy-

tums, a borago, and lithospermum

purpureocseruleum ; also a digitalis

not yet in flower, campaunla persi-

eilblia, an nlpine myosotis, a cory-

dalis, a geranium, a convallaria, and

asphodelus luteus. •

"Amongst the shrubs were ligus-

trum vulgarc, cercis siliquastrum,

gorgeous with its rich rosy-crimson

flowers, intermixed with a handsome

white-flowered fraxinus, which was

very conspicuous above Brusa ; also

juniperus oxycedrus, jasminum fruti-

cans, and viscum album on the chest

nut.

" Viiceiuiiim arctostaphylos is an

abundant shrub ou the fi inks of

Olympus ; tho leaves are collected

and used in lieu of tea. They are

gathered in spring, and, after being

laid in the shade on a straw mat, are

rolled in the hands and dried by a

slow fire in an oven. The vaceinium

leaves are sold under the name of

' Brusa Tea ' and make a very pala

table beverage.

" Perns were tolerably abundant,

but I observed none but the follow

ing British species : scolopendrium
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vulgare, asplenium adiantum-nigrum,

A. acutum A. trichomanes, cy-

stopteris fragtlis, polystichum angu-

lare, pteris aquiliua, and athyrium

iilix-foeniina."

Koe, and red doer, bear, wolves,

jackals, and foxes are found ou Olym

pus, ns well as quail, red-legged par

tridge, &o. i but game is not plentiful,

and is difficult to find. In the lower

ground there are wild boar. There

are plenty of woodcock in winter;

and, near Lake Apollonia, there is

good wild pheasant shooting.

BRUSA TO ISMID. BY NIC/EA.

Brusa— hrs.
Kustul 3

Rlukus 3
Yeui-shehr 6
Isnlk (Mcrca) 4
Mekejeh 6
Ismid (by rail).

On leaving Brusa the road to Ku-

taya, up the valley, is followed until

the foot of the hills is approached.

The Yeni-shehr road here turns to

the left ami passes Kustul (3 hrs.), a

Moslem village with a small castle

and a fine stream ; it then skirts the

side of a large morass, crosses the

Delikli Chai, which runs into a

prettily situated lakelet, and ascends

sharply to Binkus (3 hrs.) on the

ridge (700 ft.) that separates the

waters of the Marmara from those of

the Black Sea. Between Brusa and

Kustul there are good views of Olym

pus, and of the picturesquely situated

villages on its slopes ; and beyond

Kustul there are traces of an ancient,

probably Roman, mad. From Binkus

the road descends through a well-

wooded glen, and passes out througli a

curious Bab, or natural gateway, to the

great plain of Yeni-shehr with its

large fever-breeding swamp. It keeps

near the foot of the hills on the N. as

far as a fine spring (3 hrs.), and then

runs across the plain to Cha&shlar, a

village with a conspicuous white min

aret, and Yeni-shehr (3 hrs.), which it

Turkey.

enters over a long causeway said to

have been made by Selim II.

Yeni-shehr, "New Town," so called

because Osman made it his capital

and the head-quarters of his army

during the war with the Byzantines

prior to the capture of Brusa. It is a

large town with a goud khdn, and

several interesting mosques, erected by

Osmanli princes during the 14th cen

tury. The mosques are built of brick

and stone, and are of the simplest

character—a single chamber with a

porch, a dome, and a minaret. Each

mosque had its imaret, and medresseh

occupying two sides of the haram,

and a fountain in the centre of the

enclosure. The Mosque of Sinan Pasha

has a very large imaret, and a minaret

on which some good tiles still remain ;

in its court are some fine marble

columns, lying on the ground. On a

mound, apparently a tumulus, near

the town is the tomb of Baba Sultan,

an Indian saint ; an imaret ; and a

large number of graves with fragments

of columns, &c. The plain was for

merly better drained, but it must

always have been liable to floods in

winter. The water supply is regulated

by small suterazi (p. 77). The people

are all Moslem, and the meu are

amongst thefinest in Western Anatolia.

From Yeni-shehr the road crosses

the plain and then climbs a ridge about

1100 ft. high, to the village ofDerbend

(2 hrs.). During the ascent a good

view is obtained of the whole range of

Olympus, which looks grand and im

posing from this side. The descent is

through trees and shrubs of the most

varied foliage, and the blue waters of

the lake, lying between well wooded

hills, with the old walls of Nicsea on

their margin, make up a charming

picture. From the foot of the hills

the road runs across the plain to the

south gate of

Isnik (2 hrs.), a contraction of els

Ndtaiov, Nicsea (alt. 400 ft.). It stands

on the shore of Lake Ascania, in

a plain which is bordered on three

sides by high wooded hills. The

plain was formerly celebrated for its

L
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fertility, but its summer climate was

never considered healtliy, and fever,

due to the large swamps, is now very

prevalent during the hot season. The

position of Nicsea, at the foot of the

pass by which the Roman road from

the Propontis crossed the hills to the

valley of the Sangarius, was one of

considerable importance; and ihe town

was strongly fortified. The fortifica

tions are well preserved, and are

almost equal in interest to those of

Constantinople, which they closely re

semble in design. The modern village

of mud houses, which is almost lost in

the ruins tliat surround it, has a small

Moslem and Greek population, whose

chief occupation is the growth of silk.

Fair accommodation can lie obtained

in the house of a Greek priest.

Nicsea was founded, about B.C. 316,

on the site of an earlier town (Helicore

or Ancore) by Antigonus, and called

Antigonia ; but, not long after, Lysi-

machus changed the name to Nicsea

in honour of his wife. It soon became

a city of importance and disputed

with Nicomedia, Ismid, the honour of

being the metropolis of Bithynia.

Hadrian rebuilt the walls after an

earthquake (about a.d. 120), and

erected the existing gateways on the

K. and N. In a.d. 259 the city was

captured and burnt by the Goths ; but

it soon rose from its ashes, and its

walls were strengthened by Claudius

(Gothicus), who built the S. and W.

gates. In 325 NicsBa was the seat of

ihe celebrated Council, called together

by Constantine, at which the creed

called Nicene was drawn up and the

heresy of Arius coudemned ; and here,

during the regency of Irene (a.d. 787),

was held the " Second Council of

Nicsea," at which the veneration of

sacred pictures was sanctioned. At

tacked several times in vain by the

Arabs, whose defeat on one occasion,

about a.d. 910, is recorded in an in

scription in the walls, the town at last

fell into the hands of the Seljuk Turks,

about a.d. 1080, and became the resi

dence of tho two first Sultans of Rum,

—Suleiman and Kilij Arslan. Poets,

astronomers, artists, and men skilled

in the science of the day, flocked to

the capital from Persia, and Arabia ;

and for a few years the Court rivalled

in brilliancy those of Baghdad and

Cordova. In 1097 the town was be

sieged by the Crusaders, and after a

memorable siege, full of picturesque

incident, it surrendered to their Byzan

tine allies, who had transported boats

from Civitot, Geumleh, and blockaded

the sea front. In 1203, after the cap

ture of Constantinople by the Latins,

Theodore Lascaris made it the seat of

the Empire ot Nicsea ; but in 1330, it

was taken by the Osmanli Turks under

Orkhan who, whilst granting the

Niceans liberty to retain their religion,

turned several of the churches into

mosques, and erected mosques, schools,

and public buildings. Orkhan made

it the capital of the Sanjak of Klioja

Hi, but Muhammad II. removed the

capital to Nicomedia, and from this

transfer dates the decadence of Nicsea.

The once flourishing city is now a

miserable village; but the imposing

walls, and the ruins of theatre, baths,

churches, mosques, &c, remain to

attest its former grandeur.

Nicsea, according to Strabo, was

built with great regularity ; it was

quadrangular, and measured 1G stadia

in circumference ; it had 4 gates, and

all its streets intersected each other at

right angles, so that, from a monument

in the gymnasium, in the centre, all

the 4 gates could bs seen. The place

has largely preserved its original form,

but the circuit of the walls is now

about 23 stadia. The enlargement is

probably due to Hadrian, but, except

ing the two gates, little of his work

remains. The existing walls am!

towers, built in courses of brick ami

morlar of almost equal height, are of

later date. They consisted of a strong

inner wall with flanking towers ; and

of an outer wall, about 50 ft. in ad

vance, which had similar flanking

towers, and was protected by a ditch

that could be filled with water on the

approach of an enemy. The towers are

at unequal distances in the wall ; most

of them have semicircular fronts, but

some are square, and one near the

S.E. angle has ten sides. The walls

were frequently restored, and addi
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tional towers wore erected l,v Byzantine

Emperors unii Turkish Sultans, who,

with slight regard for the public monu

ments of earlier generations, made free

use of columns, friezes, architraves,

and official inscriptions which lie em

bedded in the masonry. The ditch is

now partly filled in and covered with

mulberry gardens and fruit-trees.

Travellers are recommended in the

first place to ride round the walls, and

afterwards to reach the parapet of the

inner wall, by one of the flights of steps,

and to follow the chemin des rondes

on foot. The line of the south wall is

broken towards the lake by a deep

re-entering angle ; and it was at the

projecting S.W. angle that the Cru

saders attacked the city. Here was

the tower which they undermined,

and close to it, within the walls, was

the palace of the Seljuk Sultan. A

little further east (he parapet of the

wall has been built with the seats of a

theatre; and not far from this spot

is a mutilated inscription bearing the

name of Theodora Lascaris. In the

centre of the wall is the Yeni-shehr

Gate by which Orkhan entered the

city in triumph. It is approached by

a causeway and is well fortified. The

gate of the outer wall is flanked by

large round towers of later date than

the gate, and that of the inner wall

has a flanking tower built on shafts of

columns. There are also remains of a

third or inner gate, over which there

was at one time an inscription of

Claudius (Gothicus). The parapet of

the east icall, near the S.E. angle,

contains fragments of cornices, and

pedestals of columns that must have

been taken from a large building,

temple or basilica, close at hand. In

the centre of tho wall is the Lefkeh

Gate, with a handsome Roman gate

way, partially concealed by later ad

ditions, which, according to an in

scription, was erected in the reign of

Hadrian. In the outer wall are some

mutilated bas-reliefs, and near the

gateway is a long inscription. The

ancient aqueduct, which still supplies

Isnik with water, enters at the Lefkeh

Gate, and with its small suterazi (p. 73),

overgrown with ferns and creepers, is

a most picturesque object. The road

to Lefkeh runs out through the prin

cipal cemetery, and after a slight ascent

reaches an enormous sarcophagus,

whence there is a view over the city

and lake that should not be missed.

In the centre of tho north wall is the

Stambul Gate. The lower portion of

the outer wall, at this point, is possibly

as old as the Greek period ; the upper

portion is a reconstruction and contains

several mutilated bas-reliefs and frag

ments of friezes. The gate of the inner

wall is a fine portal with classic mould-

ings,and is probably of thesame date as

the Lefkeh Gate. Between the Stam

bul Gate and the lake a portion of the

wall is built of large finely-dressed

stones taken from some important

building, apparently a church, in the

vicinity. A few yards to the E. of

this masonry is a tower with an tn-

scription stating that it was built by

Leo (the Philosopher) and his son

Constantine. The west wall, which

has suffered more than the others, is

now separated from the lake by about

50 yards of swampy ground. Tho

water gate was near the N.W. angle.

The ground within the walls is

partly occupied by gardens and partly

overgrown with brushwood. Following

the street from the Yeni-shehr Gate,

the traveller has on his left the ruins

of the theatre, possibly that mentioned

by Pliny the Younger, in his letters

to Trajan ; and on his right an Imdret

and Tekheh, and then the Greek

Church, which is certainly older

than the 12th century. The apse has a

raised stone bench running round it,

and in its centre is a stone chair or

throne for the bishop, built into tho

wall and reached by six steps. In the

semi-dome over the apse are some

well preserved mosaics representing

the Virgin and other figures ; and in

the pavement ofthe floor are fragments

of mosaic and marble, and a tablet

from the walls, inscribed "Tower of

Michael the Great King, Emperor in

Christ." A rude picture of the first

Council is deserving of notice; and so

is the design of tho brickwork of the

narthex. Near the Lefkeh Gate is

the Yeshil Jami', Green Mosque,
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built by Khaireddiu, the Grand Vizier

of Murad L, and restored by Ahmed

Vefyk Pasha. It ia a fine building

of white and bluish marble, with a

minaret that was once simply but

effectively ornamented with green, red,

and purple tiles. In the interior two

fine marble columns support a gallery,

and the remaining space is covered by

a well-constructed dome. The walls

are lined with various kinds of marble.

The porch, of white marble, is one of

the finest specimens of early Turkish

art in Asia Minor. The facade consists

of three pointed arches, springing from

two piers, and two columns of red

granite ; and each side has two arches

and one marble column. The capitals

of the columns, and the dome in the

centre of the porch, of Persian or Arab

design, are very beautiful ; and the

delicate carving of some of the details

could scarcely be surpassed. Over the

door is a long inscription. Near the

mosque are its medresseh and imdret.

The latter, with its three large and two

small domes, and its fine porch, is a

striking building, and well deserves a

visit.

To the W. of the Yeshil Jami' is the

Mosque of Eshref Zadeh, which was

once a famous place of pilgrimage.

Internally its walls are covered to a

height of about 4 ft. with tiles of the

best period. A little farther is the

Church of S. Sophia, Agia Sofia Jam?,

which is supposed by tome writers to

have been the place in which the First

Council was held. The existing

church, however, could not have been

built before the latter half of the 6th,

and it may be as late as the beginning

of the 8th, century. The First Council

was probably held in the imperial

palace, but the Second may have been

held in the church, which was once

used as a mosque, and is now a ruin.

The only perfect portions are the small

domed chapels at the ends of the side

aisles; in these fragments of plaster

still adhere to the walls, and some of

the figures of the old frescoes can be

seen. Near the church are Chatal

Chethmeh Jami' and an old cemetery.

From Isnik the road crosses a high

ridge to the gorge of the Saliaria, anct.

San^arius. On the western slope

there are the ruins of a fortified camp,

supposed to have been built by the

Crusaders during the siege of Nicsea ;

and from the summit there is a fine

view of the lake district and Olympus.

At the foot of the eastern slope is

Mekejeh (7 hrs.), a station on the

Ismid-Angora Railway (p. 118).

[A ro.id,now little used, but during

the first five centuries a.d. of great im

portance, runs N. from Isnik, and, pass

ing the obeli*'; of CassiusAsclepiodotus,

erected towards the close of the first

century, and the villages of el-Beylik

and Kirmisli, ascends the valley of the

Vzun Chai to the crest of the ridge.

It then desceLds to the plain of the

KUis Su, and crosses it to Ismid (14

his.). On this road Were the Roman

stations of Liada, Libus, and Eribolus.

Libus was half-way between Nicsea

and Nicomedia, and Eribolus was on

the S. shore of the gulf 10 m.p. from

Nicomedia, but neither have yet been

identified.]

Isnik to Geumlek and Brusa.—The

road to Geundek (10 hrs.) follows the

line of the Eoman road along the !>.

side of the lake and the left bank of

the river Ascanius, and is good through

out. About 3 hrs. from Isnik is an

inscription recording the fact that the

road was improved by Nero, It was

whilst advancing along this road that

Walter the Penniless and 22,000

knights and pilgrims lost their lives in

battle with the Seljuks (a.d. 1096).

From Geumlek (p. 120) there is steam

communication to Mudania and Con

stantinople ; and a road, in bad repair,

over the Katerli Dagh to Brusa (4 J

hrs.).

Isnik to Constantinople, by Hersek.—

This is a section of the important road

that, during the Byzantine period, led

from Constantinople to Asia through

Niccea and iJorylseum. It was much

used as late as the early part of the pre

sent century.and is aninterestingroute

to follow. After leaving Isnikthe road

runs, for 3 hrs., over the plain, making
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a circuit of the N. end of the lake and

passing through olive and mulberry

groves and vineyards. It then ascends

for 2 hrs. through a forest of ilex and

other evergreens, and, after crossing

the ridge, descends in another hour to

the small Greek village of Kiz-derhend

(6 hrs.). The road now descends for

3 hrs through the beautiful valley of

Ihe Kirk Gechid, " Forty fords," anct.

Drawn, crossing the stream twenty

times, and passing a ruined castle with

many towers. It then runs for an hour

along the projecting tongue (dil) of

land which terminates in Dil Burun,

Cibotus, passing close to Hersek, on, or

near the site of Helenopolis. This

town, which was founded by Constan

tino, a.d. 318, and adorned with baths

and public building3 by Justinian,

became the usual landing-place for the

emperors and others who, on their way

to the interior, came by water from

Constantinople instead of by the lnnd

road and ferry. From Dil Burun or

Hersek there is a ferry (about 2 m.) to

Dil Iskelesi, anct. iEgialoe, a station

on the Haidar Pasha-Ismid Railway

(p. 120).

[Another road runs from Isnik to

Kara-mursal (9 hrs.), near the site of

Prsenetun, which was sometimes used

as a landing-place instead of Heleno

polis. From Kara-mursal, a large

village which takes its name from one

of Osman's leaders, who was granted

the district in 1326, there is steam

communication with Constantinople ]

§ 5.—CONSTANTINOPLE TO

THE DAEDANELLES, BY

OYZICUS AND PKIAPUS.

hrs.
Panderma (str.) 8
Cyz,cus 2
Edenjik 1
Dimotoka loi
Karabogha (Priapus) .... 3

Kemer (Parium) 5i
Lapsaki (Lampsacus) .... 9

Dardanelles 7

Steamers leave the Golden Horn

three times a week for Panderma.

They start in the evening, and the

sail across the Marmara usually takes

about 8 hrs., including a call at

Perama, a small village on the penin-

sula of Cyzicus.

Panderma, Fanormus, a large town,

with a mixed population, occupying a

lovely situation on the slope of the

hill in a small bay. It has a trade in

cereals, cotton, opium, valonia, salt

fish, sheep, cattle, wool, marble, bora-

cite, &o. The road from Panderma

runs along the coast for 2 hrs. to the

ruins of

Cyzicus, now Bal-Kiz (TlaKala.

Ku|ikos), situated at the S. end of

a peninsula that projects into the

Marmara The peninsula, Kapu Dagh,

is a hilly district, 16 m. from E. toW.,

and 8 m. from N. to S., which cul

minates in the sharp peak of Adam

Kaya, Mt. Dindymus (2620 ft.). It is

now joined to the mainland by a

sandy isthmus one mile wide, but was

originally an island, separated by a

narrow and probably shallow channel.

The origin of Cyzicus is doubtful.

According to one story it was settled

by Pelasgians from Thessaly, and to

another by Milesians. After the battle

of Mycalo it belonged alternately to

the Persians, the Athenians, and the

Lacedaemonians. The peace of An-

talcidas (B.C. 387) gavo it to Persia;

but, after the battle of the Granicus it

passed to Alexander, who connected

it with the mainland by two bridges.

It was afterwards subject to the kings

of Pergamum, but retained its own

form of government. In B.C. 74 the

town was besieged by Mithridates;

but the strength of its walls enabled

it to hold out until Lucullus com

pelled the king of Pontus to raise the

siege. For its services on this occa

sion Cyzicus was made a free city by

the Romans, and it attained a high

degree of prosperity, especially during

the reigns of Hadrian and Marcus

Aurelius. It was celebrated for the

beauty of its buildings; for its great

temple dedicated to Hadrian ; for its

mint at which the "Cyziceni" were

coined ; for its oysters ; and for its

perfumes. Constantino removed seye
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ral of its statues to his new capital,

and, after having been ravaged by the

Goths, it was finally destroyed by an

earthquake in a.d. 943. It was amidst

the ruins of Cyzicus that Oikhan's

son, Suleiman, dreaming of conquest

one moonlight night, formed the bold

determination to carry the Osmanli

arms across the Hellespont to Europe.

The ruins lie partly on level, and

partly on rising ground at the foot of

Mt. Dindymus. They were for years

the quarry from which marble was

obtained for the erection of mosques

and other buildings at Constantinople.

All the large buildings have conse

quently disappeared; and the site is

so overgrown with brushwood, and

covered with cherry orchards and

vineyards, that it is difficult to see

what is left. There are remains of

the walls, two fine octagonal towers,

and extensive substructures with

numerous massive vaults. One of the

towers, called Bal-kiz, apparently

commanded ouo of the bridges built

by Alexander, About 1 m. from the

shore are the remains of an amphi-

tlieatre, built in a wooded valley.

Some of the massive masonry is not

less than 60 ft. high ; and the interior,

overgrown with trees and shrubs, is

most picturesque. A small stream flows

through the centre of the arena ; and

possibly the building was sometimes

used as a Naumachia. There are

also the ruins of a large theatre almost

overgrown with shrubs and luxuriant

vegetation. The houses of the village

of Hammamli, near the apex of the

city walls, and the walls separating

the vineyards, are built out of the

ruins ; but there is nothing of import

ance in tliem.

[About 2 hrs. W. of tho ruins, at

the N. point of a small sandy bay, is

Erdek or Artaki, anct. Artace, a small

town, with a mixed population, which

exports a wine much esteemed at

Constantinople. Artace was a Milesian

colony, and was burnt during tho

Ionian revolt in the reign of Darius I.

In the reign of Justinian it had a

Church of the Virgin, and was a

suburb of Cyzicus. There aro a few

fragments of ancient sculpture from

Cyzicus in the town, and, in a vine

yard above it, a wall of white marble

of an early period.]

The road from the ruins at first

runs inland to the Turkish village of

Edenjik (1 hr.), where are many frag

ments ofcolumns, cornices, and marble

blocks, and a few inscriptions from

Cyzicus. It then follows the toast

line, passing through the villages of

Cltuuth and Musacha, to the Geunen

Chai, anct. ^Esepus (4J hrs.), which

rises in Mount Ida and flows to the

sea through a swampy plain that

teems with wild-fowl in winter. After

crossing the iEsepus it gradually

turns inland to the small village of

Dimetoka (6 hrs.). [The town of

Bigha, Fenae, which gives its name to

the Saujak, is 1 hr. to the S.W. It

was formerly an important centre of

commerce, but is now little more than

a village.] From Dimetoka the road

runs over the plain, and after about

1J m. crosses an old bridge over the

Granicus, now the Bigha Chai—a

stream memorable for the victories

gained on its banks by Alexander

over the Persians (B.C. 331), and by

Lucullus over Mithridates. It then

continues over the plain to

Kara-bogha, or Kara-bigha, Priaptu

(3 hrs.), the port of Bigha, whence

corn, sheep, and cattle are exported

to Constantinople (steamer 3 times a

week). Priapus, which derived its

name from the god of gardens, was

noted for its harbour and its wine.

It was a naval station, and surrendered

to Alexander after the battle of the

Granicus. Across the promontory

terminating in KaUh Burnu, there

are remains of fine Byzantine walls

and towers, and on its S. side the

form of the ancient port can be traced.

The road onward runs N. over the

hill and descends the Cldnar Dereh

to Shah Melik Liman, possibly Linum

(2J hrs.), celebrated for its cockles.

It then keeps near the coast and

passes through the villages of Aksas

(Gk.) and Deirmenjili, and the gorge

of Chanakli Boghaz to
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Kemer, Parium (3J Ins.). The

village of Kemer, called by the Greeks

Kamal is, from the subterranean vaults

(Kan&pat), which still exist, is situ

ated a short distance from the coast

boneath a high cliff. Parium was

colonised from Miletus, Erythraea,

and Paros, and was enlarged by the

kings of Pergamum. It was after

wards made a Roman colony, and

adorned with public buildings by

Marcus Aurelius ; it was noted for an

altar, decorated with much magni-

fieeuce, which was the work of Her-

mocicon, and measured a stadium

each way. The ruins consist of the

city walls of white marble, a theatre,

an aqueduct, and fragments of ma

sonry.

The road now runs along the coast

to Kiresli Iskeliti, where it turns up

to Geurijeh (3 hrs.), a large village in

a fertile valley which supplies much

charcoal to Constantinople. It then

descends to Boz Burun, and follows

the coast through Dikileh (3 hrs.), and

Clianlak, pleasantly situated on the

well-cultivated plain, to lapsaki,

Lampsacus (3 hrs.). From this place

there is a lovely ride along the shore

of the Hellespont to Abydos and the

Dardanelles (7 hrs.).

§ 6.—THE DARDANELLES

AND THE PLAIN OF

TROY.

1. The Dardanelles.

All steamers leaving Constanti

nople for Mediterranean ports call at

the Dardanelles; they generally start

in the evening and reach the strait

early next morning. As the steamers

keep to the European coast, which is

wanting in beauty, there is little to

be seen in the Sea of Marmara.

The Dardanelles, which derived its

ancient name, Hellespont, from the

well-known legend of l'hryxus and

Hulle, and takes its modern name

from the town of Dardanus, is a wind

ing strait having a general S.W. and

N.E. direction. Its length is 33 m. ;

its breadth varies from 1400 yds. to

4 m., and averages about 2 m. ; and its

depth in mid-channel is 25 to 5.-,

fathoms. There is a marked differ

ence between the two shores of the

Dardanelles. On the Asiatic side, low

wooded hills, intersected by fertile,

well-cultivated valleys, stretch away

to the foot of Mount Ida ; whilst on

the European side the high hills,

which rise somewhat abruptly from

the water, present a uniformly yellow,

aud apparently arid aspect. The

general direction of the current in tho

Dardanelles is from the Marmara to

the Mediterranean ; and its average

strength is about 1J knots. After

strong northerly winds, however, it has

been known to be as much as 5 knots

between Chanak Kalesi and Kilid

Bahr. After entering the Dardanelles

tho first place of interest is

Gallipoli, ttuct. Kallipolis, on the

European shore, at the mouth of the

Sea of Marmara, where the strait is

over 5 m. in breadth. It is 25 m. from

Chanak Kalesi (Dardanelles), and is

situated on the Peninsula known to

the Greeks as the Thracian Cher

sonese; it has a small but convenient

harbour which is generally full of

boats. The anchorage in Oallipoli bay

is good, and here the British squadron

lay in 1878-9. The town, in spite of

its large population, and its commer-

j cial importance, is a wretched place,

i It was once fortified, but all that is

now left is a tower generally ascribed

to Bayczid I. The bazars are well

supplied, and usually filled with a pic

turesque crowd of Turks, Albanians,

Greeks, Armenians, &c. On rising

ground, on a projecting spit, is a hos

pital built during the Crimean war.

The cemeteries are extensive aud con

tain the tombs of many of the Turks

who first crossed to Europe, including

those of Ajeh Bey, and Ghazi Fasil,

who captured tho town, and other

Moslem worthies.

Gallipoli was the first European

town that fell into the hands of the
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Osruaulis, buying been taken by them

nearly a century before the fall of

Constantinople, a.d. 1357. The Em

peror John Pala»logus,to comfort him

self for the loss of Kallipolis and of
Choiridocastron (Pig's Fort) said, '• he

had only lost a jar of wine and a sty for

hogs," alluding to the magazines and

cellars built by Justinian and to the

fortress at Sestos. Bayezid I., know

ing the importance of the post for pass

ing from Brusa to Adrianoplc, caused

Gallipoli to be repaired in 13'Jl,

strengthening it with a huge tower,

and making a good port for his galleys.

Gallipoli, with the lines of Bulair to

the N., is the key to Constantinople,

the Bosporus, and Black Sea, and was

occupied by the English and French as

the first step to the Crimean expedi

tion, 1854. Fortifications were thrown

up by them across the Isthmus to the

Bay of Saios. On the S. side of the

city are some tumuli, said to bo the

sepulchres of the ancient Thracian

kings : and N. of the town are some

undefined ruins, supposed to be the

remains of the ancient city.

On the Asiatic side, nearly opposite

Gallipoli, is the vill. of Cltardal;, with

its mosque, and 2J m. lower down, on

the same side, is Lapsaki, Lampeacus,

occupying a beautiful position amidst

olives and vineyards, with a fine back

ground of wooded hills. The present

town is small, and, with the exception

of a handsome mosque, offers nothing

worthy of notice. Lampsncus was

one of the towns given by Xerxes to

Themistocles ; Magnesia was for his

bread, Myus for his meat, and this for

his wine.

On the European side, opposite

I.apsaki, the bay of Galata ends in

Galala Burnu, and lower down, on

the hills, are the Greek villages of

Galata and Baliir with their nume

rous windmills. A little beyond Ga

lata is the valley of the Kara-ova Chai,

anct. JEgospotamot, meniora ble for the

victory over the Athenian fleet which

Lysander won off its mouth (n.c. 405),

and so terminated the Ptloponnesian

war.

A little below this, on the Asiatic

bide, is the mouth of the Iiurtjaz Si),

Percotosor Praktius (?), draining the

rich valley of the same name. On the

left bank of the stream, about 3 m.

from the coast, is the large vill. Burgaz

with its 3 minarets; and on the right

bank are the ruins of Percote. Lower

down is the mouth of the Yeipildak Su,

Praktius (?); and, on the European

side, arc the valley, Chamli Derek, and,

4 m. lower, Ak-bashi Liman, the an

cient port of Sestos. On the hill above

the buy are the ruins of the Byzan

tine fortress of Chmridocastron, . Pig's

Fort,' built on the site of Sestos. It

was here that the Osmanli standard

was first planted in Europe by Sulei

man Pasha, son ofOrkhan, a.d. 1356 ;

and the spot where the bold adven

turer with his little band, landed on

the Thracian shore is still called Ghd-

zilar Islelesi, . the landing-place of the

victors.' Near the old fortress is a

Teldeh surrounded by plane-trees and

expresses. A little lower, on the

Asiatic side, is Nagara Kalen, a largo

whito fort, from which a long low

sandy spit projects to the westward.

The high mound, Mai Tepeh, at the

back of Fort Nagara, is supposed to be

the height from which Xerxes sur

veyed his army and fleet. This was

the acropolis of Abydos ; and the

Hellespont, at this place, was called

the Strait/ of Abydos.

The Thracian side of the strait, im

mediately opposite to Nagara Point,

is a strip ofstony store projecting from

between 2 high cliffs ; and to this spot,

it seems, the European extremity of

Xerxes' bridges must have been ap

plied ; for the height of the neigh

bouring cliffs would have prevented

the Persian monarch from adjusting

them to any other position. This

pait of the Dardanelles is likewise

memorable as the place where the

army of Alexander, under Parmenio,

ciossed from Europe to Asia; and

ns that, where the first Osmanlis,

under Suleiman Pasha, crossed from

Asia to Europe. Here Leander used

to swim across to visit Hero. The

same feat was ptrfomied by Lord

Byron, and in recent times by some

officers of H.M.S. Shearicater, and

by Mr. John Thacker Clarke of the
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Assos expedition. The tekkeh in which

Lord Byron resided still exists.

Lower down on the European side

are the [deep inlet of Kilia, Koelos,

and the bay of Maito, Madytos ; and

lower still, where the strait is nar

rowest, are the famous Castles of the

Dardanelles, Boghaz-hiesarlariyOTected

by Muhammad II., ' the Conqueror.'

On the European side, on the slope of

a projecting hill, called by the Greeks

Kynossema, ' Tomb of the dog,' from

the belief that Hecuba, who had been

metamorphosed into a dog, was buried

there, is Kilid Bahr, ' Key of the Sea,'

—the ' Castle of Europe.' The fort is

of a heart or trefoil shape in plan, witli

a tall keep, rising in its centre, of a

similar shape. Under the Keep there

are 8 enormous brass guns of ancient

date, which throw stone shot from 20

to 29 inches in diameter. Close to the

fort is the vill. of Kilid Bahr, and to

the south of it there is a heavily armed

modern battery. Towards the close of

the Peloponnesian war a naval action

was fought off the promontory between

the Athenians and Spartans.

On the Asiatic side, at the mouth of

the Shodim, is Sultaniyeh Kalesi—

the . Castle of Asia '—a massive stone

fort with modern batteries, armed

with Krapp guns. Inside the fort

there are still some of the large brass

guns, and stone shot that used to form

its armament. Adjoining the fort is

the town of Kaleh Sultaniyeh, called

by Europeans Dardanelles, and com

monly known as Chanak Kalesi.

Situated in the narrowest part ot

the great channel between the Medi

terranean and the Sea of Marmara, as

a sort of advanced post to Stambul, it

is visited almost every day by vessels

of one nalionality or another, which

are compelled to stop to show their

papers. Consequently, it has oppor

tunities of carrying on a consideiable

trade in valonia, grain, wine, and pot

tery, the chief products of the place.

The pottery, from which it takes its

name, ' Chanak,' though coarse, has

a great reputation throughout the Le

vant. The minarets, the housespainted

in various colours, and the flags of the

consuls, give the long line of edifices

which borders the sea-shore a very

gay and lively aspect.

Chanak Kalesi, originally a Genoese

settlement, is now the chief town of

the Sanjak of Bigha, and the head

quarters of the General commanding

the troops in the forts defending the

straits, and in the islands of the Archi

pelago. It is the starting-point for

tho Troad, and every one landing to

make that excursion should try to

visit the sito of Abydos, whence there

is a fine viow over the narrowest por

tion of tho Hellespont, and of tho

numerous batteries on cither side.

There is a carriage-road from Chanak

to Fort Nagara beneath Abydos. Boats

can be hired to visit points of interest

in the straits.

Below Chanak the European shore

is bare and wanting in interest, whilst

the Asiatic shore is bordered by rich

plains, wooded hills, and picturesque

villages. Immediately south of Cha

nak is tho bay in which tho British

licet anchored on its way to the Bos

porus in 1853 ; and then follow the

site of Dardanus ; Eren Kcui ; Ehoe-

teum ; tho tomb of Ajax : the mouth of

the Mendere (Scamauder), with the

plain of Troy and Hissarlik behind it;

Kum Kaleh, an old stone fort, with a

few houses round it ; the tombs of

Achilles and Patroclus; and Cape

Yeni-shehr, the Sigean promontory,

with many windmills on tho higher

ground, from which the low point pro

jects, Between this last point and

the Rhoetean promontory to the north

was a deep bay, now filled with mud

brought down by the Scamander and

the Simois, on the shores of which, it

is said, the Greeks hauled up their

ships during (he Trojan war. Oppo

site Kum Kaleh, at tho extremity of

the Thracian Chersonese, and distant

2j m., is the large fortress of Sidd d-

bahr, with a lighthouse, and a modern

battery near it. These two forts, the

new castles of Asia and Europe, were

built by Muhammad IV., in 1659, to

defend the entrance to tho Darda

nelles, and secure his fleet from the

insults of tho Venetians who used to

attack it iu sight of the old castles.
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Near Sidd el-bahr is a tumulus, said

to lie tlie tomb of Protesilaus, the

first Greek who was killed, on landing,

in the Trojan war. About 1J in. higher

up the strait is Eski Hissarlik, with

the ruins of Elaeus, a place often men

tioned in the history of the Pelopon-

nesian war. In a.d. 823 tho fleet of

Constantino was at Elaeus, whilst that

of Licinius was anchored oft' the tomb

of Ajax.

2. Plain ok Tboy.

inlinellM— hr.-. lies.
Eren Keui . . :i UjekTepeh . . 2
Chiplak . . 2i Yral Keui . . U
linn irbishi (by Kum Kaleh .
Thijmbra) . 2.J P.mt mclles .

An excursion to the plain of Troy

can best be made from the Darda

nelles (Chanak Kalesi, or Kalch Sul-

laniyeh). Three days are required

for a visit to all the places of inte

rest in the historic plain, but two will

suffice for Hissarlik (Troy) alone.

Leave Constantinople in the evening;

arrive Dardanelles early next morn

ing. 1st day. Visit Abydos, and in

tho afternoon ride to Eren Keui ; 2nd

day. Hissarlik, Bunarbashi, Ujek Te-

peh, Yeni Keui 3rd day. Yeni shehr,

Kum Kaleh, Bhoeteum, Palueo Kas-

tro, Dardanelles. Travellers not

sleeping at Eren Keui and unpro

vided with tents must cross the plain

from Hissarlik to Yeni-shehr and And

quarters there. The excursion is one

that can only be recommended to

students of Homer, antiquarians, and

archseologists. The scenery is wanting

in grandeur; the interesting articles

found by Dr. Schliemaim are in mu

seums at Berlin, Athens, and Con

stantinople : and the untrained eye

will And little that is attractive in tiio

confused mass of ruins at Hissarlik.

Travellers visiting Troy from Con

stantinople will find daily communi

cation with the Dardanelles; those

continuing their journey to Smyrna

must arrange to catch the steamer at

tho Dardanelles or at Tenedos. Spring

or late autumn is the best time for

tho excursion, as in summer and early

autumn the malaria from the marshy

'Jains occasionally causes intermittent

fever. After the middle of November

the swollen streams generally make

travelling difficult.

A dragoman, knowing the roads

and localities, and a little English or

French, who will procure lodgings in

the villages and act as a sort of per

sonal attendant on the traveller, can

he found at the Dardanelles for 8 to

10 francs per day. Nothing more,

except a little superior knowledge of

European languages, can be looked

for in the dragoman obtained at Con

stantinople, whose terms will generally

b . higher. In neither one nor tho

other must the traveller seek for any

acquaintance with antiquarian sub

jects. Mr. Frank Calvert, the Ame

rican Consul, is a great authority on

the local antiquities, and would, no

doubt, give all travellers, who are

properly introduced, any information

they may require before going into

the interior, should he happen to be

on the spot.

Tho traveller would do well to take

a camp bed, blankets, mosquito net,

preserved meats, candles, lantern, and

English saddle and bridle with him

from Constantinople. Fair quarters

can be obtained at Eren Keui, Yeni

Keui, and Yeni-shehr, but a tent

will be found cleaner and moro

comfortable. Horses for the excur

sion should be hired at tho Dar

danelles. They are to be bad for

about P. HO to 40 a day, including

their keep, and the food and pay of

the suruji who accompanies them.

Horses can be obtained sometimes at

Yeni Keui, Yeni-shehr, and Kum

Kaleh. A coasting steamer which

runs once a week from the Darda

nelles to Mitylene touches at Yeni

Keui, and a boat can be hired to go to

Kum Kalch, from either of which

places the plain may be visited if

horses can bo obtained. A yol-tez-

Iierch is necessary, and if it be intended

to spend more than a week in the

country a buyuruldu should be ob

tained from the Governor of the Dar

danelles through the Consul. A

mounted policeman (Zabtieh) affords

similar protection, and can he ob

tained through the Consul.
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On leaving the Dardanelles the

road crosses the Sari Chai, anot.

Bhodius, by the side of which there is

a promenade shaded by plane-trees. It

then runs along the plain, by the edge

of the sen, to a slight eminence upon

which stood Dardanus—a city for

merly called Teueris. Mai Tepeh, a

small truncated hill rising on the ex

tremity of a spur of land, marks the

site of the ancient Acropolis, and

foundations may be traced round it

on all sides. This town, an .iEolian

settlement, was never a place of im

portance. It was here Cornelius

Sylla, the Boman general, and Mi-

thridates, suinamed Eupator, termi

nated the war by a trealy of peace.

The Romans made it a free city in

honour of the Trojan descent of the

people. Its autonomous coins are rare.

The old town of Dardanus, whicli was

more ancient than Ilium, appears from

the Iliad to have been at the foot of

Mount Iila. After crossing a low

spur, a few houses on the shore of a

small bay (2} hrs.), where there was a

British hospital during the Crimean

war, is reached. Here the road leaves

the sea, and strikes up a hill to the

left, winding round a deep gorge, and

gradually revealing a lovely view of

the entranci to the Hellespont, and

of Imbros and Samothrace beyond the

Tliracian Chersonese. On the top of

the hill, about 550 ft. above the sea, is

Eren Keui, or Ken Keui hrs.), a

very rioh lireek village, called by the

Turks It Geulmez. It is surrounded

by vineyards and orchards, and figs,

peaches, pears, apricots, &c, grow in

the greatest profusion. There is a

fine view over the plain of Troy to the

cone ofTenedos. From Eren Keui the

road descends through scattered park

like wood to the valley of the Dumbrek

S'l, Simois, crosses the river (1 J hrs.),

below the Turkish village of Halil-eli,

and then ascends to Chiplak (1 nr.), a

small village, containing many frag

ments of Greek and Koman buildings

brought from Ilium. Hence a path

leads over ground covered wilh brush

wood to Hissarlik (J hr.).

[.The following route may be taken

from Eren Keui :—Ophryuium, Khoe-

teum, Tomb of Ajax (1 hr.), KumKcui

(J hr.), Hissarlik (J hr.).]

The Plain of Troy comprises that

angle of the Troad which is bounded

by the Hellespont on the N., and the

jEgean Sea on the W. Away to the

8.E., 30 m. distant, rises Mount Ida,

covered with snow during the entire

winter and early spring. From it long,

rugged spurs, mostly clothed with

forests of valonia oak, extend to the

sea, intersecting the plain of Troy, and

enclosing valleys through which flow

three principal streams, the Dumbrek

or Simois, the Kcmer or Thymbrius,

and the Mendere or Scamander. The

Scamander runs through a broad

marshy vale northwards into the

Hellespont, and, owing to the nature

of the ground and winter torrents, has

evidently changed its bed more than

once. The Dumbrek anil the Kemc r

fall into the same vale; the latter

joins the Scamander; the former has

a separate mouth near In Tepeh (tomb

of Ajax), though probably it joined

the Scamander in classic times. All

of them, however, are winter torrents,

which are usually dry in autumn.

Along the western side of the valley

of the Scamander, separating it from

the iEgean, is a low bare ridge, dotted

here and there with tumuli, and

having upon it several villages ;

at the southern end of this ridge

is the now celebrated anchorage

Besika Bay. Still farther S., some

ii m. from the shore, is the island of

Tenedos.

The plain of Troy, like most plains

in Asia Minor, is marshy. Its soil is

naturally fertile. The miasma rising

from the swamps occasionally produces

fever during summer and autumn.

Were the plain drained and properly

cultivated, it would become healthy ;

and with the green brushwood on the

lower hills, and the park-like groves

on Ihe mountain sides, the aspect of

the whole country would be^improved.

A large amount of draining has been

done on his estate by the late Mr.

Consul Calvert. The traveller can

avoid fever generally by a few pre
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cautions. He ought not to expose

himself to the. dew or to bathe in

livers, fmd to bo careful the water he

drinks be pure. A grain or two of

quinine is a great prophylactery.

The view from the higher points on

the plain of Troy is wide and grand.

On the E. is Ida, with its snowy crest,

encircled by peaks and dark ridges

that cluster round it: on the W. is

the coast line, flanked all along by

undulating high land, beyond which

are the bright waters of the vTigcun,

studded with islands. Nearest us

Tenedos; farther off, Lemnos, vast

and mountainous ; more to the N.

the low ledge of Iinbros, over which

Neptune looked down upon old Troy

from the peaks of " far oft7" Sanio-

thrace. On the N., across the plain,

is the Hellespont, and beyond it the

low, bleak coast of Thrace; and far

away, dimly seen on the horizon, tho

pyramid of Mount Athos. Such was

the grand panorama over which Priam

may have looked from tho citadel of

Troy.

The halo which Homer's great poem

cast round the city and territory of

Troy caused them to be reverenced in

all ages; Alexander tho Great visited

the tumuli of the Trojan heroes on his

passage, and conferred honours on

Ilium Novum, believing that it stood

on the foundations of Old Troy. Ho

also founded on the coast of Troy the

city of Alexandria, which flourished

under both Greeks and Romans. Con-

stantine the Great entertained nt one

time the idea of founding tho capilal

of his future empire on the shores of

the Hellespont instead of on those of

the Bosporus.

The Troad does not appear to have

been of equal importance in the By

zantine period, to judge from the few

ruins of that epoch to be met with in

it ; nor are there many notices in the

Byzantine historians or medireval

writers respecting it.

The position of Troy itself has

always indeed engaged the attention

of scholars, but it is not our province

to go deeply into the question in these

pages ; we can but broadly state tho

facts of the case, leaving others to

form their own conclusion from an

examination of the localities.

There are in tho plain two claimants

for the site of Troy—Uissarlik and

ISinarbashi. The former is on the E.

bank of the Scamander, 3 m. from tho

Hellespont; the latter is on the W.

hank, 5 m. further S. Tho claim of

Hissarlik is maint lined by Dr. Sehlio-

mann, Mr. Frank Calvert, and Mr.

Gladstone; while the advocates of

Bunarbashi number, among others,

Leake, Texier, Forchhammer, and

Tozer.

To Bunarbashi it has been objected

that it is too far from tho sea lo accord

with descriptions in tho . Iliad,' and

that the ground around it is too rugged

to allow of chariot races being run in

its immediate vicinity, or of Achilles

chasing Hector round the walls of the

city. On the other hand, it has been

objected to Hissarlik that it lacks the

rugged features mentioned by Homer,

that its citadel is too low, and that

the site is much too small for a great

city. In judging of the site, several

things must be borne in mind ; taking

it for granted that there was such a

city as Troy, and that the descriptions

given by Homer aro not altogether

imaginary. Primseval cities, as a rule,

wi re very small—they were, in fact,

castles rather than cities ; and tho

ancients, especially poots, were wont

to exaggerate their size, the numbers

of their armies, and of their assail

ants. Then, again,1,he natural features

of the plain of Troy must have under

gone a great change in the course of

3000 years. The ancient cities are

buried deep beneath the soil ; craggy

steeps have been rounded off, and

ravines filled up, as at Jerusalem. The

excavations of Sehliemann have shown

what an immense accumulation of

rubbish covers the remains of the ear

liest buildings. The beds of rivers,

too, have changed their places; and

even fountains which once sent forth

copious streams may have dried up, or

become choked with debris.
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TJBOY.

Hissarlikf has been long known as

the site of Ilium Novum, and the most

recent researches, especially those of

Dr. Schliemann, seem to identify it

with the Troy of Homer. " The site

of Ilium is upon a plateau lying on an

average about 80 ft. above the plain,

and descending very abruptly on the

N. side. Its north-western corner is

formed by a hill, about 26 ft. higher

still, which is 705 ft. in breadth and

984 in length, and from its imposing

situation and natural fortifications,

this hill of Hissarlik seems specially

suited to be the Acropolis of the town."

The stream of the Dftmbiek or Simon

flows past a short distance from the

northern base of the hill, and joins

what appears to be the ancient bed of

the Scamander about halfa mile to the

N.W. The Scamander runs to the W.

of Hissarlik. The view from the top

of the hill is very extensive, embracing

the whole plain of Troy, the mountain

ranges on the S.E., with the islands

that stud the Mgean Sea.

Ilium Novum was founded, accord

ing to some—rebuilt as successor of

the Old Ilium, according to others—

by an .ffiolian colony long after the

Trojan war. It was greatly embel

lished by Alexander the Great, Ly-

simachus, and the Caesars ; all of whom

believed it to be the site of Troy.

Under the Byzantine Emperors it fell

into decay, but did not entirely perish ;

for when Suleiman halted at this

place in 1357, be.ore crossing the

Hellespont, he found some fine edifices

still standing. Dr. Schliemann says,

in regard to the disputed sites ofTroy :

—" In my work, Ithaca, the Pelopon

nesus and Troy, published in 1 869, 1

endeavoured to prove, both by the

result of my own excavations and by

the statements of the Iliad, that the

Homeric Troy cannot possibly have

f Consult • Asie Mineure,. by Texier, 8vo.

Didot Freres, 1862 ; Leake's .Plains of Troy,'
1 vol., with map; Lord Derby's translation of
the .Iliad.: Tozer's 'Highlands of Turkey,"
Murray, 1869; and Schliemann's Ilios, 1880,
and .Troy and its Remains,' 1875, and his
. Ithaca, the Peloponnesus and Troy,' 1869.

been situated on the heights of Bunar-

bashi, to which place most archaeolo

gists assign it. At the same time I

endeavoured to explain that the site

of Troy must necessarily be identical

with the site of that town which,

throughout all antiquity, and down to

its complete destruction at the end of

the eighth or the beginning of the

ninth century A.D., was called Ilium,

and not until 1000 years after its dis

appearance—that is, 1788 A.d.—was

christened Ilium Novum by Le Che

valier, who, as his work proves, can

never have visited his Ilium Novum ;

for in his map he places it on the other

siile of the Scamander, close to Kuni

Kaleh, and therefore 4 miles from its

true position. Ever since my first visit,

I never doubted that I should find the

Pergamus of Priam in the depths of

this hill."

Previous to Von Hahn, Mr. Prank

Calvert made excavations at Bali

Dagh (Buuarbashi). His discoveries

proved the remains to be of later date

than he expected to find. He was led

to change his belief as to the identity

of the site with Troy, and to place

here the ancient city of Gergis. He

then commenced excavations at His

sarlik, which he now held to be the

veritable site of Troy. The heavy

expense of removing the large mound

put a stop to the excavations, which

were fortunately resumed with such

success by Dr. Schliemann.

Dr. Schliemann's discoveries at

Hissarlik, whatever may be thought

of the conclusions he has drawn from

them, must be regarded as among the

most remarkable in modern times.

He began his excavations in 1870,

and continued them, amid great diffi

culties and opposition, for nearly 4

years, entirely at his own expense.

He found an accumulation of rubbish

and ruins on the top of the hill no

less than 52 ft. in thickness ; through

this he dug down to the native rock,

laying bare four successive strata of

remains, each representing a distinct

city, which hail been erected succes

sively on the same site. Of these

strata, Mr. Smith remarks in his

introduction to Schliemann's work :—
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" First. Homer recognises a city

which preceded the Ilium of Priam,

mid which had been destroyed by

Hercules; and Schliemann found a

primseval city of considerable civili

sation, on the native rook, below the

ruins which ho regards as the

Homeric Troy. Tradition speaks of

a Phrygian population of which the

Trojans were a branch, as having

apparently displaced, and driven

over into Kurope, the kinlred Pelas-

gians. Above the second (Trojan)

stratum are the remains of a third

city, which, in the type and patterns

of its terra-cottas, instruments, and

ornaments, shows a close resemblance

to the second ; and the link of con

nection is riveted by the inscriptions

in the same character in both strata.

And so, in the Homeric poems, every

reader is struck with the common

Iwnds of genealogy and language,

traditions and mutual intercourse,

religion and manners, between the

Greeks who assail Troy and the

Trojans who defend it. If the le

gend of the Trojan war preserves

the tradition of a real conquest of

the city by a kindred race, the very

nature of the case forbids us to ac

cept literally the story, that the con

querors simply sailed away again.

It is far more reasonable to regard

the ten years of the war, and the ten

years of the return of the chiefs, as

cycles of ethnic struggles, the details

of which had been sublimed into

poetical traditions. The fact that

Schliemann traces in the third

stratum a civilisation lower than in

the second, is an objection only from

the point of view of our classical

prepossessions. There are not want

ing indications in Homer that the

Trojans were more civilised and

wealthy than the Greeks ; and in

the much earlier age to which the

conflict (if real at all) must have

belonged, we may be sure that the

Asiatic people had over their Euro

pean kindred an advantage which

we may venture to symbolise by the

golden arms of Glnucus and the

brazen arms of Diomed. Xanthus,

the old historian of Lydia, preserves

the tradition of a reflux migration of

Phrygians from Europe into Asia,

after the Trojan war, and says that

they conquered Troy and settled in

its territory. This migration is as

cribed to the pressure of the bar

barian Thraciaus ; and the fourth

stratum, with its traces of merely

wooden buildings, and other marks

of a lower stage of civilisation, cor

responds to that conquest of the

Troad by those same barbarian

Tliracians, the tradition of which is

preserved by Herodotus and other

writers.''

Se.hliemnnn considers that the First

Settlement on Hissarlik was of the

longest duration, as its ruins cover

the rock to a height of from 13 to

20 ft. Its houses nnd walls were built

of stone, joined with earth. The ves

sels and other objects of terra-cotta

found among these ruins were of a

quality superior to those in the up

per strata. They are of black, red,

or brown colour, ornamented with

patterns incised and filled with a

white substonce. The people, Schlie-

mann supposes, belonged to the Aryan

race, as Aryan symbols were found on

the pottery.

The Second Settlement was com

posed, according to Schliemann, of

the Trojans; and the debris of their

city lies from 23 to 33 ft. below the

surface. This stratum bears marks

of having been exposed to intense

heat, consisting largely of red ashes

of wood, which rise from 5 to 10 ft.

above the tower of Ilium, the Scaean

Gat*', and the enclosed wall : they

show that the town was destroyed

by a fearful conflagration. A farther

proof of the action of fire is a stra

tum of scoria) of molted load and cop

per, from J to 1J of an inch thick,

extending nearly through the whole

hill. Among the debris were found

human bones, skeletons with helmets,

vast quantities of terra-cotta in frag

ments, and, most wonderful of all,

" The Treasure of Priam." This trea

sure was discovered by the side

of the palace, at a depth of 27 ft.,

covered with from 5 to 6 ft. of ashes,

above which was a post-Trojan wall,
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19 ft. high. The articles, packed in

a small cist made of slabs of stone,

consist of vnses, bottles, cups and

dishes of gold, silver, and electrum ;

caldrons and shields of oopper ;

bracelets, rings, chains, and many

other ornaments of gold ; battle-axes,

spear-heads, swords, and daggers of

copper ; and many other articles, some

of which are fused together by fire.

The intrinsic value of this treasure

is very great, and its archaeological

value is, of course, much greater.

None of the articles in the treasure

contain inscriptions ; but inscriptions

were found on vases of terra-cotta,

seals, and other objects, the purpose

of which is unknown. Among the

latter are great numbers of little disks

of pottery, called " whorls " by Schlie-

mann, and supposed to be either

household idols or votive offerings,

others imagine them to have been

used in spinning. The letters of the

inscriptions resemble to some extent

those upon tablets and terra-cottas in

Cyprus, and seem to be allied to the

ancient Phoenician; but they have not

yet been satisfactorily deciphered.

The Third Settlement on Hissarlik

was by Greeks. The ruins of their

eity make up a stratum 10 ft. or more

in thickness, containing pottery of a

coarser kind than the Trojan, marked

with religious symbols ; also contain

ing fragments of copper implements

and weapons, and musical instruments

made of stone and ivory. The archi

tecture was not so massive as the

Trojan, the walls being of small stones

mixed with clay; and also occasionally

of sun-dried brick. The debris pre

sented one peculiar feature : it con

tained immense quantities of small

mussel-shells, bones, and fish-bones.

Then follow two other settlements of

similar character. The sixth Dr.

Schliemann supposes to be Lydian.

Mr. Calvert from the style of pottery

believed this settlement to be .35olic

Greek.

Schliemann adds, regarding an up

per or surface stratum, the seventh,

which covers Hissarlik :—." When the

surface of the hill was about 2 metres

lower than it is now Ilium was built by

a Greek colony ; and we have already

endeavoured to prove that this settle

ment must have been founded about

the year B.C. 700. From that time we

find the remains of Hellenic house-

walls of large hewn stones, joined

without cement. . . . We also meet

with great numbers of copper coins

of Ilium, of the time of the Roman

Empire, from Augustus to Cnnstans

II. and Constautine II., likewise

older libra coins with the image of

Athena, and medids of Alexandria

Troas. ... In my three years' ex

cavations I have not found a single

medal of a later date than Constan-

tine II. . . . And as there is here

not the remotest trace of Byzantine

masonry or of Byzantine pottery, it

may be regarded as certain that the

Ilium of the Greek colony was de

stroyed towards the middle of the

fourth century after Christ, and that

no village, much less a town, has

ever again been built upon its site."

He adds :—" To judge from the area

of the Ilium of the Greek colony, it

may have possessed 100,000 inhabit

ants. It must have been rich, and the

plastic art must have attained a high

degree of perfection. The site is strewn

with fragments of excellent sculp

tures."

As to the extent of the Troy of

Homer, Schliemann says it was con

fined to the small area of the hill of

Hissarlik, and could not, therefore,

have contained more than 5000 in

habitants ; but, he adds, it could

always raise a considerable army from

among its subjects, and as it was rich

and powerful, it could obtain mer

cenaries from all quarters. Mr. Smith

suggests that Hissarlik contained

simply the palace and permanent

citadel, while the houses of the great

body of the citizens were scattered

over the surrounding region. Be this

as it may, there seems to be good

ground for believing that we have

here the real site of the Troy of Piiam,

which Homer has immortalised. Ac

cording to ancient tradition, Troy was

founded by Tros, B.C. 1462. He was

succeeded by Ilus, and by Laomedon,

under the latter of whom the walls
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were built. The fall of Tiny, ac

cording to the chronology of Herodo

tus, was in B.C. 1270; according to

the inscription from Paros in 1209;

and according to Eratosthenes in

B.C. 1184.

Returning to Chiplak and con

tinuing towards the S. the road passes

near an oval barrow and a Turkish

cemetery. To the E. of the barrow

are the ruins of a temple, possibly

that of Venus, consisting of a few

frusta of columns and some portions of

walls half-buried.

Akchi Keui, or Batak, 1J hr.—A

former village on an eminence, now

occupied by a large Chiftlik, called

Thymhra Farm. This place is con

sidered by some to bo Callicolone,

whence Mars and Apollo, the pro

tectors of Troy, watched the opera

tions of the rival armies. Mr. Calvert

makes this the site of Htymbra.

The road to Bunarbashi leads near

two tumuli. The largest of these, on

the river Thymbrius, is a truncated

cone 30 ft. high and about 100 ft.

diameter at the base. It is called

Khanai Tepeh, and is supposed by

some to be the tomb of Troilus, sou of

Priam. Recent explorations have

brought to light remains contemporary

with the earlier settlements at His-

sarlik. It was next used as a pre

historic cemetery, the bodies being

buried on their leftside with the hand

under the head, resting on a stone

(sometimes a quern), and the legs

doubled up. Next it served as a

Bacrificial enclosure; the wood ashes

are to be seen several feet in depth

with circular flat altars of sun-dried

hrick at different levels. Again it

was turned into a cemetery in Hellenic

and Byzantine times. It m'irks pro

bably the site of pre-historic Thymhra,

us Akchi Keui does the later town.

The other, Harmun Tepeh, is a na

tural mound. A quarter of an hour

after passing the tumuli, the Sca-

mander is forded close to its junction

with the Thymbrins. The temple of

Apollo Thymbrius, where Achilles

was smitten by the arrow of Paris, is

supposed to have stood here.

Bunarbashi, 1 hr.—A small Turk

ish village at the foot of a gentle

ascent which terminates in an elevated

plateau, formerly supposed to be the

Pergamus of Troy.

[From Chiplak to Bunarbashi by

Ihe direct road is 2 hrs. ; and the latter

place can be reached in the same time

from Hissarlik, passing by Pasha

Tepeh, excavated without results by

Mrs. Sehliemann in 1873.]

Mr. Frank Calvert considers Bunar

bashi to be the site of Gergithus, or,

as it is also called, Gergis. But Mr.

Tozer suggests it is quite possible

that Gergithus was the Greek city

which replaced the more ancient one.

Gergithus was handed over to the

people of New Ilium, 188 B.C.

To reach the hill, ascend the rising

ground S.E. of the village towards

a barrow which is visible from it.

This tumulus will be found to be

one of three standing near one an

other. The first is composed of small

stones, and measures 20 paces from

top to bottom. This goes by the

name of the Tomb of Hector. It was

excavated by Sir John Lubbock with

out result. The second tumulus is the

largest : it has been excavated by Mr.

Frank Calvert, who carried a shaft

through it, and discovered in the centre

a square structure built of irregular

masonry, measuring about 14 ft. by 12,

apparently the base of an altar or

shrine. The third, which is smaller

than the other two, and flat on the

top, has the appearance of a mere

mound of heaped earth. It was ex

cavated by Dr. Sehliemann but nothing

was found. A fourth tumulus, apart

from the rest on the road from Ezineh

to Bunarbashi, was also excavated.

A square-built Greek tomb was found

in the centre of the mound. A golden

crown in the form of oak leaves and

acorns and other objects were found.

These relics are now in the Imperial

Museum at Constantinople. The view

from the tomb of Hector is more ex

tensive than from any other spot. It

embraces the whole plain of Troy to

the sea, which is 7 m. distant.
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Farther to the S. the ridge is

crossed by a low mound ; beyond this,

the ridge contracts to a narrow neck,

and a short steep ascent leads to the

site of the so-called Acropolis, which

is bounded by precipices 400 ft. deep

on three sides. At the foot of these

rocks winds the Scamander. On the

opposite side of the riyer rise high

banks, intersected by deep valleys.

In the spring of 1864 important

excavations were made on the Acro

polis by Von Hahn, the Austrian

Consul at Syra, an indefatigable ex

plorer of the antiquities of Turkey.

He traced the line of the outer walls

throughout their whole circuit, except

on the southern side, where the natural

defences of the position rendered

them unnecessary. At the western

extremity of the area he discovered a

bastion and a gateway, constructed

like those at Assos, on the principle

of the horizontal arch. The older

portions of the walls (those on the N.)

were of Cyclopean masonry, and point

to a period of the highest antiquity.

Mr. F.Calvert discovered the ancient

Necropolis outside the walls. The

tombs consisted of large earthen jars,

niSoi, which contained unburnt bones.

He considers them to be of a later

period than the heroic age. Those he

examined contained pottery of the 5th

century B.c.

[From Bunarbashi the traveller, if

he is bound for Smyrna, and does not

wish to return to the Dardanelles,

may go on to Geyikli Scala (3J hrs.),

and thence cross to Tenedos (1 lir. by

boat with a favourable wind), and

meet the fortnightly Austrian steamer

from Constantinople to Smyrna which

touches there every alternate Friday

morning, or from Smyrnn to Constan

tinople every alternate Monday. The

Hellespont Tug Company runs a

weekly steamer, from the Darda

nelles to Aivali, calling at Yeni Keui,

Tenedos, Petra and Molivo (ancient

Methymna, island of Mitylene), and

Behram (Asms), when there are pas

sengers. Information as to those and

other lines of steamers which touch

at Tenedos can be obtained at the

Turkey.

Dardanelles, or from the quarantine

official at Geyikli, which village is on

the way to the scala.'}

From Bunarbashi a road leads in

10 minutes to the springs called by

tho Turks Kirk Geuz (forty eyes);

they issue from a conglomerate, and,

after watering several gardens in the

vicinity, swell into a small stream,

which is conducted by an artificial

channel to turn some flour mills, and

finally fall into the iEgean, at Besika

Bay. There are two distinct sources,

about a quarter of a mile apart, each

consisting of several springs. Ac

cording to Le Chevalier, these are the

hot and cold sources of the Scamander,

but recent observations have proved

that they are both of the same tem

perature.

The path now follows tho Bunar

bashi stream for about 2 m., passing

along the foot of the Throsmos, and

then turns up the hill to Ujek Tepeh

(2 hrs.), the highest aud mo3t con

spicuous tumulus in the Troad. It is

more than 60 ft. high, and stands on

a natural mound. According to some

authorities the tumulus is the tomb of

Ilus son of Tros ; but Dr. Schliemann

who excavated it and found a core of

masonry in the centre considers that

it was erected by Caracalla in honour

of his friend Festus, who died in the

Troad. From Ujek Tepeh the path

descends to the Bunarbashi stream,

and after crossing it passes traces of a

bath and well, built by Alexander the

Great with stones brought from Troy.

A little further, near the north end of

Besika Bay, are Begik Tepeh, and

Palaeo Kastro (1 hr.), the site of

Agamia, built in memory of Hesione,

daughter of Laomedon and the young

girls of Troy, who were exposed on

the shore to the violence of the pirate

Ceton, who was incited by Neptune.

Hercules, however, arrived in time to

rescue Hesione. In J hour more Yeni

Keui, Neochori, a Greek village in

which fair quarters can be obtained,

is reached.

From Yeni Keui the road runs

along the ridge of Sigeum, whence

there are fine views over the plain,

M
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to an artificial trench called the

Trench of Hercules, from the tradi

tion that Hercules made it as a de

fence against Ceton. A few minutes

to the N. are the Tepeh, and Church

of S. Demetrius. The latter is built

out of the ruins of a temple of

Demetor, the former is natural rock.

Yeni-shehr, Sigeum (1J hr.), is

situated on a high headland on the

border of the sea. It is called by

English sailors " Janissary Point," and

is readily identified by the row of

windmills near it, which ore conspi

cuous objects from the sea.

Sigeum is said to have been an

JEoliau colony, founded by Archse-

onax of Mitylene, who used the

stones of old Troy for its construc

tion. The Athenians expelled the

Mityleneans, and a war sprang up in

which Pittakus of Mitylene, one of

the seven sages, slew Phrynon, the

Athenian leader. The poet Alcseus

was engaged in this war. At length

the matter was referred to Periander

of Corinth, who decided in favour of

Athens. From this time the Peisistra-

tidse possessed Sigeum. After the

overthrow of the Persian kingdom,

Sigeum was destroyed by the people

of Ilium. The church is built on the

ruins of a Temple of Minerva, of

which some traces exist. Two im

portant inscriptions were found here

m the 18th century.

About 20 mmutes N. of Yeni-shehr

are the two tun»Ui called the Tombs

of Achilles and Patroclus. The

smaller tumulus is perhaps that of

Antiloclius, as the ashes of Achilles

and Patroclus were apparently depo

sited in the same tomb. Their tu

mulus is described by Homer as being

a landmark for sailors passing the

headland. The tomb of Achilles was

much venerated in ancient times and

a small town seems to have sprung

up near it under the name of Achil-

leum. There is said also to have

been a temple dedicated to Achilles,

but no traces of it remain. The

tomb was visited by Alexander the

Great, Julius Cffisar, and Germanicus.

From the tumuli the road descends

through gardens and vineyards to

Kum Kaleh (f hr.), " Sand Castle,"

a small town, which derives its name

from the adjoining castle. Hence

the road runs westward crossing by

bridges the several channels, in

cluding the KalifaUi Asmak, through

which the flood waters of the Sca-

mander find their way to the sea.

The sterile tract of land through

which the streams run occupies the

place of the bay on the shores of

which the Greeks hauled up their

ships. At the eastern end is InTepeh

(1 hr.), or Tombof Ajax, aconspicuous

tumulus on the slopes of the Bhcetean

promontory. An opening in the

mound leads to a double-vaulted

chamber in the interior ; and on the

top of the tumulus are the ruins of

the Hereon of Ajax, which was re

stored in Roman times. About J m.

farther is Rhceteum, where are the

traces of the Acropolis and other ruins.

Palaeo Kastro, the anct. Ophrynium

(40 min.), is near the snore. It

derives its name from oBpis, as it is on

the " brow of a hill " where was a

grove sacred to Hector. A few traces

of the Acropolis walls are visible, and

foundations of buildings extend down

the hill to the Hellespont, where the

remains of a mole may be seen under

water on a calm day. There are

autonomous but no imperial coins of

Ophrynium. Hence the road con

tinues to Eren Keui (20 min.) and

Dardanelles (3 hra.).
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! 101, 103, 104.

Anaplus, 110.

j Anatolia, [19].

Ancient Costumes, Museum of,

74.
Anemas, Tower of',38.

j ANGORA, 123.
H. B. M. Consul: H. S.

Shipley, C.M.G.

Hotel : H. Europa, kept
1 by an Austriau.

The excursion to Angora
i by the Anatolian Rly. takes

li days. The train runs
only during daylight, and
stops the night, on the way
to and from Angora, at Eski-
shehr. By applying a few
days beforehand to the
Manager of the Anatolian
Rly., a saloon carriage with
sleeping accommodation and
kitchen cm be secured .
Those who do not wish to
go to the expense of this*
arrangement are recom
mended to take provis^ns
with them. The excursion
can be prolonged to Kutaya
(Cotyaeum) and Konia
llconium). It is also jios-
sible to proceed to Smyrna
through a very interesting
country.

Antigone, 116

N
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Anti-Leranon, Mount, [20].

Antiquities, Museum of, 69,

66.

antirorithos, 117.

Anti Taceds Mountains,

[19].

Arses Rivrr, [19].

Aqueducts, 102, 103.

Araria, [19], [20].

ArabJami', 16, 18.

A RAITJ, 119.

Ararat, Mouxt, [19].

Arcadius, Baths of, 65.

Arcadius, Column of, 43, 23.

Arcadius, Forum of, 25, 43.

Arganthonius, Mount, 119,

121.

Arcsus, Mount, [19].

Argonauts, The, 105, 92, 96.

Armenia, [2].

Armenian Cemetery, 19, 88.

Armenian Church, 53, 11.

Armenian Hospital, 34, 90.

Armoury, 66.

ARMUDLI, 124.

Army, [24].

Army Medical School, 82.

A r.nait Keui, 108, 91, 92,

96, 104.

Arsenal, 20.

Art, 86.

A rtaki, 138.

Artillery Barracks, 81, 19.

Artillery School, 82.

Art School, 86, 66, 81.

Asia Minor, [1], [2].

Asiatic Turkey, [19].

Ascanius River, 136.

Aspar, Cistern of, 76, 25, 56.

At Bazar, 52.

At Bazaru, 79.

Athos, Mount, 144.

Atik Ali Pasha Mosque, 64, 4,
18.

At-Meidan, 39, 61.

Augusteon Forum, 24.

Austro-Hungarian School, 82.

Avret Bazar, 26, 43.

Ayret TASH, 43, 23.

Axius Uiver, [19].

Aya Kapu, 27, 57.

Aya Sofia Jamisi, 44.

Ayas Agha, 90.

Ayazma Kapusi, 27.

Ayazma Mosque, 111, 17.

Azab Kapu, 14, 16, 20.

Azab Kapu Fountain, 78.

Azab Kapu Kevprisi, 14.

Azab Kapu Mosque, 18.

Azani, 123.

Azov, Sea of, 14.

B.

Biib-i-AU, The, 80.

Bab-i-Fetvah, 61.

Bab-i-Humayim Gate, 43, 66

69, 77.

Bab-i-Sadet, 67.

Baghcheh Kapusi, 26.

Baghcheh Keui, 101, 75, 78
90, 100, 102, 103.

Baghdad Kiosk, 69, 4, 17.

BAGHLARBASHr, 113.

Baghli, 131.

Bahir, 140.

Bairam Festival, 12, 95.

liataban Aga Mesjid, 52.

Balaran Dereh. 119, 121.

Balat, 14, 18, 25, 58.

lialat Kapusi, 28.

Balkan Mountains, [19].

Bal-Kiz, 137.

Balta Lidian, 98, 91.

Baluk Bazar, 18.

Baluk Bazar Kapusi, 26

Baluk Ktutneh Kapusi, 30.

Balukli, 53, 11, 12, 25, 34.

Barca, [20].

Barracks, 81.

Bash Cheshhkh, 127.

Bash Hiwuz, 103, 102.

Bash-keui Viaduct, 122.

Basilica Cistern, 76.

Batak, 148.

Baths, 86.

Bayczid IS., Motque of, 63, 4.

78.
Ilayezid II., Turbeh of, 64.

Bazars, 78, 12.

BAZIAS, [3].
Restaurant, with rooms,

at Station.

Berek, 96, 90, 98.

Behham, 149.

Beikos Bay, 108.

Beikos, I'alace of, 108.

BEKTASH I'ERVISHES, 97.

BELGRAD. [3], [4].
British Consul : lion. W

G. Thesiger.
XI. S. Consul: A. Camp

bell, Esq.
Hotels : Grand; de Paris

Crown Prince,
Sights : Museum ; Cathe

dral ; University ; ruins of
Fortress ; old Turkish
town ; Palace.

Bdgrad, Aqueduct of, 75.

BklgrAd Forest, 2, 18, 90
101, 102.

Brlgrad Village, 102, 103,
14, 37, 75, 76, 78, 90.

Bends, The, 102, 101.

BERLIN. [2],
Hotels : Grand H. de

Rome; Continental; Kaiser-

hof ; Royal.

Beshiktash, 94, 6, 78, 93, 95,

101.

Beshiktash Mosque, 94.

Besika Bay, 149.

Besik Tefeh, 149.
BeutOk Cham mm ah Tepeh,

113.

BEUYiTK-DERBEND, 121.
Station : Anatolian RIy.

Beuyuk Ikhlamur Deresi,

94.
BedyCk Iskelesi, 111.

Beuyiik Jami', 112, 17.

Beuyiik Mezdristan, 113, 17.

Beuyuk LwiH, 104, 103.

Bey Oghlu, 18.

BEYLIK AKHUR, 123.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

BEYLIK-KETTPRI. 123.
Station ; Anatolian Rly.

Beylerrey, 110, 17.

Beylerbey Fountain, 36.

Beylerrey Serai, 110.

Beylerbey Palace, 110.

Bezestcr. Bazar, 78, 18.

Bible House, American, 82.

BICHER, 123.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

BlGHA, 138.
Bigha Chai River, 138.

BILEJIK. Belocome, 122.
Kaza, and Head Quarters

of Ertoghrul Sanjak.
Station: Anatolian Rly.

Horsesto town 2} m. distant.

Population : 10,80".
Hotel: H. de V Europe,

near the Station.
Post : Jii'perial Ottoman.
Telegraph Office : Euro

pean and Turkish.

Bin Bir Derek Cistern, 76.

lilNKUS, 133.

Hit Bazar, 78.

Bitriniak Mts., 18, 69.

Bitiiynian OLYiirus, 17. 68.

blacherncc, Gate of, 39, 38.

Blacherna; Palace of, 37, 2,

29, 38, 54.

Black Sea, 2, 7, 14, 75, 69,
91, 99, 100, 104-109.
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fiodrum Jami' Cittern, 76

boghaz-hissarlari, 141.

Boghaz Kessen, 97.

Boni Cistern, 76.

Bosdoghan-Kemeri, aqueduct
ofValens, 75, 18.

Bosporus, 91-115, [1], [2].

BOSTANJIK. 120.

Station : Haidar Pasha.—
Ismid Ely.

Botajx Keui, 98.

Boz Bukun, 124, 119, 139.

BOZ-YUK, 122.

Nahieh of SuguL
Station : Anatolian Rly,

BRESLAU, QQ,

Hotels : Monopole ; Col-
dene Gans ; Weisser Adfer.

BRINDISI. [4J.

H. B. M. Consul : S. G
Cocoto.

Hotels : H. des Indes
Orientates ; H. de l.Europe
(2nd class).

Mean s ofCommunication :
A. Navigazione Gen. It.
i. (From Trieste) every
Wed. to Corfu, Piraeus, and

Constantinople in 4{ days.
ii. Every Wed. alternately
by Ohio andSmyrna, and by
Salonika to Constantinople
by transhipment at Piraeus.
—B. Aust.-Hung, Lloyd.
(From Trieste) every Tour,
to Corfu, Piraeus, and Con
stantinople in 4i days.
(From Cple.) every Thur.
to Trieste.

British Cemetery, 114, 88.

British Palace, 99.

BRUSA, 124-132, {1], [2].

Capital of Vilayet.
Consulate : Acting Vice-

Consul, E. Gilbertson, who
is also charged with the
personal interests of United
States citizens.

Tezkerehs : Travellers on
leaving Brusa must apply,
through their hotel landlord,
for a vise from the local
authorities (P. 2i).

Hotels : IT, d.Anatolie,
very good and clean; 10-11
fr. per diem, including wine,
in winter and summer; 12-15
lr. In May and September.
H. Bruckner, H. Danube,
and H, Meleksetian, are se
cond rate ; 5-10 fr. per diem.
At Chekirgeh, H. Vasilaki
and H. d.Europe are good ;

1H fr. per diem, bath in
cluded. Private baths, 2 fr.
attendance, 1 fr.

Lodging's: Madame
Parma, and others, 2-4 fr.
per diem.

Houses : £20 to £40 per
annum.

Railway : Trains twice a
day to and from Mudania.
Fares, 1st, P. 26*; 2nd, P.
19*; luggage, P. 1 for every
10 kilos. (22 lb^.).
Return Tickets from Con

stantinople to Brusa avail
able for 10 days ; 1st, P.

106 ; 2nd, P. 85.
Conveyances : Horses, P.

50 per diem ; P. 25 half-day.
Carriages, public, P. 10
an hour, P. 60 per diem ;
to the Baths, P. 5 ; private
carriages, P. 20 an hour,
P. 40 half, and P. 80 whole
day. Carriage from Brusa
to Mudania, 4 mejidieh, and
driver, * mejid. Donkeys,
P. 5 an hour, P. 15 per diem.
For a journey in the in*
terior, carriages can be ob
tained from Pavli Arabaji
for 20-30 fr. per diem, and
horses for 8 fr. per ilieni.

AscentofOlympus: Horse,
P. 65 ; Guide, with horse,
P. 50; Zaptieh, P. 25.
N.B. The charges for car

riages, horses, &c, are not
fixed, and are more or less a
matter of bargain.

Post Office : Imperial
Ottoman Post European
and Turkish Telegraph
Office.
Dragomans : Travellers

generally bring guides from
Constantinople; 10 fr. per
diem (not including food).
There are always men who
can act as guides at the
hotels.

Bank : Imperial Ottoman
Bank.
Chemists : Dalabiras

Zaloni.
Doctors: Dr. Saba ides ;

Dr. Hilsmann; Dr. Eeono-
mides.

Khans : Teni Ipek ; £.,ki
Ipek ; Mahmud Pasha ;
Pirinsh.

Restaurants: AuSapin;
Bruckner.

Silk Factories : L. Brotte ;
L. Garnet fits ; Poirier ;
Sarun Pasha at Kaya Bashi ;
Yolgetshin near the Bazttr ;
Ulu Yol at Set Bashi.
Merchants : Morukoglu

for Bru^a silk stufls. Aynaly
for antiquities.

Theatre ; Plays in Turkish
by an Armenian company
Open occasionally.

BrAsa, Baths of, 130.

Briisa, Mosques of, 127, 129.

Brdsa Orphanage, 129.

Brusa, Turbehs of, 129.

BUCHAREST, [3], [4].

Consulate : Vice-Consul,
H. Browne. United States :
Vice-Con sul-General, W. G.
Boxshall.

Hotels : Grand Hotel du
Btndevard; G.H. Continen
tal ; G. H. Bristol.
Sights: University, with

Museum and Picture Gal
lery ; Hoyal Palace ; Uni
versity.

Bucoleon Palace, 64.

BUDA-PEST, [3].

Consulate: Consul-
General, F. W. Stronge,
Esq. United States : Con
sul, F. D. Chester.

Hotels : Eungaria; Kbni-
gin von England ; Royal.

Sights : National Mu
seum ; Art Industrial
Museum; University; Par
liament House ; Upptr town
of Buda ; Matthlas Kirche.
See H.lik. to S. Germany
and Austria.

Budrum Jami., 51.

BtfLBtjL Deresi, 112.

Bllgurlu, 113, 5, 11, 17. 111.

112.
Bidl, Forum of the, 25.

Bdnar Bashi, 127.

Bunarrashi, 144, 148.

Burgas, 102, [6].

Burgaz, 140.

Burgaz SO River, 140.

Burnt Column, 42, 2, 18, 23,

64, 65.

BUYUKDEREH, 100, 6, 75,
89, 90, 101, 102, 103, 106.
107.

Hotels : H. Bellevue, on
the hill, fine view, and good
cooking ; H. Lapierre, near
the head of the bay ; U. zur
Platane; H. des Ambassa-
deurs and H. de VUnivers on
the quay, 12-16 fr. perdiem.

Carriages, horses, kaiks,
and boats tor hire.
Lodgings by agreement.

Telegraph Station.
Communication with Con

stantinople and Bosporus
ports several times daily, by
the steamers of the Shirket-
i-Hairieh Co.

Carriage-road to l'eia
about If hrs. drive.

N 2
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Buyukdereh, Bay of, 100, 91,

107.

Huzza, [2].

Byzantine Churches, 43-58.

BrzANTiUM, 22, 1, 2, 65.

C.

Cassius Asclepiodvtus. Obelisk

of, 136.

Caffadocia, [2].

Carian Portico, 29.

Caterga limanis, 31.

Cemeteries, 87.
Cemetery, British, 114, 88, II,

17.

Cemetery of Fyiib, 17.

Cemetery, Jewish, 21, 17, 88.

Cemetery of Pera, 11.

Cemetery, Old Armenian, 19.

Cemetery of Skutari, 113.

CHAI, 123.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

Chalcedon, 114, 1.

Chalk 24.

Chamlejah, Spring of, 113.

Chah-Lihan, 116.

Cuamli Pkreh, 140.

Chanakli Boghaz Gorge, 138

Chanak Kalest, 141, 139.

Chardak, 140, 139.

Chark Sn River, 121.

Charshi, The, 78.

Chatal Cheshmeh Jami., 136.

Chatalja, Lives of, 91.

Chatladi Kapusi, 31.

Chaush, 138.

Chaishlar, 133.

Chekiegeh, 130, 125.
Chenberli Task (Hooped

Column), 42.

Chexgel Keui, 110.

Cheragan Palace, 95, 4, 94.

Cheshmeh, The, 77.

Chiruklt, 108, 109.

CniCHU, 94, 95, 9, 17, 88, 89.

CuiNAK Pereh, 138.

Chinili Jami', 113.

Chinili Kiosk, 69, 4, 17.

Chiflak, 148.

Choir idocastron, Fortress of,

140.

Chora, Church of the, 54, 36.

Christ, Monastery of, 117.

Chrisotolis, 32.

Chukur Bostan, The, 76

Chukur Chkshheh, 76.

Chukur Hammami, The, 87.

CHUKUR-HISSAR. 122.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

CnjciA, [2].

Cistern Boni, 76.

Cisterns of Constantinople,

75-77.

Civil Employes' School, 81.

Claudius Gothicus, ColumnoJ,

42, 1, 17. 69.

Colchis, 92, 96, 106.

Cold Cistern, The, 76.

Cold Spring, Gate of the, 66.

Colossus, The, 2.

Columns, 39, 42.

Columns, Cistern of 1001 : 76,

11.

Commerce, [25].

Conjcrences, Kiosk of the, 96.

Constantine, Aqueduct of, 75

Constantine, Baths of, 87.

Conftanline, Column of, 42,

11.

Constantine, Forum of, 24, 64.

CONSTANTINOPLE, [1], 1--

91.
Arrival : By sea. Passen

gers by the French and
Roumanian Lines run

alongside the Galata Quay.
Quay due, 1'18 fr., which
is sometimes included in
the steamboat fare. As a
fteamcr of any of the other
lines approaches her moor
ings she is surround d by
a fleet of boats and kaiks ;
and, directly the Quarantine
officials allow communica
tion with the shore, she is
boarded by a crowd ol Hotel
dragomans and boatmen,
all clamorous for employ
ment. The principal hotels
send dragomans to await the
arrival ot the steamers ; they
carry hotel cards, and have
the names of their hotels on

their caps and generally on
their boats. The traveller
should look sharply al ter his
small hand-packages until
be has handed them over to
the dragoman of the hotel he
lias selected ; he may then
trust all the arrangements
for landing to the dragoman,
and pay him on arrival at
the hotel. If there l,e ne
hotel dragomau the traveller
should pick out the most
respectable looking of those
on the ship, tell him the
hotel he wishes to go to, and
pay htm nothing until all
the baggage has been safely

delivered. Upon landing,
passengers go, as a rule, to
the Galata Custom House,
near the landing-place of
the Messageries JIarltimes,
where passports have to
be shown and baggage is
examined. Passports may
be retained by the police,
and sent later on to the
Consulate of the country
to which the travellers be
long, and there they remain
until the owners send for
them. A. bakhshish of
1-2 franes will usually
smooth the way through
the Custom House, but
searchers are somet imes
troublesome, and seize books
and printed matter fur re
ference to the censor (see
Custom House, p. [6]). After
passing the Custom House
the luggage is placed on the
backs of porters (hamnuri),
and the traveller walks itr

drives to Ms hotel; if it is
his first visit he bad better
walk and keep with the
porterscarryinghis baggage.

The cost of disembarka
tion depends partly on the
amount of baggage, and
partly on the rank of the
traveller, and the class ot
hotel to which he is going;
it varies from 5-10 fr. a
head, for boat, dragoman,
porters, and bakhshish. The
ordinary charges are -.—Boat
from ship to shore, 2 fr. a
head, an extra payment is
expected when there is much
luggage; carriage Custom
House to hotel, 2 fr.(P. 10);
porter, 1-2 fr. (P. 5-10), ac
cording to weight.
N.B. Do not be in a hurry

to land ; and do not pay the
dragoman until all baggage is
safely deposited at the hotel.

2. By land. Dragomans
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or representatives of the

principal hotels await tra
vellers arriving by train.

The dragoman of the hotel
selected will engage carriage
and porters for transport
to the hotel. Carriage from
Station to Hotel (including
bridge toll), 5 fr. (P. 25);
porter, 2 fr. (P. in).

Departure : The forma
lizes on departure are almost
the same, in teverse order,
as those on arrival. It is
well to allow plenty of time
in case of the occurrence of
any contretemps.

Custom House at Galata,
near the Outer Bridge, and
at the Agency of the Mes-
sageries Maritimes. Rifles,
revolvers, foreign cigars,
and tobacco are prohibited.
Books, newspapers, and all
printed matter are sub
mitted to the censor ; if not
returne I Within a day, appli
cation should be made for
them through the Consulate.
Books such as the ' Hand
book .and the .Continental
Bradshaw ' have, on occa
sion, been seized. A present
oi one or two franes to the
inspector usually simplifies
matters.

Guides and Couriers :
An International Couriers.
VI ub has recently been
formed to supply informa
tion and assistance to tra
vellers. Director: Mr. F.
de Paruta, 18, Bue Cabris-
tan, Tepe-Bashi, Pera.

HOTELS : The principal
hotels—Indeed all those fre
quented by European tra
vellers—are in Pera, and in
or near the Grande Hue.
The situation is high and
good ; and nearly every
part of the city can be
visited from it by carriage.
The terms are from 14-20
franes a day according to
the room occupied ; they
include board, lodging, and
attendance, but exclude
wine and extras. No re
duction is made for tra
vellers who do not take
their meals in the hotels.
Thos? who require good
accommodation at the best
hotels during the seasons, i
April to June, and October
to November, should tele
graph for rooms. During
ine slack seasons, July to
September, and December to

March, arrangements can
generally be made to live
en pension at the hotels on
reduced terms. Travellers
should inspect their rooms,
and ascertain terms before
finally engaging them. In
the best hotels the servants
are men, generally Greeks,
who expect a pourboire
when the traveller leaves.
Washing is charged from
3-4 franes u dozen ; for
articles requiring care, it is
some imes advisable to em
ploy one of the blanchis-
seuses in the city.
Pera Palace H., 11-30

fr.mes.
H. de Londres, a new

building, well situated in
the Pftlts Champs, 12-25
franes a day.

H, Royal et d'Angleterre,
opposite the H. de Londres,
and a Ijidning the British
Embassy Gardens—fine view
over Gulden Horn, kc.

H. Byzance, adjoining
the II. de Londres.

ThesI) trtrei bote s are
under one management, and
are recomm ?nded. They
f.ice the Municipal Gardens
as does also the

H. Bristol, good position
in the 1'etl s Champs, 12-23
fraucs.
Khedevial Palace H,.

Grand Rue d? Pera, 12-20
franes. Grand Hotel (if.
de Ltixembourg), 129, Ge.
Rue de P., a large and well-
managed hotel, kept by a
Frenchman. 15-20 franes u
day. Grand H. Franc aia et

Continental, 4", Boulevard
dts Petiis-Champs. 16-20
franes a day. H. Bellevue,
27, Boulevard des Petits-
Champs. H. Imperial, 4 5,
K. Asraail Mesjid. Austro-
Hungarian proprietor. H,
and Pension Krocker, Kue
Ka1tristan; 8-13 (rams. H.

Kittrey, 2, R. Dervish. l'ro-
nrietor and management

German. Much used by
Germans. H, de la Cham-
hre de Commerce, 7, R.
Omar. A family private
hotel, kept by Mrs. Shelton.
H. de Pesth, 455, Ge Rue
de P. Same Proprietor as
Hotel Imperial. Frequented
by commercial travelers.
H. de la Paix, 429, Ge. Rue
de P. 10-12 francs a day. H,
de la Grande-Bretagne, R.
Veiiedik. 10-12 framsaday.

The above Hotels are re
commended in the order in
which they are placed. The
smaller hotels and boarding-
houses in Galata and Stam-
bill cannot be recommended.

For Hotels in the neigh
bourhood of Constantinople,
see Therupia, Buyukdereh ,
Prinkipo, &c. kc.
Lodgings: Travellers who

intend to make a long stay
sometimes take furnished
lodgings, and have their
meals at clubs, hotels, or
restaurants. All the fur
nished lodgings are bad, and
very few respectable. The
sanitary arrangements and
the attendance ar-- wretched.
The average charge is £l
per week for two rooms,
There are a few respectable
houses in which lodgers are
taken, and information as to
these should be obtained
through a resident or tome
member of the Consular
Staff.
Houses : The rent of an

unfurnished house of 9 or
10 rooms in Pera is from
£80 to £125. There are
few good houses, and these

command a high rent. Rents
on the Bosporus are deter
mined by situation and ac
cident. In Therapia and
Buyukdereh rents fluctuate
100 per cent, according to
the demand of the season.
Servants are engaged by

the month, and should be
procured through residents.
The stranger should be cau
tious not to engage them
wi tbout a proper recommen
dation. Cooks or grooms
receive from 30s. to 40s. per
month in Constantinople,
and from 40s. to 50s. per
month for travelling. The
cooks are generally Greeks
or Armenians ; tie best
grooms are Turks.
Conveyances : N.B.—In

paying bridge-tolls, tram,
iwat, and railway fares, the
Mejidieh is worth P. 19
(silver); in paying horse
and carriage hire it is worth
P. 20 (silver).
Horses (At, Btgir, Bat-

van) stand for hire at the
hotels, at both ends of the
outer bridge, at the Stam-
bul end of the inner bridge,
at the landings of Top-
kh&neh, DolmabSghcheh,
Baghcheh Kapusi, and near
the outer doors of some of
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the principal mosques. Hid
ing is a convenient way of
getting about the narrow,
dirty, and sometimes steep
streets ; but the street backs
are being gradually super
seded by carriages. In the
city the lidtr is generally

accompanied by a lad,
suruji, who runs after the
horse ami holds it when the

rider dismounts ; the lad
expects a small " tip."
Note : - Start, haide ; quick,
chapuk ; slow, yavash ; stop,
dur; make way, destur
or Vardeh. Approximate \
prices : P. 3 to 5 fur a
"course"; P. 5 to 10 per
hour. For long excursions
it is tisual to get a better
class of horse from a livery
stable through an hotel-
keeper or dragoman. The .
charges are for half a day,

P. 40 to 50 ; for a day, P. tiO
to 80. As there is no fixed
tarif it is well to make a
bargain beforehand. Bridge-
toll, P. H.

Carriages (Araba) i Good 1
two-horsed carriages, open
and closed, stand fur hire in ,
Pera, at Taksim, the Grand
Hotel, Galata f^erai, and at \
the head of the l'era-Ga-
lata rly.
In Galata, near the inner

bridge, and near the foot of
the Pera-Galata rly. ; at
Top-khaneh, 1iolm abuyli
chen-, and Beshiktash.
And In Stambul, at the

end of the outer bridge,
near St. Sophia, near the
Mosque of Sultan Bayezid,
at Ak Serai, and at the Rail
way Station. The follow
ing is the tarif authorised
by the Municipality, but ,
usage alone fixes the rates,
and it is well to make a
bargain beforehand. For a
"short course," not exceed
ing 20 min., P. 5, after sun
set, P. 24-5 extra; lor a
" long course," not exceed
ing 40 min., P. 10, after sun- I
set, P. 5-10 extra; per hour.
P. 15 for the fir.-t hour, and
P. 10 for each subsequent
hour; for a day, P. 80.
Hirers pay the bridge-tolls, !
P. 5-6. Complaints should i
be addressed to the Munici
pality. Superior carriages
may be obtained from1 livery
stables at P. 50-50 the half
day, and P. 100-110 theday ; 1
driver, P. 1O-20 extra.
Pedan Chairs are much I

used in winter fur going to
dinner parties, fee., P. 20,
including return.
Tramways ( TramiveIt) :

There are three lines, one in
Stambul, and two in Pera
and Galata. (1.) From the
Stambul end of the outer
bridge to the Serai, S.
Sophia, Hippodrome, Burnt
Column, Mosque of Sultan
Bayezid, Laleli Jami', and
Ak Serai, where the line
divides into two branches-
one proceeding to Top Ka-
pusl in the Land Walls, the
other, parallel to the shores
of the Sea of Marmara,
through the Vlanga Bostan,
and Psamatia Quarter*, to
the close vicinity of Yedi
Kuleh (the Seven Towers).
Passengers to Yedi Kuleh
dismount before reaching the
Ak Serai fountain, and
change cars by walking
from A to B (see map).
(2.) From Azab Kapu, at
the Galata end of the inner
bridge, along the Grande
Rue of Galata and Top-
khaneh, to Funduklu, Dol-
mabaghcheh , Beshi ktash ,
and Orta-keui on the Bos
porus. (3.) From the foot
of "Step Street," Galata,
near the outer bridge, to
the Petits Cliamps, Galata
Serai, Grand Hotel. Taksim,
Pankaldi, and Chichll. The
carnages (1st and 2nd class)
are divided into two com
partments, one of which Is
reserved for ladies. Fares,
P. 1-2*, according to dis
tance. From Galata to Orta-
keui, P. \\ ; Galata to
Chichli, P. 2i; Bridge to
Yedi Kuleh, P. 2*.

The Underground, or
Funicular P ailway, be
tween Pera and Galata runs
through a tunnel from a sta
tion near the Mosque of the
"Dancing" Dervishes to a
station near the outer bridge.
Trains run from each end
every 3 min. ; time 1* min.
Fares, 1st class, P. | ; 2nd,
P. \. Tickets at the booking
office.
Railways: (1.) Oriental

Company. Station in Stam
bul at Sirkeji 1skelesi, two
trains daily to and from
Adrianople. Waggon - lit
trains with dining saloon
leave every day for Vienna
and Paris. Several local
trains daily to Kiim-Kapu,
"Yeni-Kapu, Daiid Pasha,

Psamatia, Yedi Kuleb, Ma-
kri Keui, San Stefano, and
Kuchuk Chekmejeh (the
first five within the walls).
Time tables (European time)
iu the daily papers, and in
an Indicateur (P. 1) to be
ootained at the stations.
(2.) Asiatic line. Haidar
Pasha to Ismid, Eskl-shehr,
Angora (see p. 12u), Kutaya,

and Konia ; two trains daily
to and from Ismid, and one
train to andfrom Eski-shehr.
Travellers proceeding to
Angora or Konia, or be
yond Eski-shehr, pass the
night at Eski-shehr. One
train daily between Eski-
ehehr and Angora, and be
tween Eski-shehr, Kutaya,
and Konia, both ways.
Fares.—From Constantino-
pis to Ismid, 1st, P. 36.20 ;
2nd, 22.30 ;—to Eski-shehr,
lst.P.186.10; 2nd.101.10;—
to Angora, 1st, P. 364.10 ;
2nd, 233.10; —to Konia,
1st, P. 479.10; 2nd, 231.20.
Several local trains daily
to Kizil Toprak, Eren-
keui, Maltepeh, Kartal, and
Pendik. There is also a
branch line to Fanar-
baghcheh, on which frequent
trains run on Sundays and
holydays. Steamers ( P.
1-1 i) run, in connection
with the trains, from the
Galata end of the outer
bridge to Haidar Pasha.
Time tables (Turkish time)
In the daily papers.

Boats, manned by Greeks
or Italians, can be obtained
at the principal landing-
places. There is no tarif;
the usual rate to or from a
ship is P. 10 ; or if there are
several passengers, P. 5
each. For excursions on
the Bosporus, or along the
sea walls of Stambul, it is
well to make an arrange
ment with the boatmen be
fore starting. The boat
men patronised by the
large hotels charge 2 fr.( or
its equivalent in piastres,
for landing or embarking
each passenger with his
luggage.
Kaiks are always to be

found at the landing-stages.
There is no tarif ; usage
alone fixes the rates, which
vary with the number of
oars. The ordinary rates
for a kalk with one pair of
oars are : P. 3 to cross the
Golden Horn ; P. 5 to go on
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board a ship ; P. 10 if the
kaik waits and brings its
fare back. When engaged

for the day, or for an excur
sion on the Bosporus, or
Golden Horn, a bargain
should be made » itli the
boatman, kalkji, before
starting. The kaikjis are
Greek or Turks, of whom
many come from the inland
towns of Asia Minor. Ladies
who are nervous should not
enter kaiks.

Steamers : I. Local.
The Bosporus and Skutari.
The steam navigation of the
Bosporus is a monopoly in
the hands of the Shirket-i-
Hairieh Company, which
has a fleet of about 35
steamers—many of them
large, comfortable, and fast
boats. These steamers start
from a landing-stage near I
the Stambul end of the 1
outer bridge, and make fre
quent voyages each way
daily between the bridge
and the villages on tiie
Bosporus. Steamers plying
along the European shore
carry a green flag at the
masthead ; those along the
Asiatic shore a. red flag ;
and those following a zigzag
course from shore to shore
carry a green and red flag.
The names of the stations
at which each steamer stops
are written in Latin and
Turkish characters, on a
board placed on the bridge ;
European stations in black,
Asiatic in red. The stations
on the European side are :
Kabatash, Beshiktash, Orta-
keni, Kuru Cheshmeh, Ar-
naut-keui, Bebek, Knmili
Hissar, Boyaji-keui, Eniir-
ghian, Stenia, Yeni-keui,
Therapia, Kirech Burnu,
Buyukdereh, Mezai Burnu,
Yeni Mahalle, and Rumili
Kavak. On the Asiatic side .-
Skutari, Kuzgunjik, Beyler-
bey, Chengel Keui, Vani-
keui, Kandili, Anadoli His
sar, Kanlijeh, Rifat Pasha,
Pashabaghcheh, Beikos, and
Anadoli Kavak. A 11 steamers
plying on the European side
go to Yeni Mahalleh, and
one at least each day to
Rumili Kavak ; the steamers
on the Asiatic side run to
Beikos and thence to The
rapia, Buyukdereb, and
Anadoli Kavak.

The steamers sail by
Turkish time, and the time

tables, which are published
lu the leading papers, are
therefore frequently altered.
TheJirststeamer leaves each
end in the summer season
about 6 a.m., Frank time,
and in winter shortly after
sunrise. The fares vary
according to the distance ;
from the bridge to Rumili
Kavak is P. 5± ; stern and
upper deck are 1st class,
mevki ; fore deck is 2nd
class. Tickets are taken at
the landing-place before
embarking.

N.B.—The voyage from
the bridge to Buyukdereh
takes from H to 2 hrs., so
thai the tour of the Bosporus
can be made in half a day,
but it is better to allow a
whole day, ami several dajs
may be pleasantly passed
at Therapia or Buyukdereh.
A goo<l position should be

secured, on the upper deck
for the view. The time
tables should be consulted
before starting, as the
steamers do not always stop
at every station. Wraps
should be taken in April
and May.

To Skutari, in addition to
the steamers running up the
Asiatic side, there is a direct
line, boats at least once an
hour, from a landing-stage
near the centre of the outer
bridge. There is also a
steamferry that runs sevt ral
times a day from Sirkeji
Iskelesi (S.), and Kabatash
to Skutari with carriages,
horses, goods, &c.

(2.) The Golden Horn
Company run small steamers
up the Golden Horn, every
15 mm., from the Galata
end of the Outer Bridge to
Eyub ; and during the
spring to Kara-agatch near
the Sweet Waters of Europe.
The steamers stop at Yeinish
Iskelesi, Jub-AU, AyaKapu,
Phanar, Palat, Ters&ne,
Haskoui, Aivan Serai, Kaliji
Oghlu, ftefterdar Iskelesi,
and Eyub. Fares, from
station to station, P. i ; for
each additional stat ion, P
Time, from the bridge to
Eyiib, 1 hr.

(3.) The leamers of the
Maksuse Company run from
the Gala'a end of the Outer
Bridge :—a. Several times
daily to Princes' Islands,
stopping at Kadi Keui,
Proti, Antigone, Khalki,

Prinkipo, Maltepeh, Ifartal
and Pendlk, The three last
places, on the coast of Asia
Minor, can be more easily
reached by the Haidar Pasha-
Ismid Railway. Fares, to
Prinkipo, 1st, P. 4, 2nd,
P. 2i; Peudik, 1st, P. 5,
2nd, P. 3*. Time, to Prin
kipo, 2 lirs. b. To Haidar
Pasha and Kadi Keui
several times daily. Fares,
1st, P. If, 2nd, P. 1. c. To
Skutari every half hour,
P. H and P. *.

N.B.—For hours of sailing
consult the time tables
Turkish time, in the news
papers.

II. Mediterranean and
Coasting :—A. Messageries
ifarttimes, i. Fortn. Fri.
for Smyrna, Samos, Piraeus,
and Marseilles, ii. Fortn.
Thurs. for Smyrna, Piraeus,
Naples, and Marseilles, iii,
Fortn. Thurs. for Smyrna,
Samos, R bodes, Beirii t
(Larnaka, Mersina, Alexan-
dretta, Latakia, Tripoli,
Beirut), Jaffa, Port Said,
and Alexandria. iv. Fortn.
Fri. for Dedeagatch, Kaval-
la, Salonika, Syra, Patras,
and Marseilles, v. Fortn,
Mon. to Samsftn, Kerasund
Treblzond, and Batum. vi.
Fortn. Mon. to Odessi, Novo-
rossisk, and Batum.

B. Austro - Hungarian
Lloyd. i. Every Sat.
to Pirteus, Patras, Corfu,
Brlndisf, ami Trieste, ii.
Every Sit. to Burgas aud
Constanza. iii. Every
Thur. to Odessa, iv. livery
Thur. to Constanza, SuUna,
Tultja, Galatz, and Braita
(summer only), v. Every
Sat. to Ineboli, Samsun,
Kerasund, Treblzond, Rizeh,
and Batum. vi. Fortn. Sun.
to Mytilene, Smyrna,
Rhodes, Mersina, Alexau-
dretta, Latakia, Tripoli,
Beiriit, Haifa, Jaffa, and
Egypt, vii. Fortn. Sat. to
GaHipoli, Dedeagatch, Porto
Lagos, Kavalla, Salonika,
Voio, Pii'ifus, Candia, Rety-
nio, Canea, Zante, Argos-
toli, Corfu, Valona, Fiume,
and Trieste, viii. Fortn.
Sat. as in vii. to Salonika,
and thence to Smyrna,
Cheshmeh, Candia, Retimo,
Canea, Ionian Islands, and
nieste. ix. Fort Mon. to
Gallipoli, Mytilene, Samoa,
Ohio, Smyrna, Syra, Piraeus,
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Calaniata, Fatras, Corfu,
Fiunie, and Trieste.

C. Navigazione Generate
Italiana. i. Every Wed.
to Pi a?us, Corfu, Brindisi,
Bari. An,onu, Venice, and
Trieste, ii. Every Mood,
alternately to Smyrna, Cbio,
Pirseus, Canea, Sicilian
ports, Naples, Leghorn, and
Genoa. lii. And to Salo
nika, Piraeus, and same
ports, iv. Every Thurs. to
Burgas and Odessa. v.
Every Sun. to Constanza,
Sulina, Galatz, and Braila
vi. Fortn. Tues. to Ineboli,
Samsiln , K erasund , Trebi-
zond, and Batum . vii.
Fortn. Tues. io Smyrna,
Messina, and Genoa.

D. Russian Company, i.
Every Tues. and Fri. to
Odessa. ii. Every Wed. to

Sevastopol, iii. Every Fri.
to Ineboli, Sinope, Samsun,
Ordu, Kerasund. Trebizond,
and Batum. i/. Every Wed.
to Smyrna, Pineus and
Alexandria. v. Fortn. Wed.
to Burgas, "Varna, and
Odessa. vi. Fortn. Sat. to
Smyrna, Chio, Tripoli,
Beirut, Jaffa, Port Said, and
Alexandria.
E. Rouman ian Steam

boat Company, i, Every
Tues. and Sat. to Constanza
(Kustenjeh). ii. Fortn. Mon.
to Salonika. iii. Fortn. Sat.
to Pirseus.

F. Fraissinet et Vie. i.
Fortn. Tues. to Dedeagatcb,
Salonika, Volo, Piranis,
Naples, Genoa, and Mar
seilles, ii. Fortn. Tues. to
Rodosto, Mytitene, Smyrna,
Syra, Genoa, aiid Marseilles,
iii. Every Fri. to Sulina,
Galatz, and Braila.

G. Egyptian Mail Ste ,wi-
ers (Khedivial M. S. Co.).
Every Tues. to Mytilme,
Smyrna, Piraeus, and Alex
andria.

H. Panhellenic Company.
i. Every Mon. to Samsun,
Kerasund, Trebizond, and
Batum. ii. Every Wed. to
Mytilene, Smyrna, Chio,
Piraau-, and Trieste.

I. JV. Faquet et Cie.
j. Once a fortnight to
Marseilles, ii. Once a fort
night to Samsun, Trebizond,
Batum, and Nuvorossisk.

J. Courtji et Cie i. Every
Tues. toGallipoli, Mytilene,
Smyrna, Cbio, Andros,
Tinos, Syra, Canea, Retimo,
and Candia. ii. Every Wed.

to Gallipoli, Mt. Atbos
( Fortn . ), Salonika, and
Volo. iii. Every .I hurs. io
Ineboli, Sinope, Samsfin,
Ordu, Kera>und, and Tre
bizond. iv. Every Sat. to
Burgas, Varna, Sulina,
Tultja, Galatz, and Braila.

K. Mahsuse Company, i.
Fortn. Wred. Gallipoli, Myti

lene, Smyrna, Chio, UhodeR,
Adalia, Selefkeh, Medina,
Alexandretta, Tripoli, Bei
rut. Saida, and Jaffa. ii.
Evi ry Tues. alternately to
Gallipoli, Mytilene, Smyrna,
Chio, Syra, Candia, Retimo,
Canea, Derni, Benghazi,
Tripoli, and Malta. iii. And
as in ii. to Syra, Canea
Re i imo, and Cand S a . iv.
Every Fri. alternately to
Gallipoli. Dedeagatcb, Porto
I-ag".s, Kavalla, and Sa
lonika. v. And to Gallipoli,
Leninoc, and Salonika, vi.
Fortn. Wed. to Gallipoli,
Tenodos, Molivo, tdremid,
Aivali, Mytilene, Dikili.
Smyrna, Chesbmeb, and
CI i i, <. vii. Every Tburs.
to Eregli, Ineboli, Sinope,
Samsiin, Unieh, Ordu, Kera-
fund, Tireboli, Trebizond,
and Kizeb. viii. Every
Tues., Thurs., and Sat. to
Yalova, Darija, Karamursal,
Eregli, Gonja, Kadikli, Dtir-
nn nderth, Seyban, and
Ismid. ix. Every Wed.
and Sat. to Perama and
Panderma. x. KveryTms.,
Fri., and Sun. to Mudania
and Geumlek. xi. Every
Mon. and Thurs. to Kara
Bogha, Rodosto, Ganos,

Khoja, Meiefte, and Shar-
keuj. xii. Every Thins,
and Mon. to Mcrefte as in
xi., and thence to Kutali,
Marmaia Pasha Lim&n, anu
Erdek. xiii. Kvery Tues.
and Sat. to Epivatos, Silivri,
Engli, and Rotlosto. x\v.
Every Wed. to Eregli and
Bart in.

L. Dutch Company.
Twice a month to Smyrna,
Salonika, Pirseus, Malta (oc
casionally), and Amsterdam.
M. German Levant S. S.

Co. i. Once a month to
Burgas, Varna, and Odessa.
ii. Once a month to Smyrua,
Pira'us, Malta, and Ham
burg, iii. Twice a month
to Constitnza, Galatz, and
Braila. iv. Twire a month
to Salonika, Antweip, and
Hamburg, v, Onre a month
to Odessa and Batum. vi,

Once a month to Pira-us,
Newcastle, and Hamburg.

N.B.—The days of sailing
and precise rout's of all
steamers aie liable to be
changed; the latest infor
mation should be obtained
at the Offices of the Com
panies or at Cook's Office.

All steamers stop at the
Dardanelles (Chanak) ap-
proathing and leaving Con
stantinople.
Embassies : British ; in

Fcra in winter, Thernpia
in summer. Ambassador,
The Rt. Hon. Sir Nicholas
O'Conor, G.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
etc. ; 1st Secretary, C. Alban
Young, Esq. Mil. At
tache, Lieut. -Col. H. C.
Surtets, C.B., D.S.O.
United States; in Fera,

Minister, Hon. John G. A.
Leishman.

Austria, France, Germany,
Italy, Fers'a, and Russia
have embassies ; Belgium,
Greece, Holland, Roumunia,
Servia, Spain, Sweden, and
Norway have Legatit ns at
Constantinople.
Consulates : British ; in

Galata. Judge, R. B. P.
Cator, Esq.; Consul-Gen., H.
C. A. Eyres, Esq. Attached
to the Consulate are a Su
preme Court, Prison, and
Seaman.s Hospital. United
States ; in Pera, Rue Ka-
bristan ; Consul - General,
C. M. Dickinson, Esq.

Passports, Tezkerehs :
rassports are necessary ,
and, before leaving Con
stantinople by steamer for
a foreign country, must be
vised and afterwards shown
at the Custom-house and to
the Turkish police.

The fees for a vise are :—
British Consulate . '2f. 0(2.
American ,, Gold P. 25
German ,, „ 16.25
Russian ,, „ 10.
Belgium „ 5 frs.
Bulgarian ,, 2 „
French „ 5 „
Greek „ 5 „
Italian „ 5 ,,
Roumanian „ 5 „

Travellers leaving for the
Interior of Turkey must
pro jure a Tol Tezkereh ,
or travelling pass/ ort. To
obtain this the traveller
must present his passport,
personally or by deputy,
at the Consulate. The
Tezkereh order is then
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delivered on payment of a
fee of 2s. ; on presentation
of this order at the Tezkereh
Office, in the Ministry of
Police (S.),or at the Custom
House (G.;t the Tezkereh is
delivered without further
question for a small fee.
(Tezkereh, gold P. 5 ; vim,
gold P. 2.) The dragoman
of the hotel may be en
trusted with these simple
formalities. The Yol lez-
kereh must be vise' in each
Vilayet (p. [6]).
Churches : Church of

England. British Embassy
Chapel in Pera, or in The-
rapia (S. Mary's Church)
during the summer months,
when the chapel in Pera is
closed. Holy Comm. 1 st
Sun. in month after morn
ing service; 2nd, 3rd, and
4th bun. 8.30 a.m. ; ser
vices, 10.30 a.m. and 5
it.m. Rev. H. K. Anketell.

—Christ Church (Memorial
Church) in Pera; Holy
Comm. 1st and 3rd Sun.

towns, and has agencies or
sub-agencies at Adalia,
Adana, Aidin, Denizli,
Konia, Manila, Mugula,
Nazli, Sivas, and Smyrna,
in A. Minor; and at Lar-
naca, Limussol, and Nicosia,
in Cyprus. Credit Lyon-
nais, near the Outer Bridge
(G.) : Socie'te Ottoman de
Change et de Valeurs, R,
Voivoda (G.); Credit
Generale Ottoman, R. Vo'i-
voda(G.); Azarian Bros.,
22, Pershenbe Bazar (G.).
Money Changers, Sarrafs.

Money thanging plays an
important part in the daily
life of Constantinople.
Public offices, local steamers,
tramways, bridges, &c, give
no change ; the obligation
to provide change is thrown
upon the payer or buyer,
and he has to purchase it in
the market. Sarrafs will be
found in most of the princi
pal streets of Pera and
Galata ready to sell small
money. In changing a

and 4th i,t noon. Festi
vals 8.30 a.m. ; Greater
Festivals 8.30 a.m. and
noon ; services 11 a.m. Sun.
and Fri., all Holy Days,
Wed. in Lent, and every
day in Holy Week. Rev. T.
Dowling, M.A.—All Saints,
Kadi Ktui. Rev. F. K.
Whitehouse, M.A. — Evan
gelical Union Church.
Chapel of Dutch Legation
in Pera ; services in English
every Sun. 11 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Rev. F. W. Anderson. —
Established Church of Scot
land in Haskeui ; service
Sun. 11 a.m. Rev. D. Millar
Kay.—Evangelical Union
Church in Bebek. Service
at Hubert College, Kumili
Hissar, at 10.-15 a.m., by the
Processors ; and at the
American College for Girls,
Skutari, at 11 a.m.—Luthe
ran Church.—German Em
bassy Chapel in 1 era, Bue
Ainali Cheshmeh.— homan
Catholic Church.- Cathedral
Ch. of S. Esprit, 107, Grande
Kne de Pankaldi ; Ui. of S.
Antoine, 377, Grande Rue,
Pera ; Ch. of S. Marie, 429,
Grande Rue, Fera.

Banks : The Imperial
Ottoman Bank, Rue Voi
voda (G.); branch, Grande
Rue (P.), opposite Galata
Serai, gives letters of credit,
payable in the principal

lost, and in changing a
quarter Mej. another 5 p. c.
The rates of exchange,
which are constantly fluctu- i
ating, are published in the.
newspapers and posted in !
the Clubs; but travellers I

not initiated in the mysteries i
of the Turkish money
market should get their
change through the porter
of the hotel, or their drago
man. There is much false
money in circulation, and
sarrafs are not always
honest ; therefore aciept no
foreign coin, no Turkish
coin on which the characters
on ob. and rev. are not
legible, no copper coin, and
not more than P. 5 in metal-
liks. When large sums are
required in silver or metal-
lik, for a journey, recourse
should be had to a Rank.
Money, see p. [9].

Post Offices : Imperia
Ottoman Post. ChiefOffite,
Stambul, near Yeni Jami'.
Branches, Ak Serai (S.);
Galata, Rue Voivoda; Pera,
37, Tepe Bashi ; Sl;utari;
Ileshiktash. Letter-boxes in
Pera, Galata, and some of the
hotels. Rates. To foreign
countries according to the
international tariff", an or
dinary letter of 15 grammes,
or i oz., P. l. Inland post :
To coast towns served by

steamers and railway sta
tions, 10 gr., P. i; to towns
in the interior, 10 gr., P. 2.
British P. 0. Office, Galata.
Letter of 15 gr. or i oz., P. 1.
Postage on newspapers and
books, id. (i0 paras), for
every 2 oz. or 60 grammes.
No book must exceed 4 lbs.,
1814 grammest Samples,
20 paras for the first 2 oz.,
and lo paras for every suc
ceeding 2 oz. up to 12 oz.
Mails are despatched daily
for the U. Kingoom, the
continent of Europe, and
the U. S. of America. Also
to Smyrna, Beirut, Cypi us,
and Alexandria by every
steamer leaving. Corre
spondence for 1ndla, &c, is
sent via Alexandria. A
British postage stamp will
prepay a letter to any part
of Europe. Money and
Postal Orders issued. Parcel
Post via Liverpool and
Marseilles.

Austrian P. 0. Office,
3, Rue Mahmoudieh (G.).
Branches, 438, Grande Rue
(P.). Yeni Kamondo Khan
(S.). Frenoh P. 0. Office,
Rue Voivoda (G.). Branches,
Passage Oriental (P.); Yeni
Kamondo KhEn (S.). Ger
man P. 0, Office, Rue
Voivoda (G,); Passage Haz-
zopulo(P.); Havuzlu Khan
(S.). Letter-boxes in P. and
at Tunnel Station, (G.).
Russian P.O. Office, Klrech
Kapu (G.). Branch, Rue
Baghcheh Kapu(S.).
The postal arrangements

of the above offices can be
ascertained by inquiry at the
hotels, and are given in the
Levant Herald Almanac.
There is no postal delivery
at Constantinople; letters
must be called for at the
P. O.'s at which they are
expected to arrive. There
is no town service ; letters
for town are sent by mes
sengers.
Telegraphs : Local Offices,

Pera, 181, Gde. Rue; Ga
lata, Rue Voivoda ; Stambiil,
23, Rue S'oilk Cheshmeh
(General Office), the Seras-
keiat, and Yeni Jami'
Kadi Keui; Bebek; leni-
keui ; Therapia ; Buyuk-
dereh. For every tele
gram of 20 words be
tween these stations P. 2f
and for every 10 or fraction
of 10 words above 20, half
the rate is charged in add!
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tfon. The charge to Prln-
kipo. Halkl, Haldar Pasha,
Pendik, and stations on the
line of railway to Ismid is
I". 5 for a telegram of 20
wonIs. For rates lo the
interior of Turkey and to

Foreign States, see p. [7].
N.B.—In payments the
Mejidb h is worth l\ 19.
British Indian Telegraph

Agency, 4, Manukoglu Khan,
Galata, Eastern Telegraph
Company, 181, Gde. Rue,
Pera.
Dragomans, Ciceroni, or

Valets de place, should al
ways be obtained through
the landlord of the hotel at
which the traveller Is stay
ing. If the traveller be not
at an hotel, he should ask
the Consulate to recommend
a man. Greeks and Arme
nians, most of whom belong
to the International Cour-
riers and Guides Office,
18, Boulevard des Petits-
Champs (P.), printed tariff,
have a monopoly of the
hotels ; the Jews tout
in the streets. Dragomans
are indispensable, whether

for sight seeing or pur
chasing, if the traveller do
not know the language.
From long habit they know
all the objects of interest,
but they are Ignorant of the
meaning and importance of
what they show, and their
explanations are worse than
useless. With a smattering
of many languages, they
know none thoroughly, and,
being unable to appreciate
Western modes of thought,
they often misunderstand
what is said to them, and
give answers which they
think will please their em
ployers, or save themselves

trouble. They are often
wanting in truth, and have
all the defects of servants
who, believing themselves
to be indispensable, prey on
the weakness or good nature
of their masters. In making
purchases it is well to re
member that the dragoman
receives a commission on
the price paid, and that,
though be may pretend to
bargain, it is his interest to
have as high a price as
possible. The Hotel Drago
mans charge from 5-lu
francs per diem.

Police, Zabtieh or Zaptieh.
The Ministry of Police,

7.o b t ieh Xaza re ti, is in
Stambiil, near the Hippo
drome, and here are the
Chief Police Station t;S.)
and the office at which
travelling tezkerehs are
issued. The Prison and
Hospital of the Police Force
are in the At Meidan. The
other chief stations are
Galata Serai (P.), with
secondary stations at Voi-
voda, foot of Step Street (G.),
Taksim (P.)t Haskeui, and
Beshiktasb ; and Skutari,
with a secondary station at
Kadi Keui. Minor stations,
KuUuk, are established at
several places In the city.
The police are all Moslems ;
the gendarmes (Guard
house Zaptichs) wear a
blue uniform with red
facings ; the pulice, a black
uniform with purple and
green facings; the police
commissare, a long frock
coat and sword with a white
cross-belt.
Dervishes: Whirling, or

Dancing Dervishes, every
Tuesday and Friday, after
the midday prayer, at
the Tekkeh in the Tunnel
Square (P.), and, near
Top Kapu, outside the
walls (S.). Admission free ;
a few piastres given to the
doorkeeper on leav iug.
Howling Dervishes, every
Thursday at Skutari, and
every Sonday at Kassim
Pasha, after midday prayer.
Places are set apart for
visitors. Admission free ;
a few piastres given to the
doorkeeper on leaving.
Palaces : Tlie Treasury

in the Old Senmlio, Beyler
Bey Palace, and Dombag-
sche Palace, can all be seen
on the same day, usually
Monday, with per mission
from tbe Embassy . The
Treasury is shown fi r?t ;
afterwards, Imperial b >a'.s
are provided lor visitors ac
cording io the number, and
they are condu-ted to the
two palaces. Special per
mission must be obtained
through the Embassy to
visit the Imperial Stables.

Mosques : No special
permission Is required to
visit the mosques; but it is
usual to give the caretaker,
Kdim, a fee of P. 5-10 per
head. Moslems of the better
class always wear overshoes,
which are removed on

entering a mosque. Euro
peans who do not adopt this
custom must take slippers
witli them to draw over
their boots, or hire them at
the mosque door. Moslems
never take off their fezzes
or turbans, but it is usual
for Europeans to remove
their hats as a mark of
respect. Mosques should
not be visited at prayer
time or on Fridays. It is
advisable to take a drago
man when visiting the
mosques. The KahHyeh
Mosque has not been shown
since the earthquake iu 189 i .

Museums : Jf. of Anti
quities, Chinili Kiosk in the
old Seraglio Gardens (S.).
Open 1 1-4 daily, except
Fridays. Admission, P. 5,
M. of Ancient Costumes, or
of the Janissaries, at S. end
of Hippodrome, open daily
till dusk. Admission, P. 3.
There is a email collection
of Greek antiquities in the
possession of the Hellenic
Literary Society "Syllogos."

Russian Archaeological
Institute : Collection of
Antiquities and MSS. ;
libraiy. Direitor, Dr.
(mspensky ; Secretary, M.
Pharmakousku, 25, Rue
Saklz-agach (P.).

Diiectory, &c. : Annuaire
Oriental du Commerce, 23
fr., gives addresses in Con
stantinople and the large
provincial towns, with other
information. Levant Herald
Almanac, P. 10, gives postal
and telegraph rates, and
useful notes on Consular
.staff, Turkish time, kc.

Barristers: Elwm Pears,
Esq. (G-); Pedrelli, V., ll,
Kevork, Key Kh&n (G.).
Baths : Bains du Luxem

bourg, 15, R. Sakiz Aghatcb
(P.% P. 10-15. Turkish
Baths, Galata Serai Ham-
mami (P.), Mahnmd Pasha
Hamnmmi(S.),P. 6-8. Salt-
vater Baths. The bathing
on the Bosporus, at Prin-
kipoaud S. Sitfano, is excel
lent, and it is very good at
Ka 1i Keui and Moda Burnu.
There. «re baths at the Outer

Bridge and at Salibazar, but
the water is not very clear.
N.B.—Money, watcies, and
articles of value should not
be taken to any of the
baths.
Bazar: The best shops in

the Stambui Baz&r are—
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Sadoullah ,fe Co., " Fara
way Moses," whose shop is
decorated in Turkish style,
and who do a large business
especially with Americans.
Their carpets, which are
made for them in Smyrna
and in the interior, are
beautiful, and their modern
embroideries and woven
stuffs are very good. Tbey
deliver goods free to hng-
land, and make arrange
ments with Americans.
Sadyk Effendi is best for
old embroideries. Hajji
Osman Bey, Abraham Es-
kanazi, Elia, Antoine, Sulei
man Effendi, and ffajji
Baba. Mr. George Baker,
500, Grande Rue (P.), has
also an excellent selection
of modern and old Turkish
embroideries, and there is
less trouble in bargaining,
&c, with blm. He makes
special arrangements for
shipping goods.

The great bazar was par
tially destroyed by the earth
quake of 1894, and deserted.
The business formerly ton- '
ducted in it was diverted to
various parts of Stambul
Galata, and Pera. Most of
the curiosity sellers estab
lished themselves in streets
near the old bdzar. Projects
for rebuilding the bazar have
not yet b'en carried out.
A small bazar in aid of

the si^k and wounded in the
Turco-Hellenic War has
been opened in a small park
Just outsi ie the Sultan.s

Palace—Yildiz Kiosk (en
trance, 20 P.).

British and Foreign
Bible Society : Agent, Rev.
J. R. Hodgson, Passage
Tunnel (P.).

Birdstuffer : Consoli, 63,
K, Kabristan (P.).

Booksellers : Otto Keil,
to H.l.M. the Sultan. All
books on the East ; Mur
ray.s Handbooks ; photo
graphs ; water-colou? s by
Prezlosi, 457, Gde. Rue (P.) i
Weisz, bouks and maps,
483, Gde. Rue (P.); Macgil,
5, Tunnel Passage (P.);
Turkish and Persian books
in the Stambul Baz&r. Saha-
flar Street.

Brasseries, conducted on
the German system. Men-

noise (Jannii, 396, Ge.
Rue (P."). Suisse, 380, Ge.
Rue (P.). Vogt, 15, R, Voj-

vode (G.). lily. Station,
Refreshment Boom (S.).

British Institutions : The
Brit. Literary and Me
chanics Instit u te, in t he

Francis Memorial Building,
near the Galata Tower, The
Sailors. Home, near the In
stitute. The Brit. Seamen's

Hospital, adjoining the
British Consular buildings.
The English High School
for Girls, 353, Gde. Hue (P.).
founded by Lady Stratford
Canning. Sometville House
in which the Governess
Home and other philan
thropic agencies are accom
modated. Rue Ensis (P.).
near Tunnel.
U, S. Institutions: The

American Bible Society,
American Boardof Foreign
Missions, in the Bible House

(American Khan, S.).
Butcher : Prieur, 470,

Gde. Rue (P.).
Cafes Chantants: Con

cordia, Trocadero, and
Palais de Criftal, all in the
Grande Rue (P.). In sum
mer there is an open-air
theatre in the garden of the
Concordia.
Chemists : Canzueh Freres

(Pharmagie Britannique),
156, Gde. Rue (P.); Zanni,
84, Gde. Rue (P.); dtlla
Sudda. 169, Gde. Rue (P.);
Madella (G.).
Clubs : Cercle d. Orient,

Gde. Rue (P.). Very good
and comfortable ; excellent
cooking. Club de Constan
tinople (commerciale ct

maritime); good. There is
a branch at the Tunnel
Station, Galata, for break
fast. In these two clubs
strangers must be intro
duced by a member. The
German Society Teutonia
combines a club with a
theatre, in which, during
winter, concerts and per
formances are given. It was
rebuilt in 1896.
English Co-operative

Stores, I, 2, 3, Rue Haza-
rene (G.).

Coal Merchants: A. A.
Hill, agent for Glamorgan
Coal Co., Kara Mustafa
Sokak, near the end of the
Outer Bridge (G.); Gilchrist,
Walker, A Co. , Halagian
Khan (OA
Confectioners : Lebon and

Bourdon, 434. Gde. Rue
(P.) Turkish Sweetmeats :
Haji Bekir Ayha, 16, R.

BaghcbehKapus!(S.); Ah
med Hussein. 54, Dtv&n
Yolu' (SA
T. Cook and Son's Tourist

Office, Rue Kabristan (op
posite Pera Palace Hotel).
Dressmaker: De Melville,
European Articles : G.

Baker, 241 and 500, Gde.
Hue (travelling outfit,
Oriental goods, linendraper);
Bon Marchi, 354, Ode. Rue
( French goods, toilet articles,
&c.) ; Paluka, German
Barto, 388, Ode. Rue
(bronzes, artistic and toilet
articles) ; Streater it Co.,
Tunnel Square (linendrapers
and millinery) ; Mir ,fc
Cottereau, 140, Gde. Rue
(millinery, hosiery, artistic
objects, &c); \Haydn (fc Co.,
187 and 479, Gde. Rue
(linendrapers); Burnett, 21
and 23, Rue Beuytlk Hendek
(G.) (ironmonger); A. Kun,
399, Ode. Rue (millinery,
hosiery, &c).

Fairs, at which all kind
of produce is sold, are held
on Monday at Yen! Jami'
and Chichek Bazar (S.);
Tuesday, Defterdar Yoku-
ehu, Top-kh&neh, and Shah
Zadeh Bashi (S.); Wednes
day, S. Sophia and Sultan
Muhammad (S.) ; Thurs
day, Pershenbe Baz&r (G.)
and Jub-Ali (S.); Friday,
Kossim Pasha, Eyub, and
Skutari ; Saturday, Besbik-
tash; Sunday, Yen! Shehr
(PA

Forwarding Agents :
Globe Express Agency,
A. Laughton, auent for
Wheatley & Co., M'Craken
& Co., and for Morris of
New York, 25, Pershenbe
Bazftr (G.). G. Baker and
Sadullali tfc Co. forward
goods bought at their shops.
T. Curmusi, 2, Leon Han

(G.).
Gunsmith : Chedan, 492,

Gde. Rue (P.).

Hairdressers : Krisich'
Passage Oriental (P.) ; Isi
dore (for ladies), 433, Gde.
Rue (P.); Petchoff, 474,
G,le. Rue (P.). Charge,
1 franc.

Hatter : Baldasar, 424,

Gde. Rue (P.).

Jewellers : Saury & Co.,
422, Gde. Rie (P.) ; Vartan,
395, Gde. Rue (P.).

Livery Stables : Marco,
164, Gde Rue; Xoios, 8, Gde,

Hue (P.).
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Musical Instruments :
Comendinger, 1 79, Gde. Rue

(PA
Newspapers : The most

important are: English and
French, the Levant Herald
and Eastern Express, daily
and weekly edition, founded
in 1856 ; Moniteur Orien
tal. French, Stambid,
Iax Turqnie. Armenian,
Arevelk, daily. Jeridei shar-
kiyeh, daily, Aredaper,
weekly. Greek, Xtologos,
Byzantis, h'onstantinupolis.
Turkish, Tarik, Terjuman
Hakikat. Saadet, all daily,
and Osmanli (Turk, and
Fr.)- There are also a Per
sian and two Jewish papers.

Optician : Verdoux, 492.
Gde. Hue (P.).

Orient Express Office :
For sleeping berths, in the
Pera Palace Hotel.

Oriental Carpets, Curiosi
ties, Embroideries, Sec, ;
G. Baker, 500, Grande liue
(PA near Tunnel entiance;
SadouUah A Co., Tarakjilar

Khin (S.), Sadyk, Elia,
Hajji Osman Bey, Abraham
Eskanazi, and others in the
Grand Bazar Stain biil (p. 27;.
Japanese and Ch nese ar
ticles, Tollers & Co., near
the Tunnel entrance (PA

Photographers : Abdullah
Freres, 452, Gde. Rue (P.) ;
Seliali and Joailler, 439,
Gde. Rue (P.) ; Berggren,
414, Gde. Rue (PA
Physicians and Surgeons :

Dr. MclAan, British Sea- j
men's Hospital (G.) ; Dr.
Patterson, Rue Kabristan
(P.); Dr. Sarell (Surgeon),
1 1, R. Serkis (P.) ; Dr. Mordt-
mann, 3, R. Kartal (P.);
Ihr. Muhlig,94, R. Kombaraji

(P.); Dr.Delacour, 16, Gde.
Kue (P.) ; Dr. Kambouro-
glou, 14, R. Agha Hamam
(PA

Oculist and Aurist: Dr.
van Millinijen, opposite
British Consulate (G.).
Dentists: M. Dorigny, 17,
R. Annali Mesjid (P.); M.
van der Heyde, 194, Gde.
Rue (P.) American Den
tists: Dr. Matteosiav, Rue
du Theatre (P.); Dr.Faber,
1 unnel Pa>sage (P.).
For cases ot" serious illness

the German Hospital is re
commended; the nurses are
German Sisters (Kaisers-
werth Deaconesses). There
is also a French Hospital,
22, Gde. Rue (P.), with

"Sisters of Charity" as,
nurses. Private rooms on
payment.
The Porters, Hammdl,

most of whom are Arme- I

nians from the interior of
A. Minor, form a corpora
tion, and are divided into
sections, each of which
takes a Quarter of t lie
city. They stand for hire
at tlie street corners, and
carry very heavy weights.
The charge lor a porter from
Galata to Pera is P. 4-5. \

Professors : Travellers
wishing to study Turkish,
Arabic, Greek, or Armenian
should ask at the Embassy
for the names of the Pro-
lessors employed by the
Student Interprettrs.

Public Gardens: Petit*
Champs. Admission, P. 1.
Band afternoon and evening
in summer. Restaurant and
Theatre. Taksim, or Grands
Champs. Admission, P. 1.
Band Sundays A favourite
Sunday afternoon prome
nade.
Reading Room : The Otto-

many founded in 1867.
Divan Yolu opposite the
tumb of Reshid Pasha (S.).
Restaurants and Cales:

Restaurant Lebon (6\ de
St. Petersbourg), 434, Gde.
li uc ( I'. ). G ocd French
cooking. Best, and Cafe
Splendide, 190, Grande Rue
( P. ). Hestauran t Yah n i,
Gde. Rue (P.). Pest, and
Cafe dit Luxembourg, 130,
Gde Rue (P.); good. Rett.
and Cafi in Municipu I
Gardens, Petit s Champs
(P.). Best, and Cafe die
Genio, 32, Place Kara keui
(G.), near end of Outer
Bridge. lest. Gambettu,
14, B. Vo'ivode (G.), n ar
Tunnel ; fair Italian cook
ing, f.est. Tokatlian, 29,
K. Miilmfa^ajilar, near the
Bazar (S.); f.ir. Cafe,
Muncpl. Gardens, Taksim.

There are many Greek
and Turkish eating-bouses
in Stambill, but none oi
them are g, tod . Turkish
Cafes are numerous in all
(Quarters of the city ; a cup
of coffee is Par. 20, a glass
ol" raki or mastic, Par. 20,
and a narghileh, Pur. 20.

Shoeblacks, Boyaji ; at
the street corners, the
Tunnel, and Galata Serai. j

Shoemakers : Burguy,
495, Gde. Rue (P.;; Herat,

for ladies, 9, Passage Hazzo-

poulo (P.).
Stationer: Bailly, 374,

Gde. Rue (P.).
Tailors: Botter A Co.,

252, Gde. Rue(P.); Mir and
Cotterau, 140, Gde. Rue (P.).
Theatres : Theatre Fran-

fats, 176, Gde. Rue (P.);
T. Municipal des Petits
Champs, in the Municipal
Gardens, R. Mezarlili (P.).
Prices, P. 5-25. T. Verdi,
134, Gde. Rue (P.); Greek
plays. T. Osmaniyeh, in
Gedik Pasha Quarter (S.);
Operettas and comedies in
Turkish, translated from
the French. Open in winter
and Kamaz&n. During Ra-
maz&n the Kara-gyuz, a
kind of marionette enter
tainment, is much patronised

by Turks.
Tobacco (tiitun) ; Cigars :

Angelides, 323, Gde. Rue
(P.) for foreign cigars ;
llegis Headquarters, Rue
Perahenbe Bazar (G.); Regie
Depots, 158, tidr. Rue(P.),
and Rue Slrkeji (S.), for
cigarettes and best Turkish
tobacco. Cigarettes, 50-
120 fr. per 1000; tobacco,
30-6J ir. per k logianime.
Tumbaki: Feisian mer

chants in Misr Cliarshi (S.)
and Yfllil Cliarshi (Top-

khaneh).
Watchmakers : Bauer,

Gde. Rue (P.) ; Meyer, 35,

R. Yeni Jami' (G.\
Wines, Spirits, Stc. : Eco-

vomic Coop. Stores, u. ar
I. 0. Bank (G.1; Baker and
Silleh, Rue Voivoda Khan
(G.); Thompson, 2U9, Gde.
line (P.); Stevenson, 19,
Kue Mertevani (G.).

Constantinople, Climate of,
7 ; Government of, 6 ; Pop

ulation of, 6.

CONSTANZA (Kustenjkh),

[3. 4].

H.6.M. Vice - Ccnsi.l :

Hotels : IT. Carol, good,
but difficult to obtain ruonis
during the bathing season.
//. Frances ; H. Bristol ; H.

y,itonal.

Means ofCommunicaticn :
A. Boumanian Steamboat
Company. Every Sun.
and Thurs., to Constanti
nople (13 hrs.).-B. Messa-
geri,s Maritimes. Weekly
from (Jalatz to Constami-
nuple,—C. Austrian Lloyd.
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Every Tues. and Thurs. to
Constantinople.

CRACOW, [2],

Hotel*: Grand //. Vic
toria; Dresden.

Sights : Royal Castle ;
Museum Czartoryski.
Churches : Cathedral, S.

Mary.S. Florian, Dominican.

Crooked Aqueduct, 103.

Cyanean Rocks
gades), 105, 103, 1

Cyprus, [1].

Cyzicus, 137.

CZERNOWITZ, [2].
Hotels : Adler ; Kron-

prinz.

Sights : Archlepfscopal
Palace; Greek Cathedral;
University j Austrian Monu
ment.

Danure River, [2]-[4].

Dardanelles, The, 139-142,
[1], [23, 89.

DARDANELLES, 141, 150.

Kaza and Head Quarters
of Bigha Sanjak.

Population: 9)50, in
tluding 2678 Greek, 1169
Armenian, and 1700 Jews.

"Vice-Consul : J. F. Jones
(British); F. Calvert (United
States;.
Hotel and Caf- indif

ferent.
Horses can be hired to

visit Troy ; and for a journey
in the interior. 1'. 45 per
diem.

Comm unication: All
steamers passing to and from
Constantinople call. Boat
landing P. 5 j extra for lug
gage.

Post: Imperial Ottoman;
Austriam ; French ; Russian.
Telegraph Office : Euro

pean and lurkisb.

Dardanelles, Castles of the,

141.

DARIJEH, 119.

Mahstise Steamer Tues.,
Thurs., and Sat., to and
from Constantinople.

Darli Dereh, 119.

Daud Monastir, 127.

Daud Pasha Barracks, 81,
18, 90.

Datid Pasha Hospital, 81.

Daiid Pasha Jamisi, 64, 18.

Daud Pasha Kapusi, 31, 30.

Dead Sea, [20].

Decorations in Turkey, [25].

Defterdar Burnu, 95, 96.

Defter-Kiianeh, 39.

Deirhenjik, 138.

Deirmen Kapusi, 29.

Deirmenli Kizik, 131.

Delikli Chai River, 133.

Deli Taria, 104.

Demetrius, Church of, 150.

Demetrius, .Tepeh of, 150.

Demirji Keui, 91, 103.

Demirjilar Mesjidi, 52.

Demir Kapu, 65, 66.

Derrend, 133.

Deresi Keui, 108.

DERIKJEH, 120.

Station : Haidar-Pasba.—
I -mid Rly. Port of Ism hi.

Deruen Dereh, 90.

Derkos, 105.

Derkos Lake, 2, 75.

Dervishes, Dancing (MevleviX

83, 12, 16, 17, 20.

Dervishes, Howling (Rufai\
112, 83, 11, 12, 20.

Dervishes, Whirling (Mevle»i\
83, 11.

Devil's Aqueduct, 102.

Deril's Current, 96, 97, 92,
109.

Dikileh, 139.

Dil Burun, 119, 137.

Dil Iskelesi, 120, 137.

Dindymus, Mount, 137.

Divan, llall of the, 67.

Divan Khanch, 20, 17.
Admiralty.

Doghanjila<r-Meiddn, 112.

Dogs, 88.

DolmarAgiicheh, 19, 20, 94.

Dolmabdghcheh Palace, 93, 4,
8, 9, 12, 88, 109.

i omuzdereh, 89, 103.

Drilo River, [19].

Drin River, [19].

Drug Bazar, 18.

Duwrrek Si- River, 143.

DUVER, 123.
Station: Anatolian Rly.

for Phrygian monuments.

E.

Eastern Rujiexia, [19].

Edexjik, 138.

Edirneh Kapusi, 24, 35, 75.

Egri Kapu, 37, 23, 32, 58, 75,

77, 103.

Eori Kemer, 103.

Egypt, [20].

Egyptian Bazar, 78, 64.

El!a Tepeh, 119.

Etias Mount.

El-Bevlik, 136.

Emirghian, 98, 90.

Emir Sultan, Mosque of, 128.

Engineer School, 82.

Engineer Barracks, 81.

English Memorial Chuich, 19.

English School for Girls, 82.

Ephesus, [1], [2].

Epirus, [19],

EPIVATOS, 118.
Mahsusc Steamer twice a

week to and from Constan
tinople.

ERDEK, Artace, 138, 119.

Kaza of Karasi.
Population : K00.
Hotel : Cysique.
Horses tan be hired to

visit Cyzicus.
Mahsuse Steamer twice a

week to and from Constan
tinople.

EREGLI, Pennihus, Hera-
cleia, 118, 119.

Nahieh of Rodosto.
Mahstise Steamer 3 times

a week to and from Con
stantinople.

EREN-KEUI. 120, 141, 150.
Station: Haidar Pasba.—

Ismid Rly.
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Erivan, 98.

EshrefZadeh, Mosque of, 136.

Eski Hissarlik, 142.

Eski Imaret Mesjidi, 57, 11.

Eski Serai, 66.

ESKI - SHEHR, Dorylaeum,

122.
Kaza of Kutaya.
Station ; Anatolian Rly.
Carriage to the town,

T. 5.
Population : 20,000.
Hotels : Suisse ; Brand-

itetter.
Horses and Arabas for

hire.
Post : Imperial Ottoman.

Telegraph Office : Euro

pean and Turkish.

Eski Valideh Jam?, 113, 17.

Et Meidan, 43, 4, 25.

European Turret, [19].

Euxine, 91, 92, 105, 106.
Evhad-eddin Vallev, 103.

Eres, 21, 11, 14, 17, 22, 25
37, 75, 88, 94.

Eynb, Mosque of, 21, 4, 17.

Eyiib, Cemetery of, 17.

FiL Burnu, 91, 106.

Firmans, [7].

Foreigners, [22].

Forty Fountains, 52.

Forum Amastrianon, 25.

Fvrum Augusteon, 24.

Forum Taurou, 24.
Fountains of Constantinople,

77.
French College, 82.

French Palace, 99.

Fundukli, 20, 17, 93.

Funicular Railway, 16, 17.

Galata, 15-18, 8, 19, 20, 69,
75, 78, 80, 92. 93, 94, 101.

Galata, Bay of, 140.

Galata Burnu, 140.

Galata Serai, 18, 19, 81, 93.

Galata Tower, 15, 16, 9, 11,

81.

Galata Village, 140.

Fanaraki, 105.

FANAR BAGHCHEH, 115.
Hotels : H. Sebastiani,

well situated and fairly

good.
Lodgings by agreement.
Communication by rai 1

• with Haidar Paslia.

Fanar Burnu, 115.

Fanum, 106,

Fayence Mosque, 113.

Felicity, Gate of, 67.

Fenari lsa Mesjidi, 52.

Feri Keui, 17, 78, 88, 89.

Festivals, 12.

Fethiyeh Jami', 57, 28.

Fezzan, [20].

Finance, [26].

GALATZ, [4].
H.B.M. Consul-General ;

Lieut.-Col. H. Trotter, C.B.

Vice-Consul : H. C. C.

Dundas.

Hotels : MetropoU; Con

cordia.
Meansof Communication :

Austro - Hungarian Lloyd
steam era every AVed . to
Tultcha, Sulina. KusUu.jeh,
and Constantinople. Mes-
sageries Maritimes once a
fortnight, Sunday, to Su
lina, Kustinjeh, and Con
stantinople. Navigazione
Gen It., Fraissinet et (Tie,
and Courtji et Cie, each once
a week to Sulina and Con
stantinople. Danube Com
pany once a week to Odessa,
three times a week to Buda
pest and Vienna. Railway
to Czernowitz and Lemberg ;

! and to Bucharest in 7 hours.

| Galilee, Hills of, [20].

OALLIPOLI, 139.
Sanjak of Adrianople.
Population: 13,700,

largely Greek.
Vice-Consul: W. Grech.
Communication : Austro-

Hungarian Lloyd, (i.)
Fortu. Friday, to Tenedos,
Mytilenp, Smyrna, and
Syrian Coast, (ii.) Fortn.
Monday, to Constantinople.
Courtji et Cie, and Mahsusc
Co. steamers call frequently,
passing to and from Con -

stantinople.
Post : Imperial Ottoman.

Telegraph Office : European

and Turkish.

GAN0S, 119.
Malisuse Steamer twice

a week to and from Con

stantinople.

Gates of Constantinople, 25.

GEIVEH. Tottaeum, 121.
Kaza of Ismid.
Stat'on: Anatolian Rly.
Post: Imperial Ottoman.
Telegraph Office : Euro

pean and Turkish.

Genoese Castle, 106. 101,

103, 104.

German Palace, 99.

German-Swiss School, 82.

Geuk i,ereh, 131.

GeukSu River, 109, 125, 131.

GEUHLEK, 124, 119, 136.
Kaza of Bnisa.
Communication: Steamers

3 times a week to Mudania

and Constantinople.
T. P. and T. 0.

Geumlek Su River, 125.

Geunen Chai River, 138.

Geurijeh, 139.

Geuz Tepeh, 120.

Getikli Scala, 149.

Ghazi Hunkiar Jami' , 128.

Ghazi Khaireddin Pasha,
Turbeh of, 94.

Ghazilar ISaELESr, 140.

Ghevseh, 120.
Giant.s Mt. and Grave, 107,

108, 101, 103, 106.

GIURGEVO, [3], [4].
1.assports shown.

Golden Gate, 33, 11, 24, 25,

32.

Golden Horn, 14, 5. 8, 12,
22, 58, 69, 78. 89, 94, 111.

Grand Bazar, 27, 18.

Granicus River, 138.
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Great Bazdr, 78.

Great Bend, 102.

Greek Cemeteries, 88, 89.

Greek Commercial School, 82.

Greek Girls. School, 18.

Greek Hospital, 34, 81.

Greek Theological College, 82.

Greek Training School, 82.

Green Mosque, 127, 135.

GROSZWARDEIN, [3j.

Hotels : Rimanoczi;
Schwarzer Adler.

Sights : Museum ; Cal-
varien Kirche.

GUEBZEH, Dakibyza, 120.

Kaza of Constantinople.
Station: Haidar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.

Guilds, 82.

Gut /ami', 57, 18, 27.

GUI Khdneh Kapusi, 66.

GUI Khdneh Kiosk, 66.

Gul Khaneh, 82.

Gumush Stt Barracks, 19, 93.

Gdmush SO River, 108.

GtfzsL Hiss ar, 109.

H.

Haidar Pasha, 114, 11, 17,
111, 113, 120.

H ALKALI, 75.

Halkali Hill, 35.

HALKI, 116, 117, 82.

Population: 3000 Greeks.
Hotels : Halki Palace H. ;

H. d.Europe ; H. de la Belle
Urece; all indifferent.
Lodgings can be obtained.
Resta irant on the quay.
Donkeys for hire; t^rms

by agreement, about P. 10
to visit tbe monasteries.
Kaiks at Constantinople

prices.
Communication with Con

stantinople by steamers ol
tbe Mahsuse Co., Princes
Islands Line.

Hamidiyeh Jami', 95, 12.

Hamhahli, 138.

Handicraft School, 81.

Hanging Aqueduct, 103.

Hannibal, 7bmb of, 120.

Harems, 83.

Hakman Tepeh, 148.

Haskeli, 21, 14, 17, 20, 25,

88.

Hassan Pasha, Sebil of, 78.

Hastalar Kapusi, 30.

Hebdomon, 36, 90.

1-Ierrus River, [19].

Hector, Tomb of, 148.

Hejaz, [20],

Hellestont, 139.

Heptapyrgion, 4, 39.

Heraclian Wall, 39, 29.

Heraclitza, 119.

Hercules, Trench of, 150.

HERCULES-BAD, [3j.

Hotels : Franz - Jos-fs -
hof; liudolfs-hof.
Sulph ur bat lis, season

begins in June. Romantic
scenery.

HEREKE, 120.
Station: Haid.tr Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.

Hereki Tabu, 115.
Hers] -i.ijn, Promontory of,

97.

Herhus, Valley of, [1],

Herbek, 137, 120.

Hieron, 106, 107, 110.

Hippodrome, 39, 1, 2, 11, 30,
61, 76, 81.

Hirka-i-Sherif, The, 66, 68.

Hissarlie, 145, 144, 142.

Hodegetria, Church of the
Virgin, 65.

Holy Apostles, Church of the,
62, 4, 25, 52.

Holy Trinity, Greek Church
of the, 18, 93.

Hooped Column, 42.

Hormisdas, Palace of, 30.

Hormisdas, Port of, 30.

Hospitals, 81.

Hunkiar Iskelesi, 107, 4,
101, 103, 106, 108.

Hunkiar Iskelesi, Valley of,

108, 104.

I,

Ibrahim Pasha Mosque, 34.

Ibtidaiyeh, The, 81.

Ida, Mount, 138.

ILGHIN, Tyriaeum, 123.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

IilBROS, 144.

Imperial Gate, 43, 66.

Imperial Kiosk, 109, 89.

Imkos Kalesi, 104.

INEH. Hail, 123.

Station: Anatolian Rly.

fN-ETJNTT, 122.
Nahieh of Sugut.
Station : Auatolian Rly.

Injili Kiosk, 30.

Injir Keui, 108, 109.

Injir LimaN, 124.

Inkava, 131.

In Tepeh, 150.

iPSUfl, 123.

Isd-Kapu-Mesjidi Church, 23,
53.

Isu-Kapusi, 23.

ISHAKLI. Julia, 123.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

Ishvadiyrh, 112.

Ismail Pasha's Palace, 98.

ISMID, Nicomedia, 120.

Saujak of Constantinople.
Population : 18,000.
Consular Agent : Percy

Wills.
Hotel : H. d'Anatolic,
Horses can be hired for

visiting the interior.
Communication: (1.)

Hail \V. to Haidar Pasha,
and K. to Angora. (2.)
Mahsuse Steamer. Daily,
except Sunday, to and from
Constantinople, calling at
intermediate ports.
Post : Imperial Ottoman.

Telegraph Office : European
and Turkish.

ISNIK, NicBea, 133-137, 124.
Nuhieh of Yetu-sinhr.
Khan : Auastasius Kate-

mioglu.
Lodgings at Dr. FabloniV,

and at the house of a Greek
priest.

Istamrol, 58.

istavros, 110.
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Janissaries, Court of the, 66,

69.
Janissaries, Plane Tree of,

67.
Janissaries, Museum of the,

74.

Jebeji Keui Aqueduct, 103.

Jereji Keui, Valley of, 103.

Jehanjir Mosque, 20, 17.

Jehanjir, Tiirbeh of, 63.

Jerah Pasha, 6.

Jesuit College, 82.

Jewish Cemeteries, 21, 88.

Jordan River, [20].

Jub-Ali Kapusi, 27, 57.

Jcd^a, Hills of, [80].

Jui.UK, Port of, 31.

J U MALI KlZIK, 131.

Jt'MDIKIAN DaGH, 123.

Just ice, Adm in istration of,

[23].

Justinian, Palace of, 11.

Justinian. Aqueduct of, 103,

75.

E.

Kauakos Bay, 106.

Karatash, 93, 100, 111.

Karatash Mount, 101.

Kara Bursc, 119.

KADI KEUI, 114, 1, 6, 8, 11,
15, 17, 26, 32, 66, 82, 113,

116.
Hotels: E. Moda, fair;

n. Kittrey ; H. d.Asie.
Carriages, horses, and

kaiks fur hire, Constanti

nople prices.
Churches : All Saints.

Holy Comm. 1st and 3rd
Sundays in th? month at

nooD, otber Sundays 8 *.m. ;
services, 11 a.m. and 6.30
p.m. in wint., 8.30 p.m. in
sum. Rev. K. T. White-

house.
Lodgings by agreement.

Tel. Station:
Communication with Con

stantinople by steamers of
the Mahsuse Co. Carriage-

road to Skutari.

Kam Yaii.asi, 131.

KADIN-KHAN, Sinetkan-

dus, 123.
Station : Anatolian lily.

Kadriga Limas, 31.

Kafess, The, 68.

Kahriyeh Jami', 54, 11, 36.

Ka'iks, 88.

Kalahish KuHFEsr, 115.

Kaleh Burnu, 138.

Kaleh Scltanueh, 141.

Kalexder, 99.

Kalender Kdneh Jami', 51.

Kalifatli Asmak, 150.

Kaliji Oghlu, 21, 14, 17.

Kalolimxo, 124.

Kandili, 109, 9, 12.

Kanlijeh, 109.

Kanlijeh Burnu, 109.

Kan Kilisse, 57.

Kapu Dagh, 119.

Kapukli, 124.

Kara Agatch, 14, 89.

KARA BOGHA, Priaput,

138, 89, 119.

Port of Bigha.
Mahsuse Steamer twice a

week to and from Constan

tinople.

Kara Euylk, 123.

KARA-KEUI, 122, 17.
Station: Anatolian Rly.

Kara-Keui Keuprisi, 14.

Ivarakli, 131.

Karamatli, 75.

KARA-MURSAL, 137, 119.
Kaza of Ismid.
Mahsiite Steamer daily

except Sunday, to aud from

Constantinople.

Karanuk Hiwuz, 102.

Kara-Ova Chai Vallev, 140

Kara Su, [19], 122.
Kakirjeh KALEsr, 105, 106.

Karirjkh Keui, 103.

KARTAL, Kartalimen, 117,

120.
Kaza of Constantinople.

Station : Haldar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.
Mahsuse Steamer daily to

and from Constantinople.

Kasanjilar Kapusi, 78.

Kassim Pasha, 20, 12, 14, 15,
17, 18, 21, 27, 81.

Kassim Pasha Jami', 20.

Katerli Dagh, 136.

Kavak Buemj, 114.

Kavak Kalesi, 106.

Kayas Keui, 75.

Kava Bashi, 125.

Kefeli Keui, 90. 100.

Kejlli Mesjidi, 56.

Kemer, 139.

Kerasia derehsi, 119.

Keratic Bat, 94.

Kemankish Mosquef 17.

Keshish Dagh, 131.

Kesstane Dereh, 101.

Kesstane Suru, 101, 104.

Keui-rasiii, 99.

Keuplu, 122.

Khanai Tepeh, 148.
Khans of Constantinople, 80.

Khasta Khaneh, 81, 17-
Hospitais.

Khasseki Jami', 64.

Khazna, The, 67.
Treasury.

Khoja Burnu, 119.

Khnja Mustafa Pasha Jami',

53, 28.

KHORA, 119.
Mahsuse Steamer three

times a week to and from

Constantinople.

Kiat Khaneh Keui, 89, 90.

Kiat Khaneh S© River, 14,

78, 89, 102, 103.

K i i.ia, 92, 103, 105, 141.

Kilid Bahe, 141.

Kilij Ali Pasha Mosque, 20,

17, 93.
Kilij Ali Turreh, 20.

Kilisse Jami', 57, 27.

Kilisse Mesjidi. 52, 51.

Kilis Su River, 136.

K 1 1. 1 os, 89.

Kirech Burnu, 100.

Kiresli Iskelesi, 139.

Kirk Bunar, 131.

Kirk Cheshmeh, 52.

Kirk Gechid, 137.

Kirk Gelz, 149.

Kirlangich, 88.

Kirmisli, 136.

Kis Kulehsi Tower, 111.

Kitdb Khaneh, The, 67.

Library.

Kiz Derrend, 137.
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KIZIL TOPRAK, 115, 120.
Station : Haidar Pasha.

Ismiii Rly.

Kiz Task Column, 43, 2.

KLAUSENBURG, [3],
An old Saxon town.
Hotels : New York ; Hun

garia.
Sights : Cathedral ; Mu

Beam.

Konak of Oman Pasha, 93.

KONIA, Iconium, 123.
Capital of ViUlyet.
Consulate : Vice-Consul,

A. D. Keun.
Hotel : H. da ehemin de

fer ; indifferent.
Bank: Imperial Ottoman.

Koru, 125.

Krio-Nero Valley, 99.

KRONSTADT, [3].
Hotels: Suropa ; Union.
Sights : Ruins of Castle

and Walls ; Museum ; Luth
eran Church (16th centy.):
Churth of S. Bartholomew.

Kuchuk Aya Sofia, 50, 31.

Kuchuk Chekmejeii, 89, 90,

91.

Kuchuk Ikhlahur Dekim.

93.

Kuchuk Iskelesi, 120.

Kuchuk Mezdristan, 17.

Kuleh Baghcheh, 110.

Kulehu, 110, 109.

Kcx Kalkh, 150, 141.

Kv si Kapu, 31, 11, 58, 90.

Kurrali SO River, 113.

Kuru Cheshmku, 96, 90, 110.

Kusgunjik, 110, 111, 112.

Kuskunjuk, 88.

Kustul, 133.

KUTALI, 119.
Mahsdse Steamer twice a

week to and from Constan
tinople.

KUTAYA, Cbiyseum, 123.
Ranjak of Brusa.
.Station : Anatolian Rly,
Carriage to town, P. 5.

Kyam, 105.

Kybele, Temple of, 106.

Laleli Jarni., 64, 31, 76.

Laidi Jami' Fountain, 51.

Lamsakos, 74.

Land Tenure, [27].

languages, School of, 81.

LAPSAEI, Lampsacus, 140.
Kaza of Bigha.

Law School, 81.

Lazarists. College, 82.

Leander.s Tower, 111, 14, 17.

Leranon, Mount, [20].

LEEKEH. Leucse, 122.
Nahieh of Bllejik.
Station: Anatolian Rly.
Population : 800.
Horses and Arabas fur

hire.

Post : Imperial Ottoman.
Telegraph Office; Euro

pean and Turkish.

IEMBERG, [2].

Hotels: Imperial ;
Grand.
Sights: University; Do

minican Church ; Armenian
Church; Synagogue.

Leo the Armenian, Wall of
38, 29.

Leontes River, [20].

Libraries, 81.

Little Bend, 102.

Long Aqueduct, 103, 102.

Lunatic Asylum, 81.

Lvcus River, 31, 35.

Lycus Vallev, [1], 23, 43,
52, 58.

Lying-in Hospital, 81.

Lysippus, Horses of, 42.

Constantinople.—ix. 1907,

Macedonia, [19].

Machfea Barracks, 19, 93.

Meander, Valley of, [1].

Mahmudl., Aqueduct of, 101,

75.

Mahmud If., Sehll of, 78.

Mahmud IT., Tiirbeh of, 65,

76.

Mahmudiyeh Mosque, 20, 17,
93.

Mahmud Keuprisi (Bridge),
14.

MahmUd's Bend, 101.

Maiden's Sto-ne, The, 43.

Maiden.s Tower, 111, 14, 17.

Maito, 141.

Majiar Burnu, 107.

Majiar Kalesi, 103, 107.

Makri Keui, 33, 90, 91.

KALI KEUI, 123.

Station: Anatoliau Rly.

MAL-TEPEH. 143, 117, 120,

140.
Station: Haidar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.
Mahsuse Steamer daily to

and from Constantinople.

Mal-Tepeh Barracks, 81.

MaUTepeh Mountain, 35.

Mangana, The, 30, 65.

Manuel, Church of the Monas-

tery of, 66.

Manuel Comnenus, Wall of,
37.

Manufactures, [25].

Marcian, Column of, 43, 11.

Marine Barracks, 81.

Maritza River, [19].

Markets of Constantinople's.

MARMARA, Proconnesus
119.
xahieh ofErdek.
Mahsuae Steamer twice a

week to and from Constan
tinople.

Marmara, Sea of, 119. 2, 5, 8,

9, seq.

MARSEILLES, [4}.
H. B. M, Consul : M. C.

Gurney.
Vice • Consul : R. M.

Hodgson. United States
Consul : R. P. Skinner.
Hotels: Grand H. de

O
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Marseille ; Grand H. de
Noailles; Grand H. du
Louvre et dela Paix.
Means of Communication !

A. Messageries Maritime*.
i. Every Sat. to Constantino

ple, connecting with Black
Soa Line, alternately by
Pinvus, and Smyrna, and
by Patras, Syra, Salonika,
Kavalla, and Dedeagatch ;
ii. Every Thurs. alternately
to Naples, Pineus, Smyrna,
Constantinople, Smyrna,
Rhodes, Beirut (connecting

with Syrian and Palestine
lines), Purt Said, Alexan
dria, and Marseilles ; and
to A lexandria and the same
ports in reverse order. — B.
Fraissinet et Cie. Every
Sun. to ' Genoa* Naples,
Pineus, Salonika, Smyrna,
and Constantinople in 11
days.—C. N. Paquet et Cie.
Fortn., Wed., to Constanti

nople and Batuni.

Mashlak, 90, 98, 100.

Mavromolo Monastery, 104.

Measures, [13].

Mecca, [20], 61.
Medicine, School of, 81.

Medina, [20].

Medresseh Library, 81.

Mehmed Paslia Jami, SI.

Mejidieh Barracks, 19, 81,

93.
Mejidieh Jami' Mosque, 95.

Mejidieh Kiosk, 68.

MEREJEH, 122, 136.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

for Isnik (Niciea), 22 m.

distant.
Horses and Arabahs for

hire.

Mekteb Schools, 81.

Mendere River, 141.

Mercantile Marine, [25].

MEREFTE, Myriophyto, 119.
Kaza of Gallipoli.

Population: 6000.
Mahsuse Steamer twite

a week to and from Con

stantinople.

Meruek Kuleh, 31.

MekhekAdast, 119.

Mersina, [2].

Mesopotamia, [2], [19], [20].
Mevlevi Dervishes, Tekkeh of

the, 83, 20, 34, 94.

Mezae-Burxu, 104, 78.

Midia, Coast of, 104.

Mihrimah Mosque, 64, 4, 18,

35.

Military College, 81.

Military Hospital, 81, 93.

Millets, [22].
Mines and Forests, School of,

61.

Mint, The, 66, 67, 69.

Mir-Akhor Jamisi, 52, 11.

MisoroLT, 125.

Misr Charshi, 78, 18, 79.
Moda Burnu Promontory,

114.

Monro, 149.

Mollah Abdul Attif Mosq e,

129.
Mollah Abu Jebbari Mosque,

129.

Monastir Mesjidi, 35.

Money, [10].

MONS SCARDUS, [19].

Morsella Jami., 128.

Mosaic Mosque, 54.

Mosques, 59, 12.

Mouchliotissa Church, 57, 28.

Muallak Kemer Aqueduct,

103, 2.

MUDANIA, 124.
Kaza of Brusa. Port of

Brusa.
Population : 4720, chiefly

Greek.
Hotel : Maggiar.
Carriages and horses c;m

be hired for the journey to

Brusa.
Communication: Steamers

3 times a week in winter,
and daily, extept Wed., in
summer, to Geumlek and to
Constantinople. Railway.
Trains twice a day to Brusa.

T. P. and T. O.

Mcdania, Gulf of, 124, 89.

Muhammad II., Bath of, 87.

Muhammad II., Tiirbeh of, 63.

Muhammad II., Mosque of,

62, 3, 75, 76, 78.

Muhammadan Time, [9].

Murad I., Mosque of, 128.

Murad I., Tiirbeh of, 129.

Muradiyeh, 125.

Muradiyeh Mosque, 128.

Musacha, 138.

Museum of Ancient Costumes,

74.

Museumof Antiquities, 69, 66.

Museum of the Janissaries, 74.

Mustafa III., Tiirbeh of, 64.

Myrelaion, Church of the Con

vent, 51.

N.

Nagara Kalest, 140.

Ndrli Kapusi, 31.

Naval College, 82.

Navy, The, [24].

Nestos River, [19].

Nic^a, 133 -137, 124.

Nicholas Tower, 38, 36.

Nicohedia, 120.

NiLtfFEB River, 125.

NlSHANTASK, 93.

Nuri Osnaniyeh Mosque, 64,

18, 78.

0.

Odalar Mesjidi, 56.

Odun Kapan Kapusi, 27.

Odun Kapusi, 26, 17.

Obelisk, 41, 42.

Okheddan Plateau, 21, 17,

89.
Olympus, Bithynian, 17, 66.

Olyhpus, at Brusa, 131.

Oka.1 1 Tash, 105.

Orkhan, Mosque of, 126.

Orphans. School, 81.

Orontes River, [20].

0R80VA, [3],
Hotel: Ungarische Krone,

at the Station.
Custom House.

Ortajami, 43.

Ortajilae, 14, 17.

Orta Kapu, 67, 69.

Orta Keuj, 95, 4, 12, 15, 17,

19, 88, 90.

Ottoman Empire, area of,
[18] ; Constitution, [21] ;
History, [13] ; Population,
[18]; Reigningfamily, [20].

Ovid.s Tower, 104.

Oxi v, 116, 18.
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Pal^eo-Castro, 150, 149.

Palazzo del Podesta, 16.

PANDERMA, Panormus,
137.

Kaza of Karasi.
Population: 4000.
Consular Agent : S.

Chrlstides.
Hotels : Adjemian, Eu-

thides.
Horses can be hired for a

journey to tbe interior.

Mahsiise Steamer, in sum
mer, daily; in winter, three
times a week, to and from
Constantinople.

Post : Imperial Ottoman.
Telegraph Office : European
and Turkish.

Pammakaristos, Church of,
57, 28.

pAMPHYLIA, [2].

Panaghia, Monastery of the,
116.

Pankaldi, 19, 17, 21, 81, 88,
89.

Pantocrator, Church of, 57,
27.

Pantocrator Cistern, 76.

Pantopopte Cistern, 76.

Pascani, [2].

Pasharaghcheh, 108.

Pasha Dereh, 102.

PASHA LIMAN, 119.
N&hleh of Erdek.
Mahsiise Steamer twice a

week to and from Constan
tinople.

Pasha Tepeh, 148.

Passports, [7], 12.

Patroclus, Tomb of, 150.

Pearl Kiosk, 30.

PEHA KijRFEZ, 109.

Pkkdemie, 122.

PENDIK, Pantichium, 117,
120.

Station: Haidar Pasha.—
Ismi'i lUy.

ifahsuse Steamer daily to
and from Constantinople.

Pentapyrgion, 38.

Pera, 18, 19, seq., 4, 5, 6, 8,
9.

Perama, 137.

Petits Champs des Morts, 15,

17, 19.

Petea, 149.

Petri Kapusi, 27.

Petrion, Convent oj the, 27.

Phanar, 11, 14, 18, 28, 57,

58, 76, 81, 82.

Phanar Baghcheh, 17.

Phanar Kapusi, 28.

Philadelphia, [1].

Philadelphion, The, 25.

PHILIPPOPOLI, [3],
Carriage to town, 1 fr.
Consulate : Vice-Consul,

W. J. Heathcote.
Hotels: Central Feller;

St. Petersbourg.

Philoxenus, Cistern of, 76.

Phocas, Cistern oft 76.

Phrygia, [2].

Piale Pasha Mosque, 21, 4, 17,
89.

Piki Pasha, 14, 21.

Placidia, Palace of the Em
press, 65.

Plate, 116, 18.

Poiras Point, 106.

POLATLI, 123.
Station: Anatolian lily.

Pontic Mountains, [19].

Pontus, [2].

Porphyry Column, 42.

Porta Caligaria, 37.

Porta Charsiou, 35.

Porta Kynigou, 27, 32.

Porta Gyrolimne, 38.

Porta Leonist 31.

Porta Polyandriou, 35.

Port Bueoleon, 30.

Poseidont Temple oft 106.

Postal Service, [7].

Powder Mills, 90.

PREDEAL, [3].
Hotel : Tuesk.
Custom House.

Press, The, [28].

Priapus, 138.

Prince, Mosque of the, 63.

Princes' Islands, 115-117, 6,
15, 17, 66, 69.

PRINKIPO, 116, 115.
Hotels : H. Gt'acomo.good.

Same proprietor as the II.
Royal at Constantinople ;
15 fr. per diem, w ith
reduction for a long stay ;

Cook's coupons taken ; fine
vie vv f rom terrace. H.
Imperial; If. Calypso.

Furnished Apartments by
agreement; prices rise for
the season. :

Cafo on tbe Mole.

Carriage for tour round
Hie island, P. 20-30; horse,
P. 10-15 ; donkey, P. 5-10 ;
kaik to Halki, P. 5 ; to
Pendik, two pair of oars,
P. 30-40.

Tel, Station, submarine
cable to Asiatic coast.
Communication with Con

stantinople Mal-tepeh, Kar-
tal, and Pendik by steamers
of the Mahsiise Co.

1'roti, 116.

Protestant Cemetery, 88.

Protesilaus, Tomb of, 142.

Psamatia, 23, 25, 52, 58, 90.

Psamatia Kapusi, 31.

Public Offices, 80.

Pulcheria, Cistern of, 76.

Pur Kuyu Mesjidi, 57.

Puksak SO River, 122, 123.

Pyrgos, 102, 103, 14, 90.

Pyii, 116.

R.

Railways, [6].

Ramiz Chiftlik Barrack,", 17
81.

Ramazan Fast, 12, 13.

Rank, [25].

Red Sea, [20].

Religious Communities, [22].

Reservoirs, 101.

Rhodes, [1].

Rhodius River, 141.

Rhodope Mountains, [19].

Rhosteum, 150, 141.

Rifat Pasha, 109.

Rilo DAgh Mountain, [19J.

Riva, 104, 106, 108.

Riva Su River, 106, 108.

Robert College, 96, 82.

R0D0ST0, Bisanthe, Iiae-
destus, 118.

Sanjak of Adrlanople.
Population: 25,000.

Vice-Consul : E. Uussi.
Hotel : Ville de J-odosto.
Means of Communica

tion : A. Fraissi?iet et Cie
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once a week to Smyrna,
Pir&us, and Marseilles, and

once a week to Constantino
ple. B. Mahsuse Steamer,
4 times a week to and
from Constantinople. t'.
Florio Company, occasion

ally.
P. k T. 0. (European).
Bank: Imperial Ottoman.

Roman Catholic Cemetery, 88.

Roses, Valley of, 101.

Routes to Turkey, [2 seq."].

Boxalana, Turbeh of, 61.

Rufai Dervishes, 112, 20.

Rumili Fanar, 105, 91, 103,
104.

Rumili Hissak, 97, 91, 92,

98, 109.

Ruuili Kalest, 105.

Rumili Kavae, 104, 103.

Rusdiyeh, Ths, 81.

Rustem Pasha Mosque, 64, 4,

18.

Russian Palace, 100.

RUSTCHTTK, [3], [4].
Consulate : Vice-Consul,

W. H. Dalzii 1.
Hotels : H. Schweizer

(1sla - khdneh), near the
pier ; H. de la Gave, near
the station.

S.

SABANJA, 121.
Station: Anatolian Ely.
Hotels : Two fair holds;

good quarters for shooting.

Post : Imperial Ottoman.
Telegraph Office: Euro-

pean and Turkish.

Saranja Lake. 89, 121.

Saddle Market, The, 76.

S. Anastasia, Church of, 51.

S. Andrew, Church of, 53.

S. Barbara, Church of, 65.

S. Barbara, Gate of, 29.

S. Benoit Monastery, 16, 1 7.

S. Demetrius, Church of, 65.

S. Dimitri, 20, 21, 89.

S. Diomed, Church of, 31.

S. Elias Church, 126.

S. George, Monastery of, 117.

S. George, Armenian Church
of, 53.

& George, Greek Church of,

36, 63.

S. John Baptist Church, 52,

56, 67.

S. Irene, 43, 11,18, 24, 66, 67,

69.

S. Mary, Church of, 53.

S. Mary ad Fontem Church,
63.

S. Mary Chalkopratiana Mos
que, 24.

S. Mary Diaconissa Church,
51.

S. Mary Mouchliotissa, 57, 28.

S. Mary Pammakaristos, 57,

28.

S. Mary Panachrantos, 52.

S. Mocius, Cistern of, 76, 2.

S. Nicholas, Greek Church of,
16, 17, 39.

S. Nicholas, Monastery of,
117.

S. Nicholas, Tower of, 38, 36.

S. Pantalemon, Monastery of,

121.

S. Peter and S. Mark, Church

of, 28.

S. Pulcherie, College of, 82.

SS. Sergius and Bacchus,
Church of, 50, 2, 11, 31, 90.

S. Saviour Pantepoptes, 57.

& Saviour Pantocrator, 57.

S. Sophia (Nicnea) Church,
136.

S. Sophia Mosque, 44-50, 2, 3,
10, 11, 17, 23, 24, 30, 39,

58, 65, 66, 75, 78, 95.

S. Thecla Church, 29.

S. Theodore Tyrone Church,

51.

S.Theodore SphorakiouChurch,

52.

S. Theophano Cliurch, 52.

S. Theodosia Church, 57.

Sali Bazar, The, 78, 93.

Salt Malnnud Pasha Mosque,

17.

Sai.ma-TomrCk, 56, 76.

SAKARIA lilVER, 121, 122.

SALONIKA, [4].
H.B.M. Consul-General :

Robert W. Graves, Esq. ,
C.M.G.
United States Consular

Agent : P. II. Lazarro.
Means of Communica

tion : — A. Au*t. - Hung.
Lloyd. (From Trieste) to
Kavalla, Porto Lagos, Galli-
poli, and Constantinople.
Sund. every alternate week.
From Cple.) to Volo,
'ira3us, Crete, and Trieste,

Wed.—B. Nav. Gen. It.
(From Genoa) to Constan
tinople, Mond. every alter
nate week. (From Cple.)
to Piraeus, Sicilian ports,
and Genoa, Wed. every
alternate wfek.—C. Met-

mgeries Maritimes. (From
Syra) to Kavalla, Porto
Lagos, and Constanti
nople, Fri. every alternate
week. (From Cple.) to Syra.
Sun. every alternate week.
D. Froissinet et Cie. (From
Marseilles') to Dcdeagatch
and Constantinople, every
Wed. (From Cple.) to Mar
seilles every Thur.— E.
Courtji et Cie. (From Volo)
to Mt. Athos, Gallipoli, and
Constantinople every Sund.
(From Cple.) to Volo every
Fri.-F. Muhsiise Cie. To
Mt. Athos, Kavalla, Porto
Lagos, Dedeagatcb, Galli
poli, and Constantinople,
Sat. every alternate wet-k.

Railway : To Mltrovitza,
with a branch line trom
Uskub, connecting with the
Servian system at Vraiga.

Samakli Dereh, 119.

SAMSfjN, [2].

Sartjakdar Mesjidi, 53.

Sanjak-i-Sherif, 68.

San Stefano, 35, 89, 90, 91.

Saralan, 131.

SAitnis, [1].

Sari Chai River, 143.

SARI-KEUI, 123.
Station : Anatolian Rly.

Sari SO River, 122.

Sari-yar, 104, 101.

Saui-yar, Bay of, 104.

SAZIXAR, 123.
Station; Anatolian Rly.

Schools, 81.

Sebetjilar kiosk, 26, 17.

Sebil, The, 77.

Sekeriyeh Keui, 103.

Sekban Bashi Mesjid, 52.

Selamlik, 11, 95.

Selim I., Turbeh of, 64.

Selim II., Turbeh of, 65.

Selim III., Tiirbeh of, 64.

Selimiyeh Barracks, 114, 17

Selimiyeh Mosque 64, 4, 17,
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Selimiyeh, 112.

SELVI EiUBND, 107.

Seraglio, 65-69, 1, 11, 12,

17, 22, 26, 30, 12, 43, 58,

77, 81, 90, 95.

Seraglio Gate, 77.

Sbraolio Point, 8, 14, 17, 25,

29, 66, 81, 82, 91, 92.

Sehai, 65, 69, 1, 4, 17, 78, 80,
81.

Seraskerat, The, 80, 11, 18,

24, 75, 78.

Serasker Tower, 80, 9, 18.

Serafeiox, 107.

Serapis, Temple of, 106.

Serpent Column, 41, 2.

Serraj Khaxrh, 76.

Sestos, 140.

Set Basht, 126.

Seven Brothers, 100, 101.

Seven Chorches, [2].

Seven Hills, 83.

Seven Towers, 39. 4, 8, 18,

25, 26, 29, 34, 64, 88.

Shah Meltk Liman, 138.

Shahr Euyuk, 123.

Siiar Dagh Mouxtain-, [19].

SHAR-KETJI, 119.
Mahsuse Steamer three

times a week to and from
Constantinople.

Shah-zadeh Mosque, 63, 4, 18,

25, 52, 64, 76.

ShehIdlar, 98.

Sheikh Murad Mesjidi, 57.

Shcitan Akindisi, The, 96,

97, 92.

Sheitan Kemeri, The, 102.

Sliemsi Pasha Jam?, 111.

Shileh, 92.

Shumla, [3].

Sid-el-rahr, 141.

SlDOX, 69.

SlGEAN PROMONTORY, 141.

Sigeum, 149, 150.

SILITRI, Selymbria, 118, 2,

89, 105.
Kaza of Chatalja.
Mahstise Steamer twice a

we-k to and fr^m Constan

tinople.

Silivri Kapusi, 34, 53.

Simois River, 143.

SINAIA, [3],

A fashionable summer
resort, and summer resi
dence of the King of Ru
mania ; Paths.

Hotels : Karaiman ;
Sinaia.

Sinan Pasha Mosque, 133.

Sinan Paslia Mesjidi, 57.

Sinasli Kuyuk, 90.

SINJAN KEUI, 123.

Station : Anatolian Rly.

Sirkeji Iskelesi, 25, 26, 90,
111.

Sivki-Hissae, 123.

Skomrre Keui, 103.

Skutari, 111, 2, 5, 6, 8, 11,
12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 22, 32,
81, 82, 88, 91, 97, 106, 110.

Skutari Cemetery, 113, 87.

Slave Markets, 80.

Smtrna, [1], [2], 149.

SOFIA, [3j.

Minister : Sir George
Buchanan. K.C.V.O., C.B.

Consulate: Vice- Consul
G. O'Brien Toulmin, Esq.
Hotel : //. Bulgaria.

Sorgun Dereh, 122.

So. uk Ciikshmeh Fountain,
78.

So' i k Cheshmeh Kai'USI, 24,

43, 66, 67, 69.

Sport, 89.

Staff College, 82.

Stahrul, 58, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11,
13, 14, 15, 17. 19, 21. 25, 75,

77, 78, 80, 81, 83, 88, 90,
95, 102.

StamrCl Boghasi, 91.

Stenia, 98, 99, 90.

Stenia Harrour, 100.

Struma River, [19].

Stttdius, Monastery of, 53, 25,
31, 52.

Surlime Port, 80, 18, 66.

Sudluje, 14, 17, 21, 107.

Suleiman I., Tiirbeh of, 61.

Suleimaniyeh Mosque, 59, 4,
11, 18.

Sultan Abdul Mejid, Tiirbeh
of, 64.

Sultan Ahmed Fountain, 11.

Sultan Ahmed Mosque, 11, 18,
24, 39.

Sultan Bayezid, 6.

Sultan Bayezid Mosqut, 11,

18, 78.

Sultan Malimud II., Tomb of,
11, 65.

Sultan Muhammad. 6.

-ultan Chiftlik, 113.

Sultanieh, 103.

Slltaniyeh Kalksi, 141.

Sultan Muhammad II., Mos
que of, 62, 23, 28, 52.

Sultan Osman Hiwusi, 103.

Sultan Selim, Mosque of, 11,
18, 23, 28.

Sultan Suleiman, Mosque of,

4, 11, 18.

Sultan Valideh Jami', 16.

Sultans, List of, [17].

Sllu Kulrh, 35.

Sulu Monastir, 53.

Sureh-Eniineh, Procession of,
13.

Sururi Mosque, 20.

Su-terazi, The, 77, 102.

Sweet Waters, 89, 12, 8, 9,
11, 14, 17, 25, 69, 75, 78,
103, 109.

Syki, 124.

Stmilegades, 105,

Syria, [2], [19], [20].

Syrian Mountains, [20].

T.

Tahmis Bazar, 79.

Taksim, 17, 18, 81, 93.

Iaksim Gardens, 19, 89, 93.

Taksim, The, 37, 77, 101, 103.

Tarsus, [2].

Tashlanjik B -rnu, 105.

Tank Bazur, 24, 42.

Taurus, Forum of, 43, 64.

Taurus Mount, [19], [20].

Tavlajxk Chiftlik, 108.

TAVSHANJIK, 120.
Station: Haidar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.

Taxes, [27].

Trkfi k Serai, 36, 2, 11, 18,
23. 32, 36, 90.

Tekkelts of Dervishes, 83.

Telegraphs, [8].

TEMESVAR, [3],
Hotels : Kronpriuz ;

Ilungaria.

Sights ; Museum.

Texedos, 144, 149.

Tersune, Tlte (Arsenal),20, 17.

Teskereh, [7].

Theatres, 86.

Theodosius, Cistern of, 76.

Tlieodosius, Column of, 42, 69.
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Tlieodosius, thrum of, 24, 25,

43.

Theodosius I., Palace of, 64.

Theodosius II., Walls of, 32,

90.

THERAPIA, 99, 89, 90, 96,
102, 106.

Hotels : Summer Palace
Hotel, good but expensive.
H. d.Angleterre, better
known as //. Petala, good
and comfortable ; II. Costi,
or New Ho el ; 1 6 fr. p, r diem.
Horses and kaiks for hire.

Constantinople prices.

Lodgings by agreement.
Telegraph Station :
Communication wi.h Con

stantinople and Bo-porus
ports by steamers of Shirket-
i-Haiiieh Co. several times
a day.
Carriage - road to Pera,

about an hour.s drive.

Theeapia Harrour, 100.

Thermae Constantiniante, 25.

Thrace, [19].

Thhacian Bosporus, 1.

Throsmos, The, 149.

Thunderbolt, Mosque of the,
128.

ThTATIRA, [1].

Tih, Desert of the, [20].

Titles, [34].

Tokat Dkrkh Valley, 108.

Top-Khaneh, 19, 8, 9, 10, 14,
15, 17, 18, 80, 81, 92, 93,

97.

Top-Khdneh Arsenal, 19, 93.

Top-Khaneh Barracks, 17.

Top-Khdneh Fountain, 19, 17,

78.

Top-Khdneh Mosque, 17.

Top Kapusi, 35, 26, 29.

Toklu Dede Jami', 29.
Trade, [25].
Transfiguration, Monastery

of the, 116.

Treasury, 12.

Trerizond, [2],

TRIESTE, [4],
H. B. K. Consul: J. B.

Spence.
United States Consul :

F. W. Hossleld.

Hotels: H. de Yille ; R.
Delorme ; Aguila Nero.

Means ofCommunication :
A. Aust.-Hung. Lloyd, i.
Every Tues. to Brindisi,
Corfu, Pirasus, and Constan
tinople in 6 days, and by
transhipment at Pirams to
Cbio and Smyrna in 5 days.

ii. I very Sun. lo Flume,
Pairas, Katakulo(for t-lvm-

pia), Kalamata, Pineus,
Smyrna, Mitylen , Gallipuli,
and Constantinople in 9
days, calling once a fortnight
at Syra. iii. Every Thur. to
Fiume, Corfu, Canea, Retti-
uio, Candia, Piraeus, Volo,
Salonika, Lagos, Kavatfa,
Dedeagatch, Gallipoti, and
Constantinople, in 14 days,

calling once a fortn. at
Argostoll, Zante, imdCerigo.
—B. Navigazione (-en.
Hal. Every Fri. to Venice,
Ancona, Brindisi, Corfu,
Pirajus, and Constantinople
in 10 days ; and every fortn.
by iransbipment at Piraeus,
to thio and Smyrna in 10
days.

Trilia, 124.

Tripoli, [20].

Teoad, [1], [2].

Trojan Porticoes, 25.

Trot, 145.

Trot, Plain of, 142-150.

Tulip Mosque, 64.

TTTMLO, 123.
Station: Anatolian Rly.

Turjikt, Area of, [18] ; Con
stitution of, [21]; Decora
tions in, [25] ; History of,
LIS] ; Language of, [28];
Population of [18] ; Rank
in, [25] ; Reigning Family

of. [20]; Titles in, [34];
Vocabulary of, [31].

TURN SEVERTN, [3],
Hotel : Europe.
Sights : Remains of Tra

jan's Bridge across the
Danube.

TUTUN CHIFTLIK, 120.
Station: Haidar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.

TUZLA, 120.
Station: Haidar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.

L.ftadi EJfendi, Mosque of,

127.

Ujek Tkpeh, 149.

U keuz Liman, 110, 112.

Clfsk Chai River, 125.

Ulu Jam?, 127.

Uhur Veri, 103, 107.

Umur Yeri Bat, 107.

Dn Kapan, 14,

Un Kai-an KArusr, 23.

USHAK, 123.
Station: Anatolian Rly.

Uskudar, 111.

Usumi River, [19].

Usun Charshi, 27.

Usui? Kemer, 103.

Uzun Chai Valley, 136.

V.

Valens, Aqueduct of, 75, 11,

18, 24, 27, 51, 52.

Valideh Bend, 101.

Valideh Khan, 80, 13, 18.

Valideh Sultan KeupHsi, 14.

Valideh Sultan, TUrbeh of, 64,
65, 22.

Vani Keut, 109, 17.

Vaudar River, [19].

VARNA, [3], [5].
British V. Consul: Lieut.-

Col. P. H. H. Massey.
Hotels: H. de Russie;

H. d'Angleterre.
Steamers : To Constanti

nople : Austro-Hungarian
Lloyd, once a week; Messa-
geries Maritimes, occasion
ally ; Cie Kusse, every
Wed. ; Courtji et Cie, once
a week.

Vefa Meidan, 61.
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Verciorova, [8],

Veterinary School, 82.

VEZIR KHAN, 122, 18.
Station : Anutolian Rly.

VIENNA, [3].
Hotels i Metropole ; Im

perial; Grand; Archduke
Charles.

Vlacn Serai Church, 28.

Vlanoa Bostan, 11, 23, 27,
31, 36, 58, 90.

w.

Walls of Constantinople, 25.

Water Towers, 77, 102.

Weights and Measures, [13].

Ya'ila Viaduct, 122.

Yali Kim, 108.

Yali Kiosk Kaposi, 26, 17,
65, 66.

YAIOVA, 119.
N&hieh of Kara-Mursal.
Mahsitse Steamer three

times a week to and from
Constantinople.

Yapildak S6 River, 140.

YAREMJEH, 120.
Station : Haidar Pasha.—

Ismid Rly.

Tedi Kardash, The, 100.

Yedi Kdleii, 39, 11, 18, 25,
29, 58, 90.

Tedi Kiilek Kapusi, 33.

Yelkenkaya Burnu, 119.

Yellu Dagh, 119.

Yemen. l20].

Temish Bazar, 27.

Teni Aya Kapu, 27.

Yeni Charshi, 17.

Yeni Kapu, 11, 31, 90.

Yeni Keui, 99, 6, 119.

Yeni Mahalle, 104, 13, 91,

101, 112.

Yeni ifevUvi Khdneh Kapusi,

34.

YENI-SHEHR, 133, 150.
Kaza of Ertoghrul Sanjak.
Population : 2500.
Khan : A good one.

Yeni-Shehr Cape, 141.

Yeni Valideh Jam?, 64, 65,
16, 17, 18, 26, 78, 93, 96,
112.

Yeni Valideh Sultan, Sebil of,

78.

Yeribatan Serai, Cistern of,
75, 2, 11, 24.

Yerdelt, 125.

Yerli Kedi, 91.

Yeshil Jam?, 127, 135.

Yeshil Tiirbeh, 127.

Yessir Bazari, The, 80.

Yilderim Jami', 128.

YOdis, 13.

Yildiz Kiosk, 95, 12.

Yobgoli, 125.

Youos Kalesi, 106, 104.

YOSHADAOH, 107.

Ymi Burnd, 106, 105.

Zeineb Sultan Cheshmeh, 78.

Zeirek Kilisse JamC, 57, 11.

Zeus Urius, Temple of, 106.

Zindan Kapusi, 27.
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THE CONTINENT, VIA DOVER AND OSTEND.

ELGIAN STATE RAILWAY

And MAIL PACKET SERVICE.

CHEAPEST RAILWAY TRAVELLING in the WORLD.

SEASON TICKETS available 5 and 15 days.

EXCURSION TICKETS to BELGIUM and SWITZERLAND during

the Summer Season at LESS THAN SINGLE FARES.

"RUNDREISE" OR COMBINED TOUR TICKETS.

issued at net Official Prices. Quotations free on application, and

tickets supplied at a few hours' notice from the Offices in London.

53, Graeeehurch St., E.C. ; 72, Regent St., W. ; and Belgian

State Railways Offices, 47, Cannon St., E.C. (information only).

Dover : Friend & Co. ; and on the Admiralty Pier.

KHEDIVIAL MAIL LINE

FAST BRITISH PASSENGER STEAMERS.

GREECE-TURKEY SERVICE.—Steamers from Constantinople every Tuesday]
after arrival of Saturday's Orient Express train from London ami Paris, for Smyrna. Pineut,
and Alexandria. Return from Alexandria every Wednesday.

HOLY LAND, SYRIA, AND ASIA MINOR SERVICE.—Frequent and regular
departures from Constantinople by large and comfortable Steamers for Gallipoli, Dardanelles,
Mftylene, Smyrna, Chios, Rhodes, Mersina, Alexandretta, Lattakia, Tripoli, Beyrout, Caiffa,
Jaffa. Port Said, and Alexandria.

CYPRUS SERVICE.—Steamers from Alexandria every Tuesday afternoon, and ,
from Port Said every Wednesday morning for Famagusta, Larnaca, Limassol, and Papbo.

EGYPT-SUDAN SERVICE.—Regular direct Sailings between Suez and Port
Sudan (Suakin optionali, whence trains may be taken to Khartoum.

RED SEA 8ERVICES.—Steamers leave Suez every Monday for Jeddah, and fort- i
nightly for all Red Sea ports up to Aden.

Particulars from Company's Offices at London (87, Bisbopsgate), Alexandria, Constantinople,J
and Suez ; and from all Tourist Agencies. t

AACHEN AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.
OPPOSITE THE ELISEKBRUNNEN. COMPLETELY RENOVATED.

Under the same management and in conjunction with 3 Bath Hotels and Dependancea—

Palais Thermal : " KAISEttBAD HOTEL," " NEUBAD HOTEL/' "QUIRINUSBAD HOTEL."

The Famous Sulphur Spring rises in the Palais Thermal: " Kaiserbad Hotel." LIFT.
Electric Light. Central Heating. Large Garden.

AIROLO (Switzerland).

AIROLO HOTEL LOMBARD!

And DEPENDENCES.
Best situated in middle of large shady garden. Electric Light throughout. Telephone.

Carriage and Saddle Horses. Large Glass Verandah. Baths. Toilet. Garage. All modern
comforts Pension, fcs. 8-12 (reduction in June and Septemberi. Also Proprietor of the Hotel .
Piora, Piora. and Hotel Mont Proaa, St. Guthard Pass.

Electric Light. ABLES-STJR-BHONE (FRANCE). Auto-Garage

GRAND HOTEL DU NORD.-PINUS.
First-class Hotel and the best equipped in Aries. Entirely re-furnished and re-decorated.

Only Hotel adioining Roman Forum. Only entrance to Roman Catacombs in the Hotel. All modern ;
accommodation and sanitary arrangements. Telephone. English spoken. Omnibus meets every
train Table d'Hote Luncheons and Dinners at separate Tables. Private Dining Saloons
Smoking Room Itath Rooms. Automobile Garage. &r. Steam Heating. Automobile for Excursion*,
Evkht Comfort afforded to Families. Moderate Prices. Managing Proprietor, F. BE8SIERE- ]
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BASLE.

I0TEL SCHRIEDER ZUM

DEUTSCHEN HOF.

the Baden Railway Station. Com-
Abie Accommodation . Moderate Charges .

Ilectric Light. M- ERNE, Proprietor.

Stanford's Compendium of

Geography and Travel

(New Issue).

In Thirteen Volumes. IBs. each.

BAYEUX.

GRAND HOTEL LUXEMBOURG.

Entirely Refurnished. Complete Hydropathic Bath Installation. Central Heating.
Restaurant a la Carte. Near the Cathedral. Garden. Terrace. Telephone No. 4.

English spoken. Two large Billiard Saloons.

BEYROUT (Syria).

GRAND HOTEL D'ORIENT

THIS FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, newly rebuilt, enlarged and fur

nished with the latest improvements, situated in the best and

healthiest part of the city, offers every comfort. Commanding a fine

view of the Mountains, Bay, and Suburbs. With lofty, dry, and large

Bedrooms. Hot and Cold Baths. Reading and Smoking Rooms.

Excellent Cuisine and Service. Moderate Charges. Arrangements for

. prolonged stay. Interpreters meet all steamers. All European lan

guages spoken. The only Hotel recommended by Cook. Electric

Light throughout. y. BASSO UL £ SONS, Proprietors.

BLAIR ATHOLL.

ATHOLL ARMS HOTEL.

ADJOINING THE STATION. FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL.
BLAIR ATHOLL is much the nearest and most central point from which to visit Killiecrankie,

L the Queen's View. Loch Tummel, Rannoeh. Glen Tilt, Braemar, the Falls of Bruar, Garry, Tum-

mel, and Fender; the Grounds of Blair Castle, etc. ; and it is the most convenient resting-place
for breaking the long railway iourney to and from the North of Scotland, Golf. Salmon and
Trout Fishing. Electric Light throughout. D. MACDONALD & SONS, Proprietors.

BLAIRGOWRIE.

GUNN'S QUEEN'S HOTEL.

{UNDER ROYAL PATRONAGE.i

i The largest and leading Hotel in Blairgowrie. First Class. Officially appointed by

all the Automobile Clubs. Free Garage.
Telegrams; " Gunn, Queen's, Blairgowrie."

BLOIS.

GRAND HOTEL AND GRAND HOTEL DE BLOIS.

First Class throughout. Highly recommended. Central Heating.

Electric Light. Bath Rooms. English spoken. Telephone : 1.17.

L. HALLOPPfe, Pkoprietqr.

BORDIGHERA.

First-class English Hotel. Hydraulic and Electric Lift to secure the continuous working. Situated
'ull south, on elevated ground over " Strada Romana," in a most sheltered position, commanding
he finest view over the town and the whole coast. All the front rooms have balconies and fire-
'"ces. Electric Light and Central Heating throughout. Private Suites of Apartments with Bath-

ns and Toilet. Large Lounge Hall. Billiard Rooms. Large Terrace with Sun-box. Omnibus -
i all Trains, and, on request, also at the Frontier Station of Ventimiglia. Garage for Motor s Bfffl-r
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^XBRUNIG, Switzerland.0^<^ MAPS.

GRAND HOTEL

& KURHAUS BRUNIG.
The best Tourists' Maps of all parts ol

Railway Station two hours from Lucerne and
Interlaken. Most comfortable Hotel. 150 Beds.
Electric Light. Central Heating^ Lift. Apart
ment* with IMvate Bath and Toilette. Car
riages. SPLENDID HEALTH RESORT.

the World are kept in stock by

Edward Stanford, Ltd.,
12, IS, & 14, Long Acre, London, W.C.

Write stating requirements.

CANNES.
HOTEL PENSION BALMAT.

CHAMONIX.

HOTEL DE FRANCE.
Highly recommended. Splendid View of Mont-
Blanc and Alps. Moderate Terms. Good
Cuisine. Breakfast, 1 fr. ; Luncheon, 2 fr. ;
Dinner, 2.50 fr. Nice Room, 1.50, 2, 3, and 4fes.
Very miKlerate Pension Terms from ti.60 fr.
Meal a la carte at al! hours. Baths. Electric
Light. Telephone, No. 19. English, German,
and French aiwken.—Mme. C. CAROLINE
BALMAT, Proprietress.

80 splendid Rooms. Central Position. Ten
minutes from the Beach. Central Heating.
Lift. Electric Light Garden. Terms from
10 frs. a day.

In Summer:
CENTRAL HOTEL, £ VITTEL iVosges).

CARLSBAD.

SAVOY WEST-END HOTEL.

Villa Carlton. Villa Cleopatra, Villa Hohenburg.

Honoured by H.M. the King of England, T.I. II. the Grand Dukes of Russia and
Grand Duchesses of Russia, the Shah of Persia, H.H. the Khedive of Egypt, &c

The Savoy is situated in the West-Eml quarter, the finest, prettiest, and healthiest
of Carlsbad, in close proximity to the different Springs, surrounded by beautiful
Gardens and Woods. Verandah. Gardens. Terraces. Vienna Orchestra. Every
Modern Comfort. Apartments with Private Bath. During May and September
reduced terms. Telegraphic Address : "Savoy Hotel, Carlsbad."

Fashionable Restaurant, famous for its excellent Cuisine.

A. AULICH, Proprietor.

Connected with Astoria Hotel, Paris ; Hotel Roches Noires, Trouville ; Hotel Imperial, Nice.

COLOGNE.
GRAND HOTEL DE FRANCE.

COUTANCES.

DOM HOTEL

Centre of the town. First - class
House. Recommended to Families.'
Member of the French, Belgian, and
English Touring Clubs. Omnibus
meets all Trains. Tolephone No. 20.

CONTREXEVILLE (Vosges, France).

COSMOPOLITAN HOTEL

Newly built. Situated on a Hill. Splendid View. Modern Comfort.

Lifts, Baths, Central Heating, Telephones. Magnificent Private

Garden. Very First-Class Hotel. PETIT, Proprietor.

DUBLIN. .

Charming situation, overlooking Stephen.s
Oreen Park. Moat Central Position.

Moderate Charges.

rje32^-— HOTEL. |

Electric Light. Free Garage. Elevators.

DULVERTON.
Qreat Western Railway Junction, 34 hours from London.

CARNARVON ARMS HOTEL.

Old-World Garden and Home Dairy. Adjoining good Golf Course. Five miles
Private Trout Fishing. Wild Red Deer, Fox, Otter Hunting. Tennis, Billiards,

Booklet, free. Telephoned. Wire : " Nelder, Dulverton."
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ENQELBERG, near LUCERNE (Switzerland).

aOTEI. DTATIONAIi.

pen June 1st to September 80th. 3,200 feet above Sea Level. First-Class Hotel.
50 Beds. Splendid free situation, targe shady Garden ; Lift ; Electric Light in all

rooms; Central Heating; Baths on every floor. Pension Terms: June and
eptember. from 6 frs. ; July and Auguit, from 7 frs. daily. Omnibus at Railway

tation. Prospectus free. EDMUND MULLER, Proprietor.

EVIAN LES BAINS (Haute Savoie), FRANCE.

The most Ideal Spring and Autumn Resort on the

French side of the Lake of Geneva.

L'ERMITAGE.

FIRST-CLASS HOUSE. EVERY MODERN COMFORT.

 

THE HOME OF REST AND COMFORT.

SEASON: APRIL TO NOVEMBER. .

In May, June, September and October, Terms from 14 francs

a day inclusive. Resident Doctor.

M. AUG. FLORINETTI, Manager.

EXETER, DEVONSHIRE.

Pople's New London Hotel

PATRONISED BY THE ROYAL FAMILY.

Adjoining Northernhay Park and near the Cathedral.

A charming 18th Century Hotel, with every modern comfort and

luxury. Electric Light. Beautiful covered Courtyard (with fernery

and fountain in centre) as Lounge.

Night Porter. Splendid New Motor Garage with lock-up private boxes and inspec
tion pits. Oltieially appointed by " Royal Automobile Club," Automobile Asso

ciation, and " Motor Union." Hotel Omnibuses at Stations.

FRAN KFORT-ON -MAIN.

HOTEL GERMANIA.

nediately opposite the Right-hand Entrance to the Railway Station. Beautiful Garden
Room* 90 Beds. Every Modern Comfort. Electric Light, Central Heating, Baths, Lift,

furnished Rooms from 2.50 Marks upwards, Light, Attendance, and Heating included,
in every room. Managed by the Proprietor, Fred Schmutz, many years Head Waiter
tel de Paris, Straraburg, Alsace.

1

iful Garc
Baths, I

ting incliii
fib's ibcjiH
f nfff'pa< i
rifii/if QWU
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GENOA.

GRAND HOTEL DE GENES.

Quiet Rooms with Bath and Toilette. Full South. All Comforts.

Restaurant. Tea Room. Daily Concert. Garage.

G. & R. BONERA, Proprietors and Managers.

GENOA.

MODERN COMFORT. PENSION FROM 8 FRANCS.

Central Heating. Restaurant. Eleetrie Light. Lift. Moderate Priees.

GOOD VIEW OF THE SEA.

GENOA.

PLACE ANNUNZIATA.

Specially recommended for Families. Every Modern Comfort. Rooms and Suites
with Bath. (Juiet suuuy Rooms. Running Hot and Cold Water. Central Heating.

D. MELANO, Proprietor.

GLION above MONTREUX, TERRITET.

Grand Hotel du Righi Vaudois Glion.

THIRST-CLASS HOTEL, enlarged and entirely renewed, with the best

comfort. 150 Rooms. One of the finest ?ituations in Switzerland. Central
Heating. Moderate Charges. Open all th;
Apartments with Private Bath Room.

year. Beautiful Garden and Park.

E. iUECHELMANN, Proprietor.

HAVRE. NORMANDY HOTEL,

tog, 108, RUE DE PARIS (Centrei. FIRST CLASS.

Lift. Central Heating. Electric Light. Restaurant a la Carte. Well-stocked Wine
Cellar. Breakfast, 3 fr. Table d'Hote, 3 fr. 50 c. Large Smoking Hall. English
Newspapers. Music and Reading Rooms. Private Bath Rooms. Interpreter speaks
all Languages. All Rooms with Running Hot and Cold Water.
Only Hotel in Havre with Lift and Central Heating. A. MOREAU, Proprietor.

HEIDELBERG.

HOTEL DE L'EUROPE.

THIS most charming FIRST-CLASS HOTEL stands in its own

Park, situated in the best part of town, near the Station. All

Modern Comfort, Apartments and Single Rooms with Private

Bath and Toilette, many rooms with running Hot and Cold Water.

Open-Air Restaurant, Garden Concerts. Hot-Water Heating

throughout. New Garage. Arrangements made for stay. Specially

patronised by the leading members of English and American

Society. F. GABLER, Proprietor.

HEIDELBERG.

CLASS in everj-iS'IRST CLASS in every respect. Beautiful situation. Newly enlarged and reno-
d. Apartments!*- vated. Apartments with Bath. Terrace Restaurant. Garage. Concert every
Specially reconvening. Specially recommended to English and American Society. Arrangements
I Ifi1X' made for a stay- MULLER & PIGUERON, Proprietors.

abGCI3II^ tGGOI' "" <
q- ybSTLfmGnr-
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HEIDEN

(SWITZERLAND).

Beautiful Village above
the Lake of Constance,

2,700 feet.

HOTEL FREIHOF and

SCHWEIZERHOF.
Firat-clflss Family Hotels. 180 Berts. Afford every home
comfort: Own large parks. 9 tennis courts. Own farm.
Goats' whey. Modern Hydropathic Establishment. Daily
Concerts.< Dances. Pension from 7 fra. Garage. Please
write for Pamphlets. Propr., Altherr-Simond.

BAD KISSINGEN (BAVARIA).

HOTEL VICTORIA & KAISERHOF.

First Class. 220 Rooms. Latest comfort. Opposite Kurgarten, Springs and
new Covered Promenade. Two Halls. Large Garden. VeTandah-llestaurant.
jingle Kooms and Apartments with Private Bath and Toilet. Apply for
Prospectus.

Gg. Licbschcr, Proprietor,

KREUZNACH.

HOTEL ORANIENHOF (First Class).

INKST and highest situation, in the most extensive private grounds ; near the
Kurhaus and the Salines. The leading First-class Hotel. Extensively visited

y Koyalty and English and American families. Every modern comfort. Badium-
Sol Mineral Baths in the house. Lawn Tennis ; shooting and Fishing. Moderate
terms. Advantageous arrangements. H. D. ALTEN, Proprietor

I.AIR6, ST.

THE

SUTHERLAND ARMS HOTEL

Is beautifully situated, looking up the wide expanse

of Loch Shin, and surrounded by the finest scenery.

GOOD FISHING ON SEVERAL EXCELLENT LOCHS

Excellent 9-hole Golf Course adjoining Hotel.

OFFICIALLY APPOINTED HEADQUARTERS IN

SUTHERLAND OF SCOTTISH AUTOMOBILE CLUB.

Telegrams: "Wallace, Lalrgr." WILLIAM WALLACE, Proprietor.

Sutherland Motor Traffic Company conveys the Mails to and from
Lairg to Lochinver, Scourie, Laxford, and Tongue, thus ensuring a regular
and efficient service. Motors for Hire by week or month.

LLANGOLLEN, NORTH WALES.

On tbe Banks of the Dee.

e of the most convenient in this "Lovely Vale," and second tanone for Comfort. Catering, an° g f;
ituation. 60 Bedrooms. Large Private Sitting Rooms. Electric Light throughout. Favourit°n8PODf'
-p between Holyhead and London. Golf. Extensive Motor Garage for 40 Cars. Posting in aFW CP

its Branches. National Telephone : No. 7.
Address : " Hah, Li.*KooLiac»r" Resident Proprietor, J. S. SHAW. _ _
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the GRAND HOTEL

T HP A TERMINUS of the GOTHARD

Lj\J\jAI\Vi \J% RAILWAY on LAGO MAGGIORE.

BEST STOPPING PLACE ON TBE

ITALIAN LAKES.
23 hrs. from London. 15 hrs. from
Paris- 4 hrs. from Milan. 6 hrs.
from Genoa. 4 bra. from Lucerne.

OPEN the whole year. Most luxurious and comfortable home for all

the seasons in Italy or Switzerland. Patronised by all the Royal Families. Unrivalled
sitnation in the finest climate of Europe ; without snow, wind, or fog, but with plenty of
sunshine. Entirely adapted for winter residence. Pronounced by the
body Physician of H.M. The King of Bavaria and University—Prof. Aloys Martin—to be
the healthiest and best All Seasons Resort. Beautiful walks and mountain excursions.
English Church, Doctor, Society. Lift. Private Steamer and Carriages for visitors.
Exquisite Cuisine. Moderate Charges. Electric Light in every room. Golf. Tennis.

Messrs. BALLI, Proprietors.

LISBON.

HOTEL DURAND (English Hotel)

LARGO DO QUINTELLA.

FIRST-CLASS ESTABLISHMENT.
8 1United in the most central part of the Town.
Recently enlarged and renovatcd. Terms en

pension. Electric Light. Lift.

MURRAY'S

TRAVEL TALK.

TWENTIETH EDITION.

Price 3S. 6d..

LYNTON, N. DEVON (The English Switzerland).

VALLEY OF ROCKS HOTEL.

LARGEST, MOST UP-TO-DATE.

RADIATORS. MOTOR GARAGE WITH PIT.

Excupsion Coaches leave the Hotel daily.-

Well-appointed Carriages and Horses from Hotel Stables.

Telegrams: " Holman, Lynton." . Telephone No. 49.

ALSO IMPERIAL HOTEL FOR MORE MODERATE TARIFF.

LIFT.

No Winter. BOCA 3D 3E3 I It A. (FunchaO. No Dust.

3* DAYS' VOYAGE FROM ENGLAND. 7 FROM NEW YORK.

(ESTABLISHED 1850.i

By appointment to H.R.H.-tb.e late Duke of Edinburgh.

BEID'S PALACE HOTEL, and ANNEXES.-Situated on the Cliffs to the west of Funchal,
on the New Road, overlooking the Sea. Grand view of the Mountains. Sea bathing and
boating all the year round. Lift. Lamest Gardens in Madeira. French Cuisine. Open all the
year. Swiss Manager. f'ARMO HOTEL—In sheltered central position. Large Gardens.
These FIRST-CLASS HOTELSafford every comfort for families and travellers, giving great choice,

of situation. F.lectric Light throughout. Tennis Courts, large gardens, baths, reading and smoking
rooms. Lounge. English. French, and German newspapers. Billiards. The SAN ITARY arrange
ments by the BANNER SANITATION CO., LONDON. Water laid on In iron pipes from a mountain
source direct. All Steamers met. Pension from 9/- to 25/- per diem, according to accommodation.
B.EID-S MOUNT PARK HOTEL.-2.000 ft. above sea. Beautiful situation.
Pamphlet Free. Apply to MADEIRA AGENCY, 11. Adam Street. Strand. London. W.C.: Messrs.

T. COOK i SON. Ludgate Circus. E.G. ; THE HOTEL TARIFF BUREAU, 275, Regent Street,
London, W. : at the STEAMSHIP COMPANIES' OFFICES ; or from W. & A. REID. Madeira.
Lieber, ABC, and Unicode. Telegraphic Address : "REID, FUNCHAL."

MARIENBAD.

FIRST-CLASS ENGLISH HOUSE. 220 ROOMS.

Best Position in the Town. Opposite the Springs " Kreuzbrunnen " and the Bathing
Establishment. Hall. Three Lifts. Electric Light. Twenty Baths. Vacuum Clean
ing. Omnibus a,t the Station. Best Golf Links. Considerably enlarged, 1908/10.

. J. A. RTJBRITITJS, Proprietor, Purveyor to the Court.
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MILAN.

HOTEL CAVOUR.

The Finest, Quietest, and Healthiest Situation in the Town. Facing the Park.

Every Modern Comfort. Railway Booking Office in the Hotel.

HEIRS SUARDI, Proprietors.

MILAN.

HOTEL DU NORD ET DES ANGLAIS.

On the Central Railway Station Square.

First-class Family Hotel with every modern comfort. Apartments with Baths, and
Rooms with Hot and Cold Running Water. Dark Room and Auto-Garage.

C. GALLIA, Proprietor.

MILAN.

BELLINI'S

Hotel Terminus,

Place Gare Centrale.

NAUHEIM - BAD.

CARLTON

PALACE HOTEL.

Right opposite the Bath Houses
and Park.

 

MILAN.

First Class.

CENTRAL.

PRIVATE

BATHROOMS.

NICE.

HOTEL SUISSE.

A 1 Swiss House, recommended for
sojourn. Lift. Central heating. Modern

comforts. Moderate charges.

J. P. HOG, Proprietor.

NUREMBERG.

GOLDEN EAGLE HOTEL.

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOUSE. 150 Beds. Most central and best position.
Specially patronised by English and Americans. Arrangements made. Electric

Light and Central Heating throughout. Lift. Rooms with Private
Baths. Omnibus meets all trains. Under the Personal Management of the
Proprietor : WILLY SCHLENK.

OSTEND.

THE SPLENDID HOTEX..

Facing the Sea and Baths. Next to the Palace of the Royal Family. All modern
Comforts. Rooms from 6 fr., light and attendance included. Pension. Meals
served at Separate Tables.

Cable Address ; "SPLENDID, OSTEND."

OSTEND.

GRAND HOTEL DU LITTORAL

(.THE LITTORAL).

Facing the Sea, most fashionable position. Room from 4s. Full board from 10s.
Dependance : ASTOR HOUSE. Full board from 8s.

POITIERS..

GRAND HOTEL DE FRANCE.

,_ Very comfortable. Highly recommended-
'Very central ; near to Historical Monuments,
jPublie Gardens. Garage. Ollar aud Cooking
. •recommended. Telephone : 'J4. A.C.F., T.O.F.
' English spoken.

B.OBLIN, Proprietor.

STANFORD'S

GEOLOGICAL ATLAS of GREAT

BRITAIN and IRELAND.

ByH. B. WOODWARD, F.R.8., F.G.S.

Pri 12s. 6d. net.
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ROME.

GRAND HOTEL MARINI.

First Class. UnriYalled for its healthy, quiet, and eentral situation.

Fnll South. Eleetrie Light and Hot-Water Heating in every Boom.

(OPEN ALL TEE TEAR.)

EUGENE MARINI, Proprietor. \

Via del Babuino. ROME. Piazza del Popolo.

GRAND HOTEL DE RUSSIE

Most healthy, quiet, and central position.

FIRST CLASS. MODERATE CHARGES.

700 Private Bathrooms. Numerous Suites & Single Rooms facing the Garden.

The only Hotel in Rome having a Lar^e

and Sunny Garden.

F. & L. SILENZI, Proprietors.

ST. PETERSBURG.

GRAND HOTEL,

18 & 20, GOGOL. STREET.

First-class Hotel in the centre of the city. Near all places of interest.

Entirely Renovated. Electric Light throughout. Apartments with

Private Bath and Rooms from 2 Rbl. Excellent Cuisine. Breakfast,

50 Kop. ; Lunch, 75 Kop. ; Dinner, 1 Rbl. 50 Kop., and d la carte.

Best Russian and Foreign Wines. International Correspondence.

Auto and Omnibus meet all trains and steamers.

Til. SCIIOTTE, Proprietor.

ST. PETERSBURG.

HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE.

Commanding the most beautiful View over St. Isaac's Square.

Re-opened 1913 after having been entirely reconstructed and

newly furnished. "Fitted with all Modern Conveniences and

Sanitary arrangements. English Billiards.

MODERATE PRICES. ENGLISH MANAGEMENT.

TH. SCHOTTB, Proprietor.^
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ST. PETERSBURG.

GRAND HOTEL D'EUROPE,

Perspective Newski et Rue Michel. Most Central Position.

 

Leading Hotel of the Capital, with all Modern Comforts. Single Bedrooms from

3 roubles, and .with Private Bath from 7 roubles upwards. Elegant Restaurant.

Largest Roof Garden in Europe. All languages spoken. Under Swiss Manage

ment. Telegraphic Address : " EUBOPOTEL, PETERSBURG."

J. WOLFLISBERG-GIGER, General Manager.

SAMADEN
10 minutes from
ST. MORITZ. THE HOTEL BERNINA

200 BHDS.

FI 1ST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL, close to the Famous SAMADEN GOLF LINKS

Splendid Situation in its own Gardeu. New Public Rooms. English Church.

SUMMER & WINTER SPORT. MODERATE TERMS. LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

FASHIONABLE SEASIDE RESORT ON THE NORTH SEA.

SCHEVENINGEN,

Parisian Lamoureux Orchestra

HOLLAND.

Season, June .to September 30.

PALACE HOTEL. HOTEL KURHAUS.

HOTEL D'ORANGE. SAVOY HOTEL.

GRAND HOTEL. HOTEL RAUCH.

All situated on Seheveningen's splendid Sea Front.

SIENNE, ITALY.

GRAND HOTEL CONTINENTAL

AND PENSION.
Electric Light. Only house with Central

Heating throughout. Lift.

£very Modern Comfort

ALFEED ZAZZERA, Proprietor.

ROME.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK

FOR

ROME.

PRICE 10s.
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STANFORD'S

LONDON ATLAS OF UNIVERSAL

GEOGRAPHY.

POLIO EDITION.

Exhibiting the Physical and Political Divisions of the

various Countries of the World. Third issue, revised and

enlarged. 110 Maps, and a list of names, with latitudes

and longitudes. Size when shut, 17 by 23 inches. Weight

27i lbs.

Third Edition. Imperial folio, half-moroeco extra,

price £12; full moroceo, £15.

" Does the greatest credit to the Publisher's enterprise, and in a

more general way to British map-making."—Spectator.

"This magnificent Atlas."—Scotsman.

STANFORD'S

SERIES OF LIBRARY MAPS

Showing the most recent political boundaries, and the general

geography of the continents with the greatest acouracy and detail. .

Railways, Canals, and submarine telegraph cables are clearly marked.

EUROPE. N. AMERICA.

ASIA. S. AMERICA.

AFRICA. AUSTRALASIA.

Each map is printed in four sheets. Size when joined up, 65 x 58

inches.

Prices :—Coloured sheets, 35s.

Mounted on rollers and varnished, 45s.

Mounted to fold in morocco case, 60s.

Mounted on spring roller, £5.

These maps are admirably adapted for the walls of private libraries

or public institutions, and are already largely used in Government

offices and by the leading commercial firms of the world.

London: EDWARD STANFORD, Ltd., 12, 13, & 14, Long Aore, W.C.

Cartograptiers to His Majesty the King.



 




